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ADVERTISEMENT

The Society as a bodi/ is not to be considered responsible

for any facts and opinions advanced in the several Papers,

which must rest entirely on the credit of their respective

A iithors.
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PREFACE

A BRIEF statement of the circumstances which led to the

formation of The Cambridge Philosophical Society may

not perhaps be thought an improper introduction to this first

part of its Transactions.

The various departments of Mathematical and Philosophical

Learning have long occupied a distinguished place in the

system of Education adopted in the University of Cambridge;

and a successfiil cultivation of them has on all occasions

been rewarded with the highest Academical Honours. Hence,

as might naturally be expected, men, eminent for their proficiency

in those branches of learning, have never been wanting in

this University. Of those who have been thus trained to

habits of accurate investigation, not a few have endeavoured

to direct the principles of science to practical purposes ;

—

have applied those principles in the manner in which they

might be the most beneficially applied — in strengthening

the foundations, and in extending the boundaries, of Physical

Knowledge.
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Many productions of persons thus connected with the

University have, at different times, been received with

approbation. There is, however, reason to believe that many

other works — deemed perhaps by the authors of them

not sufficiently considerable for separate publication, but yet

replete with important information— have been suffered to

remain unknown ; and that many observations, the result of

careful inquiry, have been imperfectly recorded. Under these

circumstances, it was thought that great advantages might be

derived from the establishment, in the University, of a Society,

the main object of which should be the advancement of

Natural Philosophy. By the formation of such a Society, new

facilities would be presented for the communication of know-

ledge : and thus, many ingenious Speculations on Philosophical

subjects wouhl, in all probability, be drawn from obscurity;

and, by means of the Volumes of Transactions which the

Society might occasionally publish, be effectually preserved,

and recommended to the attention of the world.

When, moreover, it was considered, that there are resident

in the University many students, who, after completing with

honour to themselves that course of reading which has been

laid down for them, have both leisure and disposition for

more extensive researches — it appeared highly desirable to

excite, among persons .so well prepared for mental exertion, a

common interest in the advancement of Philosophical Know-

ledge. The association of men of cultivated understandings,
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and of similar pursuits, has a tendency to keep alive the

spirit of inquiry, and to direct it to proper objects. Hopes

were therefore entertained that, by the co-operation of minds

thus accustomed to investigation, some services, not otherwise

to be expected, might eventually be rendered to the cause of

Science.

Such, it was conceived, were the consequences which might

reasonably be anticipated from the establishment of a Philo-

sophical Society in the University of Cambridge; but at the

same time it must be observed that the plan of the Society was

not confined to those parts of Natural Philosophy, which form

the more immediate objects of Academical pursuit. It was

intended that the proposed Institution should embrace the

studies of Chemistry, Mineralogy, Geology, Botany, Zoology,

and other branches of Natural Science which have in modein

times engaged so large a share of the public attention, and

can be cultivated with success only by means of a continued

series of experiments, and an unceasing vigilance of observation.

Some of these subjects have already been partially illustrated by

the application of Mathematical principles, and may perhaps

be destined to acquire a still greater portion of the precision

and certainty which attend the conclusions of demonstrative

science:— others lay claim to regard by the practical value of the

results which they present:— and of most of them, it may be

justly asserted, that they afford ample scope for the exercise of

the intellectual powers, in the methods of reasoning by Analysis

and Induction.
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In other points of view, considerable advantages were

anticipated from the proposed Society. Many Members of the

University, although no longer resident within its precincts,

have yet opportunities for observation and inquiry. From them

it was confidently believed that very interesting communications

would be obtained;— communications which would manifest

the utility of a Philosophical Institution in the advancement

of Physical Science. Great hopes were also entertained of

forming such a connexion with other Societies of a similar

kind as might, by means of mutual reports of experiments and

observations, continually present new subjects of investigation

and afford new motives for exertion.

Such on the whole were the considerations which induced

a few individuals in the University, well known for their zeal

and activity in scientific research, to communicate to some of

their Academical friends the plan of a Philosophical Institu-

tion. Their sentiments were received with so much approbation,

that hopes were speedily entertained of carrying the jilan into

effect. For the purpose of ascertaining the general feeling

which might prevail on the subject, a meeting was soon after

held, which was numerously attended by Graduates of the

University. At this Meeting, it was unanimously agreed,

that a Philosophical Society should be formed; and at

the same time, a Connnittee was appointed to make such

arrangements as might appear necessary for the completion of

the design.
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At a subsequent Meeting, held on the 15th of November 1819,

the Report of the Committee, together with a Code of Regula-

tions, was read and approved of, and the Officers and Council

of the Society were appointed. From that day, therefore. The

Cambridge Philosophical Society dates its Establishment.

The first general Meeting of the Society, for the despatch

of business, was held on Monday the 13th of December, 1819

;

at which, after an appropriate address by the President from the

Chair, a paper stating the design and objects of the Society, was

read by the Professor of Mineralogy, Dr. Clarke. The general

meetings of the Society have since been held at stated intervals

during each term.

To this brief narrative of the origin and progress of The

Cambridge Philosophical Society, nothing more needs be added,

than that a commodious house has been hired, in which its

meetings are held ; and in which arrangements have been made

for the reception of Books, and of Specimens in the different

branches of Natural History. For the specimens which have

been already collected the Society is indebted to the liberality

of some of its Members*.

* A list of donations to the Society will be printed at the end of the first Volume

of Transactions.
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The Society takes this opportunity of expressing its grateful

acknowledgments to the Syndics of the University Press, for

their liberality in taking upon themselves the expense of printing

this first part of its Transactions.
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I. On Isometrical Perspective.

By WILLIAM FARISH, B.D.

JACKSONIAN PROFESSOR,

AND PRESIDENT OF THE PHILOSOPHICAL SOCIETY

I^ THE UNIVERSITY OF CAMBRIDGE.

[Read February 21, and March 6, 1S20.]

In the Course of Lectures which I deliver in the University of

Cambridge, I exhibit models of almost all the more important

machines which are in use in the manufactures of Britain.

The number of these is so large, that had each of them been

permanent and separate, on a scale requisite to make them work,

and to explain them to my audience, I should, independently of

other objections, have found it difficult to have procured a ware-

house large enough to contain them. I procured therefore an

apparatus, consisting of what may be called a system of the first

principles of machinery; that is, the separate parts, of which

machines consist. These are made chiefly of metal, so strong,

that they may be sufficient to perform even heavy work : and so

adapted to each other, that they may be put together at pleasure,

in every form, which the particular occasion requires.

Those parts are various ; such as, loose brass wheels, the teeth

of which, all fit into one another: axes, of various lengths, on

any part of which the wheel required may be fixed : bars, clamps,

and frames ; and whatever else might be necessary to build up the

particular machines which are wanted for one Lecture. These

A
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models may be taken down, and the parts built up again, in a

different form, for the Lecture of the following day. As these

machines, thus constructed for a temporary purpose, have no per-

manent existence in themselves, it became necessary to make an

accurate representation of them on paper, by which my assistants

might know how to put them together, without the necessity of my

continual superintendence. This might have been done, by giving

three orthographic plans of each ; one on the horizontal plane, and

two, on vertical planes at right angles to each other. But such

a method, though in some degree in use among artists, would

be liable to great objections. It would be unintelligible to an

inexperienced eye ; and even to an artist, it shews but very

imperfectly that which is most essential, the connection of the

dift'erent parts of the engine with one another ; though it has the

advantage of exhibiting the lines parallel to the planes, on which

the orthographic projections are taken, on a perfect scale. This

will be easily understood, by supposing a cube to be the object re-

presented. The ground plan would be a square representing both

the upper and lower surfaces. And the two elevations would also

be squares on two vertical planes, parallel to the other sides of

the cube. The artist would have exhibited to him, three squares

;

and he would have to discover how to put them together in the

form of a cube, from the circumstance of there being two elevations,

and a ground plan. This method, therefore, giving so little

assistance on so essential a point, I thought unsatisfactory.

The taking a picture, on the principles of common perspective,

was the next expedient that suggested itself. And this might be

adapted to the exhibition of a model, by taking a kind of bird's-eye

view of the object, and having the plane of the picture, not as is

most common in a drawing, perpendicular to the horizon, but to

a line, drawn from the eye, to some principal part of the object.

For example: in taking the picture of a cube, the eye might be
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placed in a distant point on the line which is formed by producing

the diagonal of the cube. But to this common perspective, there

are great objections. The lines which in the cube itself, are all

equal, in the representation are unequal. So that it exhibits

nothing like a scale. And to compute the proportions of the

original from the representation, would be exceedingly difficult,

and, for any useful purpose, impracticable : there is equal difficulty

too, in computing the angles which represent the right angles of

the cube. Neither does the representation appear correct, unless

the eye of the person, who looks at it, be placed exactly in the

point of sight. It is true that, as we are continually in the habit of

looking at such perspective drawings, we get the habit of cor-

recting, or rather overlooking the apparent errors which arise from

the eye being out of the point of sight, and are therefore not struck

with the appearance of incorrectness, which, if we were unac-

customed to it, we should feel at once.

The kind of perspective, which is the subject of this paper,

though liable in a slight degree, to the last-mentioned inconve-

nience, till the eye becomes used to it, I found much better adapted

to the exhibition of machinery ; I therefore determined to adopt it,

and set myself to investigate its principles, and to consider how it

might most easily be brought into practice.

It is preferable to the common perspective on many accounts,

for such purposes. It is much easier, and simpler in its principles.

It is also, by the help of a common drawing-table, and two rulers*,

* It is unnecessary to describe the drawing-table any further than by observing that it

ought to be so contrived, as to keep the paper steady on which the drawing is to be made.
There should be a ruler in the form of the letter T to slide on one side of the drawing-

table. The ruler should be kept, by small prominences on the under side, from being in

immediate contact with the paper, to prevent its blotting the fresh drawn lines, as it slides

over them. And a second ruler, by means of a groove near one end on its under side, should

be made to slide on the first. The groove should be wider than the breadth of the first ruler,

and so fitted, that the second may at pleasure be put into either of the two positions

A 2 represented
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incomparably more easy, and, consequently, more accurate in its

application ; insomuch, that there is no difficulty in giving an

almost perfectly correct representation of any object adapted to this

perspective, to which the artist has access, if he has a very simple

knowledge of its principles, and a little practice.

It further represents the straight lines, which lie in the three prin-^

cipal directions, all on the same scale. The right angles contained

by such lines are always represented either by angles of 60 degrees,

or the supplement of 60 degrees. And this, though it might look

like an objection, will appear to be none on the first sight of a

drawing on these principles, by any person who has ever looked

at a picture. For, he cannot for a moment have a doubt, that the

angle represented is a right angle, on inspection.

And we may observe further, that an angle of 60^ degrees is the

easiest to draw of any angle in nature. It may instantly be found

represented in tbe plate, fig. 1, so as to contain with tiie former ruler, in eitlier position, an

angle of 60 degrees. The groove should be of such a size, that when its shoulders a and d

are in contact with, and rest against the edges of the first ruler, the edge of the second ruler

should coincide with de, the side of an equilateral triangle described on dg, a portion of

the edge of the first ruler; and when the shoulders b and c rest against the edges of the first

ruler, the edge of the second should lie along ge, the other side of the equilateral triangle.

The second ruler should have a little foot at k for the same purpose as the prominences on

the first ruler, and both of them should have their edges divided into inches, and tenths, or

eighths of inches.

It would be convenient if the second ruler had also another groove r s, so formed that when

the shoulders r and « are in contact with the edges of the first ruler, the second should be at

right angles to it.

For representing circles in their proper positions the writer made use of the inner edge of

rims cut out from cards, into isometrical ellipses as represented in the figure ; of these he had

a series, of different sizes, corresponding to his wheels. Such a series might be cut by help of

the concentric ellipses in fig. 5, but he thinks that it would be an easier way to make use

of that set of concentric ellipses as they stand, by putting them in the proper place under the

picture, if the paper on which the drawing is made, be thin enough for the lines to be traced

through, as by help of them the several concentric circles will go to the representation of one

which might be drawn at once. It is difficult to execute them separately with sufficient

accuracy, to make them correspond. For this purpose a separate plate of fig. 5, should

be had, and one edge of the paper on the drawing table, should be loose to admit of the con-

centric ellipses being slid under it, to the proper place, as described, page J).
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by any person who has a pair of compasses, and understands the

First Proposition of Euclid. The representation, also, of circles

and wheels, and of the manner in which they act on one another, is

very simple, and intelligible. The principles of this perspective

which, from the peculiar circumstance of its exhibiting the lines in

the three principal dimensions, on the same scale, I denominate
" Isometrical," will be understood from the following detail

:

Suppose a cube to be the object to be represented. The eye

placed in the diagonal of the cube produced. The paper, on which

the drawing is to be made to be perpendicular to that diagonal,

between the eye, and the object, at a due proportional distance

from each, according to the scale required. Let the distance of

the eye, and consequently that of the paper, be indefinitely in-

creased, so that the size of the object may be inconsiderable in

respect of it.

It is manifest, that all the lines drawn from any points of the

object to the eye, may be considered as perpendicular to the

picture, which becomes, therefore, a species of orthographic pro-

jection. It is manifest, the projection will have for its outline an

equiangular, and equilateral hexagon, with two vertical sides, and

an angle at the top and bottom. The other three lines will be radii

drawn from the center to the lowest angle, and to the two alter-

nate angles ; and all these lines and sides will be equal to each

other, both in the object and representation : and if any other

lines parallel to any of the three radii should exist in the object,

and be represented in the picture, their representations will bear

to one another, and to the rest of the sides of the cube, the same

proportion which the lines represented, bear to one another in the

object.

If any one of them, therefore, be so taken, as to bear any re-

quired proportion to its object, e. g. 1 to 8, as in my representations

of my models, the others also will bear the same proportion to
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their objects ; that is, the lines parallel to the three radii will be

reduced to a scale.

I omit the demonstration of this, and some other points, partly

for the sake of brevity, and partly because a geometrician will find

no difficulty in demonstrating them himself, fi'om the nature of

orthographic projection ; and a person, who is not a geometrician,

would have no interest in reading a demonstration.

For the same reason, it is unnecessary to shew that the three

angles at the center, are equal to one another, and each equal to

120 degrees, twice the angle of an equilateral triangle ; and the

angle contained between any radius and side is 60 degrees, the

supplement of the above, and equal to the angle of an equilateral

tiiangle. All this follows immediately from Euclid, B. IV. Prop. 15^

on the inscrijjtion of a hexagon in a circle.

In models, and machines, most of the lines are actually in the

three directions parallel to the sides of a cube, properly placed on

the object. And the eye of the artist should be supposed to be

placed at an indefinite distance, as before explained, in a diagonal

of the cube produced.

Definitions.

The last-mentioned line may be called the line of sight.

Let a certain point be assumed in the object, as for example C,

fig. 2, and be represented in the picture, to be called. The regulating

point. Through that point on the picture, may be drawn a vertical

line, CE, fig. 2, and two others, CB, CG, containing with it, and

with one another, angles of 120", to be called the isometricul lines,

to be distinguished from one another by the names of the vertical,

the dexter, and the sinister lines. And the two latter, may be called

by a common name,—the horizontal isometricul lines. Any other

lines, parallel to them, may be called respectively by the same

names. The plane passing through the dexter, and vertical lines,
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may be called the dexter isometrical plane ; that passing through

the vertical, and sinister lines, the sinister plane; and that through

the dexter and sinister lines, the horizontal plane.

By the use of the simple apparatus described above in the

Note, the representation of these lines in the objects may be drawn

on the picture, and measured to a scale, with the utmost facility

:

the point at the extremity being first found, or assumed. The

position of any point in the picture, may be easily found, by

measuring its three distances, namely, first its perpendicular

distance from the regulating horizontal plane, (that is, the hori-

zontal plane passing through the regulating point) secondly, the

perpendicular distance of that point, where the perpendicidar meets

the horizontal plane, from the regulating dexter line ; and thirdly,

of the point, where that perpendicular meets the dexter line, from

the regulating point; and then taking those distances reduced to

the scale, first, along the dexter line, secondly, along the sinister

line, and thirdly, along the vertical line, in the picture. These

three may be called the de^vter distance of the point, its sinister

distance, and its altitude. And it is manifest they need not be

taken in this order, but in any other that may be more con-

venient to the artist : there being six ways in which this operation

may be varied.

If any point in the same isometrical plane, with the point re-

quired to be found, is already represented in the picture, that jjoint

may be assumed as a new regulating point, and the point required

found by taking two distances ; and if the new assumed regulating

point is in the same isometrical line with the point, it is found by

taking only one distance. And this last simple operation, will be

found in practice all that is necessary for the determination of most

of the points required. Thus any paral 1elopiped, or any frame-

work, or other object with rafters, or lines lying in the isometrical

directions, may be most easily and accurately exhibited on any
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scale required. But, if it be necessary to represent lines in other

directions, they will not be on the same scale, but may be exhi-

bited, if straight lines, by finding the extremities as above, and

drawing the line from one to the other ; or sometimes more readily

in practice, by help of an ellipse, as hereafter described, page 11.

If a curved line be required, several points may be found

sufficient to guide the artist to that degree of exactness, which is

required.

The method of exhibiting the representations of any machines,

or objects, the lines of which lie, as they generally do, in the

isometrical directions; that is, parallel to the three directions of

the lines of the cube, as has been already shewn ; and likewise the

mode of representing any other straight lines, by finding their ex-

tremities; or curved lines, by finding a number of points.

But in representing machines, and models, there are not only

isometincal lines, but also many wheels working into each other, to

be represented. These, for the most part, lie in the isometrical

planes. And it is fortunate that the jjicture of a circle in any one

of these planes, is always an ellipse of the same form, whether the

plane be horizontal, dexter, or sinister ; yet they are easily distin-

guished from each other, by the position in which they are placed

on their axle, which is an isometrical line, always coinciding with

the minor axis of the ellipse.

This will be obvious from considering the picture of a cube with

a circle inscribed in each of its planes, fig. 3, and considering these

circles as wheels on an axle. The two other lines (or spokes of the

wheel) in the ellipse, which are drawn respectively through the

opjjosite points of contact of the circle with the circumscribing

figure, are isometrical lines also ; for the points of contact bisect the

sides of the circumscribing parallelogram, and therefore the lines

are parallel to the other sides. They give likewise the true dia-

meter of the wheels, reduced to the scale required. It further
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appears from the nature of orthographic projection, that the major

axis of the ellipse, is to the minor axis, as the longer, to the shorter

diagonal of the circumscribing parallelogram, that is, (since the

shorter diagonal divides it into two equilateral triangles) as the

square root of three, to one ; as appears from Euclid, Lib. I. Prop. 47.

And since the sum of the squares of the conjugate diameters in an

ellipse, is always the same, if we put \/T for the minor axis, the

s/ 3 for the major, and i for the isometrical diameter, we shall have

2i* = 1 + 3, = 4, and i = s/~2.

Therefore the minor axis, the isometrical diameter, and the

major axis may be represented respectively by V i, \A2, x/^> ^^

nearly by i, 1.4142, 1.7321 ; or more simply, though not so nearly,

by 28, 40, 4^.

These lines may be geometrically exhibited by the following

construction

:

Let AB, fig. 4, be equal to BD, and the angle at B, a right

angle. In BA produced, take JSa = to AD. Draw aD, and

produce both it, and aB. Then will BD, Ba, and aD, be re-

pectively to one another, as x/ 1, >/ 2, V 3 by Euclid I. 47. There-

fore if afi be taken equal to the isometrical diameter of the ellipse

required, /35 drawn perpendicular to it will be the minor axis, and

a^ the major axis. The ellipse itself, therefore, may be drawn

by an elliptic compass, as that instrument may be properly set, if

the major, and minor axes are known. If it is to represent a wheel

on an axle, care must be taken to make the minor axis lie along

that axle. In the absence of the instrument it may be drawn from

the concentric ellipses, fig. 5, which may be placed under the

paper, in the position above described, and seen through it; if the

paper be not too thick, and in this method the smaller concentric

circles of the wheel may be described at the same time, as they

may be seen through the paper ; or if they should not be exactly of

the right size, it would be easy to describe them by hand, between

B
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the two nearest concentric ellipses ; and thus also the height of the

cogs of a wheel in the different parts of it may be exhibited, longer

and narrower towards the extremities of the major, and shorter and

wider at the extremities of the minor axis. Their width may be

determined from the divisions of the ellipse. In most cases, this

may be done with sufficient accuracy from the circumference of the

ellipse being divided into eight equal divisions of the circle, by the

two axes, and two isometrical diameters, each of which parts may

be subdivided by the skill of the artist ; and not only the face of

the wheel in front, may be thus exhibited, but the parts of the back

circles also, which are in sight, may be exhibited, by pushing back

tlie system of concentric ellipses on the minor axis, or axle through

a distance representing the breadth of the wheel, and then tracing,

both the exterior, and interior circles of the wheel, and of the bush

on which it is fixed, as far as they are visible. Care should be taken

to represent the top of the teeth, or cogs, by isometrical lines, parallel

to the axle, in a face-wheel, or tending to a proper point in the axle

in a bevil-wheel. And nearly in the same way may the floats of a

water-wheel be correctly represented. If a series of concentric

ellipses, such as are given, fig. 5, be not at hand, it will still be

easy for an artist to draw the ellipses with .sufficient accuracy for

most purposes, by drawing through the proper point in the axle,

the major, and minor axes, and the two isometrical diameters, thus

marking eight points in the circumference, to guide him.

If in any case it should become necessary to represent a circle,

which does not lie in an isometrical plane, we may observe that the

major axis will be the same, in whatever plane it lies: and it will be

the picture of that diameter, which is the intersection of the circle

with the plane parallel to the picture, passing through its center.

And the major axis, will bear to the minor axis, the proportion of

radius, to the sine of the inclination of the line of sight, to the

plane of the circle. We may observe further that the diameters of
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the ellipse, which are to the major axis, as V 2 to ^3, when such

exist, are isometi'ical lines*.

And the representation of every other line parallel, and equal to

any diameter of the circle, may be exhibited by drawing it equal

and parallel to the corresponding diameter in the ellipse.

If it should be desired to divide the circumference of an ellipse

into degrees, or any number of parts representing given divisions of

the circle, it may be done by the following method

:

Let an ellipse be drawn, liv^.Q, and on its major axis, AG, a circle

described, with its circumference divided into degrees, or parts

in any desired proportion, at B, C, D, E, F, &c. . from which

points, draw jjerpendiculars to the major axis. They will cut the

periphery of the ellipse in corresponding points. It would be

difficult, however, in this way, to mark, with sufficient accuracy,

the degrees, which lie near the extremities of the major axis. But

the defect may be supplied by transferring those degrees in a

similar way, from a graduated circle, described on the minor axis.

In this manner, an isometrical ellipse, may be formed into an

isometrical circular instrument, or an isometrical compass, which

may shew bearings or measure angles on the picture, in the same

manner, as a real compass, or circular instrument would do in

nature.

It may be often useful to have a scale, to measure distances, not

only in the isometrical directions, but in others also. And this may

* We may remark, that if a cone be described, having its vertex at C which lies in the \me

of sight, fig. 2, and passing through the three radii CB, CE, CG, all the straight lines in the

superficies of that cone passing through C, and all other lines parallel to any of them, are iso-

metrical, as well as those parallel to the three principal isometrical lines, CB, CE, CG ; and

no other lines but these can be on the same scale. But though this multiplies the number
of isometrical lines infinitely, it is of little practical use : because it is only those, which are

parallel to the three principal lines, that can be easily distinguished at sight, to be isome-

trical.

We may further remark, that if a line be drawn through the point C parallel to any given

line whatever, and that line be made to revolve round the line of sight, at the same angular

distance from it, so as to describe the surface of a cone, all other lines parallel to it, in any of

its positions, will be isometrical, as they respect one another.

b2
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be done, by a series of similar concentric ellipses, as in fig. 7,

dividing the isometrical diameters into equal portions. The other

diameters will be so divided, as to serve for a scale, for all lines

parallel to them respectively.

Thus, in the isometrical squares, exhibited in fig. 2, distances

measured on the longer diagonal, or its parallels, would be mea-

sured by the divisions on the major axis, those depending on the

shorter diagonal, by the divisions on the minor axis.

To describe a cylinder, lying in an isometrical direction, the

circles at its extremities, should be represented by the proper isome-

trical ellipses, and two lines touching both, should be drawn : and

in a similar way, a cone, or frustum of a cone, may be described.

A globe is represented by a circle, whose radius is the semi-major

axis of the ellipse representing a great circle.

It would not be difficult to devise rules for the representation of

many other forms which might occur in objects to be represented.

But the above cases are sufficient to include almost every thing

which occurs in the representation of models, of machines, of jihilo-

sophical instrunieuts, and indeed, of almost any regular production

of art.

Buildings may be exhibited by this perspective, as correctly, in

point of measurement, as by plans and elevations, under the

advantage of having the full effect of a picture.

A bridge, or any circular, or gothic arch, consisting of portions

of circles lying in isometrical planes, may be represented by portions

of isometrical ellipses, which will easily be adapted and drawn, upon

the principles already explained, by which wheels are exhibited on

their axles. The centers of those circles must be found, with which

the centers of the ellipses must be made to coincide, their minor

axes lying along the lines drawn from those centers perpendicular

to the planes of the circles. The shaft of a pillar consists of a

frustum of a cone, and a cylinder united; or perhaps of a cylinder
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aione, or a congeries of cylinders : and we have already shewn the

method of exhibiting these, as well as their bases. And on the same

principles, the position, and size of the volutes and ornaments of

the capital, may be found, and such guiding points^ as will make it

easy to trace their forms. Thus the diiFerent courts, and edifices of

a Cathedral, a College, or a Palace may be correctly depicted ; and

even the rooms, and internal structure, though less in the form of a

picture, may be exhibited in such a way as to enable an architect,

or his employer, to contemplate their situation, their ornaments,

furniture, or any other circumstance belonging to their appearance

;

and to mark down exactly what he would have done, in such a

way, as could hardly be misunderstood by an attentive agent,

though at a distance.

But in thus exhibiting buildings as transparent, and their

interior laid open, there is a danger of being confused by a mul-

tiplicity of lines; which is a ditficulty in a building containing

many rooms, that would need some address to get over. It is better

adapted to exhibit the inside of a single room, of a Cathedral, for

instance, the aisles, and transepts of which would not cause any

great perplexity.

In the same manner a plan of a city might be given, which

would not only represent its streets, and squares, as well (by the

help of the scale above described fig. 7.) as a common plan, but also

a picture of its churches, and public buildings, and even its private

houses, if such were the design contemplated by the artist, as they

would almost all become visible, when looked down upon, from

the commanding height which this perspective supposes. And such

a single exhibition, if well executed, might give a better idea of a

distant capital, than a volume of description.

In the instances which have been given, most of the lines are

isometrical. But the art is applicable to many cases, where there

are few, or none such. It may be necessary, in many of them, to
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draw isometrical lines, or isometrical ellipses, by way of a guide,

to determine the position of certain lines, and points, to enable

the artist to describe with accuracy what he has in view. And
there is scarce any form so anomalous, as to preclude the artist from

taking advantage of these methods of ascertaining such lines, or

points in it, as will give him much assistance, in representing it with

precision. If the intention be merely to make a picture, the guiding

lines may be obliterated as soon as they have served the purpose

designed, or they may be retained, in some cases, and their lengths

or diameters noted down in figures, if it be wished, to give ready

information. And often, if the artist wishes to provide materials to

enable him, at his leisure, to give accurate descriptions, or exact

drawings, the rudest exhibition of such lines may completely serve

his purpose, provided he notes down on the spot, such measure-

ments with accuracy, however unexact the lines may be on which

they are recorded. In many cases it may be expedient to take

liberties with this perspective, or with the picture, which will make

it suit the purpose designed. And this will produce no confusion,

provided those liberties are explained : for instance, it may often be

expedient to make the scale, in the vertical direction, larger, some-

times very considerably so, than in the horizontal. It may in some

cases be necessary to represent on paper, what is hid in nature.

What has been said on the internal structure of buildings, in

p. 13, is an instance of this as well as what we shall observe on

the exhibition of subterraneous objects. We shall proceed to give

.some examples of these observations.

To give such a representation of an Etruscan vase, as would

enable an artist to model it exactly, would be exceedingly easy.

Let a vertical line be drawn to represent the axis of the vase, fig. 8,

and let points be taken in that axis, corresponding to the centers

of the principal circles of the vase ; through which the horizontal

isometrical lines may be drawn representing the radii of those
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circles, by the help of which the isometrical ellipses representing

them are easily drawn. These will become a complete guide to

the artist. He may assi.st himself by looking at the object along

the line of sight, and then, if he has any skill in drawing, he will

find no difficulty in tracing the outline from one of these to the

other, with sufficient correctness. If he is unskilled in the art, of

course he must be at the trouble of finding a larger number of

ellipses to guide him. And in a similar manner, any .solid, formed

by the revolution of a plane figure round one of its sides, may be

represented.

The laying down the timbers of a ship, or making a picture of

one, shall be another example.

Let a vertical isometrical plane be conceived to pass through its

keel, and to be intersected by the perpendicular planes passing

through the ribs, and by planes parallel to the decks. The iso-

metrical lines, which are the intersections of these, may be mea-

sured in the ship, and represented, with their proper measures

noted down, in the picture; which will afford the means of repre-

senting the ribs, and laying them down in their proper places.

If this should be designed for the purpose of constructing a ship

from a given model, it might be sufficient to represent the ribs only

on one side ; those on the other side being the exact counterparts.

If the purpose should be to make use of these lines for a drawing,

they need be marked but very faintly, and the artist will have

little difficulty, when guided by them, to fill up the representa-

tion by hand.

In a similar manner, this perspective may be applied to the ex-

hibitions of animals, for the illustration of Natural History. All

the leading points may be thus accurately designated, and a good

artist will find no difficulty in making, by their help, a picture from

the animal, which will shew its proportions distinctly.

By this means, those agriculturists, who of late years, have so
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much improved the breeds of our cattle, might explain their ideas

with precision, on the points, to which they wish to call the attention

of their readers.

A regular fortification, which we will suppose to have eight

bastions, will iifFord another example.

A person not conversant in such a subject, is in general puzzled

with plans, and sections, and has very little idea of what is meant to

-be conveyed.

But he would easily understand it, if he should see every thing

exhibited in a correct picture, especially where he has the view of

his object varied, as in a fortification, such as has been proposed.

Let an isometrical ellipse be drawn expressing the internal cir-

cumference of the place ; and another concentric one, which

marks the salient angles of the fortification, on the principles

already explained. Draw other guiding lines to every necessary

point; the lines of the fortification may be easily transferred from a

common plan, to the isometrical, by the help of the scale of con-

centric ellipses described above, fig. 7, which >vill serve also to lay

down the length of the bastions, and curtains, &c. in whatever

direction they lie. Find the elevations of every part on the iso-

metrical scale ; and thus the body of the place, the ditches, coun-

terscarpe, covered way, glacis, ravellins, and all the outworks will

be represented to the eye as they appear in reality, and in every

varied position ; with the advantage of having all the admeasure-

ments laid down with geometrical precision. If the artist should

tliink the vertical lines, in such an exhibition, too small to give a

correct idea of all the minute elevations, there would be no harm in

his increasing the scale in that dimension in any desired propor-

tion.

The face of a hilly, or mountainous country, like Switzerland, or

the district of the Lakes in the north part of England, will afford

another example.
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Isometrical horizontal lines may be drawn representing lines in

the level from which the height of the mountains is to be reckoned,

so that vertical lines drawn from the summits of the mountains may

meet them, on which the heights may be marked; (as well as

recorded in figures, if required). And the mountains themselves

may be drawn in their topographical situation. Their bearings

may be marked by the help of the isometrical compass described in

p. 11. It would be easy to transfer them from a common map to

the isometrical plan ; and thus the face of the country might be re-

presented, just as it would appear from the commanding height

which the isometrical perspective supposes.

Yet, as the slopes of hills and mountains are seldom so steep as

the line of sight, it might sometimes suit the purpose to represent

the height of elevations as twice, or three times the reality, in order

that mountains might project an outline on the plane behind ;

otherwise, the summit might be projected on the mountain itself;

which would in a degree destroy the effect of a picture.

This art might be advantageously employed also, for tracing

what is below the surface of the earth, as well as what is above it.

It may be applied to geological purposes, and give, not only the

order of the strata, but their variations, and their geographicaJ!

situations. And for this purpose it might be useful to increase the

vertical scale, in a great proportion, above the horizontal. It

would be easy to mark the dip, or rise of the strata, as well as of the

earth above them : to represent their various disruptions, to shew

the situation, and extent of fissures, and metallic veins, to mark the

boundaries where the upper strata have been swallowed up, or

cease to appear ; or where the under stiata push up towards the

day. It would be easy to mark the variations in the thickness of

the strata in diflerent places, and to record the result of experiments

made at any point, by boring, or sinking shafts ; w hich might be

done by drawing a vertical line downward, so as to represent the

C
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thickness of the laminae, which might be marked by different

colours. By such a method, the geologist might obtain a map of

the country, which might exhibit at one view, the general results

of all the experiments, and enquiries, that had been made relative

to that science. And the owner of an estate might record in a

small compass, all that is known respecting its minerals, and be

able, from a comprehensive view of them all, to judge of the proba-

bility of success in sinking a shaft, or driving- a level . He might

also make good use of this perspective, in tracing his shafts, and

drifts, in all their windings, elevations, and depressions ; and com-

paring them with the surface above : marking also the veins,

and strata, in which they run. For if the artist knows what is

beneath the surface, he has no difficulty in representing it as trans-

parent. He must be careful however not to perplex himself by

lines too much multiplied, and take advantage of his being able

to paint the lines with different colours, for the purposes of dis-

tinction, and he must use a considerable address in- throwing out

such lines as would be of little use, and in retaining such as will

produce the effect of a picture; which should be well preserved,

in order to make the exhibition easily intelligible.

If he should wish to make a drawing of minerals, or crystals,

this perspective would be well suited to the purpose.

The point, however, on which the writer of this jjaper can speak

with the greatest confidence, is on the representation of machines

and philosophical instruments: having been himself so much in

the habit of practically applying to them the principles that have

been detailed. And this he has exemplified in the plates.

The correct exhibition of objects would be much facilitated,

by the use of this perspective, even in the hands of a person who is

but little acquainted with the art of drawing; and the information

given by such drawings, is much more definite, and precise, than
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that obtained by the usual methods, and better fitted to direct a

workman in execution.

The writer of this paper cannot help flattering himself, that

what he has delivered in it, may be found of some use, in rendering

more clear, and intelligible, communications to societies, such as

that, of which he has the honour to be the President.
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II. On certain remarkable Instances of deviation from J\f'ewton's

Scale in the Tints developed hy Crystals, with one Aofis of
Double Refraction, on exposure to Polarized Light.

By J. F. W. HERSCHEL, MA.

FELLOW OF THE ROYAL SOCIETIES OF LONDON AND EDINBURGH,

AND OF THE CAMBRIDGE PHILOSOPHICAL SOCIETY.

[Read May 1, 1S20.]

1 HE discover}' of crystals which possess two axes of double

refraction, which we owe to Dr. Brewster, is perhaps the greatest

step which has been made in physical optics since the discovery of

double refraction itself by Bartholin, and its reference to an axis

by Huygens. It has opened new views on the structure of crystals,

and will in all probability be the means of leading us to a more

intimate knowledge of the nature and laws of those forces by which

the ultimate particles of matter act on light and on each other.

When we reflect on the situation of these axes in different crys-

tallized media, we cannot fail to be struck by the variety of the

angles they include, and of the positions they hold with respect to

the prominent lines or axes of symmetry of the primitive molecules,

and the question immediately suggests itself, what are the circum-

stances which determine their position in the interior of a crystal ?

It seems to have been all along taken for granted that, whatever

these circumstances may be, the nature of the ray must at least be a

matter of indifference ; in other words, that a red and a violet ray
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siiuilaily polarized and incident in the same direction on the same

point of a doubly refracting .surface, will either both undergo or both

not undergo a separation into two pencils, without any distinction

arisiiig- from the place of the ray in the prismatic spectnnn. Were

this the case, the two axes would be fixed lines within the primitive

form, absolutely determined by the nature of the body, as much so

as the lines which bound the primitive form itself, and any attempt

to substitute for them hypothetical axes coinciding vrith remarkable

lines in the latter figure, however ingeniously devised, must be re-

garded as mere speculation. The fact however is otherwise. In a

paper recently presented to the Royal Society, I have shewn that

the axes of double refraction in one and the same crystal differ in

their position according to the colour of the intromitted ray, a violet

ray being separated into two pencils, when incident in the same

direction in which a red one would be refracted singly. This re-

marka])le fact, which is almost universal in crystals Avith two axes

places the question in a very different light. It appears that the

nature of the ray as well as that of the medium, has its share in

determining the position of the axes, and that the intensity of the

action of the medium on the ray is one of the elements involved in

this problem. Now it is hardly possible to conceive the neutral

axis of a crystal otherwise than as a position of equilibrium, or

direction in which the axis of translation of a luminous molecule (if

such exist) must be placed, that certain forces may act in opposition,

and balance one another; but since forces which balance will like-

wise counteract each other when increased or diminished all in the

same ratio, it follows that the partial or elementary forces so held

in equilibrium do not ob.serve the law of proportionality when the

colour of the incident ray varies. If we suppose then with

Dr. Brewster that these partial forces emanate from certain fixed

axes coincident with remarkable lines in the primitive form, it will

follow that each .separate axis has a i)eculiar s[>ecific law which
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regulates the intensity of its action on the ditferently coloured rays,

and that each axis, supposing the others not to interfere with it,

would exhibit separately a set of circular rings of which the tints

would manifest a more or less marked deviation from the New-

tonian Scale of Colours, as displayed by m*4^ uncrystallized

laminae.

This view of the subject will be remarkably supported by the

facts about to be described, by which it will appear that among

crystals with one axis only, there exists the greatest, I might

almost say, the most capricious diversity in this respect, and that

Ijrobably no two crystals, either with one or two axes, have the

same scale of action, or polarize the differently coloured rays with

an energy varying according to the same law precisely.

To this it may be objected, that from the result of a most

elaborate examination of the colours exhibited by sulphate of lime,

rock crystal, and mica, M. Biot has concluded that they follow in

their action on coloured light, precisely the order and proportions

stated in the Table of Newton, for the colours of thin plates of air.

This coincidence is certainly extremely remarkable, supposing it

rigorously exact, and antecedent to further experience, woukl

appear to authorize the conclusion, that the proportional lengths

of the periods performed by differently coloured rays within crys-

tallized bodies depend essentially on the nature of the rays them-

selves, and not at all on the interior constitution of the ciystal.

Indeed in a case very analogous, M. Biot himself has attributed

great and decisive weight to a presumption resting on the very same

grounds. I allude to his Memoir on the Rotatory Phenomena

exhibited by rock crystal and certain liquids, where having

observed that in the former substance, the rotatory velocities im-

pressed on the planes of polarization of differently coloured rays,

are inversely as the squares of the lengths of their fits; he argues

that this relation being independent of any datum involving the
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peculiar constitution of rock crystal, ought to be the general law

for all other subtances which possess the rotatory property. " Ou
" pourrait considerer d'abord que la rotation dans le cristal de roche

" s'etant trouvee reciproque aux carres des longueurs des acces des

" divers rayons simples, cette loi se presente comme une propriete

/' des rayons memes, et non comme un resultat dependant de la

" nature des corps qui agissent sur eux. Ou doit done s'attendre,

"d'apres cette remarque, que la meme loi subsistera dans toutes

" les substances, comme on y voit se maintenir les rapports des

" acces memes dont la seul longueur absolue varie."

However convincing this line of argument may appear, and

however exactly supported by experiment in the case of the rotatory

phenomena, its conclusions are not verified in that of the polarized

rings, to which it nevertheless applies with as much or greater force

as in the other instance, and this may serve to shew how very

cautious we ought to be in our attempts to generalize antecedently

to experience in this branch of optical science. In the paper above

alluded to, I have demonstrated that this law of proportionality

admits of exceptions, and to the instances there adduced, I have

now to add other still more remarkable ones, which if I mistake

not, afford abundant psoof that it has no foundation whatever in

the nature of light. Indeed it may be observed, that the last

sentence in the passage just quoted, is sufficient to destroy in a

great measure the force of the argument in the former part of it

:

for, since Newton has demonstrated that for rays of a given colour,

the lengths of the fits in different media are proportional to the

sines of refraction corresj)onding to a given angle of incidence out

of a vacuum, and since the more recent discovery of the different

dispersive powers of substances has proved that media differ very

considerably in the proportion of these sines for the different rays

of the spectrum, it follows that the i)roportional lengths of the fits

must differ in every different medium. Hence will ari.se a difference
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in the scale of colours which Tlk^r laminae of different media should

exhibit, and though we may certainly fix on one (that exhibited by

a vacuum for instance) as a standard, and call it the Newtonian

Scale, yet this, though convenient, is nevertheless in some degree

arbitrary, as we know not the nature of the media, with which

what we call a vacuum may be filled, nor their action on light.

Nor is this cause of deviation so small as to be safely neglected in

all cases. In oil of Cassia the difference in the refractions of red

and violet rays amounts to no less than ^ of the whole refraction,

and the colours exhibited by thin or thick plates of this liquid

should therefore deviate very sensibly from those in air or in

vacuo. Various solids too as chromate of lead, realgar, &c. could

they be obtained by any means in sufficiently thin leaves, ought to

exhibit a scale of colour differing altogether from that of Newton.

The very remarkable succession of colours exhibited by that

variety of the Fish-eye Stone (Apophyllite) which possesses a single

axis of double refraction, has been noticed by Dr. Brewster, and

since shewn in my paper already alluded to, to indicate an action

on polarized light very nearly the same for all the colours, being

equal upon the red and indigo-blue rays, a little greater for the

yellow and green, and a little less for the violet, being the only

instance yet adduced in the whole circle of optical phenomena of a

maximum taking place between the extreme limits of the spectrum.

I was led by this to conceive the possible existence of bodies, in

which the law of proportional action should be so far subverted, as

to render the periods performed by a red ray, within their sub-

stances, actually shorter than those passed through by a violet one

;

but certainly did not expect to find any conjecture almost im-

mediately verified in the striking manner I am now to detail, and

on the very substance which first gave rise to it.

By the kindness of my friend Mr. Lowry, (to whose liberality

in rendering his invaluable collection accessible to scientific

D
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examination, I have every reason to bear honorable testimony) I was

provided with a very large, and indeed splendid crystal of Fish-ey^

Stone, which though not very transparent, owing to air included

between its laminae, was yet sufficiently so to exhibit the rings of

one axis with perfect distinctness, especially after a few days' im-

mersion in oil of turpentine. The character of these rings was

however altogether different fiom that of the rings exhibited in the

ordinary variety, their tints, instead of being alternately white and

black, with a little intermediate shading of lilac and greenish

yellow, as described by Dr. Brewster, being those of the following

Table, in which the colour of the extraordinary pencil only is

Table I.

Black, ruddy or yellowish white, white, faint blue, violet.

Indifferent pink, orange yellow, dilute imperfect green, blue,

purple.

Good pink, orange yellow, tolerable green, blue, purple.

Fine pink, yellow, green, light blue, indifferent purple.

Rich pink, yellow, bluish green, indifferent purple.

Pink, pale yellow, pale green.

Pink, whitish, pale green.

Pale pink, whitish, pale green.

Ditto, ditto.

Very pale pink, very pale green.

Extremely pale pink, extremely pale green.

Scarce perceptible pink and green.

In this series, the less refrangible rays evidently perform their

periods with greater rapidity than those of the opposite end of the

spectrum, but the number of alternations is still pretty considerable,

and indicates a nearer approach to equality between the extreme

red and violet than in the Newtonian Scale. Struck by this cir-

given.
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cumstance, a passage in a letter of M. Biot* now occurred to

my recollection, in which, speaking of the conclusion I had arrived

at by observations on homogeneous light in the ordinary variety

of this mineral, he says, " Si vous etes bien assure de cette anomalie,

"je desirerai beaucoup que vous voulussiez bien essayer si elle se

"soutient a toutes les epaisseurs, ou si elle eprouve quelque

" variation avec la longueur du trajet que fait le rayon a travers la

" substance cristallisee. Je serais extremement curieux de savoir

" le quel de ces deux ceis a lieu."

To this surmise of a variation in the proportional lengths of the

periods depending on the thickness of the plate, or the length of the

path traversed within the crystal, all my previous observations had

certainly enabled me to answer decidedly in the negative. But ,so

singular a deviation from what I had before observed, led me to

suppose that there might be something in this observation deserving

a minuter examination, and I resolved to sacrifice this specimen to

the enquiry. The result, as will be seen, by a most accidental

coincidence, actually veiified the suggestion of that acute Philo-

sopher, though in a way which he certainly never could have con-

templated.

The crystal is represented in fig. 13. It was about | inch in its

greatest breadth and 0.27 inches in thickness, being a portion of a

right prism, the plane angle {bac) of whose base was about 96".

The sides were striated longitudinally, and appeared to have been

encased with a thin and highly polished exterior coat, of which a

small portion was still adhering f. The structure was perfectly

lamellar, the laminae being parallel to the base oi the prism. On

examining it more narrowly, a remarkable flaw was perceived

commencing aty and running along /g, parallel to the laminae.

* Dated, Oct. 21, 1819-

t The specimen, as 1 learn from Mr. Lowry was brought from Utoe in Sweden, and was

attached to a mass of oxidulous Iron.

D2
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On this I set the edge of a knife, and succeeded without difficulty,

by a smart blow, in cleanly separating the two portions. The

little irregularities in their surface being ground away, and a good

polish communicated to them, their thicknesses were taken by the

sphaerometer and found respectively 165900 and 94499 millionths of

an inch. On examining them separately in polarized light, I was

now much astonished to find the rings exhibited by the two

portions, though both circular, yet differing altogether in their

characters. Those in the thicker portion were in every respect

precisely analogous in the scale of their tints, to those of that

variety with one axis, which seems to form the central portion and

upper lamina of Dr. Brewster's Tesselite, and of which I need not

here particularize the succession of colours, as it is given at full

length in my paper above alluded to. On the other hand, the

rings in the thinner portion exhibited a complete inversion of the

Newtonian Scale, the red rays being more energetically acted upon

than the violet, and that to so extraordinary a degree, that th6

whole prismatic spectrum was displayed in the very first ring.

To obtain a sufficient range of incidence, this plate was enclosed

in olive oil, in a proper apparatus for measuring the inclination,

and being exposed to polarized light, (the plane of incidence being

45° inclined to that of primitive polarization) the succes.sion of tints

and their corresponding angles of incidence were as in the follo^ving

Table, in which the angles are deduced from two observations of

the same tint on opposite sides of the axis. The measures of length

in this and the subsequent pages are in millionths of an inch, for

the sake of placing in evidence their proportion to the lengths of

the fits of easy transmis.sion and reflexion.
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Table II. Second variety of Apophyllite
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sunshine, and though owing to the imperfections of the specimen,

they do not pretend to great precision, the resulting numbers can

scarcely be erroneous to the extent of ^^ or ^ of their own value. I

think it necessary to premise this, as the law of action indicated by

the following Table of the results is .so very surprising and unex-

pected, that it was not without scrupulous examination I could

persuade myself that no enormous oversight had been committed.

The fiist column expresses the colour of the incident ray, the second

the length of the shortest period of alternate polarization it is

capable of performing within the crystal, computed by M. Biot's

fonnula,

. _ sin. . tan. 9

n

in which t represents the thickness of the plate, 9 the angle an

intromitted ray makes with the axis (supposed perpendicular to the

.surface), n the number of periods and parts of a period it executes

during its passage through the plate, or the order of the ring to

which it is referred at its egress, and I the length of a period per-

formed by the same ray supposed to traverse the crystal at right

angles to its axis, or the minimum length above-mentioned. The

third column contains the value of y , which measures the polar-

izing energy of the crystal on that particular ray ; the last the number

of observations employed in computing the values in the pre-

ceding.
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Table III. representing the Law of Action of the Second Variety of

Apophyllite, on the differently coloured Rays of the Spectrum.
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blue occurring throughout its whole extent. In the ordinary pencil

on the other hand, the excess of indigo appears immediately in the

rich tints of indigo, purple and crimson which occur in the first order.

The yellow rays too afford us a numerical verification of the number

assigned to them. The maxima and minima of these coincide, as

Newton has observed, with the most luminous, and obscurest parts

of the rings, which is a necessary consequence of their great illumi-

nating power. Now these occur at the incidences 23° 35', 33° 2', and

39° 41' respectively, and if we compute the angles of refraction {d)

corresponding to these, and take n successively ^ , 1, ^ , the formula

already employed gives

by the first maximum - - - / = 29269

by the first minimum - - - / = 29822

by the second maximum - - / = 29370

I = 29487 Mean,

which differs from the result in the third Table by less than 4 of its

value.

The absolute polarizing powers of the two portions into which

the crystal was divided, differed no less remarkably than the

characters of their tints. In the thicker plate, by a mean of 20

careful observations made by the interposition of a certain standard

red glass, on the ring of the third order at its minimum (in which the

evanescence of the extraordinary' pencil was complete, I found 37° 3'

for its apparent semi-diameter in air, and hence we find 0=23° 7',

71=3, < = 165900, which substituted give

„ 1000000 „ ^
^ = 9269; —

J

= 107.886,

and (as is sufficiently evident from the scale of tints in this portion)

their value of / is nearly the same for all the other colours. Now it is

well worthy of observation, that this value coincides almost precisely

with the number similarly determined for the variety examined in my
paper above alluded to, which 1 have there found to be 9281 . The
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ilifterence is little more than ^ of the whole, and so exact an agree-

ment conld hardly have been expected even in plates detached

from the same specimen. This circumstance, together with the

identity in the scale of tints exhibited by the two substances, esta-

blishes not only their exact similarity as individuals, but, what is of

much more importance in this case, the definite nature of the variety

itself; and at the same time proves that in detaching the two portions

from one another, no part of the second variety remained adhering to

the first, as it must have become sensible by enfeebling the polarizing

power, if not by altering the tints.

But the structure of the crystal under examination is yet more

compounded than what I have been describing. Dr. Brewster has

already, in a highly interesting paper in the Edinburgh Transactions,

described the union of our first variety of apophyllite with another,

pos.sessing two axes of double refi-action, forming regular columnar

crystals, consisting of an interior portion of one kind surrounded by

a case, or border of the other, &c. The specimen I am now de-

scribing, however, presents the hitherto unique combination of no less

than three distinct substances, having each but one axis of double

refraction, uniting to form a single crystal, and following regular

geometrical laws of juxta-position. In examining the two plates

as above detailed, the portions most transparent and uniform in their

structure were selected, and insulated from the rest by fastening

them over holes of about an eighth of an inch in diameter in sheets

of lead. But when the whole plates were exposed to a polarize<l

beam, each was observed to consist of two distinct portions or com-

partments, as represented in fig. 15, where the interior parts «6cf/^

are tho.se already examined ; the border ^BC/)c 6 a being separated

from the interior portion by a plane ofjunction which, in the thicker

plate appeared on inclining it, to be marked with a series of pretty

broad coloured fringes, whose origin is sufficiently obvious. Con-

siderable irregularity appeared in the structure of this border, but, at

E
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a perpendicular incidence, or when inclined at any angle in the

plane of primitive polarization, or in one perpendicular to it, it had

no action upon the incident ray, however turned round in its own

plane. Of course it has but one axis of double refiaction, and that

at right angles to its laminae.

The best and most transparent portion being selected and in-

sulated as before, the plate was enclosed in the oil apparatus, when

the tints developed on inclining it in a plane making an angle 45'

with that of primitive polarization, were as follows

:

Table IV. Apophyllite, third Variety. Thickness — 94499.
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Table V. Scale of the Minimum Lengths of the Periods of the dif-

ferent simple Raj/s in the third Variety/ of Apophyllite, and their

Reciprocals.

Name of Colour.
Minimum length of period

value of /.

Polarizing power or value

j- 1000000
Number of Obser-

vations.

Extreme red.

Mean orange.

yellow.

green.

blue.

indigo.

Extreme violet.

43664
101238
366620 +
SQG46
32211

2194r
13 '04

22.9I8

9.878
2.728-

11.155

31.040
45.565

72.970

10

10

10

10

10

10

10

The curve representing the vahies off or the polarizing energy of

the variety now under consideration, constructed as in the former

case is represented in fig. 16. Its ordinate, as we .see, decreases

mpidly from the red to the yellow, where it is beyond the reach of

the present observations, then increases again yet more rapidly, and

is greatest of all for the violet rays. For the sake of comparison,

fig. 18, represents the curve similarly constructed for the ordinary

variety which has a maximum where the variety last described has a

minimum. The straight line rB inclined at 45" to the abscissa in all the

figures represents the values of 7 for such crystals as follow Newton's

Scale in their tints.

The apophyllite has furnished us then with no less than three

instances of remarkable deviations from Newton's Scale in crystals

with one axis. It would certainly be in the highest degree in-

teresting to subject them all three to chemical analysis, but as the

total weight of the .specimen presenting the.se anomalies did not

exceed 60 grains of which nearly one half consisted of the ordinary

variety, I have not sufficient confidence in my own chemical

dexterity to enter on so very delicate an enquiry, which wovdd

e2
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obviously call for a degree of precision attainable only by con-

summate masters in the art of mineral analysis. It remains there-

fore to be a.^certained whether their different actions on lisht be

owins to a ditferenre in comi)osition or merely in their state of

iifforres^tion . Meanwhile, as we have .seen that the luiion of two

crystals dilferins" in their scale of tints produces a scale ditferinu'

from either, it may not be irrelevant to enquire whether the alter-

nation of laminae of two of the varieties above described may not lie

capable of producing- the remaininar one.

To this end, let t, t, t", &c. be the thicknesses of the 1", 2^, 3^ &c.

lamina so superimposed as to have their axes coincident, and of the

same refractive density : /, /', /', &:c the minimum lengths of tlie

I>enods susceptible of being performed by a ray of any colour within

the.se several crystalhzed plates, and Q the ansrle with the axis, at

whicli a similar ray traverses the system. Then, as M. Biot has

proved, the nimiber («) of period.s, and parts of a period actually

performed by this ray during its pas.sa2:e through the first plate is

given by the formula,

?? = -%, sin. 9 V tan. Q.

The laminae being supposed all of one class (i e. all po.sitive, or all

negative) or t being regarded as negative for those of a contrary

class. The periods perfonned by the same ray in traversing the

second lamina will be

n = 7, X ^in. 9 X tan. ^,

and so on, and. according to what the same eminent philosopher

has proved, the ray will assume at its emergence from the system,

the same plane of polarization as if it has executed a + /i -f/i' + &c.

period's in mu- lairiina. If" then we take

H-|-n'-^n" + &c. = -V; < + f+ r + &c.= T,
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we have

N = (iA-j, + t.+ &e.) X sin. x tan.

T= -j- X sin. 9 X tan, 0,

provided we take L so that

T t ,t' r „

Let p, p, p", &c. represent the polarizing: power of each lamina

on the given ray, and P, that of a lamina equivalent to the com-

pound system, and we have, p—-. ,p' = j,, &c. P =j , so that

T.P = t.p-{-tf.p' + t".p" + &c.

and pJ.JL+L£±pPL^.
t + f + t + &C.

If then P be so assumed, an imaginary plate whose polarizing

power is P and thickness that of the compound plate {t + f + &c.)

will exercise precisely the same action on the ray as the system so

constructed, and it appears from the nature of this formula that it

is indifferent in what order the elementary laminae are distributed ;

so that all those of the same species may be conceived groxiped

together and united into one.

Now suppose the colour of the ray to vary, and let c he any

quantity whose magnitude determines its place in the spectrum (as

for instance, the reciprocal length of one of its fits of easy tran.s-

mission and reflexion in vacuo). Then if we represent as we have

done before, the quantity c by the abscissa of a certain curve. //,

(a function of c) may be represented by its ordinate ;
p' (another

function of c) by the ordinate of another curve, and so on, and P.

the ordinate of a similar curve for the compound plate may be

computed by the above formula.
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But it is evident from a moment's consideration of the forms of

tlie three curves representing the polarizing" powers of three

varieties of apophyllite, that no one of them can be produced by

any combination of the other two according to this law, and we are

therefore necessitated to admit each as a distinct variety or at least

composed of laminae of not fewer than three kinds. This alter-

nation or superposition of laminae of different polarizing powers is

n<t hypothetical case. I have observed its occurrence not only in

the instance before us, but in other cry.stals of perfect regularity in

their external forms. Dr. Brewster has also observed phenomena

referable to this i>rinciple in his paper on the apophyllite.

H>-posulphate of lime (formed by the union of that base with

the hyposulphuric acid lately discovered by Welter and Gay Lussac,

(see Ann. de Chimie, X. March 1819,) affords another instance of

deviation from Newton's Scale in crystals with one axis of double

refraction. This salt crystallizes in bevilled hexagonal tables

which have no distinct cleavage, the axis being perpendicular to

their broad surfaces. The following is the scale of tints developed

by a plate of this salt on exposure to polarized light.
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Table VI. Hyposulphate of Lime. Thickness =35"/ 01. The axis was

inclined 5° 12' to the surface in the plane of incidence.

Incidence,

QO O'

10" 32'

15° 1'

Ordinary Pencil.

21° 27'

White.

White.

Very pale yellow.

Sombre yellow.

Sombre pink yellow.

Sombre purple crimson.

Beautiful rich dark purple.

Beautiful deep blue.

Bright blue.

Fine light blue.

Light greenish blue.

Light yellow green.

Light greenish yellow.

Extraordinary Pencil.

Black.

Very faint sky blue.

Pretty strong sky blue.

Very light bluish white.

White.

White.

White a little yellowish.

Bright straw colour.

Yellow.

Yellow verging strongly to orange pink

Fine pink.

Sombre pink.

Purple.

25" 3'

26° 7'

29" 33'

31° 45'

Ruddy but pale yellow.

Pink, light and approaching to brick red.

Fine pink.

Pink.

Pale purple.

Dull blue.

Bright greenish blue.

Blue green.

White.

Blue.

Bright greenish blue.

Splendid green.

Light green.

Greenish white.

Ruddy white.

Tolerable pink red.

Fine rose red.

Dull pale purple.

350 27'

39" 32'

Ruddy white.

Good Pink red.

Dull pale purple.

Light blue green.

White.

Blue, rather pale.

Green blue.

White.

Pink red.

Very pale purple.

Light Pink.

White.

Extremely pale blue.

White.

Very light blue.

White.

Almost imperceptible pink.

White.
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The colours here cease to be perceptible after the fourth order,

and the degradation of the tints is evidently much more rapid than

in Newton's Scale. Thus the blue of the first order, which in that

scale is scarce perceptible, is here sufficiently strong to influence its

complementary tint, depressing it to a pale yellow. The green and

its complementary pink of the second order in this Table are

fully equal in brilliancy to those of the third in Newton's Scale,

while those of the third are scarcely equal to Newton's fifth.

Accordingly, by a series of measures taken with considerable care

in homogeneous light, I found the values of I for the several simple

<'olours as follows :

Table VII. Scale of the Minimum Lengths of the Periods in H^po-
sulphate of Lime, and their reciprocals.
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others equal to it in energy but of an opposite character situated at

right angles to it and to each other, with Dr. Brewster, or as being

itself the real axis of polarization. For the resultant axis being the

same for all the colours, the partial actions of each of the supposed

axes on the former hypothesis, having the same point of com-

pensation for all the colours, must be equal to each other and to the

resultant force for them all. The mere fact therefoie of a deviation

from Newton's scale, however enormous in the tints of any regular

crystal with one axis, cannot be regarded as affording of itself any

argument for the substitution of two others for it in that particular

substance, because each of such axes actiug separately would

exhibit a scale of tints perfectly identical with that of the axis

whose place they supply, and therefore by parity of reasoning

should be regarded as the resultant of two others, and so on, ad

infinitum. This reasoning appears to me conclusive against any

analogy between crystals with one and two axes, founded on a

deviation of tints in the rings of the former. But I cannot help

regarding the phenomena I have described as affording con-

siderable support to the very ingenious theoiy of the philosopher

just mentioned, as applied to crystals with two axes, inasmuch as

they establish the existence of that diversity in the scales of action

of the simple or elementary axes, without which their points of

compensation (or the poles of the lemniscates they exhibit in

polarized light) must of necessity be coincident for all the simple

colours, a coincidence which, as has been already remarked at the

beginning of this paper, seldom or never takes place. This I

conceive to be the view which Dr. Brewster himself has taken ot

the phenomena of the deviation in crystals with two axes, and to

afford ocular demonstration of the existence of what he has called

the different dispersive powers of his elementary axes.

J F W HERSCHEL
SLO0GH, Feb 19, 1820.
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III. On the Rotation impressed by Plates of Rock Crystal on the

Planes of Polarization of the Rays of Light, as connected

with certain peculiarities in its Crystallization.

By J. F. W HERSCHEL, MA
FELLOW OF THE ROYAL SOCIETIES OF LONDON AND EDINBURGH,

AND OF THE CAMBRIDGE PHILOSOPHICAL SOCIETY.

[Read April 17, 1820.]

1 HE phenomena of the developement ofcolour in plates of Rock

Crystal when polarized light is transmitted through them in the

direction of the axis of double refraction, and analysed at its egress

by a doubly refracting prism, were originally noticed by M. Aiago

in 1811, and have since been examined in a very masterly manner

by M. Biot in two Memoirs communicated to the French Institute

in 1812 and 1818. It results from the experiments described in the

latest ofthese, first, that a plate ofthis substance exposed to polarized

light in the manner above described, possesses the singular pro-

perty of displacing the plane of polarization of an incident ray, and

turning it aside in one invariable direction, through an angle always

proportional to the thickness of the plate, so that at its egress, the

plane of polarization will assume the same position as if it had

revolved in one direction during the passage of the fay through the

whole thickness with an uniform angular velocity depending on the

nature of the lay. Secondly, that this rotation of the plane of

polarization, (for so we may be permitted to call it, though we
F 2
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know not whether any rotation actually does take place within the

crystal, but only that the result is as if it were so) though in-

variable in its velocity for rays of the same colour, differs for those

of different colours, being greater for the more retiangible rays,

and that in the inverse ratio of the squares of the lengths of their

fits in vacuo.

Thirdly, that although the direction of this rotation >vith respect

to the observer (who is supposed to receive the ray in his eye) be

invariably the same in the same specimen of rock crystal, whatever

be the length of the ray's path within it, or whichever side of the

plate be turned towards him, yet it differs in different specimens
;

in some being always from right to left, and in others from the left

to the right of the observer so placed.

Fourthly, that this singular property is common to rock crystal

with a variety of other bodies, and among the rest with various

liquids, such as oil of turpentine, solutions of camphor, sugar, &c.

in all which precisely the same law of rotation of the differently

coloured rays is observed, the absolute ^elocity only differing.

Many of them carry this property with them into their chemical

combinations, solutions, and mixtures with other substances—
they preserve it in their solid, fluid, and even gaseous form, with an

energy proportional to their actual density, nor can any thing short

of the decomposition of their molecules deprive them of it.

From these circumstances, as well as from a number of delicate

and accurate experiments on the compensation of opposite rotations

by the mixture of different liquids, and others which it is not

necessary to enumerate here, M. Biot has concluded that there

exists a property inherent in the ultimate molecules themselves of

certain bodies, independent of their regular disposition in crystalline

I'orms, their .state of aggregation or proximity to each other, in

virtue of which each individual molecule turns round the plane of

polarization of a ray traversing it, through a certain minute but
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determinate angle depending only on the nature of the substance

and of the ray. "Cette propriete oonsiste dans la faculte qu'ont

" les molecules dont il s'agit de faire tourner d'un certain angle, et

'dans un certain sens les axes de polarization des layons

Inniineux."

Mysterious as such a property may seem and entirely opposing

all our preconceived notions of the nature of the ultimate particles

of bodies, unless we deny the precision of M. Biot's experiments, it

is hardly possible to refuse our assent to the general tenor of the

conclusions he deduces from them. Admitting then, for the present

tlie truth of the inference, we are left to conjecture the cir-

cumstances in the intimate constitution of the molecules which can

determine an invariable tendency of a ray of light to turn its plane

of polarization in one direction rather than another, in whatever

way they may be presented to it ; and though it seems very difficult

to form a detinite hypothesis to explain the fact, yet the general

impression left on our minds is that of a want of symmetry in the

disposition within the molecules themselves, of some of the ele-

Hientary forces by which they act on light; a thing not incom-

patible with perfect symmetry in their external forms, or in the

distribution of the more powerful forces which determine the laws

of their aggregation in regular crystals. Now so far as the action

of crystallized media on light has been examined, there appears to

exist an intimate connexion between the crystal lographical and

optical properties of bodies, and as we have every reason to imagine

that the forces by which the particles of matter act on light and on

each other, do not differ essentially in their nature, it is easy to

conceive that any deviation from perfect symmetry in the dis-

tribution of even subordinate forces of any kind, will in some degree

influence the molecules in their mode of aggregation with one

another, and however feeble, yet, being a cause constantly in action,

may possibly, under favourable circumstances, produce a sensible
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modification and deviation from symmetry in their crystalline form,

such as might arise for example, from a preference given to more

rapid laws of decrement on some of the angles and edges than on

those adjacent to them, though similarly situated with respect to

the axis of symmetry of the primitive form From such laws of

decrement would result faces unsymmetrically situated with respect

to that axis, and having a bias, or tendency to lean as it were in

one direction rather than another.

In the variety of quartz to which Haiiy has assigned the name of

" Plaoiedre," such inisymmetrical faces do in fact occur. One of

these crystals is represented in fig. 19, in which we may observe that

the faces ,x', x, .r, and x , x, x, peculiar to this variety, lean or tend

as it were, in one uniform direction round the summit A adjacent to

tliem. the angle made by them with the adjacent sides of the prism

being greater on one side (the right, for instance) than the other.

If we invert the crystal so as to bring the summit a uppermost, the

plagiedral faces adjacent to this summit observe the same law, and

lean in the same direction, nor so far as I know, does any instance

occur of this law being broken, or of faces of this kind leaning

opposite ways co-existing on the same crystal*. No inference

however could be drawn from this circumstance, were it not for

the very remarkable peculiarity of this substance, in virtue of which

different specimens of it produce opposite rotations. This, it is

evident, furnishes us at once, with a means of verifying or dis-

* The faces in question originate in those laws of decrement which Hatty has called

intermediate. The primitive form of quartz is a rhomboid slightly obtuse whose axis is

parallel to that of the hexagonal prism. The subtraclive molecule by which the decrement

i>n the angles E (fig. 20.) takes place to produce the faces ,r, is composed of eight of these

rhomboids, its edges consisting respectively of 1, 2 and 4 edges of the primitive rhomboid,

and the decrement resulting is represented in Hatty's Notation by iE\D^D'). The alternate

face^ *' arise from a different law (as they obviously nuist, the angles upon which the_> are

produced being differently related to the superior vertex). Their law of decrement cannot be

reduced to an integer expression, but is represented by ilE.D'B^) in the same notation.

Si" Hauy, Traiti dt. Minrralogie. 4to. Plate 45. (Tom. II. p. 'i97.)
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proving the existence of such a cause as I have suggested in any

case where we suspect it to have operated in producing such iin-

symmetrical faces.

Now, on examining with this view different crystals of the

plagiedral variety, I observed that in some specimens the peculiar

faces do actually lean always to the right, while in others, similarly

placed with respect to the observer, they as regularly tend the

opposite way, or towards his left. In other respects, as in hardness,

lustre, transparency, specific gravity, &c. no marked difference

appears to exist between those of the one kind and the other.

Here then we have a i>henomenon precisely analogous to the

opposite rotations produced by the same body in the planes of

polarization of light, and it could not but appear probable that

both originated fiom a common cause. To convert this probability

into certainty, it only remained to ascertain whether or not the

direction of rotation of a polarized ray be invariably dependent on

that of the plagiedral faces in such crystals as possess them. Tt is

true M. Biot in his Memoir above cited, has assured us that no

peculiarity in the crystalline form (among other characters) can

lead us to conjecture what may prove the direction of rotation in a

given specimen of rock crystal previous to trial, but as crystals of

this variety are comparatively rare it .seemed not unlikely that they

might have escaped his examination *.

When this idea first occurred to me, the only plates of rock

crystal in my possession fit for the purpose were nine very fine ones

cut fiom a single crystal, of which I had fortunately preserved the

summit, on which were two small but very distinct and brilliant

faces of the plagiedral kind, leaning to the left when the vertex oi'

* His words are " Eufin, puisqu'il existait des aiguilles a rotations coDtraires
(
j'eii tirui

comme coDsequence qu') it fallait quelles fussetit composees ou au moins uniformement meleps,

de deux substances de nature differente, sans qu'aucun indice dans leur transparence ou leur

forme cristalline pAt faire soupfonner cette diversite.''
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the pyramid was uppermost. (This for brevity I will call a left-

handed crystal). The rotation in all these plates was to the letY.

to an observer looking in the direction of the ray's progressive

motion or to the narht of one receiving the ray in his eye. I shall

adhere to the former position. As to the direction of rotation, it is-

easily recognized. We have only to enclose the plate between two

cross tourmalines and notice the center of its rings, or place it in a

polarized beam traversing its axis, and analysed by a prism of

Iceland spar, attending only to the extraordinary image. Suppose

the rotation to be the left of the ray's motion, then, if we turn the

tourmaline next the eye, or the prism of Iceland spar continually to

the left (of the obsei-ver), the minima of the blue, yellow and red

rays will occin* in the order here set down and of course the image

will appear successively red, purple, and blue or green, or will

appear to descend in the order of the rings, whereas in a crystal of

a contrary character the colours succeed one another in a contrary

order, or which comes to the same, the motion must be made fronj

the obseiTer's left to his right, to produce them in the same order

In this instance then we have,

Direction of the plagiedral faces, right to left <— ^^
Rotation ditto ditto -^ ^^^

On examining all the quartz crystals in my possession, I could

discover but one more in which a plagiedral face occurred. This

was however very perfect and was directed to the right '^^ s» •.

From this crystal I procured a plate to be cut, and was not a little

gratified, on placing it in a proper apparatus to find its rotation

such as I supposed it would. In this instance therefore we have

Plagie<lral faces

Rotation

Encouraged by this trial, I procured, after some search, several
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crystals of the variety in question, and selecting seven of the best

put them into the hands of a lapidary. Of these crystals, three

were left-handed -^ ^E , and four right '^^ ^
, and to

avoid confounding them, besides giving particular directions to the

workman to fold each crystal with the plate cut from it separate

from the rest, I took the precaution to identify them by corres-

ponding diamond marks, and for greater security took care on their

return to assure myself by the fitting together of the pieces, their

lustre, flaws and striation, &c. &c. that no misarrangement had

taken place. They were then subjected to the same examination,

and the result in each instance was conformable to that of the two

preceding trials, the direction of rotation to an observer looking in

the direction of the ray's motion, being in each of them the same

with that of the plagiedral faces.

Perhaps I might have rested satisfied with having pre-deter-

mined eight times without a failure the direction of rotation, but as

this seemed rather too small a number to found a general rule upon,

I selected five more, in two of which the peculiar faces turned to

the right ""^^ > , and in the other three to the left, and having

procured a plate to be cut from each, placed them in succession on

a proper apparatus, and requesting a friend to notice the succession

of colours on turning the index one way or the other, named the

order of succession in the colours proper to each plate from the

inspection of the crystals to which they belonged, and the pre-

diction so made previous to any observation on my own part was

declared to be verified in each instance, of which, for fear of a

mistake, I took care to satisfy myself at leisure.

The induction from so many instances without an exception

seems conclusive, and we are authorized to state it as a fact,

general as far as our present observations go, that the direction of

rotation in quartz corresponds with that of the unsymmetrical faces

in the plagiedral variety of its crystals, and that consequently these

G
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faces are produced by the same cause which determines the dis-

pfacement of the plane of polarization of a ray traversing the

crystal parallel to its a.ris.

What this cause may be, I have ventured to hazard something:

like a vascue conjecture. Should the fact itself be regarded as in

any way corroborating the idea of a force inherent in the molecules

of bodies there still remains a great obscurity and indi.stinctness in

our conception of such a force. If I mistake not, however, much of

this arises from the difficulty we find in conceiving that part of

>I. Biot's hypothesis which supposes a particle of matter to act on a

ray with precisely the same force and in the same direction in what-

ever way it is presented to it. Now this condition is not necessary.

There may possibly exist in every molecule, a direction or axis in

Avhich the force of rotation is a maximum, and others in which it is

nothing or even negative, that is, tending to produce a contrary

rotation, while in other positions it may be intermediate, and follow

some unknowTi law in its intensity. In liquids, in which the axes

of the particles have every possible direction, the rotatorj' force

resulting from their joint action will be an average or mean among

all the values it is susceptible of, regard being had to the com-

parative fiequency of their occurrence while in crystallized bodies,

whose molecules are all similarly arranged, and in which, owing

to their polaiizing action the effects of the rotatory forces can only

be discerned in one or at most two directions (those of their

neutral axes) its apparent intensity may have any value from the

maximum to the minimum, according to the position of these axes

within the molcule. It seems not impossible, therefore, that

substances actually possessing the rotatory property, and capable

of exhibiting it in a liquid .state may appear divested of it in their

solid form by the coincidence of their axes with positions in which

it is really evanescent, and vice versd, that solids possessing the

proi)erty of rotation in a very energetic degree on account of the
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coincidence of their axis by double refraction with that of their

maximum rotation may, when held in solution, act much more

feebly, or not at all. This may possibly be the reason why a

solution of silica in potash (liquor silicum) jjossesses no rotatory

power*. It may perhaps explain too, the very inferior energy of

the rotatory force, as developed in all the fluids in which it has been

recognized hitherto, to that exerted along the axis of rock crystal

:

a remarkable circumstance of which no other account has yet been

given.

The fact above recorded is interesting in another point of view.

It may lead us to pay a minuter attention to those seemingly

capricious truncations on the edges and angles of crystals which

appear to be commonly regarded as the effect of accidental circum-

stances prevailing during their formation. It maybe so, but the

much greater comparative frequency of some of them than others is

an indication at least of greater facilities afforded to the decrements

by which they are produced, by the constitution of their molecules,

and it is not improbable that an accurate examination of them may
afford us evidence of the operation of forces of which we have at

present no suspicion.

* By my own experiment. The silica employed was a portion of a plagiedral crystal

which turned the plane of polarization to the left. Had siliceous sand been used, the result

might have been foreseen as the opposite rotations of the minute crystalline fragments (some

perhaps of one kind, some of another) of which it consists, would, among so many thousands,

compensate one another.

J. F. W. HERSCHEL.
Slough, March 15, 1820.

G 2
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NOTE.

The g'cneral fact announced in the above pag'es resting on mere induc-

tion, it seemed desirable to extend this as far as lay in my power, and I have

accordingly (since the communication of this paper) examined nine specimens

in addition to those already enumerated, making in all twenty-three, without

meeting with an exception to the law. One crystal has, however, fallen

under my notice, of a very singular character which renders me cautious in

asserting the absolute generality of the conclusion. It is in the possession of

Mr. Brooke, and has on one and the same angle of the prism, plagiedral faces

perfectly distinct and in contact, but tending opposite ways round the summit.

I was not permitted to examine the action of this rare specimen on light, and

can therefore say nothing of its internal structure.

In the amethyst it is very rare to find plagiedral faces, even small and

imperfect ones ; but in searching over bags containing several hundreds of

purple amethysts from Brazil, I met with three, in one of which the face

in question had some extent, in another it was distinctly visible but of

microscopic dimensions, while in the third, considerable doubt subsisted of

its identity. In the first only could I succeed in tracing satisfactorily a

uniform rotatory structure up to the immediate neighbourhood of the

plagiedral face, and in this the rotation corresponded in direction with that

of the face itself It may be permitted me to mention, that in the course

of this enquiry I was led by independent observation to a knowledge of the

essential distinction between Amethyst and Quartz, while yet ignorant that

the subject had engaged the attention of Dr. Brewster. Very shortly after,

however, I received, by the kindness of that ardent and indefatigable

observer, a copy of a Memoir communicated by him in Nov. I819. to the

Royal Society of Edinburgh, and printed in the beginning of the present

year, in which I find all my observations on that point anticipated.

J. F. W. H

Slough, Oct. 9. 1820.
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" Let us then honestly confess with Macquer,'' says Proust, in

closing- the account of his elaborate experiments* upon this purple

state of Gold, "that the nature of it is not yet well understood.'"

Indeed so little is generally known of its real nature that while

some Chemists have considered it as an oxide ofGold^, others have

believed it to be gold in the metallic state, and in a state of extreme

division mixed with oxide of tin. That the oxide ofGold is similarly

characterized, as to colour, may be proved by the phenomena

attendant upon its combustion when exposed to the flame of the Gas

Blowpipe J. Pelletier first shewed that the precipitate which tin

causes in a dilute solution of the muriate of gold is a compound,

consisting of the oxides of tin and gold ^. Proust hsLS endeavoured

to maintain a different opinion ; namely, that the gold in the purple

" Journal de Physique, Feb. 1806". Vol. LXII. See also Nicholson's Journal, Vol. XIV.

p. 340.

t See Aikin's Chemical Diet. Vol. I. p. 536. In the Appendix, p. 118, a referenie is

made to Prousfs later experiments.

: See Gas Blowpipe, Exp. LXXIX. p. 90. Lond. I8I9.

^ Murray's Chemistry, Vol. III. p. 103. Edinb. I8O7.
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powder of Cassiiis is in the metallic state ; and that a purple colour

is natural to g-oM whenever it exists in a state of extreme division.

For the latter part of the observation he confesses himself to

be indebted to Maequer; and he ascribes to the French chemist

the honour of the discovery*. But Maequer only adopted the

opinion of others ; and the opinion itself, respecting the metallic

state of the gold in the purple powder, not only remains to be

proved, but the experiments made with this precipitate are

decidedly adverse to the fact ; and more especially the refractory

nature of the j>recipitate when exposed to the action of heat

before the common blow-pipe. That chemists should still remain

in doubt, not to say in ignorance, respecting the chemical con-

stituents of a substance so long known t, and so highly valued

from its application in the arts, may well stimulate an enquiiy into

its real nature. Professor Thomson of Glasgotv, in the last edition

of his valuable System of Chemistry J, says, that the proofs which

Proust has afforded of the metallic state of the gold in the purple

of Cassiiis, do not appear to him to be quite convincing ; though

they certainly render the opinion plausible; "there can be no

* See Journal de Physique, as before cited from i\ic/iohon's Journal.

t This precipitate is said to have been discovered in the middle of the seventeenth

century by Dr. Cassius (see Aikin's Chem. Diet. £)'c.) and applied to the art of tinging glass of

a transparent ruby colour, the red glasses of earlier date, such as we see in old Churches and

Cathedrals being only superficially painted. Kunckel carried the art to such perfection

that he made a chalice of this ruby glass for (he Elector of Cologne, of an uniform tint

throughout which weighed 24 pounds ; and he says that he used for the colouring constituent

the precipitate of gold made with tin. But it is very uncertain when this precipitate was

first applied to the purpose of colouring glass. Id a curious work printed at Florence in l6l2,

entitled ' L'arte Vetraria" written by Antonio Ncri, the process of colouring glass red, so as

to imitate the ruby, is distinctly stated. " Si calcini I'oro, che renga in polvere rossa, et

guesta calcinatione si faccia con acqtia regis, piu volte, ritornaldola adossoli per cinqite o set

lolte, pot questa polvere d'oro, si metta in tegamino di terra a calcinare in fornello tanto che

renga polvere rossa, che seguira in piii giorni, allora questa polvere rossa di oro data sopra H
retro fuso, &c. &c. farii allora it vera rosso trasparente di Rubino." (Cap. 129. p. 108. In

Fircnze, 1612.) And Libavius, in his Alchymia, printed in 1606, speaks of the ruby colour

which may be communicated to glass, by means of gold.

I Vol. II. p. 254. .Ith Edit. Lond. 1817.
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doubt," he adds "that the two constituents of tliis powder are

ohemically combined." According to Proust's experiments, the

purple of Cassius is a compound of one part of gold and three

parts peroxide of tin*. "Aqua Regia," observes Professor

Tliomsoif\, "dissolves the gold and leaves the tin; on the other

hand muriatic acid dissolves the tin and leaves the gold." As some

experiments which I have lately made myself with the purple

precipitate do not altogether correspond in their results with the

accounts given of it, and moreover have been attended with cir-

cumstances that may throw some light upon its history, I conceive

myself justified in making the examination of this substance the

subject of the first chemical essay which has been read to the

Society.

Supijosing, from what Proust and others have affirmed, that

the gold were in the metallic state although in a state of

extreme division, mercury when agitated with i\\e purple powder

woxdd extract the whole of it ; which is not the case. It would

moreover be easy to exhibit a more perfect revival and aggregation of

the metallic particles before the common blow-pii)e. It was with

this view that T placed some of the powder, Avhich had been care-

fully washed and dried, within a charcoal crucible, and exposed it

to the blow-pipe. Finding it to be altogether refractory, I eii-

deavoured to accomplish its fusion by adding borax; but did not

succeed. I then attempted to fuse it with nitre, but also failed.

Thirdly, I mixed the nitre and horax together, when an easy

fusion was effected ; the charcoal becoming covered with innu-

merable minute dingy-looking metallic beads J which were not

easily made to flow together, so as to become of sufficient size for

the purpose of cupellation upon the tube of a tobacco-pipe.

* Journal de Physique, Feb. 1806". Vol. VI. Nicholson's io\xx\\a\,WV . 336.

t System of Chemistry, Vol. II. 5th Edit, as above cited.

I They were brittle, but became partly malleable by further fusion with platinum foil,

forming a triple compound of platinum, tin, and gold.
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Having placed one of these beads upon pipe-clay, and urged its

further ftision, with the aid of a common blow-pipe, and a little

borax, it became gradually diminished in bulk, sending forth

white fumes, in consequence of the combustion of the tin, and

leaving upon the pipe-clay a residue, without any metallic lustre,

covered with a whitish oxide. Finding it to be impossible, by this

process, to separate the gold from the tin, and being convinced that

the gold (if any existed in the compound) must be in a very small

proportion, I had recourse to another experiment, by which I was

enabled to fonn an alloy comprehending the whole of the tin and

the gold in the purple powder, and afterwards from the analysis of

this alloy, to ascertain their relative propoiiion with regard to each

other.

A. Having mixed together, in a porcelain mortar, a .small quantity

oi' the purple poicdel' \y\t\\ equal proportions of nitre and borax,

I placed this mixture within a small capsule of porcelain, and

exposed it to a red heat for about an hour. At the end of this

time the capsule was taken from the tire and cooled ; when I

perceived a brilliant globule of metal at the bottom of the

vessel, having the colour and lustre of pure silver. It weighed

~Q of a grain.

a. The metallic globule mentioned in the preceding experiment,

and which I believed to consist of tin and gold, was placed in

muriatic acid, and boiled during one quarter of an hour, under

an expectation that the acid would dissolve the tin and leave

the gold. It produced however no change it its appearance:

when taken from the acid, and washed, it weighed, as before,

jj of a grain ; its lustre being unimpaired.

C. The same globule was then exposed to the action of nitro-

muriatie acid, mixed in the proportion of lour jiarts of muriatic

acid to one of nitric acid ; which began to act upon the alloy
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even when cold; and, being heated, speedily dissolved the

whole of it; leaving no residue.

7>. The solution being evaporated almost to dryness, and distilled

water added, the liquor still preserved its transparency ; but as

soon as it became heated, a white flocculent substance was

precipitated.

E. The liquor from D being filtered, a solution oi sulphate of iron

was added to it; when a dark liowder was separated, which,

being collected, washed, and dried, weighed
fj,
of a grain. This

being placed upon charcoal before the blow-pipe, a globule of

j)ure gold was revived, weighing also exactly ^, of a grain.

F. The supernatant fluid filtered from E after the separation of the

gold, yielded no precipitate of tin to the corrosive muriate of

viercury ; and as it was probable that the tin had been

separated in the white flocculent jirecipitate mentioned in D, to

this precipitate were added two or three drops of muriatic acid;

whence, a single droj) being detached, precipitated platinum

from its dilute solution in nitro-muriatic acid. Hence it was

evidently muriate of tin.

These experiments are suflicient to prove that the binary com-

pound, which had been analyzed, consisted of the oxides of tin and

gold, and contained those oxides chemically combined in the exact

proportion of three parts of fi« to one of gold : and that the alloy

of the two metals, obtained by (he fusion of one hundred parts of

the purple poivder, would yield

Metallic tin 73

Metallic gold 25

100

H
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Because
^o

of a grain of the alloy yielded,

Metallic tin 0.6

Metallic gold 0.2

Total 0.8.

In the foregoing experiments no attention had been paid to the

weight of the purple powder used in the analysis ; because I had

supposed that this would always bear the same proportion to the

weight of alloy obtained. That having the weight of the allot/

the weight of oxygen requisite in the formation of the purple

powder would always follow in a constant ratio; the chemical

combination being always the same ; but this is by no means

true. The proportion of gold in the purple powder vaiies in every

precipitation : which is in fact the cause of the disappointment

experienced by artists, who complain that in the application

of t\m purple powder to the art of colouring glass, the colour is

rarely in two instances the same. Much depends upon the age and

the degree of concentration of the muriate of tin used in the ex-

periment ; also upon its temperatine w hen added to the dilute

solution ot gold. In one instance, having used a recently prepared

muriate oftin, almost at a boiling temperature, the precipitate had

a black coloui-, which, however, afterwards became of a deep

purple. Having washed and dried 7|, grains of this dark precipitate,

and exposed it in a porcelain capsule to a sti'oug red heat during a

quarter of an hour, with a view to drive otF any remaining water

or acid, I mixed it in a mortar with three times its weight of nitre

and borax iu t-qual portions, and kept it exposed, in a porcelain

<;apsule, to a uniform red heat for an hour. During this experiment

the minute globules o^ alloy might be .seen forming u])on the surface

of the flux, and running about in small brilliant particles, like

sparks of ignited matter, which aftenvards fell to the bottom of

the vessel. From the whole of the 7f(,
grains of i)owder, a globule

of alloy weighing 5^0 grains was obtained. It had a more golden
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colour than the alloy which I had before obtained from the purple

precipitate; and, being dissolved in nitro-muriatic acid, the solution

yielded a much more considerable proportion of gold to the

sulphate of iron. The gold in this instance weighed 2^ grains, an<l

a quantity of jteroxide of tin was separated in diluting the muriate

ofgold, after expelling the excess of acid, which, when washed and

dried, weighed 3^^ grains, a little water probably remaining, as this

peroxide had been dried on a filter in the open air. When ex-^

posed to a powerful heat it weighed only Sjf, grains.

Hence it is therefore evident that the two metals which are

chemically combined in the purple powder of Cassius, do not

exist in a constant relative proportion with regard to each

other. That the tin sometimes exceeds the gold in the pro-

portion of three to one, and in other instances that the two

metals exist in nearly equal portions. Perhaps in other examples

the quantity of gold thrown down may exceed that of the tin:

but in whatsoever proportion the gold may €xist with regard to

the tin, in the purple pi^cipitate of Cassius, there is not evidence

to warrant the opinion of its being in the metallic state. There

are, it is true, some experiments, so problematical in their results,

that the chemist, in making them, is liable to be misled bj

appearances. A brief statement, therefore, shewing what these

appearances are, and endeavouring to account for them, ma>

now terminate this enquiry; by which it will perhaps be satis-

factorily proved that the gold in the purple powder of Cassius.

is at a minimum of oxidation ; and perhaps also that it is liable,

after precipitation, to that spontaneous decomposition^ and to those

changes, when exposed to the action either of light or heat, or even

of simple moisture, which the protoxide of gold has been said to

undergo ; namely, that of dividing itself into two parts, one portion

parting with its oxygen to the other, and becoming revived in the

H 2
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metallic state*. An illustration of this may be atforded by an

amusing and very striking experiment. If the purple precipitate,

after being washed and while it is in a moist state, be agitated in

a glass vessel, so as to be made to adhere to the interior surface of

the vessel, and be then left to become dry, a portion of the gold

will become revived and will appear in the metallic state. Thi.i

\\\\\ take place the more readily if the vessel be exposed to light in

a window, or to the full action of the Sun's rays. But a portion

of the precipitate will still retain its original colour; and will be

found to contain gold which has not been thus revived ; thereby

apparently confirming the obsei*vation of JSerzelius, referred to by

the author of the ''Sy.stem of Chemistry" as before cited. Such an

appearance, resulting from the change which the protoxide of gold

has siistained after its precipitation might give rise to an opinion

that the metal had been originally thrown down in the metallic

state. There is another appearance yet mor* delusive ; it results

from the following pleasing experiment.

The purple precipitate, after being washed, and being yet in a

moist state, is to be agitated in a phial with mercury. Some of this

mercury is to be placed in a watch-glass over an argand Umip, and

volatilized, when a film of metallic gold, will remain ujjon the glass.

Four grains ^^ of mercury which had been thus agitated with the

purple ponder left a residue of i of a grain of metallic gold. This

aj)i)earance might lead to the conclusion that the whole of the gold

in the purple powder existed in the metallic state, m hich is not true ;

tor upon examining the powder whence the ~ of a grain of metallic

* "In a short time this protoxide divides itself into tw« parts. One-third deprives tlie

iitiier two liiirds of the whole of this oxygen and becomes perojcidc, «iiile the two-thirds arc

reduced to the luetallic state." {See Jierzilius, Ann. de L'him. 83. 100.) " Berzeiius thinks

that there exists an intermediate oxide, (between the protoxide and the peroxide of gold)

which cunstitut«.'S a. component part of the purple of Cassius. But iio has not established its

existence by decisive experiments." Thomson's Si/.ilent of Chemistri/, \'ol. !. i)p. -tSfi, 4S7.

London, 1817.
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gold had been thus separated, by exposing it to the action of nitro-

niuriatic acid, and afterwards evai)orating- tlie excess of acid and

adding distilled water, it was found to contain gold, which was

thrown down, from the //»/7"/aif thus formed, by the usual tests of

.sulphate of iron and muriate of tin. The most curious thing to be

attended to in separating the portion of metallic gold by means of

mercury, in the foregoing experiment, is this; that the success of it

depends upon the moist state of the precipitate after being washed

with water; but whether the revival of the gold be owing to the

hydrogen of the water, or to the cause assigned by Berzelius, of the

spontaneous decomposition of the protoxide o{ the metal*, others

may determine. Twelve grains of the purple powder, which had

been previously exposed to a red heat in a porcelain capsule, were

agitated with well dried mercury ; but, aftei- the volatilization of

the mercury, no film of gold remained, as in the foimer instance
;

nor any residue, whatsoever, to alter the weight of the watch-glass

in which this tiial of the dry powder had been made. The same

dry powder, after the removal of the mercury, being placed in

nitro-muriatic acid, and the excess of acid expelled, and distilled

water added, yielded a solution, from which gold was precipitated

by the usual tests.

From all the preceding observations it may be inferred that

in precipitating the purple powder of Cassias from the muriate

of gold, by means of the muriate of tin, the two metals tin

and gold are thrown down as oxides; which ho\^ever do not

chemically combine in a constant relative proportion to each

other ; that the quantity of tin always exceeds that of the gold

;

and that the difference observable in the hues of the precipitate

made at ditlerent times, is to be ascribed to the different i)roportions

in which the oxides of the two metals have combined together, and

perhaps also to their different degrees of oxidation.

EDWARD DANIEL CLARKE.
• See a former Note.
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Amongst the various causes which combine in enabling us by

the use of analytical reasoning to connect through a long succession

of intermediate steps the data of a question with its solution, no one

exerts a more powerftd influence than the brevity and compactness

which is so peculiar to the language employed. The progress of

improvement in leading us from the simpler up to the most complex

relations has gradually produced new modes of shortening the

ancient paths, and the sjanbols which have thus been invented in

many instances from a partial view, or for very limited jjurposes.

have themselves given rise to questions far beyond the expectations

of their authors, and which have materially contiibuted to tlie

progress of the science. Few indeed have been so fortunate as at

once to perceive all the bearings and foresee all the consequences

which result either necessarily or analogically even from some of the

simplest improvements.

The first analyst who employed the very natural abbreviation of

a' instead of aa little contemplated the existence of fractional

negative and imaginary exponents, at the moment when he
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adopted this apparently insignificant mode of abridging his labof.

So great however is the connection that subsists between all

branches of pure analysis, that we cannot emjiloy a new symbol or

make a new definition, without at once introducing a whole train of

consequences, and in defiance of ourselves, the very sign we have

created, and on which we have bestowed a meaning, itself almost

prescribes the path our future investigations are to follow.

Such being the power and influence of those symbols* by which

mathematical reasoning is carried on, it cannot be considered as

unimportant either as regards the jiarticidar branch, or with refer-

ence to the science in general, to examine some of the bearings of

the notation which has been employed in the calculus of functions,

and to resolve some of the unusual questions which it presents.

That the results to which such an enquiry will conduct us are of

a nature purely speculative, is an objection to which every attemjjt to

improve notation is liable ; it can however never be considered an

useless task to examine and strengthen that which essentially

contributes to the power of an instrument, which enables us so

wonderfully to trace the connexion between the phenomena of

nature.

When it became convenient to express without performing the

repetition of an operation, whose characteristic is /, the method

which first ])resented itself doubtless was similar to that which had

been adopted with such advantage for the exponents of quantities,

and/' {x) was written instead of/fix) ; it now followed without any

other convention that /^ (x) and /" (j-) represented/)/, (x), and^".
(n times) {x) and also that

/-'"(x) =/'/'" (X) (A),

when n and vi are whole numbers.

* Euler, to wlioiii analysis is so much indebted, appears to have beCii fully aware of the

power and importance of notation :
" Stimma ailalyseos inventa maxiniani partem algorithmo

ad certas qiiasdeni quantitates accomraodato innitantur." Specimen Algorithmi siugularis.

Acad. I'ctrop. Comm. Not. 1762.
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At this point of generalization a question occurred as to the

meaning of/" when n is a fractional, surd, or negative number, and in

order to determine it, recourse was had to a new convention not in-

consistent with, but comprehending in it the former one. The index

n was now defined by means of the equation {A) and was said to

indicate such a modification of the function to which it is attached

that that equation shall be verified.

From this extended view of the equation {A) several curious

results follow ; if n=o, it becomes

/"'(x) =/y'"(x).

This informs us that f° is such an operation that when performed

on any quantity it does not change it, or putting^™ {x)=.y, it gives

a result which is analogous to x''= i

.

LetOT=-i, n=\, we have

/'^=/'/-'(^), oxf{f-^x)=x-

f~\x) must therefore signify such a function oi x, that if we perform

upon it the operation denoted by/ it shall be reduced to x. The
number of functions possessing this property will depend on the

nature of/; thus \if{x)=x", let r,, r^, r„ be the roots of w"— i =o;

theny~' (x) may be either of the n quantities

r, x", ^2^",. • . .r„x» ;

for if we perform the operation/ upon any of them, or raise it to

the nth power, the result is x.

Here then we find

f{f-'x)^x,

in all cases ; but if the negative index is attached to the first func-

tional sign, we have

/"'(A) = '•.*,

and one only of these values gives/ ''/x= a?.

1
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It was more necessary to make this observation, because several

errors have arisen from not attending- to it, and because that

particular form of/"' which gives/-'/x=x possesses peculiar pro-

perties :/"'(^) is then the inverse function of/x ; and ifwe have the

equation/(J-) =^, we may indicate its resolution thus

^ =/-' (2/).

Having established the connexion between positive and negative

indices in functions of one variable, I shall now proceed to those

containing two.

If in the function -^ {x,i/,) we substitute at the same time ^|' ix,y,)

for X and ;y it becomes

and for the sake of brevity this has been denoted thus

similarly, if in this we wrote f{x,7/) for x and «/ we should have

^^' (x, r/), and a few steps would lead us to the equation,

^^-{r^ix, y), i^^"' {x, y) \ = f"-"""^'» {x,y) {B).

The same reasons which in the former instance induced us to

o^eneralize the first detinition, now point out the propriety of assuming

this as the definition of simidtaneous functions, and of the modifi-

cations implied by their indices. The first step is to discover the

value of ^°' ° {x,i/) ; for this purpose put « = o, then

r^" {
r^' {x>y), r^' i^, y) \ = ^'^"{x, y),

and substituting v instead of >//'"'" (x, y), we have

^TTo
(„^ v) =v.

Ifwe had put m-O, n=\ instead of «=o, we should have found

^^^l^|,^»(x,J^), r^{x,y)\^^^^{x,y),

which shews that ^''•''{x,y) is such a function of x and y that when
.simultaneously substituted in v//(.r, y), for x and y, it shall give either

t or ,y : it may have different values like all other inverse functions.
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If in the fimction i^{x,i/), we put y\r[x,y) instead of x it becomes

^ \'\'{x,y),y} which is written thus ^'"'(-v, 3/), and continuing such

substitutions we arrive at

V W"-' i^^y), y] = r """'
{^, y) (Q,

or if the «"' function relative to x, and then the m"' function relative

toy be substituted, it would be

r- ' {X, i^'"'-(x, y) \
= r-'"^' {^,y) {D).

These two equations are now considered as the definition by which

the meaning of the indices is known, and we proceed to enquire their

values in paiticular cases: let m = o in the first and we have

^'"'H'"''{x,y),y\ = r'-'{^,2/);

put

yj/"- ' (x, y) = V, and it becomes

r-"- iv,y) = v, oxr-'{x,y)=^x {E).

If n= l and 7ra= o in the latter,

^'•'{x,^''%x,y)\ = ^'''{x,y),

whence it follows that

i'''''{^,y)=y (n
If n = — OT = 1 , (D) becomes

^'''{x,^'-'{x,y)\ = ^'%x,y)=y,

hence ^|''~' {x,y) expresses such a function of a: and 3/ that when sub-

stituted in -^ {x, y) for y it reduces it to y, or if

^{x,y) = v,

then

y = ^'--'{x, v) and x= >/.-'•' {v,y) (G).

From (C) we may readily deduce as consequences,

V"'{x,y) = X, and ^'•''{x,y) = y.

The same reasoning which has been employed in discovering the

meaning of the indices of functions of two variables applies with

12
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equal facility to those of many variables ; without repeating it, it is

sufficient to observe that

,/,0''''--(x,j/, .. .)=x, ^''°----{x,y,...) =y,&c.

and that of

then

y = x//''-''''(j;, u, z, .. .).

Amongst the questions which arise from this notation there are

two which are altogether different from any which have occurred in

others, and although their solution is not attended with any very

great difficulty they furnish an enquiry of some curiosity.

If the expression '^'"'"{x,y) be fully written out, we may seek,

first, how many times will either of the quantities a. or y be re-

peated; and secondly, hoiv many times will the symbol -^ occur.

I shall begin with some of the more simple questions, and first

Prob I.

How often does the quantity x occur in the expression

Suppose it occurs u„ times, then in

>^^'-"*'{x,y) = ^^'{^{x,y),y\r{x,y)\,

it occurs twice as many times as it does in the preceding; hence

M„,,= 2M„, or M„= C.2";

ifw = i, M,= 2C=i, hence C = |, and u„=2"-', or x occurs 2""' times

'm^~'{x,y).

Prob. IT.

How many times is the symbol -^ repeated in y\/""'{x,y)'i

Let u„ be the number of times ; then it is found w,,., times in

>//"+'"+' {x,y) ; but in going from the first of these to the second we

augment the number of times -^ occur by 2", because wherever c
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occurs, we introduce ^ by putting >/'(«, j/) for it, and as x occurs

2""' times we by this means add 2"-" times >|^, and similarly, on

account of y we add 2"-* times y, so that

«„+> = U„ + 2"-' + 2'-' = U„ + 2",

Am„ = 2", whence u„ = 2" + C,

ifn = i u, = 2 + C=i, orC=-i,

therefore V^ occurs 2" - i times in >/'"'" (t, t/).

Prob III.

How often is Xi repeated in ^|/"' "• (x^, . . . X;) ?

Suppose it to occur m„ times, then in going from the «'*" to the

n + i"' simultaneous function wherever x,, T^,...Xi occur, we in-

troduce Xi once, but each of these occurred u„ times, and as there

are i of them, we have

««+i = iu,„ or u„ = Ci";

but if n= 1, M, = Ci=i, wherefore C=-. , and x occurs i"~^ times.

Cor. As Xi, . . .x^, are all similarly involved, they each of them

occur i"~' times.

Prob. IV.

How often does ^ occur in >//""••• (x,, x^,. . x^)

%

Let it occur m„ times; then in the {n + 1
)"" besides the u„ times that it

occurs in the ra"" we introduce an additional ^ wherever Xi, x.^, . . .x^

occur, or since there are i of these quantities, and each occurs i"~'

times, we have

i"
«« + !=«„ + i", whence m„ = -.—- + C,

if n=i, u,=j^+ C=i, hence C=^;
i" — 1

and f occurs ^^
—- times in >//"•"•• (x, , . . x,).
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Prob. V.

How many times do x- and j/ occur in ^" ' [x, yYI

In passing from the n"" function to the n+i"' we change x into

>// {x, y) ; this does not increase the number of times x occurs, and as

the same reasoning applies to the « — i"", n - 2""^.
. down to the

first it follows that x only occurs once in ^|'"'
' (x, y).

Again, in passing from the n"" to the jz + i"" we introduce 3^ once,

if therefore u,, represent the number of times it occurs, we have

Un + 1 = M„ + 1, or Un = n+ C,

if « = 1, M, = 1 + C—\, or C=o, and 3/ occurs n times in ^'"^ (x, y).

And similarly, x occurs n times, and 3/ once in ^^•" {x, y).

Prob. VI.

How frequently does i^ occur in >//"•' {x, y) ?

since ^'^''{x,y) = >/.'' {^{x,y),y},

each step introduces -^ once, it will therefore be repeated n times.

Prob. VII.

In y\f"' "• (x, y) how often are x and y repeated ?

X/,""»(X,3/) =>/,'"' {X, >/.'•'"-' (X, I/) j.

In the right side of this equation x occurs once, and in >//'"""' (x, y)

it is found (m - 1 ) times ; now in each of these last x occursm— 1 times

by Prob. 5, so that on the whole it appears i+w.(m— l)=mn—n+i

times.

Again, 3/ occurs once in ^|''"' (x, y) and this latter is found n times

in >//""" (x, y), so that 3/ occurs n times in the same expression.

Prob. VIII.

How many times does >|' occur in >//""" (x, y)%

In >//"
' (x, y), ^|/ is found n times by Prob. 6 ; and y is found n
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times; if for 3/ we put -^^""'^Xjy) which contains ^, m-\ times

repeated, we shall have

and the number of times -^ occurs is «+TC(m- \)=.nvi times.

Prob. IX.

How often do x^, x„, . . .x^ occur in >//'"*''••• {x^, Xj, . . .xjl

First, let us consider ^/'°'''
••(^i, Xc,, . . .x^), and let x^ occur «.

times then since

the number of times ^1 occurs in the first side of the equation is

Ma + i; in the second side it occurs u\ times, therefore Ua + i=Ua, or

M„=C; but if a = i, Wi = C= 1, therefore «„ = 1, and a^ occurs only once.

Again, let »« now represent the number of times x^ occurs, then in

the second side Xc, occurs «„ times in ^|'"'''
•

• (j?j,X2, ., ..rj, and also

once besides, so that

Ma+i=«o+l, or Ua= a-\rC,

if a=i, C=o, and the same result will be found for any other

quantity r, except x^, hence in >|,"i''
•

•

(^^^ x^,... x^).

x^ occurs 1

X2 a
I

X; a

times (1).

Let us next consider ^'"'"••{x^, x^.... x^),

i^"-''-'--{x„x„...x,)=i,''-'-'-{x„^''>>-'-''-'-{x,^x,^...x,),x,_...x,).

On the right side of this equation x, occurs in two places first by

itself in which state by (1) it is only found once ; and secondly, it

occurs in the function >//'*-' •(xi, x^, . . .x^) where by (1) it is found
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to recur b-i times, but that function itself is repeated a times,

therefore the whole number of times x, is repeated is

1 + a{b — 1) = ab-a + 1:

rj only occurs under the last mentioned function, and there it is

found only once, but as that function is repeated a times x^ must
occur a times : Xg occurs in two places ; in the first it is repeated

a(b~i) times, and in the second a times, so that on the whole x.^ is

found

ab — a -\- a = ab times.

X. is found the same number of times.

Therefore in

V'"'
*''••••

(a:,, x„...a^,),

X, occurs aft — a + 1

Xj a ,

times (2)

X, ah

by considering the equation,

we shall find that when there are three indices a, b, c,

Xi occurs abc—a + l

x, abc— ab+ a

^s ab
J.

times ..(3)

X, abc

a similar process applied to
>|/''*-'^'''i'

-(x,, Xj, .. xj would show that

in it

X, occurs ahcd- a + \

Xf abcd~i
X3 abed— at

X, abc } *'"»es H)''^4-

X,- abed

- a + I -v

ab + a
j

abc -t- a 6 I
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and in x//"' *-'''''" i'- •• (x„ x^, . . .a?J,

Xi occurs ahcde — a+l
x^ abode -ab-\-a

Xg abcde — abc+ab
X4 abcde -abcd+ abc (

^^^^ ^^^

x^ abed

Xi abcde

the law which these expressions follow is easily discovered from

those which have been given, and by their assistance it may be

shewn that in the expression

i^ will be repeated abed . . . times.

If in a function of two variables we wish after taking the a,b,c,-- ""

fiinctions relative to the variables x^, x^,. . . in order, again to take

the ^j"" relative to the first, the 9"" relative to the second, &c. some

modification of our notation becomes necessary. I have proposed

in the Philosophical Transactions to make use of two rows of

indices the upper to signify the number of repetitions, and the

lower to denote the quantity for which the substitution is made,

thus

^I'li (x,i/) =i^{^l^lv,i. {x, y)\,^ [v/,
j X, ^ {X, y)\, i^ (x, .y)]

}

,

when these indices become numerous it is desirable, for the sake of

facility in printing, to have them on a level with the rest of the

symbols, and this will become almost indispensible if another or

possibly two other rows of indices should be employed : the further ex-

tension of the calculus may requii-e such additions to indicate modi-

fications of a different kind from those yet considered. There appear

to be four circumstances connected with the indices offunctions whose

relations it may ultimately be desirable to express by means of

them : the two first of them, namely, the number of repetitions and

the quantities for which substitutions are made are already pointed

out by the two rows. It may become necessary to substitute

K
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instead of one of the variables, not the original fimction but some

modification of it such as ^i^^•'•{x,J/), and this might be only sub-

stituted for one of the variables in certain particular places not

universally ; such changes would require two additional rows.

The alteration which I would propose in all cases where many

indices are concerned is extremely simple: it consists in merely

bringing the indices down to the level of the functional sign and

inclosing- them between two bars ; the expression last-mentioned

Mould be written thus

This M ould also possess some advantage in the case of a function

of many variables being after the performance of given operations

reduced to a function of a less number, (by means of some assigned

relation between some of them) and then new functional operations

being performed, or considered as a function of the reduced number

of variables, thus

>/'l!-VJ|ril (x,y,z) {^=f{^,y)},

which signifies that the second function of v/' {x, y, z) is taken re-

lative to X
; f{x,i/) is then substituted for z and the second function

of the result considered as a function of two variables is taken first

with respect to x, then with regard to y.

The method I have pointed out for the determination of the

number of times the quantities under the functional sign would be

repeated if they were written out at length is perhaps the most

direct and unartificial which could be proposed; I cannot however

terminate this paper without pointing out another method of a

character completely opposite which promises in more complicated

enquiries of this nature to be of considerable use. It bears a strong

resemblance to a very elegant artifice employed by M. Laplace in

order to determine the numerical coefficients of 2u, and was in fact

suggested by it.
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Since the number of times any variable is repeated is inde-

pendent of the form * of the function, that number must be the

same for all functions. If therefore we can find it for any particular

function, we have it for all others. Let us then select the function

.r,-f.r2+ . . .x„ and take those functions which the index requires,

we shall have the number of repetitions of each variable expressed

by the coefficient attached to it.

One great advantage of this plan is that we always have it in our

power to take any function however complicated of ^i +a:.2+ . . x„ ; as

an example let it be required to find the number of repetitions of x

and J/ in •^"' ^'(x,7/);

if \/^ {x, y) = vx + uy,

, , , , / v"-\ M*-'-l\
,. V'—l

x//«' * ix, v) = { V" + uv . I r + u''

.

V :

'\iu=v=\, this becomes

y\f"''> {x,y) — {\ +a.b— l)x+ ai/ = (ab — a+l)x+ ay.

Or X will be found repeated ub-a + i times, and y will occur a times,

which coincides with what was proved in Prob. 7.

The surprising condensation of meaning comprised in small

space and yet exempt from even the slightest tinge of obscurity is

nowhere more conspicuous than it is throughout the calculus of

functions: and the solution of the problems contained in this paper

enables us to give numerical results which will be viewed with

surprise even by those who are best acquainted with the power of

general signs.

The equation,

^^—^(x,y) = f{x,y),

is one whose solution presents no great difficulties and may be

* In whatever manner the original function may involve the unknown quantities it must in

this point of view be considered as containing each only once.

K 2
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accomplished in a few lines. To any person acquainted with the

notation employed in the doctrine of fiinctions the question is com-

prehended at a single glance
;

yet if we apply to it the rules

discovered in Prob. 1 and 2, we shall find that if it were written

out at length, x and 3/ would each be repeated 512 times, and ^/'

would occur 1023 times; so that the whole expression would

consist of 2047 letters, and it may be added, that if it were so

developed it would require a much longer time merely to compre-

hend the enunciation of the problem than it would to understand

and solve it in its contracted form.

CHARLES BABBAGE.
Ftbi6, 1820.
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1 HE reduction of ftinctional equations to those of finite dif-

ferences was the means by which their resolution was originally

attempted and though applicable only to particular classes of them,

affords very ready solutions in those instances in which it can be

practised, and these solutions have the advantage in general of

indicating at the same time the number and nature of the arbitrary

functions they involve. I propose therefore in the following images

to apply this method to a class of pretty considerable extent, in

which the function to be determined is one of two or more variables,

but where the condition expressed by the equation assigns to one of

them a value or values dependent in a known manner on that

of the other. Mr. Babbage, in the second part of his paper

on Functional Equations (Phil. Trans. 1816.) has noticed equa-

tions of this nature, and has given solutions of certain cases of

the higher orders. With these I shall not at present concern

myself, the method which T propose to exhibit extending only to

equations of the first order, of which it affords the complete solution
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in all cases. To proceed regularly, it will be necessary to premise

the following Problems, the object of which is to determine the

nature of the arbitrary functions we shall be obliged to introduce.

Prob, I.

Required the most general form of a function >|/ (x, y) of two

variables x, y, which remains the same whether P or 9, (two given

functions oix) be substituted iox y, or to resolve the equation

^{x, P) = ir{x, Q).

Since the substitution of P for j/ renders ^^ (x, y) a certain func-

tion (/x) ofx, it is evident that in its general state v|'(x, y) can only

differ from fx by a quantity which vanishes when y becomes P,

and of course i^ (x, y) — f{x) mu.st necessarily have y - P for a factor.

Again, since -^{x, y) reduces itself to the same function ^(x) by the

substitution of Q for y, the quantity ^{x,y) — f{x) must in like

manner have y - Q for a factor, and we must therefore have

i'{^>y) -A^) =iy- P){y - Q)-x(^.- y)

or

^ (X, y) =/(x) + {y-P){y-g).x {^, y)-

Let this be substituted in the equation ^// {x, P) = ^ {x, Q), and the

whole vanishes. This value of -^ {x, y) therefore satisfies the

equation independent of any particular forms of the functions/ and

X, which therefore remain arbitrary.

Prob. II.

Required -^ {x, y) a function of x and y, which retains the 'same

value when each of the functions P, Q, R, &c. is severally substituted

for^; P, Q, H, &c. being given functions ofx.

By reasoning exactly similar it will appear that

fix) + (;y-P){y-Q) {y-R), &c. x (j", y),
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is the most general form of the function sought, /(x) and xi^^H)

being arbitrary functions, the former oix, and the latter of r and j/

;

observing however that x (*» y) must not be so taken as to become

infinite of the first or any higher order by the substitution of any of

the quantities P, Q, R, &c. for y.

Prob. III.

Required the most general form of a function which shall reduce

itself to a given function Q when y becomes equal to another given

function P, or to resolve the equation,

Since -^ [x, y) becomes Q, when y becomes P, it is evident that

y^ (x, y) — Q must have «/ - P for a factor, and that

i.{,x,y) = Q + {y-'P).x{^,y),

and X is shewn as before to denote an arbitrary function provided

only it do not become infinite by putting P for y.

These cases being premised, we shall now proceed to the

solution of the equations we proposed to consider.

Prob. IV.

To begin with a simple case, let the equation proposed be

\|/ {x, x) - y^/ (x, O) = a.

Assume

^(^,y)= ci>(x,h+^J,

h being a quantity independent on x or y, and tlierefore to be

regarded as an arbitrary constant in the expression ofyf^Xic,!/).

This supposition being made, we have

^(*, ^) = 0(*', ^ + 1) ;
^{x, 0) = (p{x, h),

so that our proposed equation becomes

<p {x, A + 1) - (a;, h) = a.
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Now h being independent on x and y, this may be regarded as an

equation of differences in which the auxiliary letter h is the in-

dependent variable, and its integration immediately gives

(p{x, h) = ah + C,

in which C may be any function which does not change when h

changes to h-\-\, that is, which retains the same value whether we

put ^ or for i/: now we have already seen, Prob. 1, that the most

general form of such a function is

fx +y{y - x).x{3:,!/).

But we assumed,

= a(/i+|) +C.

Hence if we substitute for Cits value, and suppose the constant ah

included in the arbitrary function/^, we get finally,

>|,(x,3/) = a,| +/(x) +y{y-x).xix,y).

Some objection may be raised against the generality, or even the

legitimacy, of the above solution, on the ground that in assuming

yf,{T,i/) = (p^x, h+^^ we in fact limit the possible forms of the

function i' ; for although it be true that by the combination of the

elements x, h +^ with each other and with constants it is possible
X

to form any assigned function of x and y, yet to render this assertion

general, the quantity h must be admitted as one of those constants,

and therefore our assumption should have taken notice of this

circumstance, and have stood thus,

^{x,y) = <p^x,h,h+^^.

Now this will very materially aftect the process which follows, as

the equation will then become
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<l>(x, h, h+l) -
(p (.r, h, h) = a,

which is not an ordinary equation of differences in h, the first term

not being altogether the same function of h+i that the second is of

A. To this however it may be answered that the equation in

question may legitimately be resolved as an equation of partial dif-

ferences in which only the last element varies. In fact it is evident

that if we can any how determine a form of {x, i, h) regarded as a

function of three variables x, i, and h, absolutely independent of one

another, which shall satisfy the equation

0(x, I, A+ 1) - (p{x, i, h) = a,

it will certainly follow that the function {x, h, h) found by putting

li for i will satisfy the same equation in the particular case of / - h,

because the symbols ^ and h destroy each other independently in

tlie first member. But without going into these considerations, it is

evident that if we have got such a form of (p as shall satisfy the

equation

^(x, h+ I) — (p(x, h) = a,

this will be sufficient, foTyj^{x,x) being equal to 0(x, A + i) and

>// (x, O) equal to {x, h) by the original assumption (right or wrong)

of >// {x,y) = (p(x,h + -) this equation is in fact identical with the

proposed, and the form oi^ so found must be satisfactory.

Prob. V.

Let the proposed equation be

o = F{x,^{x,P), i^{x,Q)],

P and Q being any functions of a; given in form.

Suppose we had -^{x, P) —(f>{x, h),

^(^, Q) =cp{x,h + \),

then would our equation become

0= F\x, <p{x,h), 0(x, A+i)l,

L
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which being' resolved as an ordinary equation of differences regard-

ing- X as constant and h as the independent variable gives the tbrn»

ot'(p (x, h). The wliole difficulty then is reduced to the discovery ot"

the form of >/'(a;, y) from the known form of the function 0. To this

end conceive (J-, ^) a function such that when y=P, 0{x,!/) shall

vanish, and when y=Q, 0{x,i/) shall become unity, then if we

assume,

yj^ix.y) = <p{x,h +e(x,y)\,

the values of >// (x, P) and ^ {x, Q) will be those we have supposed.

It only remains to assign d{x, y) so as to have at once

d{x,P) = 0; and 9 {x, Q) = \.

Now, by Prob. 3, the former of these gives

e{x,y)={:y-P).e,{x,y\

^i (^jy) being an arbitiary function. This being substituted in the

latter gives

{Q-P).e,{x, Q) =1,

when the arbitrary function 6^ (x, y) is determined. This is again a

particular case of Prob. .3, and its solution is

^(r, y) =Q3p + Cy - Q) . X (-r, y),

so that we have finally

X {x, y) being any fiuiction of .i and y which does not become

infinite when P ov Q is put for y.

The several steps in the solution of the proposed equation will

therefore be as follows.

Integrate the equation of differences,

= F{x, uh, u,,,,},

X being regarded as a constant, and h the independent variable, antl

let its inteirral be
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un = (t>{x,h, C),

C beinn' the arbitrary constant introdnoed by integration : tlien will

the value o(^l^ix. i/) be

cp \x, /}+0{x,i/), Cf,

where 9 (r, y) is the function above determined, and

Xiix,i/) being- an arbitrary function of r andj/ and /(x) one ofx; this

value of C being found by Prob. 1. from the consideration that C

must retain the same vahie wliether P or Q be written for//.

Prob. VI.

In general, let

o = Fjx, x/,(,r, P), v''(A a), ^{x, R), &c.i

This will be reduced to the equation of differences,

0=F{x. (p{x,h),<p{x,h + l), 0(.r, A + 2), &c.}, (a)

if we take

i^(x,y) =^(p{x,h + e{x,y)\

^ (^> y) being a function so determined as to give at once

e {X, P)=0; e{x,Q)= l; e {x, R) = 2, &c.

Now first, the two first of these conditions give, as in the last

|)roblem,

S{x,y)=(y- P).eAx,2/)

= Q^+ (^-^^^^-^^-^-^^'''^)-

Again, the condition 6{x,R) — 2 gives for the determination of

{R-P){R-aj.e,{x.R) = '2-^^;

whence

''- (^- y^
=
(R-P)\r-Q )

-
iP-QUP-R) + ^-^ -

^^
^-^ ^'

'

•'^''

and so on. so that finally we have
L -2
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+ &c. + (y-Pj (y-Q) {y-R), &c. x x(r, y)

X U, y) being a function quite arbitrary, provided the substitution of

P, Q, R, &c. for y do not render it infinite, and A. B, C, kc. Vjeing

the series of coefficients above determined.

The law of these coefficients does not readily appear, and as their

formation one from the other is rather comi>lex, I shall observe that

the value of 0(j:,y) may be expressed at once by means of a very

elegant theorem proposed by Lag^range as a formula of interpolation

.

It is evident from the progress of the stej>s above detailed that (the

arbitrarj term excepted) Q {x, y) is a rational integral function of y
of the dimension n—\,n being the number of the letters P, Q, &c.

llie question then reduces itself to finding such a rational integral

function ofy of this degree as shall >>ecome o, \, 2, . . .{n—i), when

P, Q, R, Sec. are put for y in succession. The theorem alluded to

gives for the value of such a function *.

(j,-P)(y-R)(y-S),kc. (y-P)(y-Q)(y-S)..
iQ-P) {Q- R) (U-S), ike. {R~P){R-U) {R-S). .

.

(j,-P)(y-Q)ty~R)...
^ (.V- P) {S- Q) (S-R) ..

.^^-

Let this be called Y, and we have

e(z,y)--^V + {r/-P)(y-Q){y-R)iy-S),kc. x x (x, .y),

which it may be observed is a more extensive formula of interpo-

lation than the preceding, and includes every other that can be

(levised.

If we reduce the function ^ to a series of powers of y, and

<onipare it with the series produced in like manner by expanding

the terms of the expression

A{y-P) + B(y-P)(y-Q) + &c.

it will be found after all reductions that the two expres.sions are

• Ijivrolx. EAtmeDXary Treatise, Kng. Tranbl. Appendix.
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perfectly uienrioal. the values oi .-i. B. C. xc l>enic those l>etbre

found. \-iz.

^ ^ R - P R- Q ~ F-Q) ,F-R '
^"^

Having thus lietenuiuetl c^ (,x. y) it only reiULiius to cxmsider the

arbitrary functions which >>ill l>e introdui^Vti under the ibrm of

ix>nstant5 in the inteirrarion of the equation of diliereuees («).

These tx»nstant5 must be such functions as retain the same ^-alue

when i^ changes to h-\-i. A — 2. kc. that is. when w is either eriual to

P. Q, R. >. ke. Heoice by Prob. 3. their most areaeral form >^ ill W

.ind it therefore appears that the sohition of the proposed equation

atibrileil by the process here delivereii «ill involve n — 1 arbiirar>

timctions of x alone, and n of x and v subject only to the restriction

t>t"not Iveixnuinc intinite when P, Q. ice. are put for y.

Prob VII.

Let the projH>sed equation l>e

= F \X, yir («X, ^X), >Jr(aiX, i^x), &©.}

a.r, ^x, a,x, >i,x, ice. Wins: sriven fimctions of x.

Assume as l>efore yU{x, i/)—ip {x^k+d^x, t/)]. and to detentiine

^{x,jf}, we have

For -Y in the tirst of these write a~'x (the inverse nuicrion of «.r'>

lu the seixmd o; "-»., and so on. and putting

^a- X= P; ^,«,- =x= a &C.

we have

9{x. P =0: t»^x. Q^= l.&c.

which are preiisely similar to what were treate\l in the preceiling

pn>blem.
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Wlieii the unknown frmction in the proposed equation is relative

to more than two variables, the same artifices may be employed. I

\\\\\ give a .single instance to shew the manner of proceeding, it

being unnecessary to dwell at length on this case.

Prob VIII.

Let the equation be

0=f\x,^{x,P,p), ^{x,Q,q)\,

P, Q, p, q, being- functions of r.

Take as ]>efore

^ (^f
, </, s) = «^ {^, fi+s {^', h'' 2) !,

and determine 9 (x, y, z), so that

0Gr, P,/») = 0; Q{x, Q,q) = 1,

when tlie equation will be reduced to the equation of difierences,

o^F{x,(p{x,h), (p{x,h + l)].

The most ^reneral forms of 0(r, i/, z) and of the arbitrary constant, or

function of j, «/, z which has the same value for ^ = P and ~ ^/> as for

.y = Q and z = q, are then to be determined, and sub.stitution being-

made the function required is found.

I will merely add one in.stance of the application of the method

pointed out in the foregoing problems. Suppose the proposed equa-

tion were

^G' ^)=2^/,(a,a:^).

We first assume 9 {x, x^) — o, wliich gives 9 {x, y) = {y—^^°) 9^ [x, y).

Again,

This gives

>vhence,

(i -•) ^. (- i) = •

^1 (^.y) = 7-—^ + —^ -x i^', y)-
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The X in the denominator may be inclnded in the arbitrary t'unu-

tion. This done, we get by substitution,

Taking- then

we get

<p{x, h+l) = 2(p{x, h)

and integrating,

<p{x,h) = C.2\

whence

y!'{x,y) = C .
2'"- S <''• y\

or simply

wliere 0{x, //) has the value above found, and

C ~f{x) + {xy-\) {y-x') . X, (x, y) ;

and the simplest function which satisfies the condition is

^ (.r, y) = 2
'-''

.

J. F. W. HERS( HEL.
Slough, Ftb. .>, 1S20.
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§. 1. Red Sandstone, Conglomerate, and GreyivacM of Somersetshire, S^c.

JLhe observations which I have the honour to present to the

Cambridge Philosophical Society, are principally compiled from

memoranda made in the summer of the year 1819, during a tour in

Cornwall and some of the western parts of Devonshire. In ex-

amining the most interesting portions of that country, I was

accompanied by the Rev. W. R. Gilby, Fellow of Trinity College^

to whose active assistance I am happy in having it in my power

thus publicly to express my obligation.

M
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It may perhaps appear useless to bring together only such

notices of this part of our Island as can be made during a hasty

tour. But no regular survey has yet been made of this distinct

by persons qualified at the same time to explain its general

structure, and to exhibit the phenomena presented by its more

minute features. Such a survey we may indeed expect from the

combined labours of the Cornish Geological Society. Until, how-

ever, it is completed and given to the public, notices like the present

may not be without their advantage. As an additional reason for

submitting this pajier to the University, I may obsene, that during

the last year, several hundred specimens have been placed in the

cabinets of the Woodwardian Museum; many ofthem selected from

the tract now under consideration. But as a mere catalogue, stating

the locality and mineral character of the several specimens, can by

no means give all the information they are intended to convey ; it is

proposed, by this Memoir, to confer an additional value on a portion

of our collection, by explaining the views under which it was

selected and arranged.

Before entering on the primitive region, which it is the more

immediate object of this paiier to describe, I devoted some time to an

examination of the sandstone and conglomerate which are so widely

diffused among the schistose rocks of Somersetshire. Many portions

of that deposit are described with great fidelity by Mr. Horner

in the Geological Transactions*. I therefore refer my hearers to

his Memoir, and to the specimens from the same deposit, which

are placed in the Woodwardian Museum, and accompanied by

a descriptive catalogue. Similar dejiosits may be traced in almost

uninterrupted succession to the base of the Mendip Hills ; and still

farther north they are seen resting in the same unconfonnable

position on the coal strata in the neighbourhood of Bristol. In the

• Geological Transactions, vol. 111. p. 34'i, ttc.
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vallies of the eastern parts of Devonshire they occupy a wide extent,

and, as far as I observed them, appear always to bear the same

relation to the rocks with which they are associated. The quarries

in the neighbourhood of Heavitree and Upton Pyne, and the red

sandstone of the valley of the Ex, have the undoubted characters of

belonging to the same eijoch. On the whole then, it appears, that

the red sandstone and conglomerate of Somersetshire and Devon-

shine are members of the new red sandstone formation, which is so

widely extended in many parts of this Island.

It is not intended to deny, that a sandstone, coeval with that

which crops out from beneath the mountain limestone on the banks

of the Avon, may be found among the schistose rocks of Devon-

shire. What has been said refers only to those parts examined by

myself, and from which the specimens in our Museum have been

selected *.

The slaty rocks associated with the red sandstone and con-

glomerates before mentioned, first make their appearance on the

west side of the great alhivial plain of Bridgewater. They soon

rise out in gentle elevations, and may be traced, almost without in-

terruption, through the commanding ridge of the Quantock Hills.

To the west of this ridge, mountain masses composed of the same

rock extend in uninterrupted succession into the northern and

eastern parts of Devonshire. This tract of country, almost through-

out its whole extent, is singularly diversified
;
presenting a rapid

succession of those undulations which are so characteristic of this

beautiful portion of our Island. Diluvian action, and the unequal

decomijosition of the mineral masses which form the subsoil, have

been mentioned among the causes of these singular inequalities. It

* These observations were made in consequence of a mistateraent which the Author of

this paper had remarked in the best Geological authorities with which he was at that time

acquainted. He is happy to find that his own views have been confirmed in the admirable

Geological Map of England published by Mr. Greenough.

M 2
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is however to the constitution of the rocks themselves that we are

principally to look for the explanation of this appearance.

Throughout the greater part of their extent they exhibit most

extraordinary contortions. In many parts of the coast of Somerset

and North Devon, where we have the finest natural sections of

these schistose masses, the strata do not preserve the same direction

for many feet together ; but are continually deflected, and coiled on

each other ; presenting in their course lines of every possible

curvature. The same vertical section often exposes a series of beds,

one portion of which is disposed in curves convex, and another

portion in curves concave to the horizon ; and so situated in respect

of each other, that no force whatever, acting in a given direction,

could produce the structure out of masses originally in an horizontal

position. When the fundamental rock is thus constituted, the

country must present a corresponding variety of surface.

The whole formation has generally been classed with the

greywacke rocks of the German school. Many beds are of silky

lustre, and even when viewed with a lens, appear of homogeneous

texture. But in the cliffs, and other places where the formation is

best exposed, we find the finest gi-ained beds alternating, often

without any apparent order, with rocks which exactly agree >vith

the definition of greywacke The term itself, therefore, as long as

it shall be retained in the barbarous nomenclature of Geology, may
be applied to this formation with suflicient propriety.

It is not my intention to enter into any details respecting this

formation ; I therefore refer to the Geological Transactions*, and

only add, that among the characteristic specimens, placed in the

Woodwardian Museum, will be found the following varietiesf :

1. Quartz rock. 2. Silicious sandstone, coarse-grained. 3. The
same coarse-grained silicious sandstone containing splinters of slate.

* Vol. II. p 495, and vol. III. p. 338.

t See the specimens arranged under the Greywacke of Somersetshire.
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4. The same substances with the trace of an argillaceous cement.

5- A rock, where the base is distinctly argillaceous with imbedded

pieces of quartz and splinters of slate*. 6. The same compound but

much finer grained, of slaty texture and generally micaceous.

7. A schistose amygdaloid ; the base a variety of clay-slate. 8. The

fine homogeneous slate ; surface silky and of various cloudy colours;

in some instances micaceous, &c.

The characters above-mentioned would by some be considered at

once sufiicient to determine the place of these rocks in the transition

class. The absence of all organic remains from, at least, the greatest

part of them, and the uncertainty of classifications deduced iVom the

mere consideration of mineral character, might throw some doubt

on this conclusion, if we were not assisted in our detennination by

many calcareous masses, which are irregularly imbedded in the

greywacke, and which constantly ijresent mo.st indisputable traces

of organic remains. Several specimens have been selected from

these calcareous beds ; and from their external characters and

geological situation, as well as from a consideration of their organic

remains ; I think that they may be referred to a formation distinct

from the mountain limestone, and belonging to an earlier epoch.

The existence of organic remains in calcareous beds, which

alternate with rocks where some of the other earths predominate,

and in which we trace no vestige of previous animal existence, is

a phenomenon by no means unusual, even in much more recent

formations. Water contaminated by a large portion of silex, either

in a state of mechanical mixture or chemical solution, was probably

imfit for the support of animal life. We must recollect too, that

calcareous matter was necessary to the very existence of these in-

habitants of the ancient bed of the ocean. They could therefore

be abundantly propagated, only where the sea held a sufficient

quantity of calcanons matter in solution.

* These specimens, were it not for their intimate association with the finer beds might be

easily mistaken for varieties of old red sandstone.
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§. 2. General sketch of the Structure of the Country between Dartmoor and

Land's End.

It is well known, that in Dorsetshire and the south-western

parts of Somersetshire, we meet with rocks of much more recent

date than any I have yet mentioned. Even as far west as Haldon

Hills, on the road from Exeter to Plymouth, we find an alluvial cap

containing- numerous fragments of common chalk flint; under

which, are the remains of the green sand formation and of the beds

with which it is usually associated.

From this elevation we command, on the eastern side, the rich

woodlands of the valley of the Ex. On the south-west we have a

country equally diversified and of the same general aspect, though

less exuberant in vegetation. To the west and north-west, how-

ever, the face of nature is completely changed. A succession of

ridges, rising to an elevation considerably greater than any of the

neighbouring hills, exhibits a singularly broken and ragged out-

line ; and the whole appearance of the contiguous country forcibly

impresses us with the idea of its barrenness and desolation.

Almost any one, while surveying the outline presented by these

elevations, though still seen on the distant horizon, would be led to

conclude that this extremity of Dartmoor was of a composition

entirely different from any o^ the hills he had left behind him.

At the eastern end of Dartmoor commences the great granitic

ridge, which ])revails, though not without considerable interruptions,

through the mid region of Cornwall, and at length terminates in the

broken cliffs of Land's End. By whatever side we approach the

moor, we find it flanked by hills of less elevation and of entirely

different structure. The whole upi)er surface may be considered as

making a rude approach to a l)roken table land of elliptical form,

the longest <liameter (»f which is more than 20 miles, and may be

represented by a line drawn from Harford to Oakham])ton.
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From many of the higher parts of its western extremity we have

a commanding view of the rich extent of country, which descends to

the banks of the Tamer and the Tavy. This beautiful and

picturesque region gains a double interest from being conti'asted

with the barren uniformity of the moor. The schistose rocks to the

west of Dartmoor, in some instances, reach the elevation of eight or

nine hundred feet. They are intersected by numerous mineral

veins which continue to be worked to great advantage, more

especially in the neighbourhood of St. Mary Tavy and Beeralston.

As 1 made but a superficial examination of these districts, and

brought few specimens away of any geological interest, I shall not

detain my hearers by any further notice of them.

After crossing the new bridge, between Tavi.stock and Callington,

to the right bank of the Tamer, we again find the granite break-

ing out from under the slate ; the junction of the two rocks being

exposed to view about 150 yards down the river. The fundamental

rock does not occupy a country of any considerable extent ; so that

we reach its termination, and again descend on the schist, at no

great distance from its commencement.

In advancing to the west by the high moorlands which prevail

throughout the middle of the peninsula, we find that the most

elevated portions of the tract are composed of granite. The ridge

to the south-east of Camelford, the extended moors to the north of

St. Austell, and the granite tors near Redruth, are examples of the

truth of this assertion. A few miles from the last-mentioned place

the granite tract deflects a few degrees to the south of its general

bearing and abuts in the cliffs, between Forth Levan and Peran

Uthno. After descending to the comparatively low lands, which

extend to Merazion and St. Ives, we again find the soil resting on

.schistose rocks. But the broken outline and rugged surface of the

hills farther west, plainly point out the re-appearance of the granite,

which occupies nearly all the remaining extremity of the county.
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With the exception of the tracts already enumerated, almost all

the country extending from Dartmoor to Land's End, and bounded

to the north and south by the Bristol and English Channels, may

be referred to one formation. The prevailing rocks of this for-

mation are known in the West of England by the provincial term

Killas. When used by a miner, the term may designate slaty

rocks, which differ from each other in colour, hardness, and almost

every physical property. He uses it merely to distinguish the for-

mation ofwhich we are now speaking, from the various crystalline

mineral aggregates which are known to him under the appellation

moorstone, or growan, and which in hardly any instance exhibit a

fissile texture.

That granite is the fundamental rock of the whole region, cannot

admit of doubt. We are not left to form this opinion from analogies

deduced from the relative situation of similar rocks in other

countries. In passing from the slate to the central masses of

granite, we uniformly find the former rock rising up towards the

latter, and reposing on it in a position which would generally be

considered as conformable. If then we make the tour of any of

the granitic tracts, we have an opportunity of examining such phe-

nomena in detail, and may remark the schistose beds dipping in

succession to every point of the compass.

A section of the country (from Cape Cornwall, through

St. Michael's Mount, to Trewavas Headland between Merazion and

Port Leven) which I have now the pleasure of exhibiting to the

Society, presents no fewer than six beautiful illustrations of the

relative positions of the two rocks.

The evidence for the fact I am endeavouring to establish does not

rest here. Numberless excavations have been formed in the mining

districts near the junction of the two rocks ; and in various instances

where those excavations have been carried to a sufiicient depth ;

the whole superincumbent schist has been pierced through, and the

operations afterwards carried down into the granite.
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Such is the structure of the country I am describing : simple in

its general outline, but presenting strange and perplexing phe-

nomena to one who examines its features in detail.

At considerable distances from the granite, we often find the

slaty rocks so contorted on the great scale, that it would be im-

possible to form any correct estimate, either of their dip, or line of

bearing. The greater part of the county where they prevail is

diversified by gentle undulations which are by no means so striking

as those I have mentioned at the beginning of this paper. In some

instances, the Killas rocks form the basis of considerably extended

plains, which at a distance from the shore present the appearance

of table-lands, terminated towards the sea by a broken line of per-

pendicular precipices. These noble sections of the strata prevail

nearly throughout the whole coast of Cornwall ; for there are com-

paratively few places where the cliils exhibit such a shelving descent

to the water's edge as to become the support of vegetation.

Before I enter on the mineral character of the rocks above-

mentioned, I shall take this opportunity of making one or two

observations on the general appearance of the country. All the

^videly extended moors, more especially those in which the granite

rocks predominate, are of a wild and dreary aspect. They are

thinly covered with vegetation, and that often of the very worst

quality ; and in some instances nearly half the surface is occupied

by granite bowlders, the remains of larger masses of the same kind

which have gradually disappeared through the corrosive action of

the elements. After descending from the granite ridge to the Killas,

we often find a country almost destitute of foliage, and in few

respects more inviting than the one we have left behind. In some

of the mining districts, the whole surface is nearly covered with

unsightly mounds of rubbish, which have been accumidating for

centuries, and are so impregnated with mineral matter that a blade

of grass will hardly vegetate in their neighbourhood. The lich

N
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ti-act which is so widely extended to the west of the Tamer ; the

banks of the Foy river; the lands bordering on the different

reaches of the Fal ; and the whole country along the extended

margin of Mount's Bay, form the most striking exceptions to the

general nakedness of the county.

One who is attracted by the grand and more rugged features of

nature will find many of the high Tors and masses of decomposing

granite, which lie scattered about the moors, well deserving of his

examination. Tlie extended line of cliffs, almost always pre-

cipitous, often broken into bold headlands and exhibiting in their

forms the peculiar characters of the rocks which compose them

modified by the progress of decomposition; aifords numberless

scenes not less delightful to the common traveller than instructive

to the naturalist.

§. 3. Granite and the Rocks associated with it.

A crystalline aggregate of quartz felspar and mica forms by far

the greatest part of the fundamental rock, in the region described

in the preceding section. Varieties, arising from the loss of one of

these ingredients, or from the addition of some other mineral, are

by no means uncommon. As these however form the exception,

any further consideration of them will be postponed till we have

given some account of the more prevailing rock. Keeping there-

fore in mind its most general character, the granite of the west of

England may be described as coarse-grained, and of a greyish or

yellowish colour, derived from the felspar which is the predomi-

nating ingredient. When examined on the great scale, it is often

found porphyritic ; the three constituents forming a granular base in

which are imbedded large crystals of felspar. We may observe also

that these large crystals often exhibit a bright clear fracture, while

the felspar of the base is dull, earthy and decomposing. The large

prismatic crystals are not unusually of that structure which Haiiy
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calls hemitrope; and their recent fracture sometimes exposes small

specks of mica, arranged within the prisms, in a figure which repre-

sents the section of a rhomb, and to which they have, no doubt, been

determined by the crystalline forces exercised at the consolidation

of the mineral in which they are imbedded. The felspar is often

crystallized in forms which are perfectly exhibited- Twin crystals

arising from the intersection of two rhombs, and hexagonal tables,

are among these varieties. The granite bowlders on the moors

afford most favourable opportunities for examining such appear-

ances; but their smooth rounded surfaces make it exceedingly

difficult to detach from them illustrative specimens for the cabinet.

Of the other two constituents, quartz and mica ; the former is, I

believe, always amorphous, and the latter generally presents the

appearance of abraded fragments, rather than of regular crystals.

These phenomena may be considered as the imperfect forms of

a disturbed crystallization, and caused by the simultaneous con-

solidation of the heterogeneous ingredients.

I am aware that in mineral cabinets, specimens of Cornish

granite are sometimes exhibited in which the quartz has the pris-

matic form with two perfect terminations. These specimens, as far

as I am acquainted with them, have been procured either from the

anomalous rocks of Cligga-ijoint or from subordinate veins; and

therefore do not belong to the present part of my inquiry. The
mica is occasionally crystallized in hexagonal plates; and if

I have not been misinformed, a decomposing granite has also been

found in the county, in which laminae of mica have been aggregated

in prismatic crystals ; an appearance nearly analogous to that

presented by some interesting specimens brought by Mr. Majendie

from the Scilly Isles.

A variety of this rock, of comparatively small grain, and con-

taining a great abundance of silvery mica, is so widely extended on

the moors near St. Stephen's as to deserve mentioning in this place.

N 2
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Nearly the same variety appears to the right of the road leading

from Helston to Merazion; and from the facility with which it

yields to the chisel has been extensively used in building. But the

earthy state of one of its constituents makes it pervious to the

moisture of the atmosphere, and therefore ill fitted for the purposes

of architecture.

We may naturally expect to find the most striking phenomena,

arising from the modes in which the constituents of granite have

been aggregated, in the cliflTs, which expose a larger denuded

surface, and where the masses are, for obvious reasons, less ruinous

than the blocks which lie scattered about the country. Some

beautiful varieties are found between Trewavas-point and Pra-

sands. From the eastern extremity of the latter place I obtained

the following specimens*.

1. A rock resembling a fine sandstone; composed of quartz,

felspar, and chlorite, with a few specks of mica.

2. A variety, larger grained, containing flakes of bronze-coloured

mica.

3. Another coarser grained; with earthy felspar of a greenish

colour.

4. A beautiful light-coloured granular aggregate; porphyritic,

with large and very brilliant crystals of white felspar. The large

crj'stals sometimes prevailed nearly to the exclusion of the base: and

the face of the rock then exhibited a very uncommon appearance.

In some of the irregular masses presenting the above-mentioned

characters, we found apatite, crystallized in hexagonal prisms of

a bluish green colour, nearly resembling the same mineral at

St. Michael's Mount; and, what I consider more unusual, semi-

transparent schorl of a green colour.

Among the varieties of aggregation may be mentioned the

strange appearance of nodular concretions, which abound in some

* See Granite series, Nos. 32— 46.
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part of the cliffs west of Castle-Trereen. Were it not for their

situation they might be mistaken for rounded masses derived from

the ruins of some other rock. A more minute examination proves

them to have been contemporaneous with the rock in which they

are imbedded, and composed of the same elements. They are

sometimes so nearly homogeneous, that it requires an examination

Avith a lens to make out their granular texture. But even in these

instances, a fracture will often shew the crystals of felspar, passing

from the surrounding granite into the imbedded nodule without

any apparent interruption in their form.

It would lead me into unnecessary details to consider at greater

length the varieties of granite arising from the modified aggre-

gation of its parts. I shall therefore proceed to consider the

peculiarities exhibited in the structure of the larger masses.

Wherever any natural section of the country exposes an ex-

tended surface of the granite, we find portions of it divided by

fissures, which often, for a considerable extent, preserve an exact

parallelism among themselves. These masses are not unfrequently

subdivided by a second sy.stem of fissures, nearly perpendicular to

the former; in consequence of which structure the whole aggregate

becomes separated into blocks of rhomboidal form. Fine examples

of this structure may be seen a few miles west of Porth-Leven ;

and still more striking phenomena of the same nature are exhi-

bited in the cliflfs near Lemorna-Cove and Tol-Pedn-Penwith.

It was from appearances like these, that De Luc was led to form

an opinion that the granite of Cornwall was stratified. Had he

indulged less in his favourite hypothesis ; and made a more ex-

tended examination of the coast, he must inevitably have found

that such a conclusion was untenable. If the great parallel fissures

be assumed as marking the separation between strata, and as

indicating their order of superposition ; we shall, in almost every

succeeding headland be led to the absurd conclusion, that the same
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mineral mass has been deposited in beds, in one part parallel, and

in another part perpendicular to the horizon ; without the least

indication of contortion, or subsequent catastrophe, to account for so

sudden a change in their position.

The clift's near Tol-Pedn-Penwith, which in many places make

a rude approach to a columnar stiiicture, are divided into prismatic

blocks, of such regularity, both in their form and arrangement, that

they convey a striking: resemblance to some piece of gigantic archi-

tecture. This peculiarity of form and structure acts powerfully on

our associations ; and leads us to do homage to the works of nature

by contrasting them with the petty operations of human skill.

This separation of the mass by nearly parallel fissures, is considered

as indicating the first stage of decomposition.

By the action of the atmosphere, the fissures become enlarged

;

the solid angles at the points of separation gradually disappear; the

rhomboidal blocks approach the spheroidal foim, and no longer

atFording a firm support to each other, the whole mass becomes

ruinous, and forms an irregiilar heap of rounded fragments. Some

I>aii: of the clifi's between Land's End and Cape Cornwall afl^ord

striking examples of this second stage of decomposition. From the

upper part of the clift' being more exposed to atmos])heric action

than the portions immediately below them; we not unusually find

these rounded masses resting on blocks which still preserve the

tabvdarform. These spheroidal blocks will obviously rest in that

position in which their lesser axes are perpendicular to the horizon;

it is also clear, that if any mechanical force be applied to them they

wiW on its removal restore themselves to the position of permanent

equilibrium. Many thousand rocks which are thus circumstanced

might by an adequate force be made to vibrate on their point of

support. The celebrated Loggan-Stone of Castle-Trereen is above

sixty tons weight, and poised on .so firm a pivot, that it may be

made to oscillate through a sensible arc by the mere force of the
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hand *. Many examples of the forms assumed by granite during

its first progress towards disintegration are to be met with among

the Tors and higher parts of the interior. But by far the greater

portion of these moors exhibit the rock only in its second stage of

decomposition, where the soil is continually interrupted by the

naked surfaces of great bowlders, which are but the nuclei of still

larger blocks which once formed a continuous mass above the

present surface.

Nearly all the granite of the West of England which has of late

years been so extensively used in our metropolis is procured from

these bowlders. The indestructible nature of one of the component

parts of granite, and the structure of the whole by which it is pre-

served from decomposition in one direction rather than another, are

circumstances favourable to the duration of buildings formed of

such materials. Still, I think that stone procured froin rocks which

present such evident traces of decomposition ought not to be used

without most suspicious examination. In addition we may remark,

that many of the houses in Cornwall which have been built of

granite are continually damp from the penetration of moisture

through the earthy parts of the stone ; and this is unfortunately the

* The separation of decomposing granite into regular prismatic blocks, has long excited

the attention of Geologists. A remarkable instance of the fact is mentioned by Saussure,

§. 1689. Faujas considers these forms as derived from the felspar which is the prevailing

constituent. Ramond (Voyage au Mont Perdu) seems to regard the prismatic blocks as true

crystalline forms derived from the combined action of all the crystalline forces exercised at

the time of the solidification of the mass. He even ventures to point out the primitive form

of these crystals of granite. The prismatic forms are not now considered as crystals, but as

forms resulting from the original crystalline arrangement of the whole mass about dift'erent

centers. From this aggregation would arise, on a great scale, a structure resembling that of

the orbicular greenstone of Corsica. The aggregation, when further continued, would finally

produce a more or less perfect columnar structure.

This hypothesis has been ably supported by Dr. Mac Cullock, (Geological Transactions,

Vol. II. p. G6, &c.). It is an agreement with the experiments of Mr. Watt, (Phil. Trans, 1804;)

and satisfactorily accounts for the principal phenomena exhibited in the decomposition of
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case, even where the greatest possible care had been taken in the

selection of the materials and construction of the walls.

Under the thin vegetable soil of the moors, we may frequently

find earthy siliceous beds, obviously derived fiom the granite

;

which may be considered as an exhibition of that rock in its last

stage of decomposition.

It must however be observed that the rock in some instances

presents an appearance entirely diiferent from what we have

described which may be considered as a decomposition in the mass.

An imperfect instance of what is here meant, may be seen in a

cave near St. Levan. The most instructive example of this decom-

position may be examined in detail on St. Stephen's Moor. For

some reason, connected probably with the chemical composition of

the rock; but which analysis has, I believe, not yet been called in

to explain ; the greater part of that beautiful variety of granite

which contains so much silvery mica, exhibits the peculiar decom-

position of which we are speaking. When this rock prevails, the

surface of the ground is uneven, but commonly does not present

any of those scattered bowlders which I have before described.

Numerous excavations are made in St. Stephen's Moor, exposing to

the view a granite of a brilliant white colour intersected by con-

temporaneous veins of quartz. On a near examination it is

frequently found soft enough to be cut with a spade, and is in that

.state packed up and exported to our potteries; those parts only

being rejected which are contaminated by the presence of dark

coloured mica*. In other pits on the same moor, the rock is broken

down by mechanical force, and a running of water is made to pass

through the fragments. The finely attenuated particles of felspar

are instantly taken up and carried off in streams, as white as milk,

'In some instances we found it impossible to reduce the fine powder, derived from this

decomposing felspar, to a glass bead. This seems to prove, that in the progress of decora-

positioD, the alkaline constituent has been partly carried off.
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which are collected in reservoirs ; then pumped into cisterns ; and

evaporated, either by natural or artificial heat. The beautiful

white clay resulting from this process enters into the composition of

the finest earthenware produced in this counti-y. A good series of

specimens, exhibiting this variety of moorstone in every stage of

decomposition is now placed in our Geological Cabinets*.

The varied phenomena which I have attempted to describe,

convey to the mind a most distinct idea of the con.stant degradation

of some of the most solid parts on the surface of the globe. The

milky appearance presented by many of the rivulets which tiickle

down from the moors, offer a striking illustration of this fact. We
perceive these rivulets every instant carrying away the great con-

stituent of the granite ; distiibuting it in the lower regions in beds

of plastic clay, or bearing it into the waters of the ocean.

We shall now proceed to describe some of the rocks which are

usually associated with the granite. Among the most common

varieties may be mentioned, 1" Those which arise from the addition

of a fourth mineral, (as for example schorl or oxide of tin) so dis-

seminated as to become a true constituent of the mass.

2^. From the disappearance of one of the component parts.

A beautiful example of this may be seen at the foot of Dartmoor

between Ivy Bridge and Harford. The rock immediately in contact

with the schist is composed of bright red felspar and quartz ;
pre-

senting some traces of that aggregation which forms the variety

called Graphic Granite.

S"*. From one of the constituents being superseded by a new

mineral. An aggregate of quartz, felspar, and earthy chlorite, is

found in contact with the killas at the junction near Polmear

Forth. A similar aggregate from the eastern side of Pra-sands has

already been mentioned. A still more common rock is composed

of quartz, felspar, and schorl.

' See Granite, No. 6o.—No. 65.

o
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Schorl rock (that is, a granular compound of quartz and schorl)

is by far the most striking of all the mineral masses associated with

the granite. I shall here enumerate some of its most common
varieties.

1. Granular quartz rock, with deeply sti'iated prismatic

crystals of schorl, of a coal black colour, and without regular

terminations uniformly disseminated through the mass *. It is most

commonly of finer texture than the granite ; but varieties may be

found, especially on the north side of Dartmoor, in which a very

coarse granular base contains crystals of schorl several inches in

length.

2. Where quartz prevails nearly to the exclusion of the schorl

which only appears in small specks.

3. Where the schorl predominates; sometimes nearly massive;

often in nodular corrections; which, when broken, exhibit a

beautiful assemblage of divergent crystals. These concretions are

sometimes more than a foot in diameter. This variety abounds

on some of the moors to the south-west of Roach. Traces of

schistose rocks are found immediately to the west of Roach; the

.schorl rock in question must therefore be placed near the junction

of the granite and slate.

4. Where the schorl rock is porphyritic, containing flesh-

coloured cry.stals of felspar. These crystals are often decomposing.

In some instances they have disappeared altogether, and the base

then resembles a .scoria.

Si>ecimens were obtained from the south side of Dartmoor, the

moors near St. Stephen's and St. Austell, and the parish of

St. Just.

Blocks presenting some of the above-mentioned varieties, lie

In one instance 1 saw the striated crystals witli regular terminations. They were

obtained on the east side of Dartmoor, but I did not fiud them in situ.
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scattered about the surface in many parts of Devonshire and

Cornwall, especially near the junction of the killas and g^ranite.

They form the whole of that magnificent mass of rock near Roach ;

and in that neighbovirhood are so widely extended, as almost to

assume the characters of a distinct formation. In general however

we do not find them in situ ; but they seem to be undecomposed

fragments of veins, or irregular masses which were once imbedded

in the granite. This opinion is confirmed by the appearance of the

western cliffs, which are irregularly traversed by veins of schorl

rock varying from the fraction of an inch to many feet in thickness.

Between Lemonia-Cove and Land's End ; we not only meet

with these schorl-rock veins, but with some other phenomena of

which it is difficult to convey an adequate idea by mere description.

Large irregidar masses are observed to stand out from the cliffs,

which at a distance have the appearance of dykes cutting the

granite in a direction nearly perpendicular to the horizon. After

a more minute examination, they seem to be the remains of

irregular masses of contemporaneous rock, which project from the

parts in which they were once imbedded, because their physical

texture offers a longer continued resistance to the action of the

elements. At their junction with the granite, the latter rock is

always in an unusual state of decomposition, which has enabled the

waters to cut out from the base of the cliff many caverns of

strangely diversified forms. This anomalous rock is principally

composed of fine granular felspar of grey, yellowish, or bright red

colour, with a few scattered particles of quartz. Throughout its

mass may be observed a number of dark spots, which are formed by

stellated aggregations of schorl *.

The magnificent funnel-shaped cavern at Tol Pedn Penwith has

been formed in the manner before described. The cliffs are there

• See Granite, No. 70. &c.

O -2
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intersected by many vertical veins, some of which consist of a

decomposing granite which readily yields to the action ofthe waters.

One part of the cliffs has, in consequence, been undermined, and

the cavern afterwards extended to the surface by the continued

degradation of its crumbling roof Among the veins of true

granite are others of far diiferent character, composed of large

crystals of felspar of a brilliant red colour, occasionally mixed with

divergent crystals of schorl. These veins are singularly tough and

difficult of fracture, and obviously differ only in the colour and

magnitude oftheir constituents from some varieties already described.

The enormous open work of Carglaze near St. Austell is an

object of no ordinary interest. The tiaveller may there see the

operation of the miner carried on in the light of day, without being-

compelled to descend a hundred fathoms below the surface of the

earth and then to crawl into a dirty dripping cavern. The works

are excavated in a variety of decomposing stanniferous granite or

schorl rock. Its chief constituents are quartz, felspar, schorl, and

oxide of tin, with occasional specks of mica. Throughout the

whole extent of the excavation, we may trace a succession of

parallel veins of schorl rock which do not in any degree partake of

the decomjiGsition of the metalliferous beds, and appear both in

their range and dip to correspond exactly with the beds of killas

which are seen in the immediate neighbourhood. This schorl

rock at the immediate junction seemed to pass into the slate by

almost insensible gradations. These phenomena induced me to

believe that the whole mass was stratified ; but subsequent obser-

vations have convinced me that the conclusion must have been

erroneous.

St. Michael's Mount is a fine instance of veined granite, and of

the varieties of rock which arise from such a texture. It affords

also a very striking illustration of the fact, that veins which have

every appearance of being contemporaneous, often, for a consider-
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able extent, preserve a parallelism among themselves. It must at

the same time be observed, that the largest veins, which range in

a direction nearly east and west, are accompanied by fissures, which

divide the whole mount into parallel vertical beds. Between these

beds are found oxide of tin, wolfram, apatite, the topaz, and some

of the rarer minerals of the county. It would be difficult to prove

that these fissures are not posterior to the consolidation of the

granite. The minerals contained in them may therefore be

accounted for on the Wernerian hypothesis of infiltration.

It is not however my intention to give any account of the

phenomena presented by the metalliferous series of Coniwall, or

to venture on any opinion respecting their origin. In these imperfect

details, I wish to confine my observations to a description of the

great formations of the county. Such a description will nece.s.sarily

embrace those varieties, which are strictly of contemporaneous

origin, whether they present themselves in the form of veins

irregular concretions, or imbedded masses. .Accordingly, those

mineral aggregates only, are described, which have appeared in

some of the above-mentioned forms, and are supposed to be coeval

with the granite. They might perhaps, without impropriety, be

considered but as modifications of the granite ; produced at the

consolidation of the mass by the prevalence of certain ingredients

in one part rather another ; or by the anomalous action of crystalline

forces, arising from disturbing causes with which we are unac-

quainted. These opinions seem to gain great confirmation, when it

is recollected that perhaps all the ingredients of these anomalous

rocks are occasionally found disseminated through the mass, and

then appear to form a true constituent part of the granite.

By way of conclusion, it may be proper to observe, that the

great extent of the formation here considered, its mineral character,

the simple minerals which abound in the veins by which it is^

traversed, and its relation to the superincumbent rocks, all lead to the
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same conclusion : viz. that it is a true granite, the oldest primitive

rock of the Wemerian series.

§. 4. Junction of Kilias and Granite, Granite Veins, Sgc.

Having" in the last section enumerated some of the principal

characters presented by the granite, I shall now proceed to consider

the phenomena exhibited at its junction with the killas. These

phenomena may be examined, with some advantage, in the beds of

the many rivulets which descend from the high granitic tract, and

intersect the line of junction*. Unfortunately, however, in these

instances, there is never a sufficient denudation to allow of an

extended examination.

In other parts of the interior, where the granite and the schist

are not laid bare by such causes as we have mentioned, it is in

vain that we look for their immediate contact : for the junction is

almost universally obscured by alluvial matter and vegetable soil,

which seem in all cases jjeculiarly to abound near the line of sepa-

ration of two different formations. Fortiniately, we are opposed by

none of these difficulties in examining the western extremity of

Cornwall. For the cliffs present us with a series of natural sections,

in which all the phenomena we are attempting to describe are

exhibited, under circumstances most favourable to investigation.

An account of such phenomena, in the order in which they

present themselves through the whole line of coast, would far

exceed the limits of this communication. I leave such detail with

less reluctance, as several parts of the coast 1 am now considering

will be described in the next volume of the Cornish Geological

Transactions, by one whose opportunities of investigating this sub-

ject have been greatly superior to my ownt- A minute account

* See the specimens taken fiom tlie bed of the river above Ivy Bridge. Devonshire

series, Nos. 12. . . .20.

t Dr. Forbes, Secretary to the Cornish Geobgical Society, and Honorary Member of

this Society.
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will be given only of one or two portions of the cliifis which have

not yet been described, and such observations will be added as are

immediately suggested by the sjpecimens placed in our cabinets.

Before we proceed to these descriptions it will not be improper

to enumerate the different points on the coast where the granite and

killas may be seen in contact.

1. At Trewavas Head, about two miles west of Forth Leven.

2. About half way between the last mentioned place, and the

east side of Pra-Sands, where a patch of slate occupies the base of

the cliffs for about 300 feet.

3. At the eastern extremity of Pra-Sands.

4. At St. Michael's Mount.

5. At Moushole, west of the pier. Only to be seen at low water.

6. About half a mile west of Lemonia Cove.

7. About half a mile farther west near Carn Boscawen.

8. At the end of Whitesand Bay. Covered at high water.

9. Cape Cornwall.

10. Pendein Cove.

11. About a quarter of a mile west of Polmear Porth.

12. Wicka Pool. The cliffs between this and the preceding

junction are formed of a band of slate, in some places, especially

east of Zennor Cove, of inconsiderable thickness, and traversed by

many granitic veins*. That part of the cliffs near Wicka-pool, in

which the granite re-appears, is of very small extent. From the

headland nearly opposite the Carracles to St. Ives' Bay, the killa.s

rocks prevail without interruption ; but the denuded surface is in

one or two instances sufficiently near the central mass to be tra-

versed by the veins of granite. With the exceptions of such

portions of the coast as are contained within the limits above-

mentioned, the central granite does not appear in any of the cliffs of

the county.

* The island immediately west of Land's-end, on which the light-house has been erected,

is said to exhibit a junction of the granite and killas.
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In following the line of coast, from the granite to any of the

superincumbent masses of slate at the points of junction above

enumerated, we often observed those various mineral aggregates,

which are described in the preceding section ; but we in no instance

remarked such a general change in the texture of the fundamental

rock, as indicated a passage towards a new formation. The line of

contact is indeed sometimes exhibited under circumstances of great

conftision. In no case however did there appear to be any thing like

a separate formation, making a connecting link between two distinct

deposits. When the division between the granite and superimposed

slate was perfectly well defined, we remarked an almost instanta-

neous passage from one rock to the other. A very limited exception

to this rule has been observed in the parish of Constantine, where

a variety of granite, containing a great abundance of mica and of

distinctly slaty texture, is found at the junction with the killas.

(See Granite, No. 25.) This appearance is, I believe, of inconsider-

able extent; for in passing through that part of the county, I was

not able in any instance to find it in situ. The same observations

will apply to the whole region between Dartmoor and Land's-end,

which may be considered as possessing the same simplicity of struc-

ture, and almost entirely deficient in all those primitive formations

which geologists have interposed between granite and clay-slate.

It is not my intention here to enter on any details respecting the

killas: I may however observe that at its immediate junction with

the granite, to which it generally adheres so intimately as not to be

separated without considerable force, it contains an unusual propor-

tion of mica, and sometimes exhibits that wavy texture which is so

characteristic of many beds of gueiss. This variety is never of any

great thickness, sometimes not more than the fraction of an inch ;

and then passes into a schistose rock of a purple colour; most

frequently of an homogeneous texture, though sometimes exhibiting

a cloudy or striped appearance, from its intimate association with a
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variety of compact felspar. This rock is succeeded by and alternates

with other schistose masses which will be described in their proper

place.

We have before observed, that the slate reposes conformably

on the granite. With reference to the general structure of the

county, the assertion is undoubtedly true; in considering the

structure of any particular district, it must be received vnth limita-

tion. Thus at all the junctions we have enumerated, we may observe

the schist dipping from the great protruding masses of granite ;
yet

we by no means find the inclination and line of bearing of the slaty

beds universally to correspond with the surface of the rock on which

they rest. St. Michael's Mount affords an excellent illustration of

this fact. It is almost entirely composed of granite, which on every

side presents a series of abrupt precipices.

In crossing from Merazion, the killas rocks are found suddenly

to change their dip and rise towards the mount; at the base of

which they may be traced through about one third of its circum-

ference *. Though undoubtedly resting on a rock, the visible face

of which is so nearly perpendicular to the horizon, few of these beds

reach an inclination of more than ten or twelve degrees, and conse-

quently appear (especially near their western termination) rather

to abut against, than repose upon the granite. This circumstance,

combined with the appearance of those veins which starting out from

the granite traverse the superincumbent slate in all directions, has

* Near Penzance the slate rocks dip to the east, declining from the granite which

appears immediately to the west: while the cliffs on the other side of the bay near Perzan-

Uthno dip to the west, obeying a similar law with regard to the granite which breaks out

farther east. Between the two last mentioned places, the beds in succession dip to all the

intermediate points of the compass. With the knowledge of such facts as these, it appears

extraordinary that any one should have considered the direction and inclination of the

schistose rocks on the north side of St. Michael's Mount as anomalous. They are, I think,

exactly what would have been expected a priori by any one who had attended to the

structure of the county. See Geol. Transact, vol. I. p. 144.

P
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induced some Geologists of the highest authority to consider the

granite of St. 3Iichael's Mount as an example of a secondary

formation, ijosterior to the rocks with which it is associated*.

I confess that I could discover no good ground for this opinion.

The granite and killas of St. Michael's Mount, present, with such

modifications as arise from local circumstances, the same pheno-

mena which may be seen at all the other twelve parts of the coast

before enumerated. Still less deserving of attention is the gratuitous

hypothesis, that the whole Island has been severed from the

main land by some rude convulsion, and that by a consequent

change in its position, the slate, which once attached to its southern

escarpment, has been buried under the present low water-mark.

A mere glance of the eye over the rocks to the north of the Mount

will be sufficient to prove this hypothesis to be entirely devoid of

foundation.

Still more striking illustrations of the position in which the

killas sometimes rests on the granite may be seen at the second

junction above-mentioned; viz. in the cliffs between Trewavas

Point, and Pra-Sands. A small cove is formed by two projecting

masses of granite. On descending, during low water, to the margin

of the sea, we find all the intermediate space occupied by nearly

horizontal beds of killas which are soft, micaceous, and in a more

advanced stage of decomposition than is generally exhibited in

similar .situations. At their western extremity they are seen repos-

ing on the granite, though not adhering to it ; but at the eastern

side of the cove they are at once cut off by a projecting mound of

granite, in such a manner, that the line of demarcation may be

fraced, in a direction perpendicular to the horizon, from the base

of the cliffs till it is lost in the alluvial cap at the top.

* See Thomson's Annals, vol.11. ]>. CJo.
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The formation of slate which commences to the west of

Lemorna-Cove and extends to the neighbourhood of Carn-Bos-

cawen, may be considered as another good example of the facts we
are now considering. From one end to the other, the slaty beds

have nearly an uniform dip to a point between east and south-east,

and the line of bearing of the strata does not afford any indication

of the very uneven surface presented by the foundation on which

they rest. The bearing of the coast is nearly east and west. Incon-

sequence of this direction, compared with the direction and dip of

the slate, the whole super-imposed mass appears to repose obliquely

on the granite, and at its western jvinction rises into cliffs of most

commanding elevation ; the upper beds ofwhich spread out over the

fundamental rock, while the lower beds appear to lean against rather

than repose upon the precipitous face with which they are in contact

At the eastern junction of the same mass the slate beds are again

seen resting on the gianite ; but in such a position, that their great

line of cleavage, ifproduced, would abut against the projecting head-

lands of that rock, which prevails on the coast, as far as Moushole.

Appearances very similar to those above described (at least as

far as regards the position of the slate and granite) may be seen at

Moushole and other parts of the coast.

The phenomena hitherto described in this section appeared to

me at variance with the Huttonian hypothesis. If the killas rocks

had originally existed in an horizontal position, and afterwards

been elevated in a state of semifusion, and separated by masses of

molten granite urged up by subterranean force; they must have

exhibited a series of contortions, nearly corresponding to the

uneven surface of the molten mass at the time of its consolidation

;

and at the line of contact they must have presented an inclination

nearly corresponding to the face of the protruded rock, or, at

least, have been bent back by the mechanical forces exerted at the

moment of eruption. If, on the contrary, we suppose the granite

P2
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at its first consolidation to have presented a rugged and indented

surface, and the schistose rocks to have been quietly deposited

upon it from a state of aqueous solution ; first, filling up the deep

cavities, and afterwards aggregating in successive deposits upon

the sides of the more elevated masses, we shall have a more intel-

ligible explanation of, at least, some of the phenomena which

result from the relative situation of the two formations.

We have before observed, that the junction of the granite and

schist is sometimes exhibited under circumstances of extraordinary

confusion. The rocks seem mutually to have penetrated each

other, masses of slate appearing involved in the granite, and

masses of granite in the slate, in such a way that it is difficult to

draw an exact line of demarcation between them. The contiguous

parts are sometimes described as resembling beds, which, having

once been in a state of semifusion, and mixed together under

circumstances of mechanical force, have afterwards become gra-

dually consolidated. And such language, if purely descriptive,

and used without reference to hypotheses, is not unappropriate.

The appearances in question may be seen to great advantage at

Polmear Porth, Pendeen Cove, and the east side of Cape Cornwall.

These phenomena have been advanced, by the supporters of the

Huttonian theory, as demonstrative proofs of the truth of one

part of their hypothesis, and undoubtedly present most formidable

difficulties to their opponents.

Veins, starting out from the granite, and traversing the

superincumbent slate in all possible directions, most commonly

accompany the phenomena last described. We remarked some

appearance of them at all the twelve junctions above-mentioned,

with the exception of the one near Whitesand Bay, which the state

of the tide did not permit us to examine. They are also, as was

before remarked, exhibited in several parts of the clifl^s between

Zennor-Cove, and St. Ives, where the section of the slate
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approaches sufficiently near to the centi-al mass. These granite

veins, from their varied mineral character and their mode of

association with other rocks, are well deserving of an attentive

examination ; and they gain a double interest from the manner in

which they have been brought forward in support of favourite

hypotheses. The geological ti-aveller would therefore do well to

visit all the points of the coast before enumerated; in which

tlie same phenomena are exhibited in every possible variety of

modiiication.

The first junction, near Trewavas Point, exposes a series of

gianite veins of greater magnitude and more varied appearance

than can be seen in any other part of the coast. The base of the

cliffs near that headland is easily accessible three hours before

low water. Notwithstanding this circumstance, so favourable to

a detailed examination, and the vicinity of the coast to the great

western road; the junction I am attempting to describe, has,

I believe, never yet been noticed : Geologists having generally

satisfied themselves with the meagre phenomena presented at

St. Michael's Mount and the Bier- head near the village of

Moushole.

The clay-slate west of Forth Leven is soft, decomposing, and

of a very common character. It is interstratified with one or two

inconsiderable beds of greenstone ; and from the uniform direction

of its dip, plainly points out the part of the coast where the granite

may be expected to re-appear. About a quarter of a mile east of

Trewavas Point the cliffs are in an unusually ruinous state, and a

small brook has excavated a passage which affords an easy descent

to the water's edge. On reaching the beach we first found the

killas rocks intersected by many contemporaneous veins of quartz.

Not many feet farther west we were surprised to observe an

appearance of alternation between the slate, on which we were

advancing, and several thin beds of granite. One, more especially,
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which towards its southern extremity was lost under the waters,

preserved its thickness and confonnitj^ to the laminee of the schist

for more than 100 feet. But its true nature was easily determined

in the other direction ; for it gave out several smaller veins, then

cut obliquely through the laminae of slate, and at length contracted

its dimensions, started entirely from its previous direction, and

ran in a flickering line across the perpendicular clifl's. This vein

is in no part more than two feet wide; yet it may be traced, from

the edge of the water to its termination in the cliff, nearly four

hundred feet.

In the cliifs farther west there are several granitic veins, which

would be considered of no great interest, if they had not been

intersected by two other veins of a difl^erent character, which must

be classed either with the metalliferous lodes or the cross courses

of the count}. One of them ranges nearly in the magnetic meridian,

is about one foot and a half wide, and underlies east, two feet in a

fathom. The other underlies in an opposite direction. They both

contain quartz, oxyde of iron, and apparently, some fragments of

clay-slate. At the time of their formation, the mineral masses

which they traverse must have undergone a considerable dis-

turbance ; for the broken ends of the schistose beds and granite

veins where they pass, are distinctly heaved from their original

iwsition *.

Beyond this point, the whole base of the clifts is, for some

extent, covered with huge fragments of veins which have been

washed out from the decomposing killas. One of them appears to

have been more than 10 feet thick, and many others are nearly of

the same dimensions. They are of a brilliant white colour, and

• We before remarked, §. J. that St. Michael a Mount was intersected by veins running

nearly east and west, and that some of them were metalliferous. If we be not mistaken,

these east and west veins traverse the granite veins, contained in the schist, on the north-

east side of the mount, and are tlierefore probably of an origin posterior to them.
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fine granular texture in their general mass ; but occasionally con-

tain within themselves i>arallel veins of a very contrary charac-

ter, com])osed of large crystals of quartz and felspar. In some

instances these crystals are six or eight inches long; singularly

interlaced ; and proved to be of contemporaneous origin, by the

long spiculae of schorl which pass, without interruption, through

both the quartz and felspar. To the west of these extraordinary

ruins, we advanced along a bed of granite, one foot thick and

about forty feet in length and breadth, which passes under the

clifJ', and ajjpears to alternate with the slate. Every portion of

the neighbouring strand, would, at first sight, appear to confirm

this supposition. But all such beds are but examples of granite

veins, the direction of which nearly coincides with the cleavage

of the slate ; their true nature being always exposed in the cliffs

where the section allows a sufficiently extended examination.

Still farther west we found the rocks beautifully intersected

by granitic veins ; the higher parts being traversed by innumerable

ramifications, while the lower part is cut through by one well-

defined vein about a foot thick, which after keeping nearly in the

direction of the beds of slate for about 60 feet, suddenly starts oft"

at right angles to its former direction and rises up to the top of

the clift". The whole system of veins here described afterwards

unites in one trunk, which traverses a projecting ledge of rock,

and descends obliquely into a mass of granite which forms the

eastern side of the entrance into a singular natural cavern. Both

sides of it's entrance are of granite; but the roof is formed by

undisturbed beds of killas. The granitic masses, however, soon

contract their dimensions and wedge out in the schistose rocks,

which form both the roof and walls of the cavern about 50 feet

from its commencement.

Immediately beyond the entrance of this cavern, we remarked

a mass of most imposing character and dimensions. It seemed
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to be the root of those gig-antic veins which rise from this point,

and ascend, in broad white lines towards that part of the cliff

which reposes immediately on the central granite. Near this place

we observed many large angular masses, resembling splinters of

clay slate, imbedded in the middle of the veins. Whatever may
have been their origin, they certainly very much resemble frag-

ments, torn off from the parent rock by rude mechanical force,

and after^vards entangled in the veins. And such conjecture

seems confirmed by remarking, that the ragged edges of the

imbedded fragments in some instances appear to tally with each

other.

From the very point which is marked by so much confusion,

two large veins, separated by a lancet-shaped mass of slate, rise

towards the west at an angle of about 15°. Within a few feet of the

other two, a third vein starts out nearly at the same angle and

proceeds in the same direction. These three veins are throughout

nearly of the same thickness, viz. each about five feet. The
highest, at some distance from its base, begins to ascend more

rapidly, and is lost in the alluvial soil at the summit. The
other two preserve their course, without being much deflected,

for some hundred feet, and from the place where we first re-

marked them, disappear behind a projecting part of the cliff.

On turning this projecting ledge we suddenly reached a recess,

the lower part of which was filled with the ruins from the

higher part of the overhanging rocks. The western side of this

recess is composed of killas intersected by some small granitic

veins. A protruding mass of granite forms the base of the eastern

side to the height of t\venty-five or thirty feet. It is of a very

singular outline, yet does not appear to have thrown the slaty

laminae reposing on it out of their usual direction.

The mound of rubbish in the recess enabled us to ascend more

than half way up the cliff, and trace the two large veins before-
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mentioned into an enormous bunch of granite, which here reposes

on the top of the cliff, and is supported by undisturbed beds of slate

;

the line of demarcation being nearly hoiizontal, and at an eleva-

tion of sixty or seventy feet above the level of the beach. The

denuded face of this bunch of granite is thirty or forty feet thick,

and, if a section were made farther from the cliffs, would probably

be much more considerable: for the ground rises rapidly to the

north, and it is impossible even to form a conjecture, how far the

cap of granite may extend in that direction.

Two or three veins appear to take their origin from this

anomalous overlying mass. One spreads out in minute ramifica-

tions towards the part of the cliffs which abuts against Trewavas

Point, at the termination of the killas in that direction. Two
others descend obliquely, and are lost behind the large mound of

rubbish before-mentioned.

Such are the complicated phenomena exhibited at this junction.

They are not of a magnitude which can easily escape observation,

but may be seen distinctly, at the distance of several miles from

the coast. Whatever conclusions may be drawn from them, we
must remark, that the direction and inclination of the laminae of

slate, even where the granite veins abound the most, have been

very little, if at all, affected by these apparently intrusive members

of the formation. The proper conclusion seems to be, that the

veins are coeval with the slate itself, however difficult it may be

to explain the causes which have produced such very complex

results.

It may not be improper to observe, that if we had no other

knowledge of this junction than could be obtained by shafts, sunk

through all the beds of killas into the granite, we should almost

inevitably have been led to conclude, that the two formations alter-

nated with each other. The present state of denudation proves

that such a supposition would have been erroneous. This obser-

Q
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vation may, I think, afford a true explanation of those supposed

alternations presented in some of the mines which have been

worked on the confines of the granite. Through the kindness of

Mr. Rule, one of the active superintendents of the great works of

the Dolcouth mine, we had a positive proof, that what had, in

those works, been considered as a bed of granite alteniating with

the killas, was in reality a lancet-shaped mass, proceeding directly

from the ftmdamental rock and wedging out in the killas.

The next junction west of Trewavas Point exhibits some

interesting examples of granite veins. That which is best worth

observing is about one foot wide, and rises exactly parallel to

the remarkable line of demarcation which was pointed out in a

former part of this section. We have here therefore the singular

appearance of undisturbed beds of slate, not more than three or

four feet in length, reposing from the bottom of the cliff to the top

between two perpendicular faces of granite.

After the splendid phenomena near Trewavas Head, Polmear-

Porth exhibits the most striking assemblage of granite veins on

the whole western coast. It is impossible, by mere verbal descrip-

tion, to convey any correct idea of their varied forms, and

extraordinary ramifications. We may there also observe a rare

appearance of disturbance at the intersection of two true granite

veins. As the shift does not appear to have been produced by any

change in the collocation of the mineral masses with which these

veins are associated, we can hardly consider the phenomenon as

militating against the hypothesis of their contemporaneous origin.

A similar disturbance has been remarked near the pier-head at

Moushole. If I be not mistaJcen, the shift in the granite vein is

there produced by a cioss course of quartz, and must therefore be

(considered as a fact of a different character.

Thin veins of quartz, preserving nearly the same rectilinear

direction, are very common near these junctions. They sometimes
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pass through the granite veins, and in other instances are cut oft'

by them. We could discover no rule respecting such contradictory

appearances. Another peculiarity may here be remarked. The

veins sometimes suddenly contract to a point, and after an inter-

ruption of a few inches again set on, in such a manner, as to give

the appearance of an oblique fracture when the interval between

the severed parts has been filled up with the schist.

In a great majority of instances we are unable to trace the veins

to the point where they terminate in the granite. The nature of

such termination can therefore be only made out by analogy.

Fortunately, however, some parts of the coast expose the base of

the veins in such a way as to leave no doubt respecting their origin.

The best examples of this fact may be seen at the last junction

near Wicka Pool. Three large veins rise out from the granite into

the slate. The first soon disappears ; but the other two, after being

cut oflT by the retreat of the coast, re-appear in two or three suc-

cessive projections of the clift'. The largest of them, at its inser-

tion into the slate, is not less than fifteen feet wide. At their

lower termination they are all distinct prolongations of the granite

itself, and in composition differ from it in no respect whatever*.

They also contain imbedded fragments resembling clay-slate ; and

at a short distance from their base have the ordinary appearance of

the granite veins.

It is undoubtedly true, that, at considerable distances from their

commencement, granite veins diff*er very much from the central

mass in which they originate. They are generally much finer

grained ; sometimes the mica disappears, and they present a beauti-

ful granular aggregate of quartz and felspar. To these component

parts schorl is sometimes added. We have already mentioned

* Seethe specimens of Granite Veins in the Woodwardian Cabinets.

Q 2
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veins of this last variety, subordinate to the large veins near Tre-

wavas Head. In other varieties, quartz prevails almost to the ex-

clusion of the felspar and mica. And in others the mica and quartz

have both disappeared, and the whole vein is composed of white

granular felspar. In following these veins from their commence-

ments through all the gradations of their passage into those minute

threads in which they generally terminate, we never observed such

a break in the line of continuity as indicated a change in mineral

composition. Still less did we observe any appearance to warrant

the conclusion, that different parts of the veins have owed their

origin to a different mode of formation.

From a general view of the facts detailed in this section, I think

we are warranted in drawing the following conclusions.

1

.

That in the great primitive ridge, we have, with very limited

exceptions, no trace of any formation between the granite and

the slate.

2. That we have no well authenticated instance of an alternation

between the two fonnations.

^. That the killas reposes conformably on the granite; or,

perhaps more correctly, may be said to conform to an imaginary

j)lane, which would result from the removal of all the irregularities

and protuberances presented by the surface of the granite.

4. That the slaty laminae appear to have little or no disposition

towards conformity with the irregularities presented by the surface

on which they repose.

5. That in all situations where we have a good denudation at

the junction of the two rocks, (and therefore by analogy throughout

the whole contact of the granite and the slate,) many prolongations

of the central granite pass into the incumbent schist; which

prolongations, by contractions of their dimensions and varied rami-

fications, produce the phenomena of granite veins.

fi That these veins have every possible inclination and line
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of direction, appearing in those respects subject to no law what-

soever.

7. That, in one instance, two or three very large veins form, at

their common intersection, a great bunch of granite, the per-

pendicular elevation of which above the central rock is probably

not much less than 100 feet.

8. That the veins, with very limited exceptions, appear to

produce no alteration in the dip or line of bearing of the schistose

masses with which they are immediately associated.

9. That small veins of quartz sometimes traverse, and are

sometimes cut off by, these granite veins.

10. That in the few instances in which metalliferous bodies,

or cross courses, traverse the portions of the killas which contain

the granite veins, the killas and the veins contained in it have

undergone the same disturbance.

1 1

.

That it is therefore probable that the killas and granite veins,

prior to the formation of some of the metalliferous veins, bore the

same relation to each other which they do at present.

The importance of these phenomena in illustrating some of the

speculative parts of Geology need not here be insisted on. I have

entered somewhat more minutely on the description of them,

because the accounts which have been given of the granite veins

of Cornwall seem imperfect or erroneous.—Dr. Berger presents

us, in the Geological Transactions*, with a summary of his ob-

servations on granite veins. Some of his opinions agree with what

has already been stated. But he ventures to assert, in a manner

the most unqualified, that the granite veins in Devonshire and

Cornwall are invariably directed from North to South. And he

afterwards adds: "I did not find these veins extend very far,

" nor rise perpendicularly : on the contrary I always observed

* Vol. I. p. 145, &c.
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" those at the surface to be conformable with the planes of

" inclination of the ground." These two assertions are directly

at variance with the facts presented at every junction in the county

of Cornwall. He explains the origin of these veins, by supposing

them to be portions of the granite a little more elevated than the

general plane of the surface before the deposition of the slate,

which afterwards filled up the spaces between them : an opinion

which does not require a serious refutation.

It was at one time confidently asserted by the Geologists of the

school of Hutton, that granite veins must be posterior to the rocks

which they traverse ; and that the granite in which such veins

terminate must therefore, in its present state, be posterior to the

rocks which rest immediately upon it. If the premises be admitted,

the conclusion .seems founded on evidence not short of actual

demonstration, and a fundamental doctrine of the Platonists

becomes at once established. It must also be allowed that their

explanation of the origin of these veins is direct and intelligible

;

and satisfactorily accounts for those fragments of slate which

appear to be separated from the parent rock, and imbedded in the

substance of the granite. My object here is not to combat hypo-

theses, or to advance any arguments against Geological theories

beyond those which arise out of the immediate objects of descrip-

tion. The position in which the beds of killas rest on the uneven

surface of the granite, and the undisturbed direction of the beds

of slate, even where most traversed by the veins above described,

are, I think, facts irreconcilable to the Huttonian hypothesis. We
venture therefore to conclude, for we have no other alternative,

that the granite veins are contemporaneous with the rocks through

which they pa.ss.

It is at present a favourite opinion with some very eminent

Geologists, that the order of superposition among primitive rocks,

lias, in many instances, no reference to succeeding epochs ; but that
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the different formations have originated in a simultaneous crystal-

lization*. Whatever evidence there may be for the justness of

these opinions in some countiies, they seem not to be applicable

to any part of the primitive tract we are now considering. Such an

hypothesis would but ill account for the regular collocation of the

great formations described in this paper. We may further obsei-ve,

that the schistose rocks of Devonshire and Cornwall vmdoubtedly

belong to the same system of formation. There is no sudden

change in the appearance or position of these rocks, which should

indicate a change in the mode of deposit. Now some of the upper

rocks of this formation have undoubtedly been formed by successive

depositions ; for they are interstratified with beds which present

undeniable traces of organic remains. We conclude therefore, that

the whole series of schistose rocks have arisen fiom successive

depositions upon the granitic nucleus.

When these depositions first commenced ; the materials, though

generally subject to an arrangement arising out of the gravitation

of the parts, appear to have been held in that state of solution

which admitted of a considerable development of crystalline forces.

These forces, combined with the gravitation of the parts deposited,

and other disturbing causes with which we are probably unac-

quainted, would naturally produce very complex results. Of such

results, granite veins are at the same time the most striking and

the least susceptible of satisfactory explanation.

§. 5. Elvan Courses, Sgc.

The provincial term Elvan is applied to a set of porphyritic

rocks, which are associated with the killas. They sometimes

appear in the form of beds, having the same dip and direction with

* See some communications in tiie Edinburgh Philosophical Journal by Professor

Jameson.
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the laminae of schist between which they are found. In other

instances they assume the more ordinary appearance of veins which

pass through the slate, without any indication of a disposition

towards conformity. They differ, however, essentially from the

granite veins described in the preceding section.

1. They are generally of greater magnitude, being sometimes

more than forty feet wide.

2. They preserve a more rectilinear direction, not starting off

or ramifying like the granite veins.

3

.

They occur at much greater distances from the granite

;

in some instances at the distance of several miles.

4. Their general line of direction is nearly East and West.

This rule probably admits of many exceptions. It was however

confirmed in almost all the instances in which we personally

examined the Elvan courses. The underlie is perhaps subject to

no rule.

5 They differ also in mineral character. We must however

observe, that the granite veins and Elvans are of such varied

appearance, that mineral character alone is perhaps not sufficient

to separate them.

The following may be enumerated among the principal varieties

of character exhibited by the Elvans.

1. A porphyritic rock: the base of fine granular felspar, with

imbedded crystals of quartz. The fracture is often dull and

earthy.

2. A porphyritic rock : the base of granular quartz, with

crystals of felspar

3. Homstone porphyry.

4. Porphyritic granite : the base very fine grained with very

little mica.

5. A granitic rock with much chlorite.

6. Schorl rock ; rather fine grained.
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Among' the specimens in the Woodwardian Museum, will be

found,

Nos. 18—21*; belonging to the first variety; from an Elvan

about ten feet thick near Pentowan. • It ranges nearly east and

west, underlies to the north at an angle of about 45", and appears

imbedded in the slate. The beds in contact with it are undisturbed

and unaltered.

Nos. 3, 4, From a very beautiful Elvan, more than 40 feet wide,

which appears below the high-water mark, at the western extremity

of Pra-Sands, near the perpendicular cliffs which form Pedn-du-

point. It ranges nearly north-west and south-east, and seems

conformable to the killas beds, which are neither distmbed in their

position, nor altered in their texture at the junction. The exterior

parts of this Elvan pass into the third variety, but the central mass

is a porphyritic granite.

No. 5. From an Elvan about forty feet wide, between Camborne

and the Dolcouth mine, which ranges nearly east and west, and

Tinderlies south. It is of the fourth variety, but not so striking as

the preceding.

No. b". From a very narrow dyke east of Cligga Point. Tf

belongs to the sixth variety.

These Elvan courses are no where seen to more advantage than

in the cliifs near St. Agnes f- Some of them are repeatedly cut off

by the extraordinary indentations of the coa.st, and re-appear in the

successive headlands, in the line of their first direction.

* It has lately been extensively used in building the pier at the village of Pentowan.

Many of the houses in Truro are built of a stone of nearly similar texture, obtained from a

large Elvan near that place. See Nos. 15— 17. The hewn surfaces of the blocks, quarried

from the Elvans, have in many parts of Cornwall, a near resemblance to the building stone

derived from the Oolite beds in the midland counties.

+ See a paper on this subject by the Rev. J. J. Conybeare, Geol. Transact, vol. I\.

p. 401.

R
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It is not my intention to attempt any description of the pheno-

mena which are exhibited at the intersection of the rocks we are

now describing" with the metalliferous lodes and cross courses.

The subject is one of great interest to the practical miner ; and will,

no doubt, receive every illustration from the labours of the Geolo-

gical Society of Cornwall. It may however be further observed,

1 . That the schistose rocks, even when most intimately associ-

ated with Elvan courses, do in no instance appear so changed, in

texture and position, as to give the least supjiort to the hypothesis ;

that these porphyritic masses have been injected into the killas,

posterior to its consolidation, by the powerful action of subterranean

force.

•2. That at the time of the formation of those tissures, which

are of such constant occurrence among the metalliferous veins, and

which in such numberless instances have broken the line of con-

tinuity of the great mineral beds, the Elvan courses appear to have

Ijorne exactly the same relation to the killas which they do at

present.

3. That in some parts of Cornwall, which are remote from the

granite, they are very rare ; and at still greater distances, where

the rocks are decidedly of a more mechanical origin, they disappear

altogether.

The inevitable conclusion seems to be, that the Elvan courses

are contemporaneous with the rocks with which they are associated.

We were not able to learn whether, in any instance, the Elvans

had been traced into the granite. In the very extended surface of

granite, denuded in the western cliffs, we saw no veins exactly

corresponding to the Elvan dykes here described. Combining this

fact with the appearance presented by the lower termination of

granite veins, we may venture to conjecture, that the Elvan courses

may, in some instances, be traced down to the granite, but that

they are in no instance afterwards continued into its mass.
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When the successive beds of killas were deposited, their mate-

rials were in that state of solution which admitted, under favourable

circumstances, of a development of the powers of crystallization.

The resulting jihenomena would de])end on the actual materials

presented by the solvent, whatever might have been its nature, and

the greater or less prevalence of disturbing forces. If we admit this

])rinciple to account for the appearance of those highly crystalline

granite rocks which are associated with the more earthy beds of

schist, we are under no necessity to limit its powers of oiieration.

The extent of these powers can only be estimated by an attention to

the effects produced. On this account we venture to class the

anomalous rocks of Cligga Point with the Elvan dykes of the

adjoining cliffs, and to consider the whole promontory as a mere

local formation, resulting from the accidental combination of cii-

cumstances favourable to the production of such crystalline masses

as are above described.

To the north-east of St. Agnes, the coast is singularly broken

and diversified : it is also peculiarly deserving of examination from

the various stages of decomposition exhibited in the prevailing

rocks, and from the mineral deposits with which they abound

About three miles from the last-mentioned jjlace, the cliffs sud-

denly start ofl' from their mean bearing, and form a bold headland,

called Cligga Point, composed of granitic beds, which appear to

repose on the killas, and at the junction are nearly parallel to its

great line of cleavage. At low-water, one may descend to the base

of the cliffs and examine these beds in detail. They are generally

found to differ from the central granite, almost as much in mineral

character as they do in geological position. The extreme point of

the headland, which is several hundred yards from the termination

of the killas, very nearly resembles the common granite of the

county : but the intermediate parts, which are divided by innu-

merable parallel fissures, exhibit such varied modes of aggregation,

r2
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and are frequently in such a state of disintegration, that it is difficult

to convey a correct idea of them by description*. They are chiefly

composed of quartz, sometimes distinctly crj^stallized, felspar, mica,

and chlorite, in every variety of combination ; and they are often

porphyritic. We remarked one unusual porphyritic mass, com-

posed of crystals of felspar imbedded in earthly chlorite.

The parallel fissures are metalliferous; and the operations of

mining have been conducted in them to such an extent, that some

parts of the rock are as open as a honeycomb. These veins abound

in the ores of tin, and present some traces of the ores of copper.

Wolfram, and some other metalliferous minerals, are also very

'.•enerally found in them. In one portion of the headland, the

parallel beds are slightly deflected, and soon afterwards succeeded

by a mass so violently contorted, that all its subordinate beds are

convex to the horizon. Even this part of the clifl' is metalliferous ;

and the veins, if I have not been misinformed, exhibit the same

curvature as the beds in w hich they have been opened ; a circum-

stance probably unexampled among- all the other mineral deposits

of the county.

The killas, at its immediate junction ^ith the gianite beds is

unusually soft and micaceous ; and in that state is continued till it

is cut off by an Elvan dyke, not less than forty ieei wide, agreeing

in mineral character, as well as in the inclination and direction of

its ma.ss, with many of the beds which form part of the promontory

above described. One fact, first pointed out to me by Mr. Gilby,

is I think worth remarking. The separation of the granitic mass

of Cligga Point from the killas, is neither parallel to the fissures in

the one nor to the great cleavage of the other ; but may be repre-

sented by a very irregular superficies which is, on the whole, nearly

perpendicular to the horizon. In this respect, therefore, the junc-

tion of the two formations presents an analogy to the phenomena

we have before insisted on.

* See the Specimens from Cligga Poinl, Nos. 7— 14-
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§. 6. On the Kiltas.

The wide extent of this formation and the relation of its subor-

dinate beds to the central ridge, have been already described with

sufficient minuteness. Some general notion may be formed of the

mineral character of these beds from the specimens now placed in

our Museum, which were selected for the purpose of general illus-

tration. In describing the phenomena in the western parts of Corn-

wall we mentioned the micaceous texture of the rock in contact

with the granite, and its almost immediate passage into a nearly

homogeneous slaty mass, generally of a dark purple colour*. Under

similar circumstances we remarked slaty beds of exactly the same

appearance on the sides of Dartmoor, the right bank of the Tamer,

and some other parts of Cornwall. The more compact homogene-

ous varieties, when breathed uijon, give out a strong argillaceous

odour Their mean si>ecilic gravity is about 2. 67. When small

splinters are examined with a lens, they are found to have the tex-

ture, and greasy-looking surface, of some varieties of felspar. All

tlie si)ecimens exhibit, in the flame of the blowpipe, nearly the

same phenomena, and melt into a light transparent glass with some

dark stains, seemingly derived from impurities.

After examining the beds of slate as they succeeded in order of

superposition, we were not surprised to find that corresponding parts

of the formation, in diflerent places, exhibited very different appear-

ances. During a hasty passage over the north side of Dartmoor we

remarked several extensive beds of hornblende-rock and greenstone

* At the junction of the granite and slate in tli« Dolcoalh mine we found a porphyn'tic

rock (see Kilias, Nos. lOl, 102.) which differed from any bed we remember to have seen in a

similar situation. In some other instances, in which we descended the mines to examine the

contact of the granite and the slate, we were disappointed in our hopes of gaining any general

information. The rocks in those parts where they were intersected by the veins, were either

in so ruinous a state, or so much mixed with the sparry matter of the vein itselt, as to assume

an almost entirely new character.
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near the confines of the granite*. Ifwe have not been misinformed,

similar beds may be traced, on the outskirts of the moor, through

more than one half of its circumference. In a similar situation,

hornblende rocks abound on every side of the granitic tract between

Merazion and Land's End. We should, however, be led into an

eiTor if we attempted to generalize the phenomena presented at the

eastern and western extremity of the central ridge. For examjjle ;

at Trewavas Point we find the usual purple schist reposing on the

granite ; but it is soon succeeded by soft argillaceous beds which

prevail in the cliiFs without much change in mineral composition as

far as Loe Bar. They are indeed interstratified with one or two

beds of greenstone ; which are, however, too inconsiderable to give

any character to the formation . The same observations will apply to

the schistose beds, resting on the granite, immediately to the north

of the Lizard district, and also in the neighbourhood of St. Austell

and Redruth. We did not there observe any of those large masses

of hornblende-rock and greenstone, which in other places are so

characteristic of corresponding parts of the same formation.

In the cliflfs between Penzance and Moushole, we found the

ordinary varieties of clay-slate, much intersected by contempora-

neous veins of quartz. These rooks were succeeded by, and alter-

nated with, beds of compact felspar, greenstone, hornblende-rock,

and the purple schist before mentioned ; all resting conformably,

and on the great scale exhibiting a slaty texture ; although many

of the hand specimens derived from them broke into irregular

fragments t-

The beds of killas to the west of Lemorna Cove are almost en-

tirely composed of felspar and hornblende. The felspar is generally

• The felspar, which is associated with hornblende on the confines of the granite, is

generally more compact than crystalline; in some instances both constituents are crystalline,

4nd the larger grained varieties pass into syenite.

+ See Killas, Nos. 6Z—TZ.
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compact ; and in some places so intimately mixed with the horn-

blende as to give the rock the common appearance of greenstone.

In other instances the constituents alternate with each other in thin

laminae. Not unfrequently, the compact felspar and hornblende

are irregularly separated from each other, and the whole surface of

a recent fracture has a spotted or cloudy appearance. Specimens of

the last variety abound near Zennor Cove*.

Between Cape Cornwall and Pendun Cove the killas is much

intersected by metalliferous veins; many of which, contrary to the

usual course of the productive lodes, have a direction nearly north

and south. Among these, the copper mine of Botallock is the most

celebrated. Its works are conducted to a great extent undei- the

sea, and the engine by which they are drained is perched on a ledge

of rock, mid-way between the base and summit of the lofty preci-

pitous cliiFs. From the side of the path leading to the works, and

from the accessible part of the rocks below the engine-house, we

obtained the following specimens f:

1. Nearly homogeneous hornblende rock.

2. Slaty hornblende rock, with traces of chlorite between the

laminae.

3. The same rock with alternating laminae of compact felspar.

These beds were in some instances much contorted on the small

scale.

4. Hornblende rock with veins of actinolite.

5. Actinolite rock.

6. Compact axinite, from an irregular bed.

7- A rock of nearly the same aspect as the preceding, much

mixed with titaniferous magnetic iron ore.

8. Garnet rock, from a vein about one foot and a half wide.

9- A decomposing mass with veins of epidote and crystallized

carbonate of lime.

• See Killas, Nos. 74—97. + See Nos. 77—89.
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In the cliffs a little farther to the east, we found a variety of

hornblende rock, somewhat earthy in its fracture, and in texture

nearly resembling common basalt.

It is not without some hesitation, that we venture to class the

rocks ofSt. Cleer Dov^tis, with the conformable beds above described :

in which, near the confines of the granite, hornblende is so pre-

vailing a constituent. In crossing the country from Liskeard to

St Cleer, we were surprised to find the downs near the latter place

covered by rude blocks of a rock which is as sonorous as an anvil

;

and so tough, that it is impossible to detach from it even a minute

splinter, without repeated blows of a powerful hammer. It appears

to be exclusively composed of hornblende and hypersthene ; the

former being the prevailing ingredient. With the exception of some

of the beds in immediate contact with it, which are in an unusual

.state of induration, the schistose masses to the south, appear, neither

in texture, nor position, to have undergone any change whatever*.

We conceive therefore, that the rude blocks above mentioned, are

the remains of the upper surface of a large mass of hornblende rock,

irregularly imbedded in the schist. Our examination of this part of

the county was, however, too imperfect to allow us to speak with

any confidence on the subject.

As varieties of greenstone abound near the granite, and are not

found among the greywacke rocks of Somersetshire, and some parts

of North Devon, most remote from the primitive ridge : it might be

presumed that these rocks gradually disappear as we recede from

the granite. The supposition would however lead to veiy erroneous

«H>nclusions if applied without limitations. On the banks of the

Padstow river, and in the cliffs between Stepper Point and Trevose

Head, we found many beds of greenstone. We also remarked

them in the cliffs between Tintagel and Boss Castle ; on the road

between Launceston and Camelford ; and on the east side of Lis-^

• See Nos. 115, ll6.
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keard : in all these cases at very considerable distances fiom any of

the granitic tracts. Their occurrence on the banks of the Tamer,

near Plymouth, has been pointed out by Dr. Berger. In all such

cases the green-stone was of a coarser and more syenitic texture

than the rocks of similar composition in the immediate vicinity of

the granite. From their peculiar mode of decomposition, and their

accidental position at the top of the cliiFs, they might sometimes be

mistaken for unconformable overlying masses. They are however,

in all cases where we examined them, (unless the rocks of St. Cleer

Downs should prove an exception,) subordinate members of a gieat

formation ; and are undoubtedly of the same origin as the mineral

beds with which they are interstratified.

In many parts of the interior of Devonshire and Cornwall, and in

the cliffs between Plymouth and Falmouth, the most prevailing

rock is a common variety of argillaceous schist; sometimes sepa-

rating into rhomboidal fragments which indicate two distinct cleav-

ages; more frequently uneven and rugged in its cross fracture, but

in the direction of the strata separating into fine lamina?, which are

of a beautiful silky lustre, and exhibit every shade of colour between

light grey and bluish black. Contemporaneous veins of quartz are

of very common occurrence in it ; and in many places, especially

where it alternates with beds of a different composition, it is much
bent and contorted from its mean line of bearing. In the cliffs antl

other places, where it is most exposed, it readily yields to the action

of the elements, and is not unfrequently soft and decomposing. All

the varieties we have tried fiise in the flame of a blowpipe.

More hard and indestructable beds, of very irregular thickness,

often alternate with the schistose masses last described. In some of

these beds quartz prevails, almost to the exclusion of any othei

mineral constituent*. Great blocks of quartz rock in some places

* Examples of what is here described, may be seen in the neighbourhood of Lostvvithiel,

at the Carncs near Veryan, on some of the hills near Menaccan, and on the road between

Helston and Constantiue.

s
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lie scattered among the alluvial debris on the surface, and are evi-

dently the remains of strata of similar composition, once associated

with beds of more yielding materials which have been swept aw ay

by the last operations of diluvian action. Some of the alternating

beds make a near approach to grey^vacke. That rock is however

rare in the district we are considering. For with the exception of

some specimens we found a few miles to the west of Plymouth ; and

some others we obtained from the cliffs near Mawnan, and from

Nare Point, which will be described among the rocks of the Lizard

district; we did not see any good example of greywacke on the

southern coast of Cornwall. Many of the beds, which on their

recent fracture exhibit somewhat of an arenaceous appearance, are,

on an examination with a lens, found to possess no trace of that me-

chanical aggregation which belongs to true greywacke. These beds

iire not uncommonly amygdaloidal. In the cliffs west of Fowey,

we found an amygdaloid containing kernels of carbonate of lime

and of an impure steatite. Examples occur near Duporth, where

the kernels of pure steatite form the predominating part of the

rock.

From Patterbury-top, a hill about two miles north-east of

Clicker-Tor, we obtained some specimens of a very singular ap-

pearance*. They were derived from superficial beds which had

originally been amygdaloidal, but which, in their present state of

decomposition, have lost the imbedded minerals; nothing being

left behind but a variety of chloritic schist, as light and porous as

a piece of pumice.

Our examination only extended to a small part of the north

coast of Cornwall. We have before mentioned the striking charac-

ters of the cliffs near St. Agues: they principally consist of a soft

• See Killas, No>. 33—35.
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decomposing variety of killas, which contains so much chlorite that

it may be considered as a true constituent part ofthe rock. Quartzose

chloritic veins intersect the slaty beds in every direction. Even in

hand specimens, these veins often exhibit in miniature, a series of

cross-courses, heaves, and dislocations, which beautifully illustrate

the similar phenomena in the great metalliferous lodes*.

Near Padstow we remarked all the ordinary varieties of killas

associated with the harder beds, some of which were amygdaloidal.

Among these we found some specimens, near Stepper Point, in

which the minute vesicles were almost entirely filled with decom-

posing sulphuret of iron.

In a hasty examination of the cliffs between Tintagel and Boss

Castle, we were not fortunate enough to meet with any of those beds

containing impressions of shells, which have been described by

Mr. J. Conybearef. Tlie fact, however rare in this part of the

country, cannot be considered as extraordinary, when we recollect,

that similar impressions, associated with other organic remains,

abound in .some parts of Wales, where the rocks have quite as

ancient a character as those we are considering. The most beautifiil

roofing-slate of the West of England is obtained from the quarries of

Delabole and Tintagel. The whole formation, as far as it is exhi-

bited in those quarries and the neighbouring clifis, is intimately

associated with chlorite ; and from the presence of that mineral it

appears to derive its colour and its lustre.

Our observations on those parts of the formation which extend

round Dartmoor were much too hurried to allow us to glean any

details worth recording in this place.

The rocks hitherto described in this section are considered by

Dr. Berger as belonging to the greywacke fonnation; which,

according to that author, extends, almost without intermption, on

* See Killas, series Nos. 123, 124. f Geol. Transact, vol. IV. p. 424.
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both sides of the central chain*. To prevent any ambignity, he

first defines greywacke to be a rock formed by a mechanical preci-

pitation and composed of separate silicious particles united by an

argillaceous cement with a little mag-nesia and of iron ; and he then

divides the formation into common greyAvacke and greywacke-slate.

He afterwards adds—that, in Cornwall, common grej^vacke is

always found higher than greywacke-slate,—that it may be con-

ceived to have been precipitated more slowly, and under a less

powerful pressure, which has enabled the mass to assume a more

crystalline texture—that it rests immediately upon the granite

—

that it is much less rich in ores than greywacke-slate, &c. He then

states—that the greywacke-slate becomes more perfectly schistose

as it is farther removed from the granite—that its base is fine,

smooth, and nearly homogeneous—that it sometimes possesses the

lustre of satin—that it is to this second varietj^ exclusively that the

Cornish miners give the name of Killas, &c.—Lastly, that through

a very considerable part of Cornwall, the formation is not inter-

rupted by other subordinate beds of any great extent.

We cannot help considering the whole of this account as in-

adequate, and in a great measure inapplicable. No one term is

sufficient to characterize the various beds of this formation, of which

we have attempted only to give a short and very imperfect sketch.

If we assume, with Dr. Berger,. that common greywacke rests im-

mediately on the granite; still it is not true that it is always found

higher than the greywacke-slate. It is indeed true, that the great

granitic masses often break out through the killas at considerable

elevations. It is also true, that on the banks of the Tamer, and in

many parts of the west of Cornwall, the granite and killas are seen

in contact at very small elevations, and even below the high water-

mark. The junction specimens in every instance possess nearly the

same characters, which appear to have no connexion whatever with

• See Geol. Transact. Vol. I. pp. Ul. 117-
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the elevation of the beds. The observation, that tlie texture of

these beds arises from their having been precipitated under a less

powerful pressure, is therefore without any good foundation. Again,

if the common greywacke be much less rich in ores than the grey-

wacke-slate ; then the part of the killas which rests immediately on

the granite must be much less metalliferous than some other parts

of the formation more remote from the fundamental rock. As a

general observation we believe this to be untrue. Some of the

richest metalliferous dejiots in Cornwall are found at the junction of

the granite and the killas, and the works by which they have been

explored have been carried down from one formation to the other.

—

But this is not all ; we will venture to assert that the rock in imme-

diate contact with the granite (at least in every instance in which

we have ourselves examined it) bears no resemblance whatever to

common greywacke. With ec[ual improjiriety we conceive the term,

greywacke-sl ate, applied to all the finer schistose beds, of silvery

lustre, which abound so much in this formation : because, with

limited exceptions, we cannot trace these finer laminae into others

of coarser texture, and possessing more evident characters of grey-

wacke-slate ; and because we do not find them associated with beds

of common greywacke. Lastly, it is not true, that the Cornish

miners apply the term killas enclusively to these finer schistose

beds.

In that portion of the paper to which we have referred. Dr. Ber-

ger seems to have been misled by a supposed analogy between the

stiucture of Cornwall and certain parts of the Hartz. In his descrip-

tion, he appears to have kept in view this forced analogy^ and to

have attended too little to the facts which an examination of the

country must have presented to him.

§. 7. On the Formation subordinate to the Killas.

Beds of limestone, of very irregular extent and thickness, are

interstratified with the killas, in many i)arts of Devonshire. They
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all possess, in a more or less perfect degree, the mineral character of

transition limestone ; and often pass, by almost insensible gradations,

into the schistose masses to which they are subordinate. They
generally present such certain traces of organic remains, as prove

beyond a possibility of doubt, that all the upper members of the

series of beds reposing on the central ridge must be excluded from

the class of primitive rocks. These masses of limestone are finely

exhibited in the cliifs near Plymouth. We were indebted to the

kindness of 3Ir. Hennah* for an examination of a series of organic

remains collected from the quarries in that neighbourhood. They
consisted of many beautiful madreporites ; two or three encrinites,

one of which was of an entirely new speciesf ; and many fine casts

both of bivalves and univalves. We .speak only from recollection,

but we think that these organic remains cannot be identified with

the fos.sils of the mountain limestone.

Alternating masses of limestone are more rare in the slate for-

mation of Cornwall. We found some dark-coloured beds near

Launceston, of more earthly texture, and less penetrated by contem-

poraneous veins, than the corresponding rocks of Devonshire. We
also examined the calcareous beds which break out near VeryanJ.

The coast near Padstow, between Trevose-Head and Stepper

Point, is in geological interest not inferior to many i)arts of the

county. We have already mentioned some specimens obtained from

that neighbourhood. In a broken part of the clifis to the east of

Trevose-Head, fifty or sixty well-defined beds of limestone alternate

with the killas. The limestone is of a dark bluish colour, much

jjenetrated by white contemporaneous veins, and in this respect clo.sely

resembles the calcareous deposit near Veryan. The alternating

• See Geol. Trans, (vol. IV, p, 410.) for a paper by tbat gentleman on the Plymouth

Limestone.

t We were fortunate enough to procure a specimen of this encrinite, from the clifls near

Mill Bay. See Plymouth series, Nos. 22, 23.

I Tor an account of this limestone, see a paper by Mr. Trist in vol. I. of the Cornish

Geological Tran»actions.
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schistose masses in some instances etFerv esce briskly in acids ; but

never contain so much carbonate of lime as to form intermediate

beds of an ambiiinous character*. Tlie alternations are perfectly

well-detined. In the next headland, the beds inferior to those last

described rise nearly at right angles to the horizon, are then bent

over the projecting ledge, and again descend to the adjoining strand.

They at the same time exhibit extraordinary contortions on the

small scale, which might at a distance have escaped observation,

had they not been beautifully marked out, on both sides of the pro-

montorv, bv innumerable thin beds of limestone which alternate

w ith the dark laminpe of the schist, and follow their line of curva-

ture. Some of these beds are so singularly coiled on each other,

that their exposed surfaces resemble a set of cylindrical pipes, of

various dimensions, ranged regidarly above each other.

Cunature of such complexity could never have been produced

by a simple upheaving force. Besides a force acting from below

would not have exhibited so conHned an operation. The adjoining"

rocks are not contorted. Crystalline forces are, we conceive, quite

inadequate to the eftects produced ; neither are the contorted masses

highly crystalline.—Some of the clay-slate which alternates with

the limestone is hardly more compact or crjstalline than the shale

of our coal measures.—As the most contorted lamina^ are strictly

continuous, without interfering with each other, they seem at one

time to have possessed considerable tenacitj . If we suppose then,

that at the consolidation of the mass its subordinate beds possessed

ditferent contractile powers, A\e shall have a cause which will in

part account for that irregiilaritj' of curvature we have described.

That this cause has, at least, operated among others in producing

these phenomena, cannot. I think, be doubted, ^hen we observe

* Near Veryan, some of the slate beds in contact with the limestone have been used as

a lop dressing for the land. They contain a great proportion of carbonate of lime, and fall to

pieces on exposure to the weather. See Nos. 'l6, '2~.
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that contortions are most general among- schistose rocks, when there

is a variety in the mineral composition of the lamina.

The serpentine rocks of the Lizard district, and the other mineral

masses associated with them, we conceive to be strictly subordinate

to the great formation described in the preceding section. They

fonn so remarkable an exception to the general simplicity exhibited

in the structure of the country, that we purpose to make them the

subject of a future communication.

The rocks of Clicker-Tor are in composition nearly allied to

some of the varieties of the serpentine of the Lizard. They form

a ridge which commences immediately on the north side of the road,

three miles east of Liskeard, and extends in a direction nearly east

and west about three quarters of a mile. The accumulation of soil

on the flanks of this eminence makes it impossible to ascertain its

exact breadth, which cannot however be very considerable. In

order to make out its geological relations, we examined the country

on all sides of it : but the schistose rocks are so little exposed, and

in such degradation, that it is diflicult to procure any certain evi-

dence on the subject. On the whole they appear both to the north

and to the south to have the same direction with the ndge itself, and

on all sides dip nearly to the south. We conceive therefore, that

the rocks of Clicker-Tor cannot form an overlying mass—that they

have not been intruded after the deposition of the slate-beds—and

that they are subordiuate to the great formation in which they

appear. The present elevation of the ridge, will, agreeably to this

supposition, be accounted for, by its having resisted the i>rogress of

decomposition more effectually than the surrounding rocks. Near

the western extremity of the ridge a quan-y has been opened from

which Mr. Gregor procured the specimens of Tremolite described in

the Transactions of the Geological Society*. At the time of our

visit to the same place, we could not procure any good sj)ecimens of

* See Nos. 105— 109,
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that mineral. The rocks were in one or two places penetrated by

veins of fibrous asbestus*, which gradually became compact and

passed into the substance of the stone. Taken in the mass, they have

no appearance of stratification, and break into irregular fragments of

imperfectly conchoidal fracture. The fresh surfaces always exhibit

that peculiar jilay of light, and that pseudometallic lustre which

characterizes hypersthene. When examined with a lens, the small

crystals of hypersthene are found to pass into a compact mass which

is slightly and irregularly mixed with a light green coloured steatite.

All the exterior parts of the ridge are covered by rounded blocks of

irregular shape, which generally have a thick covering of moss and

lichen. In some instances, when the vegetable coat is wanting,

these blocks have the external appearance of rusty cast iron. The

decomposition of the mass is very superficial ; for good specimens

may be obtained from the bowlders, which are for the most part

hard and sonorous.

We found si^ecimens in the Lizard district of the same composi-

tion with the rocks of Clicker-Tor ; diff"ering however in the pro-

portion of the constituents, in as much as steatite was the prevailing

part of the base. In that district also, we remarked steatite entering

into the composition of a rock, and passing by insensible gradations

into veins of fibrous asbestus.

Masses of transition clay-slate and greywacke, occasionally

alternating with irregular beds of limestone, are very widely ex-

tended on the outskirts of the formation described in the preceding

section. The old red sandstone is the next formation in order

of superposition
; yet I am not aware that it is seen in contact with

the schistose rocks in any part of our island described in this paper.

In some parts of Yorkshire and on the confines of Westmoreland,

where the old red sandstone is wanting, the mountain limestone rests

* Large veins of fibrous asbestus are found on the north side of the rock of St. Cleer

Downs, but we did not see them in situ.

T
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immediately on transition slate or greywacke*. In such instances

we may have beds of limestone associated >vith the greywacke

brought into immediate contact with the great metalliferous limestone

and passing into it by almost insensible gradations. A difficulty may,

therefore, in some instances arise in the classification of the older

limestones of this Island.—Still we think that it would introduce

confusion not to separate the limestone of Somersetshire and Devon-

shire from the great metalliferous limestone. For, in the complete

series of British strata, the two formations are separated from

each other by the old red sandstone ; in mineral character they are

sufiiciently distinct; and their organic remains are not identical.

Any further remarks on the more recent rocks of England would be

foieign to the subject of this communication, which is only intended

as a sketch of the physical structure of those formations which are

more immediately as.sociated with the primitive ridge of Devon.shire

and Cornwall

* See Geological Essays, by G. B. Grenough, Esq. p. 215, &c.
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The Author of the foregoing paper on the Geology of Cornwall, 8a-. having

been absent from the University during its passage through the press, has found it

necessary on his return to make the following corrections.
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VIII. On the Laws according to which Masses of Iron

injiuence Magnetic Needles.

By S.H CHRISTIE, MA. F.C.P.S.

OF TRINITY COLLEGE, CAMBRIDGE, AND OF THE ROYAL MILITARY ACADEMY,

WOOLWICH.

[Read May 15, 1820.]

Several of the phaenomena which may be observed on placing

a magnetic needle in the neighbourhood of a mass of iron, have

been explained on the hypothesis that the iron, through the

magnetic influence of the earth, becomes itself a magnet, having

its north pole in the upper, and south i)ole in the lower part of the

mass. I have for some time considered that many objections

might be urged against this hypothesis, indeed that it was not

adequate to the explanation of all the phaenomena, and having

adopted a new one, undertook a series of experiments as a

criterion of its correctness. As the effects produced by the

action of masses of iron on compass needles are, in some cases,

of serious] importance, and as I besides consider, that this subject

is connected with the interesting question of the change in

the variation and dip of the needle, I trust that this paper will

not be unacceptable to the Society to which I have the honor to

present it.

It is well known, that if a mass of iron be placed at a small

distance from either end of a magnetic needle, suspended freely,

that end will be attracted ; but if the distance of the iron be

T 2
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increased bej ond a few inches, the end of the needle to which the

iron is the nearest will, in some cases, be attracted, and in others

repelled. If a bar of iron be held nearly vertically, and the upper

end be presented to the north end, that is the south pole, of a

needle, the end of the needle will move towards the iron : if the

lower end of the iron be presented to the north end of the needle,

the needle will move from the iron : and this is accounted for, on

the hypothesis of the iron becoming- magnetic through the influ-

ence of the earth, by saying that the poles of the iron and needle,

which are brought together, are of opposite kinds in the first

instance, and consequently attract each other, but of the same

kind in the second, which causes repulsion. The same pheenomena,

but in a reverse order, are obsei-ved at the south end of the needle,

and to these a similar explanation is given.

According to the hyjiothesis in question, the magnetism of the

earth is communicated to a mass of iron, in tlie direction which

a magnetised bar takes, when freely suspended by its centre of

gravity, that is in the direction of the dipping needle; and the

magnetic influence is concentrated near the extremities of a line

passing through the iron, in that direction, in two points, which

are called the poles of the iron. If then the position of the mass

of iron be changed, its poles will, according to this hypothesis, be

immediately transfen'ed to two other points ; and however suddenly

the change of position may take place, the shifting of the poles

must be equally sudden, to account at all for the phaenomena.

To suppose that two jjoints possessed of a quality, which they

exert energetically, should be instantaneously deprived of that

quality, and that it should be immediately transferred to two

other points, by a simple change of position in the body, ai)pears

to me rather unphilosophical. But it has been said, that this in-

stantaneous change takes place in consequence of the softness of

the iron which is emidoyed: it has however been found that the
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same pliaenomena, which may be observed on suddenly changing

the position of a bar of soft iron, equally take place with bars of

the hardest steel, provided care has been taken that the steel

should not acquire any magnetism in the manufacture. As, how-

ever, my object in the present paper is not to controvert this

hypothesis, but to advance one which otiers a ready explanation

of the i)h?enomena, and affords peculiar facilities in computing the

effects produced, I shall for the ijresent take leave of it, reserving'

some other arguments for a future period.

It appears to me that there is no necessity for supposing- that

any part of the mass of iron possesses the i)ower of repulsion, and

that all the idioenomena which take place, may be clearly explained

on the simple hypothesis that the particles of iron possess the

single power of attraction, and exert it jirincipally, if not wholly,

on that which appears to be the cause of the direction of the needle,

and but slightly, if at all, on the j^oles of the needle itself I

was first led to think that the iron acted in this manner on the

needle, on being informed by Mr. Barlow, who has lately published

some interesting experiments on this svibject, that he had observed

anomalies in the action of a mass of iron on a magnetic needle,

for which he could not account ; that there apjjeared to be a plane,

passing through the centre of a sphere of iron, in which if the

centre of the needle were placed, no effect would be produced in

the direction of the needle. He did not at this time inform me what

experiments had led him to this conclusion, nor of the angle

which the plane made with the horizon ; but, on consideration, it

appeared to me, that if the iron were supposed not to act on the

needle in its horizontal position, but in the same manner as if the

needle were inclined to the horizon at an angle equal to the natural

dip, then such a plane would necessarily exist, making an angle

with the horizon equal to the complement of the dip, since then

the perpendicular on this needle, by which the action of the iron
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«'Ou]d be estimated, would fall on its centre. Another conse-

quence of my supposition would be, that if the perpendicular

from the centre of the sjihere of iron fell on the upper, that is,

the south branch, of this imaginary needle, then that end of the

horizontal needle would deviate towards the sphere; and that the

north end of the needle would deviate towards the sphere, when

the same perpendicular tell on the lower branch of the imaginary

needle.

Having this idea of the manner in which the iron acted, I

witnessed some of Mr. Barlow's experiments, mentioning- before-

hand what I conceived would result from particular positions of

the sphere of iron. In these experiments, the several deviations

were of the nature I had predicted, and, as far as we could then

judge, their magnitude was such as might be expected on the sup-

position which I had made I now therefore considered in what

manner this mode of action of the iron could be accounted for, and

I was soon forcibly struck with the idea that the needle was

guided in its horizontal direction by magnetic particles, jxissing

tlirough its centre in the direction of the natural dip, and that

the iron acted principally, if not wholly, on these particles, caus-

ing, by their deviation towards it, a corresponding deviation of the

horizontal needle. The results of the several experiments, which

I afterwards made, i>erfectly coincided with this view of the

subject.

The apparatus which was made use of, consisted of a cast iron

bull 12.78 inches in diameter, suspended over the centre of a table

in the construction of which iron was carefully excluded. In the

middle of the table a circular hole was cut, 13.25 inches in diameter,

so that the ball could be let down below the plane of the table, or

raised above it, by means of a system of puUies. After the table was

rendered perfectly steady and horizontal, the magnetic meridian

N^as accuratelv ascertained, and being drawn, the table was
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divided at eveiy 10°, reckoning from the meridian, by lines drawn

from the centre to the circumference. The compass being placed

on one of the divisions, so that its north and south line coincided

exactly with that division, and its centre was at the distance of 12

inches from the centre of the table, the ball was raised until it

ajJiJeared to have no influence on the needle: it was then lowered,

inch by inch, and the deviations at every inch carefully noted,

until the ball had descended so far below the table as to cease

influencing the needle. This was done with two compasses, at

every 10" from the north to the nest, and from the south to the

east.

I first considered, that, if the ball acted in the manner I have

mentioned, namely, on magnetic iiarticles passing through the

centre of the needle in the direction of the dip, then when the

centre of the ball was in the point where a line drawn from the

centre of the needle, jierpendicular to the direction of the dip,

cut the vertical passing through the centre of the table, the ball,

attracting equally the particles guiding the north end of the

needle, and those guiding the south end, no deviation should

take place; that when the centra of the ball was above this

point, a preponderance would be given to the action of the

particles guiding the south end, and these being attracted towards

the ball, the south end of the needle would move in that direction,

or the north end w ould deviate from the ball ; and that the

contrary would take place when the ball was below this point,

namely, that the deviation of the north end of th« needle would

be towards the ball. The annexed diagram will illustrate this.

(Fig. 21.) NESW represents the plane of the table, the centre of

which is O: A'^OS is the magnetic meridian, and EOW at right

angles to it, passing through the east and west points; C is the

centre of the magnetic needle, and sCn, in a vertical plane, parallel

to SN, the direction of the dipping needle, in which I suppose
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magnetic particles to act upon the poles of the horizontal needle.

CL, parallel to NS, is the line in which the needle points when

uninfluenced by the ball. OZ is a vertical line, from the centre

of the table, in which the centre of the ball is moved upwards or

downwards; and CB is a line drawn perpendicular to sCn, and

meeting OZ in B. According to the view of the subject which I

have advanced, when the centre of the ball is in the point B
there should be no deviation of the horizontal needle ; when the

centre of the ball is above the point B, the north end of the

needle should deviate from the ball ; and when it is beloiv B, the

deviation of the north end should be towards the ball.

To ascertain how near the results of the exijeriments coincided

with these ideas, I computed, for every position of the compass,

the height of the point B above the plane of the table, in the

following manner. Take the centre of the needle for the origin

of three rectangular co-ordinates, a; }/, z; the plane oi xy being

that of the horizontal table; the jjlane of xz a vertical plane

X>arallel to the magnetic meridian. Calling the co-ordinates to the

centre of the ball x, y, z, then - is the tangent of the angle which

the projection of the line joining the centres of the needle and

ball, on the plane oi xz, makes with the axis of x; and when the

line is perpendicular to the direction of the dijjping needle, this

angle is equal to the complement of the dip. If then we call the

dip of the needle, which is at present nearly 70" 30', d, we shall

have, when the line joining the centres of the needle and ball

is perpendicular to the direction of the dip,

- = cote?,
a?

whence z = x cot d.

Or, if we call the line drawn from the centre of the needle to the
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centre of the table r ; and the angle which this line makes with

the meridian
<f),

then

X = r cos
(f>

and consequently

z = r cos ^ cot d.

In thisj making <p successively 10°, 20°, 30°, &c. and putting for /•

the distance at which the centre of the needle was placed from the

centre of the table, the several heights of the centre of the ball

above the plane of the table, or depths below it, at which the

deviation ought to be nothing- are obtained. The following table

exhibits these heights in inches, and likewise the heights and

depths actually observed at which the deviation was nothing, for

every 10° from north to ^vest, and from south to east, the distance

of the centre of the compass from the centre of the table being

12 inches.

Value
of

0.
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I made similar observations, placing the needle at the several

distances of 14, 16 and 18 inches from the centre of the table, for the

valuesof^40'and 50°, as at these angles the changes in the deviation

become very sensible. The following are the results obtained.

Value of
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needle, as I have before-mentioned, were observed at every inch

in the descent of the ball; and when they became small, the ball

was lowered very gradually, the needle being at the same time

carefully watched, until it jjointed to zero, when the height was

observed on the scale. As the scale was only divided into tenths ot

an inch, when the line on the ball did not exactly coincide with

one of these divisions, the difference could only be estimated by

the eye, and an error amounting to 025 inch might sometimes

easily be made. When the values of were small, the deviations

being so likewise, the changes in them were also small, and there

was some difficulty in ascertaining the precise point at which

the deviation was zero.

When these circumstances are taken into consideration, I

think it must be allowed, that the very near coincidence of the

calculated and observed heights, will authorise me in concluding,

that when the line joining the centres of the needle and ball

was perpendicular to the line passing through the centre of the

needle in the direction of the dip, the horizontal needle was

then not affected by the action of the ball; and that, as far as

this condition goes, my views of the manner in which the ball

acted are just. I should here likewise mention, that, in the

observations made from the south towards the east, the deviations

of the north end of the needle were first easterly, that is, from the

ball, in which direction they gradually increased, as the ball

descended, and attained a maximum : they then decreased to zero

;

became ivesterly ; attained a maximum in this direction; and

then decreased, until the needle resumed its original position, by

the ball descending so far below the table that it ceased to affect

the compass. This was precisely what I had anticipated, since

here the ball being at first nearest to the upper or southern branch

of the line sCn, according to what I have before said, the south

end of the needle ought to deviate towards the ball and the north

u2
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end from it : and this would happen until the ball was equally

distant from the two branches of the line s Cn, when neither end

should deviate towards the ball; but when the ball was beloiv

this point, being then nearest to the northern branch of sCn, the

north end of the needle should deviate towards the ball. In the

observations made from the north towards the west, the deviations

were, as I had expected, exactly in a contrary order; that is,

the north end deviated first westerli/ ; then returned to zero, when
the centre of the ball was below the compass, in the line of the

perpendicular to s Cn, from C ; after which it deviated easterli/.

As a further confirmation, if such be deemed necessary, of the

accuracy with which the hypothesis agrees with the phaenomena,

I may notice, that, in a series of observations which Mr. Barlow

vuidertook for the jjurpose of determining practically the inclina-

tion, to the plane of the horizon, of the plane in which there was

no deviation, the mean of the observations, the compass being at

the distance of 20 inches from the centre of the table, gave an

inclination of 19° 24'. According to the theory this angle should

be the complement of the dip, and it only differs by 6' from that

which I had assumed. It is still nearer to that determined by

Captains Kater and Sabine, the difference being, in this case,

only 2'. Such errors might happen in taking the angle of the

dip, even with the most accurate instrument ; or, if we suiJjjose

that the dip is correctly 70" 30', from a small error in placing the

compass on the table, or in estimating the height of the ball.

What, I think, adds considerable weight to the confirmation thus

afforded to the correctness of the hypothesis in this particular, is,

that, in these experiments, 3Ir. Barlow's views were entirely practi-

cal, and that, although, before he made them, I had explained to

him the manner in which I viewed the subject, yet they were not

by any means undertaken with an idea of confirming the hypo-

thesis, but merely as necessary to his ulterior objects.
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Having- ascertained that the quality of the deviations was such

as woukl be the necessary consequence of my hypothesis, my next

object was to discover whether their quantity was such as woukl

fully confirm this hypothesis, or was altogether incompatible witii

it. As the precise deviation of the horizontal needle must depend

on the law according to which the magnetic particles in the line

sCn were affected by the ball, and on the manner in which these

particles acted on the poles of the needle, and as I found there

must necessarily, in the first instance, be almost insuperable diffi-

culties in the determination of these laws, I endeavoured to find

some further criterion of the correctness of the hypothesis, that

should be independent of the nature of these laws.

If the ball acted alone on the particles in the line sCv, it was

evident that being carried round that line, so that its perpendicu-

lar distance from any one point in it should always be the same,

then these particles must always be influenced in the same manner

towards the ball ; and, consequently, a needle in the situation

sCn ought to deviate by the same angle towards the ball, in the

w hole of its revolution round the line s Cn. Hence it would follow,

if the hypothesis were correct, that the angle of deviation of the

horizontal needle, when referred to the angular deviation of the

line *Ch, should give the same angle during the whole revolution

of the ball round the line sCn. Thus, let N'MS' (Fig. 22.) be in

the plane of the table, N'CS' being parallel to the meridian line
;

Cthe centre of the compass ; sCn the direction of the dip ; .^Q a

circle ijerpendicular to xCn and passing through the centi'e of the

needle ; IB a any other circle perpendicular to the line sCn, and

in which the ball is supposed to be carried round that line. The

circle ^Q, that in which we have found the deviation to be

nothing, being jjerpendicular to our magnetic axis, may be termed

the magnetic equator; ^l will then be the latitude of the ball and

BsyE the complement of its longitude, reckoning from the inter-
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section of jEQ with the horizontal plane N'MS'. Suppose that

S'C'M, or the arc S'M is the angular deviation of the horizontal

needle, when the ball is at the point 5 ; then the deviation of the

particles in the line sCn will be in the plane of the circle sBii,

and So- may be considered the measure of that deviation, as caus-

ing the deviation S'3I: sa ought according to our theory, to be

the same whenever the ball may be in the circle IB a.

I resolved, therefore, to observe the deviations of the horizontal

needle, caused by the ball when in different situations in the

circle IBa, and reducing the arcs S'M to arcs so-, see how near they

coincided with each other. As, however, the nature of the appa-

ratus could not admit of the ball being carried round the com-

l^ass, the compass was carried round the ball, in such a manner,

that the ball was always at the same perpendicular distance from

the same point in the line sCn. For this purpose it was necessary

to ascertain the relative situation of the compass for every position

of the ball in the circle IBa. I first computed this in the following

manner.

Taking, as before, the centi'e of the compass for the origin of

the rectangular co-ordinates ; calling those to the centre of the

ball, .r, I/, z ; Bp the perpendicular from the centre of the ball on

the line sCn, p; the complement of the angle which this line

makes with the plane of .t-^;, that is, the longitude of the ball, I;

and q the part Cp, intercepted between the perpendicular and the

point C: then the position of the ball in the circle IBn being

given, we shall have for the determination of the situation of the

compass, the three equations,

(.r + q cos df + i/ + {z-q sin df = p" (1)

x-Jrl/z' = p^ + q\ (2)

.// = p cos /. (3)

From the equations (1) and (2) we obtain

z sin d— X cos d = q; (4)
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whence
z' sin* d — 2zx sin d cos d + x" cos^ d = q"

;

and subtracting this from the equation (2)

z^ cos' d + 2zx sin d cos e? + x" sin^ d= p^ - tf-.

Substituting the value of t/, and extracting the square root, we

have,

z cos d + X sin d = p sin I (5)

From the equations (4) and (5) are obtained,

x = p sin / sin d~ q cos d, (6)

z = p sin Z cos d + q sin r/. (7)

As it was my intention, in the different values which I might

give to p and q, to have the ball always at the same distance from

the compass, calling this distance p, then p or q being assumed,

the other was determined from the equation

p^ +q'= p\

In the first set of experiments which I made, I assumed /3= 14 inches,

q = Q inches, and computed the values of the co-ordinates, from

the equation (3), (6), (7), for the values of /, 80, 70, 60, &c.

round the whole circumference. The observations were then

made in the following manner : I placed the centre of the

compass on a pivot on the table to correspond to the values

of X and y, with its north and south line in the magnetic

meridian, and then lowered the ball, until the height of its centre

above the centre of the needle was equal to the corresijonding

value of z. Allowing the needle to vibrate freely and to become

perfectly stationary, I then observed the deviation, both at the

north end of the needle and likewise at the south end, in order

to avoid any error in the centering of the instrument ; and making

the corresponding observations on the other side of the meridian,

I took the mean of the four, as the deviation of the needle,

caused by the action of the ball. If S'CM (Fig. 22.) be this
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deviation, then in the triangle sZ<t. are given sZa, the horizontal

deviation; Zs, the complement of the dip; and Zs<j the comple-

ment of the longitude: whence sa may be found. In this manner

I computed the value of * <y for each of the horizontal deviations ;

this value, according to the foregoing hypothesis, should be the

same at each observation. The following table exhibits the results

of this set of experiments.

Diameter of the ball 12.78, p = 14,q =6, p = 12.649.
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Although the differences in the values of sa-, in the last column,

are greater than I had expected, yet I can very satisfactorily

account for the manner in which these differences may have arisen.

After making the three first sets of observations, I found that the

centre of the ball had been, when I made them, somewhat to

the west of the vertical passing through the centre of the table ;

but as I had not then the means of preventing the ball taking

the same position, if I raised it, I continued my observations,

watching this circumstance more attentively than I had before

done. This would account for the difference in the corresponding

deviations on the opposite sides of the ball ; and if the error in

excess were greater than the error in defect, the mean would ex-

ceed the true deviation. The excess of these deviations, and their

difference on the opposite sides of the ball, may also be attributed

to another cause, and to its operation I am most disposed to

assign them ; namely, that a part of the ball might itself possess

a small degree of magnetism; and the surface being, at these

observations, nearer to the end of the needle than at the others,

the effects of this magnetism, if it existed, would be here more

sensible, than when the ball was at a greater distance from the

end of the needle. As this was a partial effect to which no

theory could be applicable, since it might arise from particular

circumstances in the casting of the ball, or from other trifling

causes, it had always been my intention to exclude its operation

as much as possible, and for this reason, in the experiments which

I afterwards made, I removed the compass to a greater distance

from the ball.

The values of sa which differ most widely from the rest are

the three first and the last. For the excess of the three first I

have accounted, and with respect to the last, it may be observed

that a very trifling error in estimating the deviation, or in placing

the compass, would give this either in excess or defect, since the

X
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deviation itself is here so small. Excluding these four sets of

observations, the mean value of *<t, deduced from the others

will be 6" 47', and the difference between this and the values of

s<T is not greater, in any case, than may be fairly attiibuted to

small errors in the observations. It was not, however, my intention

that the correctness of the theory should rest on the result of

a single set of these experiments ; and, although the computations

were necessarily laborious, I had determined the co-ordinates for

other values of p and q, so as to be able to undertake two or more

sets of experiments of the same kind as the ijreceding : but having

found considerable difficulty in adjusting the compass on the

table, so that its centre should be at the proper distance from the

centre of the table, and its north and south line be at the same

time i>arallel to the meridian, and considering this mode, for that

leason, liable to error, I resolved to comijute afresh for the posi-

tions of the compass, according to a different adjustment.

The method which I now proposed to follow, was, to com-

pute the distance of the centre of the compass from the centre

of the table, and the angle made by this distance with the axis

.V or with the meridian line on the table, so that the ball should

have a given position in the circle IBa. This may be deduced

as follows from the equations (3), (6) and (7). Let r be the

piojection on the i)lane .vi/ of the line /j, joining the centres

of the compass and ball; and the angle which this line makes

with the axis x, which may be called the azimuth of the ball,

(p: or, which is the same thing, r the distance of the centre

of the needle from the centre of the table, and ^ the angle which

this line makes with the meridian. Also let X be the latitude of

the ball, or the complement of the angle which the line joining

the centres of the ball and needle makes with the line sCn -. then

.\- = r cos (p, y = r sin ;

p = p cos X, q — p sin X.
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The equations (3) and (6) give

r sin (p = p cos X cos /, (8.)

r cos (p = p cos \ sin I sin d — p sin \ sin d. (9.)

Dividing- the latter by the former,

cos \ sin I sin d - sin \ cos d
cot (t> = r J •

;

'^
cos \ cos I

'

or, which is more convenient for computation,

I X CO

cos I

I
•

I
tan X COS rf .^^ .

cot (p = tan I sm d
j

. (10'.)

Having obtained from this equation, then the equation (8) gives

p COS X cos I

^ = ^-luT^ • (11)

Substituting the values of p and q in the equation (7),

z = p . (cos X sin I cos d + sin X sin d). (12.)

From the equations (10), (11), (12), I computed the values of (p.

r and z for the values of / 80°, 70", 60", &c. round the circum-

ference ; first, when X was equal to 30° ; secondly, when X was

equal to 45° ; and lastly, when X was equal to 60°. In all these

I assumed p = 18 inches, wishing, for the reason I have before-

mentioned, to have the compass farther removed from the ball

than in the foregoing experiments.

I now made the observations in the following manner: every

10° of the circumference of the table being divided into four equal

parts, and lines drawn from the centie to the points of division,

I divided the intermediate arc, with a radius of 20 inches, into

quarters of a degree on a scale; and by this means, any angle

could easily be set off very correctly to within about 5'. In this

manner I obtained any particular value of (p, on one side of the

meridian line reckoning from the south, and on the other side from

the north ; and by stretching a fine line across the two points, by
x2
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means of weights hanging over the edges of the table, I had

the true direction of the centre of the ball, for that observation.

The compass was placed on this line, so that its north and south

line exactly coincided with it, and its centre was at a distance

from the centre of the table equal to the value of r, corresponding

to this value of (p : the ball was then lowered so that its height

above the needle was the corresponding value of z. I now

observed the angle which the needle made with the north and

south line of the compass, and, as before, made my observations

at both ends of the needle, and likewise on the contrary side of

the meridian, taking the mean of the four observations, as the

angle indicated by the needle: the difference between this and

the angular distance of the compass from the meridian, that is, the

value of (p, gave me the mean deviation caused by the action of

the ball in that particular position. The value of S(t was com-

puted from this deviation as before. I now also took precautions

that the centre of the ball should descend, as nearly as possible,

in the vertical passing through the centre of the table.

The following tables exhibit the results of these three sets of

experiments.
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I.

Latitude of the ball, x = 30", distance p = 1S inches, diameter of

the ball = 12.78 inches.

Longi-
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II.

Latitude of the ball \ = 45", distance p = IS inches, diameter of

the ball =12.78 inches.

Longi-
tude

of ball

or

value
of ;.
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III.

Latitude of the ball \ = 60°, distance p = 18 inches, diameter of

the ball = 1278 inches

Longi-
tude of

ball

or
value
oil.
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The remarkably near agreement of the several arcs in the

last colnmns of each of these tables, considered separately, must,

I think, be allowed fully to confirm the views with which the

experiments were undertaken, and clearly to prove that, in each

case, as the ball was carried round the magnetic axis sCn, the

particles in that line deviated in the same manner towards the

ball, during the whole of its revolution in the circle IB a. Had I

made farther experiments of the same kind I have no hesitation

in saying, that they would all have tended to confirm the hypo-

thesis I have advanced, as I consider that it could not have

been put to a severer test than in those 1 have detailed. As,

however, I had an opportunity of making an additional trial of

its correctness, I availed myself of it, and I can only regret that

time would not allow of my making more experiments with the

excellent instrument, a small dipping needle made by Jones of

Charing Cross, of Avhich I was favoured with the use, during a few

hours.

According to the foregoing principles, sa, (Fig. 2-3.) being the

deviation of the particles in the line sCn, which is the direction

of the dijiping needle, if aa be drawn perpendicular to the

jneridian, sa would be the deviation of the dipping needle when

it is placed in the plane of the meridian, since it can then only

move in that plane; and <tu' would be the deviation of the same

needle, when placed in a plane at right angles to the jdane of

the meridian. Hence knowing the angle sZa, the deviation of

the horizontal needle, sa would be determined, and thence, in the

right-angled triangle asa', s<t' the deviation of the dipping needle

in the plane of the meridian.

It was my intention, had the time during which I could have

the use of the above instrument permitted it, to have placed

a horizontal compass and the dipping needle in corresponding

situations on contrary sides of the meridian, round the whole
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circumference, and thus to have compared the deviations of the

dipping needle, actually observed, with those deduced from the

deviations of the horizontal needle; but in consequence of the

time which the adjustment of the instrument and the making

the experiment necessarily required, T was only able to make

the following.

I placed the dipping needle due west at the distance of 18 inches

fi'om the centre of the table, and the ball being drawn up, so

that the needle was out of its influence, the face of the needle

was turned flrst to the south, then to the north. In each case,

liad the needle been truly suspended by its centre of gravity, and

its centre in the centre of the circle from which the inclination

was read off", 90 would have been indicated at each end. The
turning the face of the instrument in opposite directions, and

reading the inclinations at both ends, were intended to obviate

any errors arising from these circumstances; and that they weie

small in the present case, appears from the mean of the observa-

tions : thev were as follow.

Face South. Face North. Mean.

Upper end of the needle. ... 88" . lo' 92° . 08'

Lower end ofthe needle 88 .35 91 .55
90". 12'.

A horizon compass was likewise placed at the distance of 18 inches,

due east, from the centre of the table, and having its centre at the

same height as the centre of the dipping needle. The ball was
then lowered, when the following observations were made.
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passing" through the centre of the needle in the direction of the

dip. I trust, when the labour of the necessary computations,

both preparatory and subsequent to the observations, and the

tedious nature of the experiments themselves, are considered,

that I cannot be accused of having been satisfied on light grounds

with the justness of the views I had taken.

I have as yet said nothing respecting the manner in which the

action of the iron on the magnetic particles may be supposed to

take place, being fully aM are that this is a subject of considerable

difficulty, and that the mode of action can only be determined

by numerous experiments. These I propose making, should I

succeed in the construction of an apparatus which I have at

present in view. In the mean time 1 can only oflTer some con-

jectures on the subject. We have seen, from the foregoing

experiments, that a magnetised needle is guided, in its direction,

by particles passing through its centre in a particular direction,

and it appears to me, that magnetic particles of two kinds, issue

from the centre with great velocity in opposite directions : that

the angles which the directions of these particles make with the

horizon and meridian vary very slowly at the same place, but

differ greatly at different parts of the earth's surface, the directions

being in some cases nearly vertical, in others horizontal; in some
nearly in the meridian, in others at right angles : and that these

particles, by their action on the branches of a needle, cause it to

turn, so that if it were freely suspended at its centre of gravity,

it would place itself in the line of their direction. I think it not

improbable that these particles exist, in a state of equilibrium

with each other, in the atmosphere, and that a magnetised bar

possesses the property of separating them, so that they then proceed

from it, under the influence of some general cause, which gives

them their peculiar directions: possibly some atmospherical phae-

nomena arise also fiom the disturbance of this equilibrium in the

Y 2
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liiglier regions. It further appears to me that every particle o^'

soft iron attracts indifferently both kinds of magnetic particles,

but that magnetised iron attracts the one kind and repels the

other, from a tendency to restore the equilibrium. AYhether

experiments will contirm these conjectures must remain, for some

time, doubtful, but I do not conceive that the conclusions I have

already come to in this paper will be at all invalidated by the

result.

The most interesting practical application of the foregoing;

theory is to the deviations which take place in the compasses

employed on board of ships in their navigation ; and there can

be no doubt, that the results deduced in such cases from this

theory would be perfectly accurate, since the greatest care is

invariably taken that no iron shall be in the immediate vicinity of

the compass, and the disturbance, which it appears has sometimes

proved of fatal consequence, arises wholly from distant large

masses, necessarily distributed throughoutthe vessel. The situation

of the centre of attraction of the whole of the iron contained in

the ship might be found experimentally, from the deviations of the

compass at particular places where the dip was known, and the

deviations would thence be determined, on any particular bearing

of the ship's head, in another part of the globe, provided the dip

of the needle were also known at that place ; but unfortunately

this is a datum by no means easily obtained on board a ship, since

the vessel must be perfectly at rest during the observation, and

besides, this element would be liable to some error, the dip|)ing

needle being itself disturbed by the action of the iron on board.

Should however any theory of the inclination of the needle be

found to agree with all the observations made in different regions

i>f the earth, as that given by M. Biot, founded principally on the
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observations of M. Humboldt, agrees with those in certain regions

near to the equator, the dip of the needle migiit then be found

from the latitude and longitude of the place of observation, and

the deviations of the needle could be determined, on every bearing

of the ship's head, fiom the preceding theory. Another subject,

but more of a philosophical nature, to which this theory may be

applied, is the changes which have taken place in the variation

and dip of the needle. On this I shall not at present enter, since

the table of the variations and dip of the needle, which I have been

able to procure, for any particular place, is very imperfect. I have

however made some computations founded on this theory, and,

in the absence of the requisite data, to be derived from accurate

observations at distant dates, making certain assumptions, respect-

ing the period of the changes and the alterations in the dip of the

needle, find that the variations deduced from the theory coincide,

within less than half a degree, with those observed in London, as

far as I can judge from the table in my possession, during a period

of two hundred years. I am not aware of the dip of the needle

having been observed more carefully at any other place than in

London, but should I be able to procure a tolerably correct table

of the dip and variation of the needle observed at any place, for

a long period of time, so as to have more certain data than in the

computations I have already made, I shall resume the enquiry,

and the result may form the subject of a future communication.

Royal Military Academy, Woolwich^

May 10, 1820.
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From all that has been collected by naturalists relative to the

abode and habits of the beaver, as well as its anatomical pecu-

liarities, we may not only conclude that the fossil remains of that

animal found in this and other countries, are of the same species,

but also that the beaver has once been indigenous to Great

Britain. In addition to the facts already published in support

of this opinion^, many of which have been detailed in the first

number of the Edinburgh Philosophical Journal, I will relate the

following account of some fossil remains found in this county, tlit

only specimens, as it appears, that have been yet discovered in

England. They consist of the left halves of two lower jaw-bones,

which were dug up by a labourer two years ago about three miles

south of Chatteris, in the bed of the Old West Water, formerly a

considerable branch of communication between the Ouse and river

Nen, but which, according to the traditions of the fen people, has
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been choked up for more than two centuries*. These bones, the

only remaining portions of four skulls, are nearly equal in size

tliough not equally perfect, and like most other mineralized remains

taken fiom a peat soil are stained a dark brown colour, arising per-

haps from the great commixture of vegetable matter with the soil

The long and very powerful incisive tooth belonging to each half-

jaw is i^erfect, and of the four grinding teeth proper to each in a

complete state, the last only has been lost. It is from the singular

structure of these teeth, that Cuvier has derived one of the distin-

guishing features of this tribe of gnawers (rongeurs) ; he says, " le

caractere generique des molaires de castor, est d'avoir Temail de

leur conronne replie <\p manicre de former trois lignes rentrantes du

bord extenie, et une seule de I'interne a la machoire superieure

et precisement I'inverse a I'inferieure. Leur nombre est partout

de quartre, dont la premiere seule est susceptible de changer."

The more perfect of our fossils, is only defective in a part of the

coronoid process, the other having lost both the coronoid and

condyloid processes, as well as a great part of the incisive canal.

Besides these bones of the beaver, it appears from a com-

munication, for which I am indebted to Mr. Girdlestone of

Chatteris, that in a stratum of clay, about half a mile eastward of

that town, has been found part of an elephant's skull, which the

lal)ourers broke to pieces, preserving only the two grinding teeth

that were contained in it ; and that near the same spot was dug up

* The accuracy of this tradition respecting the old West Water, is proved by the followins;

extract from an Order of Council quoted in Dugdale s Histon. of the Fens.

Anno l6l7- 9 Maii. 15 Jac.—" That the rivers of Wisbeche and all the branches of tlie

N'ene and West Water be clensed, and made in bredtii and depth as much as by antient

record they have been."

It is important to shew the antiquity of the river from whose bed the fossils were

removed, for by distinguishin<; it from those artificial and comparatively recent channels by

which the fens have been drained, we refer its existence to a period, when the animal may
with great probability be supposed to have been indigenous.
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part of the horns of a species of deer, measuring in length two feet,

and in circumference at that end by which it is attached to the

skull, ten inches. This, from its magnitude, must evidently belong-

to the celebrated extinct species found in Ireland, and denominated

by Cuvier the fossil Elk of that country, of which a minute

accouat is given in the Philosophical Transactions by Dr. Moly-

neux. In his description of this animal, the circumference of the

horn at its root, was eleven inches.

But these last mentioned fossils, it may be observed, have

no connection whatever with those of the beaver, for they belong

to a stratum of an antiquity of which we can form no idea, but by

comparing it with the subjacent strata ; whereas those of the beaver

belong to a stratum, which, if the conclusions to be drawn from

our account be well-founded, may be referred to a period not very

distant even in the history of this countiy. Indeed, to corroborate

this opinion of the probable date of these fossils and the still more

recent date of the stratum containing them, I need only recur to

the authority of the distinguished geologist mentioned before, who
among the several general laws which he has laboured to establish,

concerning the relations of organized remains and the strata which

contain them, has arrived at the following important conclusions

:

" that the bones of species which are apparently the .same with

those that still exist alive, are never found except in the very latest

alluvial depositions, or those which are either formed on the sides

of rivers, or on the bottoms of ancient lakes or marshes now dried

up, or in the substance of beds of peat, or in the fissures and caverns

of certain rocks, or at small depths below the j^resent surface, in

places where they may have been overwhelmed by debris, or even

buried by man ; and although these bones are the most recent of all.

they are almost always, owing to their superficial situation, the worst

preserved."
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[Read April 17, 1820.1

JL HE problem of the determination of the path which a body

will describe when acted upon by a force tending to any center is,

as is well known, easily reduced to a differential equation. In

order to learn the form and properties of the curves described, it

would be necessary to integrate this, which integration can be

effected only in particular cases. The cases for which this is pos-

sible, if the central force be supposed to vary as a simple power of

the distance, are the cases of nature, that is, when the force varies

inversely as the square of the distance, the case when the force

varies inversely as the cube, and that when it varies directly as the

distance*. In these instances the orbit is known, and in two of

them it may be a figure returning into itself, namely an ellipse. In

the other cases we cannot accurately delineate the curve described,

as we could if it were expressed by means of an algebraic equation :

we know, however, in some degree, the form of the path. It will

generally be a curve running round the center, and alternately

* Besides these cases, we can integrate vvlien the velocity is that which would be acquiietl

in falling from infinity, whatever be the power according to which the force varies ; and,

under certain conditions, when the force varies inversely as the fifth power of the distance.

Z 2
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approaching to and receding from that point in loops perpetually

similar ; not returning into itself, but making its farthest excursions

from the center, every time in a different direction. From this

account it will be seen, that we should have a general idea of the

cui-ve, if we knew, in each particular instance, the proportion of

the greatest and least distances from the center, and the angle con-

tained between them.

When the velocity and direction are very nearly those which

are required for the description of a circle, the an'gle between the

greatest and least, or apsidal, distances, has been determined by

Newton and other writers on Mechanics : but in other cases, where

the orbits are more excentric, as it may be called, we have nothing

but analogy and conjecture. These however can only enable us to

judge very imperfectly of the form of the orbit. For instance, we
know that in the cases of forces varying directlj^ as the distance,

and inversely as the square of the distance, the angle between the

apsides is the same whatever be the excentricity. Are we therefore

to conclude that the same will be true, or ai)proximately .so, in

other instances? so far as can be conjectured^ the probability is rather

against this, since the principle of the approximation depends on

supposing the excentricity small. To determine whether or

not this is the case, and if not, to obtain limits within which

the true value lies, is the object of the present paper. The question

may be considered as of some imjjortance, for it is manifest that if

it became necessary actually to determine the orbit of a body under

given circumstances, it would, in far the majority of cases, fall out of

the bounds of the method of approximation above mentioned. The

.solution of the problem will also enable us to decide how far

Newton was correct in the assumption that the angle to which we
tend when we make the excentricity indefinitely .small, may be taken

for its value when the excentricity is small but finite. And if this
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supposition be inaccurate, we may see in what direction the error

lies, and form some idea of its magnitude.

It appears allowable to take for granted, that, knowing the

angle between the apsides when the excentricity is indefinitely

small, if we can also deteimine it when the excentricity is inde-

finitely great, it will for all intermediate excentricities have a value

between these two. We shall proceed therefore to find it for the

latter of these two cases.

Suppose a body to be projected in a direction perpendicular

to its distance from a given center of force. If the velocity of

projection be nearly equal to the velocity in a circle at the same

distance, the body will revolve, continuing always nearly at the

same distance from the centre. But if the velocity of projection

be very small, it will (except when the force varies in a high

inverse ratio) jjass very near the center and then rise again to its

former distance, having described an angle round the center which

varies with the law of force, and, as appears probable, with the

velocity of projection. We are now seeking this angle when the

velocity of projection is indefinitely diminished.

First, suppose the force to vary directly as some power of the

distance. Let a be the distance of projection, and at x, any other

distance, let the force be equal to'^^p . Also let 29 to t/(n + i) be

the ratio of the velocity of projection perpendicular to the radius

to the velocity in a circle at the same distance. Then, if 9 be any

angle described about the center, and .v the radius vector of the

orbit, we shall easily find that

« + 3

X l/{(a" + ' - 3C"+ ') X' - q' a"+ ' {a' - x')} ^
''

In order to find the nearest distance of the body from the center,

we must have -rz = 0, and therefore
ad
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(a" + > _ x""- ') .V- - q"" a"-*- ' (a- - x') = O (2).

the roots of which equation are the apsidal distances.

One root of this equation is obviously a, and hence this is an

apsidal distance, which agrees with the conditions of projection.

Also, if M be odd, —a, is a root of the equation ; but it is obvious

that no negative quantity can answer our purpose. Now if we

take the limiting equation of equation (2), we shall find that its

possible roots are x = o ; x = a positive quantity ; and, in the case

Avhen n is odd, jc = a negative quantity. Hence the roots of (2) are

a, and, if w be odd, —a, and besides these a positive and a negative

quantity, of which the first is the other apsidal distance.

Now when q=o, equation (2) becomes (a'' + ' — .x"+').v* = o, which

has two roots, * = o, a: = o. Hence the two values of a; in equa-

tion (2) which we are seeking, are those which arise from the t>vo

just mentioned, by introducing q. And when q is very small, it

is clear that these will be very small ; and we may thus approxi-

mate to them. By dividing by a" + 'j;' the equation becomes

now when q and .x are veiy small, the second and fourth terms of

this are necessarily very small, and therefore the first and third

must destroy each other approximately ; that is

1 -/-= o, nearly ; or x = ± aq*

of these x = aq gives the lower apsidal distance.

Hence a factor of equation (2) is oc* - a"" q^ + fi; where /3 involves

only q* &c.

* A nearer value is x= H ; —- . In fact, if we consider the first side of equation (2\

as composed of two factors [**(l +f/)- a'^q'^+c] and «" + ' - x"*' + A o^+ B y*+C q^+ kc.

we shall find that A=.- x'-' (a» - x*); B = - ««-='(«* - xy, &c. And 8 will not involve

any powers of ^ lower than q"*^ when n is odd, and q"*' x when n is even : and hence the value

X = -\ T-—r

—

T is accurate as far as quantities of the order o"'*"*.
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Ifwe call the other factor Q we have

(^x"- - a'g' + /3) . Q = (a" + ' - .x'"+') x'' -q*a"*^ (a* - x').

Hence

de = ^^-^^ •

and if ft be the positive root of r* — a'9* + /3 = o, we must, in order

to find the angle between the apsides, integrate from x= h to ,1 = 0;

b being, when 9 is very small, very nearly equal to a q. The factor Q
vanishes when x =: a, and, if n be odd, when x = — a, but for no

other values of x.

Now since the value of rf^ involves 9 as a multiplier, if 9 be very

small, d 6 will be very small for all points except when the denomi-

nator also is very small. But, supposing x to begin from b, the

factor x^- a^q* + ^ will be small, and dO considerable, so long as x

is not much larger than b. When x becomes larger, both the factors

r' - a-q^ + /3 and Q are considerable, and therefore d0 very small ;

and this continues till x = a nearly, which gives 9 = nearly. And
it is to be observed that when x is nearly equal to «, d6 is much
less for a small variation of x than it is for the same variation when
X is nearly = b. For on the latter supposition the factors of the

denominator, x, and \^{x^- a'' q'^ + (3) are both very small and of the

order a q, the variation being supposed to be of that order ; whereas

the denominator when x is nearly equal to a, will, on the same

supposition, be of the order i/fl q.

Hence it follows that when q is exceedingly small, by far the most

considerable part of the integral is that which is contained between

the values x = aq and x = any small quantity c, considerably larger

than aq.

The same conclusion may be deduced, and perhaps more

simply, from geometrical considerations. In Fig. 25, let SA = a
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and SB = b be the two apsidal distances, and let SC = c beany

other distance, which, when SB is indefinitely small, becomes very

small compared with SA, but indefinitely large compared with SB.

Then it is manifest that the angle ^S'Cisthe integral of dO from

x = b to r = c. And when the excentricity of the orbit is increased,

and SB diminished indefinitely, the angle ASC will vanish, and

the angle BSC may be tajien for the whole angle ASB. Hence

the problem becomes, to integrate the expression for dO between

the values x = b = aq and c = c, a quantity much lai-ger than b.

K, after the integration, we suppose q indefinitely small, we have

the ultimate value of the angle ASB.

Now the integral being taken between the values x = b, and

X = c, both being very small quantities with respect to a, it is

manifest that though the factor x"- a'q''+ jS varies considerably, be-

cause these quantities are of the order aq, the other factor Q, which

consists of factors such as a — x, x' + h x + k, &c. a, k, &c. being

quantities of considerable magnitude, will not much vary ; and

ultimately, when we consider q, and therefore b and c, as indefinitely

small, Q may be considered as continuing constant in the variation

from 6 to c

Hence we have ultimately

_ a ^
/• qd^

~ \^ qJ X VLv' — a
Q — 1 /

y<^J

V{x'-aq'^fi)

And, neglecting the terms involving /3, which will in this case

vanish.

n-i-S

n g "

p qdx
- aJ X\^ UJ X V{x' - a' g')

= arc ^sec = —-) + const.
V aq/
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since ^ = «" + ' ultimately. And, taking the integral from x=ac/

to .T = C,

6 = arc (sec = — )
•

V a Q^

and supposing c indefinitely greater than aq, as has been said,

to obtain the ultimate angle between the apsides,

6 -= arc (sec = >o) = - .

Hence it appears, that whatever be the value of n, the angle

between the higher and lower apse is ultimately a right angle

This solution is manifestly applicable so long as 7"^' is a very

small quantity, that is, so long as n is greater than - 1*.

Next, let the force vary inversely as any power of the distance,

tlie former denominations remaining, suppose the force be equal to

fa"~- Then we may prove, in the same manner as before, (the ratio

* It may be observed, that the same contlusion^may be deduced by more direct reasoning in

the case when 7i=0, or the force is constant. We have -then

fl0 ? « d J' q a^dx
~ xy/ l(a-x)x'' - q^a{a^ - x^) \

~ x i^ { x^"- q" a x - q" a-") {a - x)
\

_ qadx ^i^L'^M^'^^^U. X~ X v/(*^ - g^'ax- ,fa^)' I + 2 ' a + sTi ' ^» + ' '

'

' j

^=""'' '""=
x^iq^+i) + |hyPi<'g

i
2x-q^a+ '2s/{-^^-q^aX-q-a^-)

\ + &c.

The integral is to be taken from x= b to x= a, b being a root of x*— q'^ a x-q^u^=0 ; hence

b —± q a \/ (\ + — 1
-f.
__ . and the positive sign is to be taken.

And hence for the angle between the apsides

= arc sin = ivALll^i!} + 1 hyp log
4 - 2 ?- + 4 y/d - 2 Q

all the succeeding terms involving q &c. And when q becomes indefinitely small

6 = arc (ein = 1) = -.
J.

A A
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of the velocity of projection to that in a circle being q Vi to

sfn - 1,) that

qadx
X V{ (a"-' - x"-i) ar^-" - (f (a* - x')\

qadx
"^

.T V\a"-'x'-'- (1 - y')x--a'9-}'

And to find the apsidal distances, we have the equation

a"-' x^-" - {\ - q") x" - a^ q- = ; (3).

or, dividing by a""' -v' ",

x"-' g' a:"-' _ 9" a'~" ^ Q1 — -— +

We shall suppose n greater than i and less than 3. Hence to

approximate to the roots, we may observe that when q, and there-

fore j:, is very small, the second and third terms of this equation

become very small, and we must therefore have approximately,

q^a"-" , -i-
1 — \^-n = o, and X = a q' ".

And hence, we may suppose the first side of equation (3) com-

posed of two factors (ar*-" - q'a^-"+fi) and Q, where Q does not

vanish for any positive value of x except x = a, and /3 is small

compared with ^\

Hence /q a dx
xV{{x^'''-q'a"" ^li).a\'

And, as before, neglecting /3, and supposing Q constant;

. i_ /• "9<^t'
.

which may be integrated. Let f =
, ^3_,.

'

. a
"^ f /^/ •• (since a^a''-' nearly,)

3—11

= —I- arc Csec = j/ = ^-^r-^) + const.

qa
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3—11

and the integral being- taken from x = qa ^ to x = c, we have for

the angle between the apsides

3 —

n

e = arc (sec = —;—

)

qa *

which gives, when q becomes indefinitely small,

9 = arc (sec = ac ) =3-w ^ 3-n2 3—

n

This applies to all cases where n is greater than i and less than

3. When n is very little greater than i, the angle is very nearly

^; as « becomes 2, becomes tt, which is the proper valne/the

orbit being then an ellipse ; this value is not confined to the ulti-

mate form of the orbit. As n becomes nearly equal to 3, the angle

becomes greater and greater, and finally infinite when n is 3.

Beyond this value of w, the orbit, as is known, has no second apse.

Hence, we have the following values of the angle between the

apsides in orbits which are infinitely excentric.

When the force varies directly as any power of the distance,

the angle is 9^^°-

When the force varies inversely as any power whose index is

less than i, the angle is 90°.

When the force varies inversely as the distance, the angle

is 90*.

When the force varies inversely as any power when index is

between 1 and 2, the angle is between 90° and 180°.

* The case when the force varies inversely as the distance gives the formula

q ad X
de =

.r^\x' hyp log ? - 9^ {a- - .r^)|

but without attempting to approximate to the integral of this expression, the Jaw of continuity

indicates sufficient!}' that the angle in this case will be 900.

A A 2
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When the force varies inversely as any power whose index is

between 2 and 3, the angle is greater than 180°.

By the ninth section of the first book of the Principia it appears,

that when the excentricity is indefinitely small, the angle between

1 80°

the apsides is ^, ^ if the force vary directly as the ?i"' power

] 80°
of the distance ; and , _—r if it vary inversely as the n"' power.

By comparing these with the preceding results we have the following

conclusions.

When the force is in any direct ratio of the distance greater

than the simple power, the angle between the apsides increases

180°
as the excentricity increases; viz. from ^-(3 . ^\ ^

'^s value when-

the excentricity is 0, to 90°, its value when the excentricity is

infinite.

When the force varies as the distance, the angle is the same for

all excentricities, viz. 90°.

When the force varies as the n"" power, n being di proper fraction,

either negative or positive, the angle diminishes as the excentricity

increases ; viz. from —77^ r to 90°. The same is true when the
V (^A + n)

variation is inversely as the distance.

When the force varies inversely as the n"' power, n being

between 1 and 2, the angle diminishes as the excentricity in-

. ^ 180° ^ 160°
creases ; viz. from -77^ -r to

t/(3 - n) 3 - n

When n is 2 the angle is 180° in all cases.

When n is between 2 and 3, the angle increases with the ex-

. ^ 180° ,180°
centricity, viz. from

^^^ _
^^^

to ~~^.
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The dependance of the angle between the apsides upon the

excentricity is, as appears from this recapitulation, somewhat

anomalous. There is no very obvious reason why a diminution of

tlie projectile velocity should in some cases carry the apse forwards,

and in others draw it backwards. When the angle in the cir-

cular orbit is less than 90° we may see in some measure why it

liecomes 90° in the excentric orbit, because if it were smaller there

would be points of inflexion in the curve. But it becomes 90° also

in cases where it is greater in the orbit nearly circular, as for

instance when the force is constant. There will of course be cor-

responding irregularities in the form of the orbit for intermediate

excentri cities ; but till we can obtain our information more imme-

diately fi-om the difterential expression, we must be content with

such indications of their nature as are supplied by the few cases

which admit of solution.

W WHEWELL.
Trinity College,

March 18, J 820.
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NOTE

AS the reasoning by which the results in the preceding paper are deduced may be

considered as offering some difficulties, it may be worth while to shew how the same

conclusions may be more directly obtained. We shall take the case where the force

varies inversely as x" ; a similar process is easily applicable in the other case. We shall

also make a = 1 . We have then to find

~J Xs/ { X'-" - 5^ - (1 - q^)x'
I
L^=*J

The brackets containing the limits of the integration, and b being a small positive

root of

x'-"-q'- (1 - f)j:'= 0.

Let

I^-* - q'- Z'

Now Z*!^- r__lA±— - -^- arc ("cos = _i_^
^ :rz ""J Tv/{jr'—'-9M "S-k V ^^_-/

(between the limits) = —-— \ arc (cos = q) -- arc (cos = -rrr^ ) \ .

But ^-" - 5'-(l - y"-)*' = 0; .-. -^ = v/| 1 -(1 -f)6"-' I ;

b~

hence, when q and b become very small, we have

/TrCSi] =^jarc(cos = 0)-arc(cos = l)}=^.^nearly:

/qx'-dx fr = 1~|

will vanish.
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Let P = ; and since z^ = x'-''-q% dz = '' * * " "^

.-. dP = (2 w + « — 3)

2 z

j'°' + "-''t?j _ (awz— 1) (3 - 71) x'""-'dx_

y
^yx''"-'(j.r _ ?

2"" + ' (2W - 1)(S - h)'

2 (2 »i + H — 3)

(2ot — 1)(3 - m).

and, between the limits, =-^__^^__ J^^ - _i^ ^
2 (2 ffl + ?t — 5) /*.

(2 OT - 1) (3 - n)^

Now 6^-" - q' = /;-» 6^ ; hence —^ ^^^ = j^:=t 5

2 (" -
3 —

n

and, since l> = q' " nearly, = L— i
'

n — l

Hence, the term which is freed from the sign of integration will involve

n — 1

\ a — q^~"
\ , which, since w — 1 and 3 — m are both positive, will vanish when q/a x'^" + "— * d r

t- ^„_i—— &c. may be integrated in part, and the terms

3(11 — 11 5 (u —

n

so obtained will involve
{ q — q

'~"
} , i ? — 9

'""
} j S'c. and therefore vanish when

we make ^r z: 0. Thus the integrals after the first, in the series for 6, may be reduced to

a series of terms, each of which becomes indefinitely small when q does. And hence,

the limit of when the orbit approaches indefinitely near the center will be found by

making q = 0, which reduces it to its first term. That is, ultimately,

3 — »
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XI. On a remarkable deposit of Natron found in cavities

in the Tower of Stoke Church, in the Parish of

Hartlandy in Devonshire.

Bv EDWARD DANIEL CLARKE, LL.D

l.ATE FELLOW AND TUTOR OF JESUS COLLEGE; PROFESSOR OF MINERALOOT
1^ THE UVIVEK'IITY OF C A M PRIDGF. ; LIBRARIAN OF THE UNIVERSITY;

MEMBER OF THE ROYAL ACADEMY OF SCILNCES AT IIKRLIN;

IIONOK.ARY MEMBER OF THE GIOLOGICAL SOClKTiKS OF

LONDON, IDINJiURGH, CORNWALL,
&C. &C.

[Read November '27, 1S20.]

Tn the Cliemistry of Nature, tlie mutual decomposition of

bodies, by their action on each other, and the new synthetical

results Avhich follow this analysis, may be justly deemed among

the most interesting phenomena offered to our view ; and they are.

perhaps, never more strikingly developed than in the formation of

the native Salts, when they are found etflorescing and crystallizing

upon the surface, and in the interstices, of minerals, which did not

originally contain them. It has often happened to me to point

out these changes, in my public lectures, to the University, and to

call the attention of mineralogical Students to the operation

whereby in a successive series of analysis and .synthesis the eternal

energies of the creative agency are continually manifested. To the

attentive observer of Natural Chemistry, these phenomena are

hiuhly important; because, while they are calculated to illustrate

Bb
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the origin of some of the most remarkable substances in Nature,

their consideration fills the mind nith astonishing ideas of the

activity, and renovating powers of that ceaseless Cause, which

ordains new and beautiful forms, out of the decay and ruin of

])re-existent beings. Many such phenomena might be here enu-

merated ; but for the present I shall confine myself to one ; namely,

to the fonnation of native natron; under cii'cumstances ^^hich were

connnunicated to me by Dr. AVavell of Devonshire ; so well

knowai to the scientific world by his former discovery of the

phosphate of alumina ; called, in honour of him, by the name of

Wavellite.

Dr. AVavell transmitted to me a small parcel of a white salt.

which he had lately found in the Tower of Stoke Church, in the

Parish of Hartland, in Devonshire ; desiring me to examine it.

The description of the manner in which it was deposited, shall be

given from the letter which accom])anied this alkaline substance,

in his own words.— "Many of the stones, in the interior of the

tower, were hollowed out, and the cavities nearly filled with

the Salt. Upon other stones there was merely an eftiorescence-

Some of the cavities were only large enough to admit my hand

;

others would nearly receive my head. I send you a small fragment

of the stone, which I broke oW with difficulty : for although the

stones appear much decayed, they are very hard.''

—

The stone in question, is evidently a slate-coloured sandstone :

l)ut unlike any sandstone I had before seen. Perhaps it is nearly

allied to the Graiinaeke of the Germans, but of a purer siliceous

nature. The grains of sand are so minute, and withal so intimately

aggregated, as to be imperceptible to the naked eye. It presei-ves

its colour when first acted upon by the common blovvi)ij)e; but

when wrapped in platinum foil, and exjjosed for half an hour to

a \\hite heat in a coal fire, its colour becomes reddish white.

Exceedingly minute particles of silvery miea may then be discerned
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with a lens. The action of heat produces hardly any magnetic pro-

perty ; the smallest particles being scarcely affected by the magnet

afterwards. Its specific gravity equals 2.625, which alone proves

it to be nearly pure silica; the specific gravity of Quartz being

2.6. It scintillates freely with steel. Placed in dilute muriatic

acid it yields no effervescence ; but the acid being boiled, causes

it to exhibit an almost imperceptible effervescence. The same

acid being afterwards evaporated to dryness, and distilled water

added, oxalate of ammonia detected a trace ot' lime. Carbonate of

soda also threw down carbonate of lime from the same solution,

but with a beautiful reddish hue owing to the precipitation also of

oxide of iron by means of the alkaline body. Hence it is ntanifest

that some carbonate of lime had existed in this sandstone; probablx

as a cement ; but the stone having been corroded and decomposed

in the formation of the salt, I thought it right to .see if any car-

bonate of lime existed in the salt itself, which proved to be the

case ; and this I ascertained in the following manner.

I dissolved a portion of the salt in distilled water; decanting the

supernatant solution .so long as it continued to change the blue

tincture of vegetables to a green colour. When all action upon

the vegetable tincture had ceased, and' the insoluble residue had

been repeatedly washed with many volumes of distilled water,

I poured upon it some muriatic acid; when a visible and somewhat

violent effervescence enstied
;

particles of the effervescing body

being carried up and down in the liquid. That these particles

were carbonate of lime is evident from this circumstance; that the

acid being now decanted into a filter and collected in a watch-glass,

and evaporated to dryness, and distilled water added, the presence

oi lime was fully attested by oxalate ofammonia.

My attention was now given more immediately to the salt

itself; in the examination of which I proceeded as follows:

U B 2
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Its taste is very slightly alkaline. Cast upon burning coal it

exhibited neither deflagration nor phosphorescence. Placed in

the flame of a candle it rapidly melted like ice; giving out ivatei-

and carbonic acid, as will further appear in the sequel. To nitric

and to muriatic acid it yielded a violent effervescence. The gas

being collected jirecipitated carbonate of lime, from lime water.

Having saturated di.stilled water with a portion of the salt and

filtered the solution, there remained at the point of the filter a

legular hexagonal crystal of considerable magnitude, the termina-

tion of which could not be accurately ascertained, because the

crystal had been formed by an aggregation of parallel spiculaj, the

points of which projected irregularly at its termination*. When
the rest of the solution of the salt had passed the filter, a drop of

it was suffered to fall into a solution of platinum, but caused no

precipitation ; hence, it was evidently not a salt of potass. To
prove therefore that it was a salt of soda, muriatic acid was added

drop by drop mi til all effervescence ceased. This muriate was

then placed over an Argand lamp, and with very gentle heat

evaporated ; cubic crystals of muriate of soda, beginning almost

instantly to form upon the surface and fall to the bottom, which
process was continued until the whole of the liquid became crystal-

lized in highly transparent cubes, having the taste of common salt;

exhibiting also indented cavities, as of inverted four-sided pyramids,

where the crystallization had affected the regular octahedral form.

—

That this was a muriate of soda .seemed clearly shewn; however

to put this matter out of all doubt, nitric acid was afterwards added,

•This form in carbonate of soda has not been before noticed. The mode in which a

regular hexagonal prism results from an octahedron, of which the principal section is 120" ami

60°, is thus explained according to the common modes of truncation. It is shewn by cutting

oft" the four edges of the principal section and the two acute angles at its extremities.

Further, this prism would have right bases if tli* apex of each rhombic pyramid were

truncated.
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instead of the muriatic, to the sohition of the salt as sent by
Dr. Wavell, until all effervescence ceased ; and the nitrate being

left to crystallize exhibited transparent crystals of a rhomboidal

form. The filter through which the nitric solution had passed

being placed in the fire, exhibited the same deflagration as touch-

paper, which has been made with the nitrate of potass. When
exposed to the air the crystals of the nitrate attracted moisture.

From all the preceding observations it is therefore plain, that

the salt discovered by Dr. Wavell in the very act of forming in

the tower of Stoke Church is native natron; and it is also proved

io be a bi-carbonate of soda from its action when exposed to a

red heat, in passing from the state of a bi-carbonate to a common
carbonate, by the loss of one half of its acid*. Like the natroti of

Egypt ^ and of Hungari/X, it contains both sulphate and muriate

of soda, besides the carbonate; which may be proved by adding

a drop of solution of silver, to tlie solution of this salt in a watch-

glass, as a test of tlie presence of muriatic acid; and a drop of

barytic water, as a test of the presence of tlie sulphuric ; in both

instances a white precipitate is caused, which in the latter case is

insoluble in dilute muriatic acid, and in the former, where the

test for muriatic acid is used, turns brown and afterwards black

by the action of light; and is, therefore, evidently, a muriate of

silver.

Having thus ascertained the nature of the curious discovery

made by Dr. Wavell, I shall next proceed to account for the very

singular circumstance of the formation of natron in the situation

which he has assigned for it.

* See the opinion of Dr. Wollaston as cited in Thomson's Chemistry, fifth Edit. vol. II.

p. 440. Lond. 1817.

t Klaproth's Beitrage zur Chemiscen, &c. b. 3. s. 80. Jameson's Mineralogy, vol. II.

p. 123. Lond. 1816.

J Reuss, Lehrbuch der Mineralogie, &c. b. 3. s. 5. Ibid.
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Stoke Church is situate upon the sea-coast of Devonshire, upon

that promontory which goes by the name of Hartland Point,

a little to the South West of Hartland, in the neighbourhood of

Hartland Quay. As the distance, inland, to wliich the salt spray

of the sea is carried by winds, is well known to those who reside

in maritime districts ; being often deposited upon the window-glass

of houses, fifteen or twenty miles from the shore; it will not appear

at all mai*\ellous, that the muriate of soda is perpetually acting

upon the stones of the tower of Stoke church, which in a direct line

is not more than half a mile from the sea. The cavities in these

stones, as we have shewn, are found to contain a certain portion

of carbonate of lime ; whether derived from the mortar used in the

building, or not, is uncertain ; as the stones themselves contain

hardly any of this substance. This is of no consequence; because

it is only necessary to prove the existence of carbonate of lime, in

contact with the muriate of soda ; which has been done already.

Whenever these two bodies lie in contact, being also subject to

continual changes of moisture and desiccation, it is a fact generally

admitted that their mutual decomposition ensues. The alkali parts

with its acid, which fonns a muriate of lime ; and the carbonic acid

of the limestone entering into chemical union with the alkali.

forms a carbonate ofsoda, or native natron ; which is the identical

salt, now under consideration. Yet as this double decomposition of

the two comi)Ounds is necessary to its formation it is rather a rare

deposit in nature. The places where native natron has been dis-

coveied in any abundance are all of them foreign to our island

The best account of them, is given by Professor Jameson in his

System of Mineralogy *. The crystallization ofnatural carbonate of
soda is unknown; that of the artificial crtrZ»o«a^e is supposed to be an

•See vol.11, p, 312. Edinb. I816.
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octahedron * of which the common base of the two jiyramids is a

rhombic phine, whose angles, as nearly as can be determined by the

eye, without the aid of a Goniometer t, measure 120° and 60°. The
obtuse angle of the rhombic crystals of the nitrate of soda is much
less; being about 98° or 100° J, which gave rise to the erroneous

appellation of cubic nitre as applied to this kind of salt. The
rarity of native natron in our island, gives to Dr. WfivelVs discovery

an additional interest. Its usual occurrence is as an efflorescence

on the surface of decomposing rocks ; in which state it appears

among the old lavas of Vesuvius, «here I myself found it nearly

thirty years ago, during all which time this salt has been in my
I)Ossession without exhibiting the slightest deliquescence or alter-

ation in consequence of atmospheric changes. I shall therefore now
present it to the Society that it may be placed with Dr. Wavell's

specimen in their collection of Natural History, and with an earnest

hope that it may serve as the beginning of their Cabinet of

Mineralogy; to which I am well assured contributions from all

quarters will be made. A'atron is also found in certain lakes that

annually become dry, and to which salt-waters have access ; as in

the natron lakes, to the west of the Delta, in Egypt ; which were

visited a short time before I arrived in Egypt, by the celebrated

Herthollet, together with other Frenchmen of the corps of Savants

then in that country, accompanied by a military escort under the

command of General Andreossi. I well remember the importance

which the members of the French Institute attached to the result of

* Di'. Thomson states this as a general conjecture with regard to the primitive form of the

carbonate of soda of commerce ;
" but" he adds, " I am not aware that this form has ever been

n«et with. At least, I have never seen it myself, although I have examined several hundred

fine crystals of this salt." See Thomson's Chemistry, vol. II. p. 4-tO. Land. 1817-

t This is the apparent inclination of the spiculae which form during the crystallization of

the salt sent by Dr. IVarell, after it has been dissolved in distilled water and left to evaporate

in a watch-glass.

X Also conjectured from the ocular examination of crystals in ;\ watch-glass.
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that expedition; first, because it gave rise to the theory oi BerthoUet

respecting the formation oi .Yatron, which is now in general accep-

tation among Chemists; secondly, on account of the difficulty of

penetrating to those lakes, in consequence of the dangers arising

from predatory tribes of Arabs, and from other accidents to which

travellers in Egypt were then exposed. An account of this journey

was published by Andreossi in the Decade Egyptienne piinted at

Cairo, of which three volumes are extant*. Berthollet also himself

published a separate memoir upon the natron of those lakes.

According to him they are six in number, of which they examined

the smallest, near a ruined fort, called Kasr, which is built of

blocks of native natron :
'• of itself shewing," says Andreossi-\,

that the fall of rain in this country cannot be considerable." The
lakes comprise a surface of about six leagues in length, by six or

eight hundred n^etres in breadth ; they are fed by springs of

brackish water containing muriate of soda, falling from the tops

of small creeks abundantly during three months in the year, when
they begin to fail, and some of the lakes become dry. The bottom

of the lake which they examined consisted of " argillaceous mnd:|:

mixed with sand " Berthollet also observes in speaking of the soil

between the lakes, that if the soil be too argillaceous, no natron is

found, but only sea salt. If it be too siliceous, no salt at all is

yielded ; it is therefore the more remarkable that in the tower of

Stoke church where the stones, exclusively of the mortar, are almost

* .Mcinoire sur la vallee des Lacs de Nalron, el celle du Flcuve sans Eau, d'apres la

rcconiiaisuiicr faile li-s 4, ,i, 6", 7 and 8, pluviuse, I'an 7' de la Republique Franfaise, par le

General Andreossi. 1'oy. La Decade E^ptitnne, Tom. II. p. .93. Au Kaire An. viii.

t C'e ipii annonce (|ue les pluies ne soiit pas considerables dans cet endroit. Ibid. p. J)6".

I Unaccountably rendered Chalk by an Englisb translator of (Jen. Andreossi's Memoir.

See Memoirs relative to Egypt, |>. ,'60. Lond. ISGO. Tberc can be no doubt botli from the

observations of Rtrtholht and of Andreossi, that the stratum below the sand of tlie Desert,

in this |)art of Africa, is of limestone; but the words here are: " le fend da lac est de bone

ar^illeuse, melee de sable." Ibid. p. gs.
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wholly of a siliceous nature, a deposit of natron should have taken

place, so remarkable as this noticed by Dr. Wavell within the

interior of the tower, where the decomposition of the slone has

proceeded to such a length, as to have given rise to the cavities

which he has described. In a second letter which he has addressed

to me upon this subject, he says, " The church is large and antient;

the tower, a very fine one, is a sea-mark; and, in a direct line, is

not more than half a mile from the sea. I observed no appearance

of decay in the stones of the exterior of the tower; it seemed wholly

confined to those of the interior- How have these stones been thus

acted upon ; and whence originates the salt with which their

cavities are laden? Many from their honey-combed appearance

seem to have resolved themselves into this salt."

The origin of the salt and its chemical constituents have been

already sufiiciently explained. The only doubt, as to its formation,

may possibly attach to the source of the carbonic acid which has

combined with the soda; i.e. whether it were derived from the

small quantity of the carbonate of lime which the mortar contains,

or has resulted from the action of atmospheric air. There is some-

thing also paradoxical in the nature of the action which has pro-

duced such a remarkable instance of decomposition in the stones

of the tower; and this only upon the interior walls. Further obser-

vations made upon the spot, may perhaps clear up these points.

For the present, having already trespassed long enough upon the

attention of the Society, any additional remarks upon this subject

may be reserved for future consideration.

EDWARD DANIEL CLARKE.
Cambridge,

Nov. 15, 1820.
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XII. Analysis of a native Phosphate of Copper

from the Rhine.

By FRANCIS LUNN, B.A FR.S.

OF ST. John's college, Cambridge.

[Read March 5, 1821].

Among the Analyses of Klaproth* is one of a Phosphate of

Copper from the Firneherg near Rheinbreitenbach on the Rhine:

the mineral liad long been mistaken for Malachite from its external

resemblance. The German chemist obtained as his result

Oxide of Copper 68.13

Phosphoric Acid 30.95.

And this Analysis has been adopted by Haiiy— Brogniart—
Thomson—Jameson—Phillips, and in short copied into every

Mineralogical classitication which has appeared. Its accviracy has

been doubted t, it is true : for water to the amount of 15 per cent,

is overlooked ; but the rarity of the substance has prevented che-

mists from subjecting it to a new examination.

Having lately received some copper ores brought from a mine

at Erpel near the town of Bonnt, among these were .specimens

* Beitrage zur Chemiscen, III. 206.

t L'Analyse de M. Klaproth n'indique pas que lean entre dans la composition de ce

phosphate, cependant il en conteient une quantite assez considerable ; &c. &c. Celte cir-

constancejette doute sur 1' exactitude de I'analyse de Klaproth ; elle merite bien d' elre repetee

Berzeiius. Nov. Sysl. p. 246. Paris ISlp.

I For these very fine specimens, I am indebted to George Samuel Kelt, Esq. Brooke

House, Norfolk.

Vol. I. Part II. D D
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of the mineral in question. In mineralog-ical characters it agrees

with the description of Klaproth.

In colour it is enieiald green, but shaded and streaked with

black green, and to this colour the external natural surface

approaches ; it is opake, its powder is verdegris green, it has a

diverging striated texture and a silky lustre, the specific gravity

of one very pure fragment was 4.2, its hardness is rather beyond

that of 3Ialachite. It was in no instance crystallized, although

on the external surface of some specimens an imperfect tendency

to crystallization was perceptible. It occurs massive in a white

opake quartz rock, in places slightly tinged by oxide of iron ; and

it is soluble in nitric acid. By exposure to a red heat in a close

crucible it becomes of a dark olive green colour, and the powder

increases considerably in bulk. Before the blow-pipe on charcoal

it readily fuses into a reddish black slag adhering to the char-

coal, and by the addition of carbonate of soda it is reduced to

a bead of pure copper.

In some specimens it is accompanied by crystals of phosphate

of lead.

Although the elements of this mineral are not numerous, yet

wherever phosphoric acid enters, considerable caution is necessary

to ensure correct analytical results: nothing can more fully prove

this than the discordancies between the results obtained by two of

the most expert analysts. Professors Thomson and Berzelins, and

yet both have exerted their utmost skill on this very subject.

It was necessary to make several previous trials to find out

a precipitant which might be depended upon; or rather, to find

out the mode of usiiig any of the old ones which would pro-

duce accordant results. These trials were made upon anhydrous

phosphate of .soda by barytes, lime, and the salts of lead. I need

not repeat a tedious course of experiments, but may mention the

results : the objection to the earthy salts is that unless the solution
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be most strictly neutral, or even rather alkaline, a very small

quantity of the phosphoric acid enters into insoluble combination ;

these therefore would not answer the intended purpose, becavise

at the very point when the re-agent would be useful the original

salt was itself precipitated.

To the salts of lead then we must have recourse : the muriate

appeai-s to have the preference with Berzelius*, and with this salt

accordant results may be obtained -, but both the saline solutions

must be most strictly neutral, and the very low degree of solubilitj^-of

muriate of lead after it has once been ciystallized, is a considerable

practical inconvenience. With the nitrate of lead I could obtain

unvarying results; it is easily crystallized, and when carefully

washed and redissolved is perfectly neutral and of high solubility

In both the above methods it is advisable, to ensure accumcy,

that no more of the solution of the salt of lead be added than is

necessary to separate the phosphoric acid ; and the precipitate must

be boiled in water, by which means the combination of acid

mentioned by Berzeliust may be avoided.

Analysis.

A portion of the mineral free from any foreign ingredient was

reduced to a fine powder; this after being dried at the temperatiue

of 212°, was of a verdegris green colour, and weighed 28.7 grains;

by subjecting it to a low red heat in a platinum crucible it became

olive green, more bulky, and lost 2.15 in weight, which was water

driven off; it was not adviseable to let it remain long at that heat,

for it is capable of being volatilized, which appeared by some con-

densing on the lid of a crucible. The whole was now dissolved

in dilute nitric acid, and formed a clear blue solution; from this

as much water and excess of acid was driven off as possible by

* .Annales de Cliimie, II. 159. t Ibid.

D D 2
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a lon^ continued gentle heat. The whole was now very carefully

neutralized with a weak solution of potash so as just to avoid the

reprecipitation of the salt: nitrate of lead from fiesh dissolved

crj'stals was carefully added, avoiding excess, which was she\vn by

the clear liquor above the white precipitate undergoing no change

from sulphate of soda nor hydriodic acid. The precipitate boiled,

well washed and dried was after a red heat = 31.23 grains, equi-

valent to 6.246 of phosphoric acid.

A solution of caustic potash was added in excess and boiled

upon the black precipitate formed ; this when separated and dried

at a heat below redness weighed 18.1 grains, and was Copper in

the same state of oxidation as in the mineral*.

Hence, Phosphoric acid 6.246

Per-oxide of copper 18.1

Water 2.15

26.496

Loss 2.304

28.8

Now this loss would appear considerable, if we do not take into

account the impossibility of having driven off all the combined

water, for reasons above stated. If we consider that loss to be

wateiv, the result will stand thus,

Phosphoric acid. .. . 6.246 = 21.687^

Per-oxide of copper 18.1 = 62.847 >per cent.

Water 4.434 = 15.454;

28.8 100.

' The analysis was also accomplished in another manner, by adding hydrate of ammonlu

in such excess as to redissolve the precipitate at first formed. The phosphoric acid was then

precipitated by cautiously adding nitrate of barytas, and after the liquor had been rendered

acidulous by sulphuric acid, the copper was separated by a plate of iron. The method

described in the text has, however, practical advantages.
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Now it is fair, at least, to compare all theory with experimental

results ; if we consider the mineral as composed of 1 atom of

phosphoric acid, 1 atom of per-oxide of copper, and 2 atoms of

water, the quantities per cent, will stand as below ; and by the side

I have placed the experimental result for comparison.

Theoretical Composition. Experimental Result.

Phosphoric acid. . 22.222 21.68/

Per-oxide copper. 63. 492 62.847

Water 14.283 15.454

It will be seen that the difference is in no case equal to unity

excejit in the water*.

If we were to represent the constitution of this mineral by the

symbols of Berzelius, which being derived fiom the Latin are more

general than the English initials of Thomson, but adopting the

opinion of the latter with regard to the constitution of phosphoric

acid.

Its chemical sign would be C u P + 2 A q.

Its mineralogical CuP + lAq.

There can be no doubt of Chenevix's artificial phosphate being

a bi-phosphate, as stated by Thomson f; and it is rather singular

that a neutral combination which has not hitherto been formed

in the laboratory of the Chemist, should be the very substance

formed by a natural process in the earth.

* Throughout these calculations I have made use of the atomic weights recently laid down

by Thomson, because in some trials of verificatiou I found them to accord best with

experiment.

+ Thomson's System of Chemistry, Vol. II. p. SOJ. 5th edit.





XIII. Upon the regular Crystallization of Water,

and upon the form of its primari/ Crystals ; as they

were naturally developed in Cambridge, January 3,

1821, and were seen dtiring the twofollowing days.

By EDWARD DANIEL CLARKE, LL.D.

/
LATE FELLOW AND TUTOR OF JESUS COLLEGE; PROFESSOR OF MINERALOGY

IN THE UNIVERSITY OF CAMBRIDGE; LIBRARIAN OF THE UNIVERSITY;

MEMBER OF THE ROYAL ACADEMY OF SCIENCES AT BERLIN
;

HONORARY MEMBER OF THE GEOLOGICAL SOCIETIES OF

LONDON, EDINBURGH, CORNWALL,

&C. &C.

[Read March S, 1821.]

Jlhe frost which took place towards the end of the last and

beginning of the present year (1821), was particularly favourable

tor the exhibition of a phenomenon Naturalists have been often

anxious to witness ; namely, the perfect Crystallization of Water.

This happened in Cambridge, under circumstances worthy of

notice; because it exposed to view the primary form which

Hydrogen oxide assumes in the solid state; and because it

is a commonly received opinion, although erroneous, that to

obsei-ve any appearance of this nature we must visit distant regions,

liable to a much greater diminution of temperature than any part

of the Island of Great Britain ; such as might be found in Lati-

tudes where Water is constantly maintained in the solid state.
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That the compound of which Water consists, does obey the same

laws to which the particles of all other oxides, and of all other

bodies, are liable, when they pass from the fluid to the solid state,

is no new discovery—it is even older than the researches of those

Philosophers to whom the first dawnings of the Science of Crystal-

lography have been usually ascribed. It must have attracted the

re<'"ard of scientific men as long as the ramified congelations at the

surface of glass windows, during the time of a frost, have been

offered to their view : the remarkable circumstance of the arrange-

ment of the spiculae. intersecting each other under constant angles

of 120° and 60° would surely not have escaped their observation

;

indeed, we can prove that it did not ; for the same disposition of

particles, being exhibited with a striking character of symmetry

in Snow, (which sometimes falls in star-like forms, with six radii,

bisecting the angles of a regular hexagon,) was noticed, before

the Ao-e of JVewton, by Descartes who attempted to explain the

phgenomenon. .Mairan, afterwards in his dissertation upon Ice,

compared the appearance with that of the Stria visible upon

the surfaces of some of the crystallized snlphurets of Iron; and

in connecting it with a result of the laws to which the stnu^ture

of all Crystals is subjected by that force which disposes the par-

ticles of bodies, when in the vicinity of contact, to combine

together under geometrical forms, Mairan was not far from the

truth. The same subject early excited the attention of those cele-

brated French Chemists, who, towards the conclusion of the last

Century, were engaged in publishing an account of their trans-

actions. Monge, afterwards President of the National Institute of

Paris, in the Mctcrc^ological Memoire, with which the fifth Volume

of the " Annahs de Chimie" commences, alludes to this beautiful

effect of crystallization in Snow; and he gives the first satisfactory

explanation of the plupnonienon ; illustrating what passes in the

vast Laboratory of Nature, by reference to an easy experiment
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in the Laboratory of the Chemist*. Similar >S«ow-cr»/s#rt/s exhibit-

ing an hexagonal disposition of particles, have since been observed

and carefully delineated. I have myself seen them in Russia

and in EngIand-\; they descend when the atmosphere is calm, and

its temperature a little lower than the point of congelation. It is

in fact only at this degree of temperature that the regular crystal-

lization of Water may be expected ; that is to say, at the precise

temperature, when the particles of which Water consists, not being

interrupted by the too sudden agency of the Laws of aggregation,

are at liberty to arrange themselves with the most perfect order

and exact geometrical precision. If the diminution of the repelling

principle be very considerable, this camiot hajipen ; because the

consequent encrease of the attractive force is such, that the par-

ticles rush together, without any harmonious contignrationj. But

the lihrenomena to which allusion is now made, beautiful as they

are, and bearing testimony of the homage paid by inanimate

matter to the supreme cause of order in the universe, are but faint

expressions compared with those which will presently be noticed

:

thej^ exhibit, it is true, an incipient crystallization; but the full

development of the process which ordains that even Ice shall put

forth its blossom, remains for subsequent consideration. That

the hexagonal disposition already observed in Snow-crystals, might

induce an expectation of finding ivater in regular hexahedral

Crystals, would have been a reasonable inference from such

* See " Memoire sur la Cause des principaux Phenoiiieues de la Metereologie," par

Monge. Annates de Chimie, Tome Cinquieme, pp. 47, 4S, 49. Paris, 1790.

t See the figure given of those Crystals, Travels, Vol. I. p. U. Camb. ISIO. See also

Jii^s. 1. 2. 3. representing Snow-Cri/stals which have since been observed near Cambridge

;

and of which an account a|)peared, at the time, in the Cambridge Chronicle.

I And this is, in fact, the reason why traces of regular crystallization are rarely discernible

in Meteoric Stones; which have resulted from the sudden aggregation of particles of matter,

in regions where the repelling principle is considerably diminished.

Vol. I. Part II. E £
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phaenomena ; and accordingly it hapi^ened, that the regular crystals

were soon discovered. The first notice of such Crystals occurs in

the manuscript Mineralogical Journal of 3Ionsieur Hericart De
Thurif, of which an extract first ai)peared in the Journal des

Mines*. Another from the same source lately appeared in the

Edinburgh Philosophieal Journal^, describing a subterraneous

Glaciere at Fondeiirle, in the South of France, containing perfect

crystals of Ice in the hexagonal form. The manner in which tlie

regular crystaUizatian of Water under a different form was recently

exhibited in Cambridge, and of which, together with other

members of the University, and inhabitants of the town, I was

an eye-witness, may now be related.

Upon the third of January, at one o'clock in the afternoon,

the Mercury in Fahrenheit's thermometer then standing only one

degree below the freezing point, happening to pass over a bridge,

which was fixed against a pair of flood-gates, I stopped to examine

a beautiful appearance caused by the most brilliant Icicles I had

ever seen, a number of which were hanging abundantly from the

sides of the flood-gates and timbers below the bridge, surrounded

by falling Water which was continually casting a spray over them.

As those Icicles, owing to their dazzling lustre, did not resemble

common Icicles, but seemed studded with si)angling surfaces like

the richest and most limpid cut glass, ])owerfully refracting and

reflecting the rays of light; and instead of being shaped in

lengthened cones, with even surfaces, were of a botryoTdal form,

with angular points and protuberances, I caused some of them to

be broken off', when it appeared that the light reflected from them

was transmitted through planes bounded by right lines, and that

the several botryoidal masses were, in fact, so many bunches of

Cry.stal, most of which were perfect rhombi ; measiu'ing in their

•Vol. XXXIII. p. 157. t Vol. n. p. 80.
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obtuse and acute angles 120° and 60°. As the temperature of the

atmosphere was, at this time, liable to little alteration. I had fre-

quent opportunities of returning to the spot, while the appearance

continued, and of having a drawing made of it by an artist who

accompanied me thither, and who afterwards at his leisure com-

pleted the design which is now exhibited to the Society. I also

removed some of those crystalline masses and brought them home

with me ; where I exhibited them to several members of the

University, and frequently, in their presence, measured the angles

of the rhombic crystals with the Goniometer of Carangeau ; the

crystals being of such magnitude that they admitted of the perfect

application of this instrument with as much accuracy as a rhomb of

Iceland Spar. Many of them were more than an inch in length*.

Upon the sixth of January a thaw took place ; the Mercury in

FahrenheiVs thermometer rising at twelve o'clock to 39°. Still the

.same inclination in the planes of the melting crystals, forming

angles of 120° and 60°, was generally visible, although the forms

of the rhombi were less perfect and the extreme points of the

solid angles were rather rounded by the alteration the Ice was

beginning to undergo f. It was evident, therefore, that a similar

arrangement of particles pervaded the entire mass of each crystal

;

and that a power resisting the agency of the repelling principle

preserved a degree of parallelism in the laminae of the rhombi ; the

surfaces of superposition being thereby developed almost as per-

fectly as if they had been disclosed by a series of regular cleavages.

Hence it was also evident that the rhomboid with angles of 120'^

and 60° exhibited the nucleus or primitive Crystal of Hydrogen

oxide or Water; and that the hexahedral crvstals observed at

* See fig. i. representing one of tliein of the size of the origioal.

t See tig. 0. shewing the outline of one of the stalactites after tiie thaw had coiuiueuced,

E E 2
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Fondeurle were secondart/ forms, resulting- from the juxta-position

of suoli rhombic particles ; which also is rendered further manifest

by observing- the disposition of the spiculae which diverge from

the radii of the star-like crystals of Snow*, shewing the order of

arrangement in the rhombic moleculre from which the hexagonal

crystal results.

It is presumed, therefore, that the question respecting the

Crystallization of Water, may be set at rest by these phenomena ;

because it is now no longer a mere inference, deducible from obser-

ving the intersection and disposition of the spiculae exhibited by

Water when frozen upon the surfaces of other bodies, and in its

approach to Crystallization, but it is a decided fact, shewn by

regular crystals of Ice, that the compound we call Water, or Hy-
drogen oxide, crystallizes both in heaahedral prisms and in rhomhi,

having angles of 120° and 60°; and that the latter is its primary

form. The manner too in which these forms have been displayed

may guide to the crystalline forms of other bodies, by inducing

a careful examination of the surfaces, points, and interstices of all

minerals when they are found as Stalactites. The Stalactite

formation is of all others the most likely formation to bear the

marks of a regular crystallization ; because it is the result of a

[)rocess, in which the particles of bodies are not carried by a too

sudden transition from the fluid to the solid state; but gradually

approach, and become united, by virtue of their mutual attractions,

as the moleculae of the fluid which had separated them go off

by evaporation, or by other causes
"t".

And in further confirmation

of this, it may be urged, that when the Crystallization of the

Stalactite Carbonate of Lime, and of other Stalactites, especially

• See figs. 2. 3.

t " On a donne i cette operation le noni de Cristallisation." Hauy, Traile Ele-

mentaire de Physique, Tome I. p. 57. Paris, 180().
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Chalcedony, had been considered as impossible formations, con-

tradictory to the laws by which Nature acts in the Stalactite

process *, yet the primary form of the Carbonate of Lime is never-

theless exhibited by the Stalactites of the Cavern of Antiparos,

and the primary form of the Hydrates of Silica by the Stalactites

of blue Chalcedony brought from the Hungarian Mines.

E. D CLARKE.
Cambridge,

Jan. 6, 1821.

* " PiERRES QiARTZEUSES Qui Ne Cristallisent Pas. II y a diverses pierres

dans lesquelles la matiere quartzeuse doniiuc considerablemeut, et qui neannioiiis ne cristal-

lisent jamais, ^c. Tels sont le siVer, 1' agathe, le cachalon, la calcidoine et ses varietes,

r opale," Slc. Patria, Hist. Nat. des Mintraux. Tome U. p. V29. Paris, An. IX. The French

author, however, seems afterwards aware tiiat his mode of classification was liable to an

exception in the instance of Chalcedony .
" La calcedoine {Ibid p. l65.)en general ne cristallise

pas, non plus que le silex, cependant il y a quelques niorceaus oil la cristallisatiou senible

D'etre pas equivoque."





XIV. On the Application of Hydrogen Gas to produce

a momng Power in Machinery ; ivith a Description of

an Engine which is ynomd by the Pressure of the

Atmosphere upon a Vacuum caused by Ecvplosions

of Hydrogen Gas and Atmospheric Air.

By the Rev W. CECIL, MA.
FELLOW OF MAGDALEN' COLLEGE,

AND OF THE CAMBRIDGE FHI LOSOPHIC A L SOCIETY.

[ Read AVr. 17, 3 820.
]

There is scarcely any uniform operation in the Arts wlncli

might not be performed with advantage by machinery, if conve-

nient and economical methods could be found for setting such

machinery in motion. The extensive application of machinery,

therefore, depends much upon the number and various capabi-

lities of the engines which can be employed to produce moving

force. Even the most perfect engines at present employed for

this purpose, are not capable of being applied universally ; but

each has a province peculiar to itself, beyond which the use of

it cannot be extended with profit or convenience.

Two of the principal moving forces employed in the Arts

are Water and Steam. Water has the singular advantage, that

it can be made to act at any moment of time without pre-

paration ; but can be used only where it is naturally abundant.

A steam-engine, on the contrary, may be constructed, at greater
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or less expense, in almost any place ; but the convenience of it is

much diminished by the tedious and laborious preparation which

is necessary to bring it into action. A small steam-engine, not

exceeding the power of one man, cannot be brought into action

in less than half an hour : and a four-horse steam-engine cannot

be used under two hours preparation.

These limitations exclude the use of water and steam, as

moving forces, in all works which are much interrupted, and

discontinued at considerable intervals, and subject to a change

of place.

The engine, in which hydrogen gas is employed to produce

moving force, was intended to unite two principal advantages of

water and steam ; so as to be capable of acting in any place,

without the delay and labour of preparation. It may be inferior,

in some respects, to many engines at present employed ; yet it

will not be wholly useless, if, together with its own defects, it

should be found to possess advantages also peculiar to itself.

The general principle of this engine is founded upon the

property, which hydrogen gas mixed with atmospheric air pos-

sesses, of exploding upon ignition, so as to produce a large

imperfect vacuum. If two and a half measures by bulk of

atmospheric air be mixed with one measure of hydrogen, and

a flame be applied, the mixed gas will expand into a space rather

greater than three times its original bulk. The products of the

explosion are, a globule of water, formed by the union of the

hydrogen with the oxygen of the atmospheric air, and a quantity

of azote, which, in its natural state, (or density J), constituted .556

of the bulk of the mixed gas. The same quantity of azote is

now expanded into a space somewhat greater than three times

the original bulk of the mixed gas; that is, into about six times

the space which it before <Mx;upied : its den.sity therefore is about

\., that of the atmosphere being unity.
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If the external air be prevented, by a proper apparatus, from

returning into this imperfect vacuum, the pressure of the atmo-

sphere may be employed as a moving force, nearly in the same

manner as in the common steam-engine : the difference consists

chietly in the manner of forming the vacuum.

We will now estimate the power resulting from such a vacuum,

by comparing the effects of equal bulks of steam and hydrogen.

Let the line ^1? (Fig. 1) represent any space: this maybe

formed into a perfect vacuum, by filling it with steam, and con-

densing : in which case, the steam produces a vacuum nearly

perfect, and equal to its own bulk. The same space may be

formed into an imperfect vacuum, by exploding in it a mix-

ture of hydrogen and atmospheric air: the bulk of the mixed

gas being about one third of the vacuum required, and conse-

quently the bulk of the hydrogen about one tenth. The effect of

this imi>erfect vacuum may be represented, geometrically, by

drawing a square ABCD upon AB ; taking AE, CF, each equal

to one sixth of the side of the square;* and drawing a common

hyperbola, through the points E, F, with asymptotes SA, BC
The ordinate GH varies inversely as the abscissa GB, and may

therefore represent the density and elasticity of a given quantity

of azote confined in the variable space GB ; the elastic force of

the atmosphere being represented by AD, the side of the square.

Therefore HK will represent the excess of the atmospheric pres-

sure above the elasticity of the azote ; and the whole effect of the

atmospheric pressure upon the imperfect vacuum will be repre-

sented by the external hyperbolic area, EHFD. And the effect

of a perfect vacuum, over the same space AB, is represented by

* The bulk of the azote is .5o6 of the mixed gas ; and the gas by the explosion

expands to about 3.4 of the original space ; hence the imperfect vacuum thus produced

is about six times the space which the azote occupies when reduced to the elasticity of the

atmosphere. That is, when the azote occupies a space BI. its elasticity is represented by IF.

Vol. I. Part II. F F
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the square ABCD. But the effects of equal bulks of steam and

hydrogen, to produce moving force, are proportional to the frac-

tion, whose numerator is the elfect produced, and the denominator,

tlie quantity employed in producing it. Hence the effect of a given

bulk of steam, is to the effect of the same bulk of hydrogen, as

the area of the square divided by unity, is to the external hy-

perbolic area divided by the fraction ^^; which ratio is as

3 : 3 X {5-hyp. log. (6)} :: 3 : i6, nearly*.

Thus it appears by calculation, that any quantity of pure

hydrogen gas will produce more than live times the effect of the

* Let BD be tbe diameter ot" the square, which is also tiie axis of the hyperbola,

ML perpendicular to AB, and therefore equal to LB:

Then GH X GB = LM x LB = LM'.

Let GH =1/, GB = ., LM = a,

a^ , a'x
••• y - —, a"" U ^ = .

.r X

.-, the fluent of yx=a^ hyp. log. x ± a coHstaiit quantity;

.-. area corresponding to ordinate GH = tr hyp. log. j + a constant quantity
;

LM = a^ hyp. log. a + a constant quantity

;

.-. area between ordinates GH and LM = a^ hyp. log. .r — a^ hyp. log. a

= fl- hyp.log.-;

A R j4B
.-. area AEML = a- hvp.log. , but AB x -r^ — a'

;

.-. area AEML — a- hyp. log. = - hyp. log. 6 ;

a 'I

.-. whole hyperbolic area = n- + — hyp. log. b + — hyp. log. 0,

= «-.(! +hyp. log. 6);

.-. external area DEMF^AB- -«-(!+ hyp. log. 6) = 6fl' - o^- (l + l'yP- log- 6)

= a* . ( 5 — hyp. log. 6)

;

.-. whole square : external hyperbolic area DEMF :: 6a* : a* (5 - hyp log. 6")

:: 6 : 5 — hyp. log. 6';

.-. the ratio required is
-'

:
^ ~ '>P- °g-

:: 3 : 5 (o - hyp. log. 6")

io

:: 3 : l6, nearly.
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same bulk of steam : and in practice the disproportion of their

effects is still greater. It is here supposed, that steam produces

by condensation a perfect vacuum equal to its own bulk ; but this

is far from being the case : much of the power is lost by needless

condensation, by the escape of steam through the piston, besides

a considerable deduction for working an air pump, and two water

pumps, which are necessary to a steam-engine.*

It may be worth while to add in this place an experiment,

calculated to obviate any objection arising from the apprehension

of danger, as connected with the explosion. If a close cylinder,

ten inches long, and two inches diameter, be made of thin tin,

seamed up one side, and soft soldered, the ends being well secured,

it will easily sustain, without bursting, the whole force of the

exploding mixture. The internal pressure against the sides of the

vessel, in this case, is about 180 pounds on the square inch ; or

twelve atmospheres nearly, f From this experiment an idea ma>

be formed, how little strength is necessary for such parts of a

gas-engine as are exposed to the pressure of the expanding fluid ;

a pressure which, as will hereafter appear, bears a very small

proportion to the initial exploding force, which is twelve atmo-

spheres.

* The loss of power, from friction, &c in a coudeiising sleam-cngine, even when working
with a double stroke, is estimated hy practical mechanics at about one-third of the gross

power.

+ The greatest expansive force wiis ascertained by filling with mixed gas the cylinder just

described, one end being entirely solid, the other being closed with a cork bung, accurately

fitted, and confined by several strings, parallel to the axis of the cylinder, and so arranged

that the tension might be ecpially distributed. It was observed how many strings the explosion

was able to break, by pressing on a surface of three square inches. Tlie same strings were

then transferred to a common steelyard ; and it was observed how much weight they would

sustain. The results of several trials, difiVring but little from each other, indicated a pressure

of five hundred pounds upon three square inches. If to this be added 4j pounds for the

atmospheric pressure on the same surface, the whole being divided by three, gives 180 pounds

nearly, for the pressure upon every square inch.

F F 2
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It is already stated, that if hydrogen gas and atmospheric air,

mixed in the most explosive proportion, be ignited by an electric

spark in a close vessel, the internal pressnre upon the sides of the

vessel is about twelve atmospheres. But if the mixture be allowed

to expand into a space rather more than three times its original

bulk, (suppose 34,) the initial force is reduced to one atmosphere,

or fifteen pounds on the square inch : for the expansion is here at

an end; that is, it just balances the elastic force of the atmosphere.

This experiment agrees with the hypothesis, that the exploding

force varies, during the expansion, inversely as the square of the

space occupied by the expanding fluid, and not in the simple

inverse ratio of that space

;

for x/i2 : >/T :: 3.4 : 1, nearly.

If this law be general, the initial force of any exploding mixture

may be known, by observing its greatest expansion.

In large vessels containing hydrogen gas, there is little or no

danger to be apprehended, from the unavoidable admixture of

atmospheric air in small quantities. In mixtures of hydrogen gas

and atmospheric air, if the hydrogen be in excess, the exploding

force is very small ; but if the atmospheric air be in excess, the

exploding force is considerable. If the atmospheric air be only

one fifth part of the whole, the explosion, if any, is not sensible;

but if the hydrogen be one fiftli of the mixture, it will explode

with considerable force. The gas-engine about to be described,

was found to work very freely when the hydrogen did not exceed

one fifth of the mixed gas : but the greatest power was obtained,

when the hydrogen was | of the mixture. Yet, for the pinpose

of economy, or that a given quantity of hydrogen may produce a

maxinunn «ff moving force, it is conjectured that a less pro£)ortion

of hydrogen would be preferable.

A ga.s-engine admits of various constructions, but we shall ex-

plain at length that model oidy which is represented in Fig. 2 :

—
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first describing the several parts of it, and then shewing how the

motion is continued. The drawings are adapted to a peculiar

kind of orthographic projection, digested by Professor Farish

into an easy and convenient system of perspective, called the

Isometrical Perspective, which is already before the Society. The

representation of the central cube ABF', formed by joining the

angular points of an equilateral and eqviiangular hexagon with the

centre of the inscribed circle, will serve as a key to the proportion

and direction of the other lines in the picture. The dotted lines

represent such parts as are not visible, except on the supposition

that all other parts are transparent.

ABF' (Fig. 2.) is a cube, having three cylinders, of equal capa-

city, attached to its sides at right angles. The vertical cylinder is

separated from the narrow horizontal ones, by a moveable key or

plug abed in the cube. This plug is hollow, and open at the

bottom : it has also two large apertures opposite to each other, one

inch wide, and an inch and a half deep ; by which, upon turning

the handle ef, it causes a free communication from the vertical

cylinder ABCD, to each of the narrow horizontal cylinders

FG, F'G'. In the lower part of this plug, and below the level of

the large apertures just mentioned, are two small apertures, in the

same horizontal plane, and situated eighty degrees apart from each

other. One of these e, which is about one tenth of an inch diameter,

corresponds with a similar hole c in the face of the cube ABF,
upon turning the handle ef to the left ; and by continuing this

motion to the left, the aperture c is again closed. If the position of

the plug be reversed, by turning the handle ef to the right, as

represented in the picture, the other aperture d, which is about

half an inch diameter, will be brought to coincide with d', the

mouth of the pipe no, which enters nearly at the bottom of the

cube, on the side opposite to that which has the small hole c'.

Near F is a small hole, one quarter of an inch diameter, which.
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by means of a trench excavated in the solid side of the plug,

admits the atmospheric air freely into the narrow cylinder FG,

and restores it to an equilibrium with the atmosphere, after the

vacuum has performed its office. There is another hole F' on the

opposite side of the cube, corresponding to F, by which the equili-

brium is at the same time restored in the cylinder F'G'. Hence the

plug- abed commands six apertures, three of which, namely, the

mouth of the pipe no, and the two holes F, F', all being small

apertures, are opened at the instant when the lever ef is com-

pleting its motion to the right. The other three, namely, the two

large apertures and the touch-hole c, are opened by turning the

lever ef to the left; and of these the small touch-hole c is

opened just at the end of this motion, and immediately shut again.

Fig. 3. is a vertical section, at full size, of the cube AAAA, the

plug OOOO in it, and a cap BB, which screws into the top of the

cvibe. Through the cap BB is a cylindrical hole DB, to admit

the axis which turns the plug ; and in the small cube CCCC is

a stuffing box and collar of leathers, by which the hole DB may

be made air tight if required.

The vertical cylinder ABCB (Fig. 2.) is closed at the bottom

by a cap CD, but not so as to exclude the external air: it has

also a piston ghk connected with a parallel motion LK, L'K\
causing the piston rod to move in a vertical straight line, nearly.*

* As tliis parallel motion is not exactly similar to any of those in common use, and

produces a very near approximation to a rectilineal motion, a further explanation of it is here

added.

Fig. 4. A and C are fixed centres, about which the levers AB, CD are moveable. B and

D arc moveable joints ; also -r^-f = -j— ' . Then the locus of E is nearly rectilineal.
C U Bhj

When AB is parallel to CD, DBE is at right angles to each of them; and is therefore

A common tangent to the circles described by the jjoints B and D. That the point E may

continue in the same straight line FG, for every position of the point B, the deflection of the

point
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On the top of the piston is a solid conical frustrum, to occupy

the hollow of the plug, when the piston is at the top of the cylinder.

The horizontal frame LHN is connected with a crank on the axle

PQ, by an upright rod NO, jointed at its extremities. A fly-

wheel, three feet in diameter, and weighing- half an hundredweight,

is placed upon one extremity, P, of the axle PQ, and at the other

extremity Q, is a crank or handle, situated about ten degrees in

advance of the crank O, causing the rod tvx, which slides through

a fixed hole at x, to oscillate in a vertical plane, parallel to the axis

of the cylinder FG. When the rod ivx is vertical, it touches the

point s of the horizontal lever qs ; and its angidar velocity is then

the greatest; and the horizontal levers qs, ef are moved by it,

through a considerable angle, with a motion nearly instantaneous,

so as to reach their furthest point to the right, at the instant when

the piston becomes stationary at the top of the cylinder. The rod

tvx having passed the shoulder ::;, slides along the bar zv, which is

at that time parallel to the plane of the rod's motion ; and ujjon

its return strikes against the shoulder y, causing a rapid motion of

the levers qs, ef, to the left; the motion, which is nearly

instantaneous, being completed at the instant when the piston

point D from the common tangent, must be greater than the deflection of the point B, m
the proportion of DE : BE ; but ihe deflections, for small arcs of the same length, in diff"erent

circles, are inversely as the radii

;

4 H DV
.-. rad. AB : rad. CD :: deflection at D : deflection at B :: DE : BE, or '—— = -—..LD BE
The arcs described by the points D and B have the same lineal magnitude ipso molva

initio: but if Z) describe a finite arc, it will be greater than the corresponding arc described

by the point B ; owing to the increasing obliquity of the line DBE. This w ill occasion the

point E to continue in the straight line FG for a much longer space than might be expected

from the preceding theory : and hence it appears, that the correctness of the parallel depends

in some measure upon the ratio of AB to DE. The best proportion of AB to DE is that

which makes the chords of the arcs BB', DD', to maintain most nearly a ratio of equality.

The straight line AC produced passes through the point G, and the curve is symmetrical

on each side of the line ACG. The point E may in practice be made to trace out the whole,

double curve, by inverting the angle D.
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becomes stationary at the bottom of the cylinder. After this the

rod wx slides along the bar yt, which is now parallel to the

plane of its motion. The angular motion of the plug- abed is

about 90°.*

The apparatus situated upon the pipe no, for mixing the

pure hydrogen with any required proportion of atmospheric air,

comes next to be described.

TJV, WV, are two small cylinders, closed at both ends,

and separated from each other by a plate of metal between the

flanges by which the cylinders are connected at V. In this

partition is an air-tight metallic valve opening upwards, and

moveable by a wire passing through a stuffing box at U, and

connected with the lever XY, whose centre of motion is X.

At W there is another valve, similar to the former, and opening

upwards spontaneously, as often as there is any rarefaction of the

air in the cylinder VW. Tliat this valve may open more easily,

its weight is partly taken off by a lever parallel to XY. Tliis

lever also prevents, by its inertia, a rapid saltatory motion of

the valve, arising from its conical form, and which retards in

some measure the descent of the piston. Into the upper cylinder

enters a pipe hn, from a gazometer or reservoir containing pure

hydrogen gas: and from the lower cylinder, a pipe no goes to

the engine, and enters at the back of the cube ABF' exactly

opposite to the small touch-hole c'. The lever XY, and with

* If the crank at Q wpre placed exactly parallel to the crank at O, or exactly

opposite, that is, ISO" in advance of it, the motion of the plug abed would take place

while the piston continued nearly stationary at the top and buttom of the cylinder, but

it is here required that the motion of the plug may be completed at the instant when the

piston arrives at its stationary points; for which reason, the crank at Q is placed a little

further (about 10°) in advance. The crank at Q may also be placed about 170" before

the crank at O. In this case the engine will move in the contrary direction; and this

latter construction is to be preferred.
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it the hydrogen valve at V, is elevated by the rod ivx coming

in contact with an obstacle on a fixed axle RZ, with which

the lever XY is connected. This small apparatus, is represented

on twice as large a scale as the rest of the engine.

At the end of each of the narrow cylinders FG, F'G', is

a valve opening outwards, which, for the sake of lightness, is a

thin circular plate of brass or sheet copper, upon which is cemented

a covering of soft leather, so as to be moderately air-tight when

pressed against the end of the cylinder by a spiral spring at the

back of the valve ; The parts of this valve are seen detached

in Fig. 5.

sv (Fig. 5.) is an immoveable brass cylinder, having upon it

a spiral spring; rst is the valve, having a hollow cylinder s'v

attached to it, whose axis is at right angles to the plane of the

circle, and passes through its centre.— This pipe s'v is closed

at the end s and open at v', so as to slide upon the fixed solid

cylinder sv. Thus the centre of the valve is confined to move

through a small space, (f inch,) in a horizontal line, coinciding

with the axis of the cylinder FG : and the valve may upon this

construction be made extremely light, which is a matter of prime

importance. The valve may be made still lighter by attaching

the leather packing to the end of the cylinder instead of cement-

ing it upon the valve. There is also at the back of the valve

an annular cushion of Indian rubber, or some other soft and

elastic material, to break the impetus, which otherwise would

injure its form, which is a segment of a sphere, a little flattened

at the edge.

At G' is represented a flap valve, such as is used in a common
pair of bellows. This kind of valve is more simple ; and may be as

eflfective, if made light, and pressed close by an elastic cushion.

The engine is represented with the piston descending, and

about the middle of its stroke. Let the fly wheel be turned

Vol. I. Part II. G G
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round | of a revolution, so as to bring the piston to the top of

the cylinder. At this instant, the rod wx will sweep across with

a rapid angular motion carrying- the lever rqs, and the plug

abed to the right, as in the picture. By this motion of the

plug, the vertical cylinder AJBCD will be separated from the

horizontal cylinders FG, F'G';—the small apertures F, F', will

be opened, admitting the atmospheric air freely into the horizontal

cylinders ; and the mouth of the pipe no will be opened to the

inside of the cube, i. e. to the cylinder ABCD. The piston

beginning to descend, by the continued motion of the fly wheel,

the atmospheric air will rush in at the lower valve W, which

opens spontaneously, and will occupy whatever portion of the

cylinder ABCD is relinquished by the descent of the piston.

When the piston has descended about |"" of its stroke, the

hydrogen valve at V is opened, by the rod wx touching an

obstacle Z on the fixed axis RZ. The lower valve W is closed

by its own weight, and also by the superincumbent pressure of the

hydrogen, which now flows freely into the cylinder ABCD ; and

the quantity admitted is determined by the space through which

the piston descends, while the hydrogen valve continues open.

The hydrogen valve will be closed by its own weight when it

ceases to be supported by the rod ivx; i.e. when the piston

has descended |"" more of its stroke; the obstacle on the fixed

axle RZ being properly adjusted. The atmospheric air will now

again rush in at the lower valve W, till the piston comes within

a quarter of an inch of its lowest point, at which time the rod wx
strikes against the shoulder t/ of the lever qrs, causing a rapid

motion of the plug abed to the left: by which, first, the pipe 7io,

and the two apertures F, F', all being small, are closed at the

beginning of the motion; then the piston finishes its stroke by

descending a quarter of an inch during the motion of the lever ej';

and lastly, the touch-hole c is opened and shut again at the end of
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the motion ; and there will be a gentle absorption at this touch-hole,

the valves G, G', being closed, and the piston having descended

a quarter of an inch, between the closing of the pipe no and

the opening of the touch-hole c. By this absorption the flame

of a lamp or gas light constantly burning before the touch-hole c,

and supplied with pure hydrogen by a separate pipe from the

gazometer, is drawn into the cylinder, and the mixed gas is ignited,

and expands so as to occupy the whole content of the three cylin-

ders, as far as G and G', the common air in the cylinders FG,
F'G', being expelled at the valves.

Hence an imperfect vacuum, (density of the air \,) will be

fonned in all the three cylinders, and the piston will ascend from

C to ^ by the pressure of the atmosphere. The plug is now moved

to the right by the transition of the rod w x, and the piston descends

by the momentum of the fly wheel acquired during the ascent,

and is followed by a fresh portion of mixed gas drawn in from

the pipe wo as before.*

The principal supports of this engine are two horizontal boards,

8 inches wide, 2 inches thick, 30 inches long, and 15 inches asun-

der : Tlie plane of the upper board coincides with the base of

the cube ASF', which rests upon its upper surface. The same

plane supports the uprights belonging to the lever qrs; on the

under side of the same board, are two cast-iron bearings for the

* The pressure upon the piston, at the beginning of its ascent, is 4"'* of an atmosphere

;

or 12,5 pounds on the square inch: wlien the piston reaches the top of the cylinder,

the pressure upon it is 4 of an atmosphere; or 11,25 pounds on the square inch : supposins;

the common air to be completely expelled from the cylinders FG, F'G', and that the

machine is perfectly air-tight. It is evident that a large portion of the vacuum produced

by the explosion is turned to no account in working the engine ; the residual vacuum,

density of the air 4, being destroyed by the admission of atmospheric air at the apertures

F, F'. It is probable, however, that no advantage would arise from employing the

residual vacuum, which in practice is very imperfect, unless it could be accomplished

without increasing the range and friction of the piston ; especially in an engine wliicli

works only by a single stroke.

G G 2
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axle PQ. The lower board supports the bearings of the fixed

axles LM and U : also the ring at the fixed pomt x : the two

parallel boards are connected at the ends by two ujirights of the

same width and thickness.

An engine upon this principle is found in practice to work
with considerable power, and with perfect regularity. The advan-

tages of it are ; that it may be ke])t, without expense, for any

length of time in readiness for immediate action : that the engine,

together with the means of working it, may easily be transferred

from one place to another : that it may be worked in many places

where a steam engine is inadmissible, from the smoke and other

nuisances connected with it : a gas engine may be used in any

place where a gas light may be burnt : in places which are already

.supplied with hydrogen for the purpose of illumination, the con-

venience of such an engine is sufficiently obvious : it may be added,

that it requires no attention so long as it is freely supplied with

hydrogen.

The supply of hydrogen is obtained, either from a large

gazometer, which may be at any distance from the engine, or

from a number of long copper cylinders filled with condensed

hydrogen. In the latter case, the engine, with the apparatus

for working it, will be tiansferable from one place to another.

For pure hydrogen may perhaps be substituted carburetted hy-

drogen, coal gas, vapour of oil, turpentine, or any ardent spirit

:

but none of these have been tried ; nor is it expected that any of

them will be found .so effective as pure hydrogen.

Before the hydrogen enters the engine it is received into a

small gazometer, containing about two gallons, and placed at a

distance of about twenty inches from the engine. The gazometer

has three pipes, each furnished with a stop-cock. Tluough one

of them, the hydrogen passes from the reservoir into the small

gazometer, and is regulated by the stop-cock, which is connected
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with the moveable part of the gazometer, after the manner of a

ball and stop-cock. The other two pipes are placed on the opposite

side of the gazometer, parallel to each other, and about three

inches asunder. One of them supplies the gas light, which burns

before the touch-hole c; the other is a continuation of the hydrogen

pipe Im, which enters the small cylinder UV. The two pipes

must not communicate with each other, but each must enter the

small gazometer by a separate aperture; otherwise the gas light

will be extinguished by the absorption from the other pipe when
open to the engine. The use of the small gazometer, is to supply

these two pipes separately with pure hydrogen, under a moderate

but uniform pressure.—A column of water three inches in altitude

will occasion sufficient pressure for the supply of the gas light.*

The consumption of hydrogen gas may be thus estimated.

In the model exhibited to the Society, the capacity of the working

cylinder is about thirty cubic inches; which, at the rate of sixty

revolutions in a minute, requires 1800 cubic inches of mixed gas,

or 450 cubic inches of pure hydrogen; the hydrogen being taken

at one fourth part of the mixed gas. This multiplied by 60,

gives 15,6 cubic feet of hydrogen for the consumption in one

hour : and to this must be added two more cubic feet, of pure

or carburetted hydrogen, for the supply of the gas light during

the same time, making altogether about 17,6 cubic feet in an hour.

* In order to ascertain with accuracy the proportion of hydrogen and common air

in the mixed gas, for a given arrangement of the valves V and fF, this small gazometer

was filled with air : then, the valve JV being kept closed, and the hydrogen valve V being

continually open, it was found that twelve revolutions of the fly wheel were sufficient to

empty the gazometer. Next, the valves being restored to their natural order, the gazometer

was emptied by forty-eight revolutions of the fly wheel. From this it appeared that

the quantity of air drawn in from the atmosphere was three-fourths of the mixture, which

therefore consisted of three parts of common air, and one of hydrogen. By repealing the

experiment with a new arrangement of the valves, i. e. by a fresh adjustment of the obstacle

on the axle RZ, the gases may be mixed in any required proportion ; depending however in

some measure upon the velocity of the engine.
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The quantity of gas required for the supply of this gas light will

not be increased by enlarging the scale of the engine: also the

touch-hole wi\\ be of the same magnitude, (one tenth of an inch

diameter,) whatever be the form or diameter of the engine. The

thickness of the metal, through which the touch-hole is bored,

should not exceed one quarter of an inch ; and if more than this,

the hole should be countersunk on the outside, till the metal is

reduced to that thickness.

The touch-hole is opened only for a single instant, while

the piston is stationary at the bottom of the cylinder: therefore

the time, during which it continues open, may be diminished

indefinitely by increasing the velocity of the engine. In this

case the ignition cannot take place : the velocity of the engine

will therefore be limited by a cause not connected with the friction

of it : and if the velocity exceed a certain limit, the explosions

will take place interruptedly
;

yet recurring in a certain order.

But if the engine be retarded, so as not to exceed 60 revolu-

tions in a minute, the explosions will take place with perfect

regularity.

This circumstance supplies a ready method for ascertaining

how much of the power of the engine is employed in overcoming

the friction. If the explosions should be found to take place

alternately, when the engine has acquired its greatest velocity,

it will follow that the power, for that velocity, is double the

friction : if every third explosion takes place, the power is three

times the friction: if every third and every second alternately,

the power is to the friction as 5 : 2.

The engine regulates itself by this method, but very imper-

fectly ; for it occasions a waste of hydrogen, and implies too great

a velocity. It regulates itself much more completely by another

method, connected with the magnitude of the hydrogen pipe Im.

When the bore of this pipe is diminished, which may be done
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at pleasure by a stop-cock, the hydrogen is retarded in it's progress

from the gazometer ; which will occasion a larger admission of

common air at the lower valve W, which opens spontaneously.

If the velocity be increased, the proportion of common air in

the mixed gas will also be increased ; and a less perfect vacuum

Avill be formed, attended with a decrease of power. The momentary

regulation of the engine is not produced by an alteration in the

stop-cock, but by an increased absorption of common air at the

valve W, which increases with the velocity of the engine, the

stop-cock being unaltered.

If the scale of the engine be considerably enlarged, the

admixture of the hydrogen and common air may be less perfect,

though the proportion of them may be determined with even

greater accuracy than before. Let then the hydrogen valve be

elevated twice, instead of once, during the descent of the piston

:

the gases will be admitted in the following order; common air,

hydrogen, common air, hydrogen, common air: this will secure

a perfect mixture; but in all cases the common air should be

let in first; so that the equilibrium may be restored in the hori-

zontal cylinders FG, F'G', before any hydrogen is admitted.

That the upright axle, by which the plug abed is moved,

may be able to adapt itself to the collar through which it passes

at e, it must be connected with the plug loosely ;
yet so as not

to admit of any relative angular motion in an horizontal plane.

To this end the upright axle tenuinates in a solid cube at its

lower extremity, which is imbedded in the under side of the solid

metal, (three quarters of an inch thick,) which forms the top of

the plug ; and the whole is covered and made air-tight by a brass

plate screwed, with two small screws, pointing upwards, against

the under side of the same solid. See Fig. 3.

The wear and friction of the plug abed, which is nearly

cylindrical, are entirely removed, by elevating it about one-fortieth
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of an inch above its natural position; its whole weight being

supported upon the small cube at e. It is nevertheless sufficiently

air-tight, having its upper surface covered with water, which is

supplied through an aperture in the top of the cube ABF .
As

far as respects the communication of the three large cylinders,

it is not at all necessary that the plug abed should be air-tight:

it serves only as a momentary partition between two portions of

air, each of which is in equilibrio with the atmosphere : but to

prevent the influx of common air into the vacuum through the

smaller apertures, the plug should be moderately air-tight.

A part of the water which covers the plug, thus elevated,

is pressed through it by the weight of the atmosphere, and falls

upon the piston, which carries it up again, and leaves it in the

horizontal cylinders FG, F'G', from whence it is expelled at

the valves G, G', with great velocity by the next explosion,

and is received into a cistern placed below. Thus the packing

of the piston and of the valves is secured from injury, and the

engine is kept cool and clean in the inside. The piston may be

packed with soft leather ; nor will the jjacking be affected in

the smallest degree by the explosion ; for it is completely pro-

tected by a lamina of cold water, a quarter of an inch deep, which

constantly covers the upper surface of the piston.

In every engine where there are packed pistons required to

be air-tight, the friction arising from the motion of these pistons

will cause a considerable diminution of the power: and where

the pressure on the piston takes place only in one direction, as

in the gas engine, the loss of power by friction is t^vice as great

as where the engine works with a double stroke. In every such

engine it becomes an object of importance to reduce the friction

of the piston as much as possible : and this may be done very

ettectually by immersing the cylinder AliCD, which is partly

open at bottom, in a cistern of water. In this case the piston
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will need scarcely any packing, and the friction will be incon-

siderable. A small quantity of water will be forced througli the

piston by the pressure of the atmosphere upon the vacuum, and

will be afterwards expelled at the valves G, G', by the explosion.

Where this improvement is adopted, it Mill be found conve-

nient to invert the whole machine ; making it to rest upon the

four upper corners of the cube ABF'. A small cistern is also

to be attached to the cap CD, and to be kept continually full of

cold water.—The water is gradually forced into the engine by the

pressure of the atmosphere, and is afterwards expelled at the valves

G, G'. By this arrangement the fiiction is so much diminished,

that the engine will continue in motion, though the hydrogen be

so far diluted with common air as to be scarcely explosive.

Among the different constiuctions which may be adopted for

a gas engine, there is one which, on account of its simplicity,

.should not be altogether omitted. It is represented in Fig. 6.

ABCD is a long narrow vertical cylinder, divided into two parts

at ahd, so that the upper part ABab may be one third part of

the whole cylinder. In the partition abd is a large circular hole,

covered by a choke valve turning upon an axis ab which passes

through a small stuffing-box at a on the side of the cylinder. At

the point e in the axle ba produced, is an upright handle ef
connected by a cross bar fr with the lever qrs, moveable about

q* In the upper division ABab of the cylinder is a piston

ghk, connected by two upright rods FH, GK, jointed at their

extremities, with the horizontal frame NLH, moveable about the

fixed axle LM. The frame is connected, at the point N, with a

crank on the axle PQ, which carries a fly wheel at P. Imme-
diately above the partition abd, a pipe no enters the cylinder.

* This choke valve performs nearly the same office as the plug abed, Fig. 2; and
does not require to be air-tight, for the reason already stated.

Vol. I. Part II. H H
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from a vessel containing hydrogen gas, which is mixed with

common air by an apparatus already described. Upon the pipe

no is a stop-cock, which is opened upon the appulse of the piston

to the partition ahil, and shut again upon its appulse to the top

of the cylinder. At CD is a light valve RS2^ described above,

moderately air-tight, and opening downwards.

The piston, during its ascent, draws in from the pipe 7io

a charge of mixed gas, which is exploded, on the appulse of the

piston to the top of the cylinder, by the flame of a gas light,

absorbed at the touch-hole c, which is opened for a single instant

by the motion of a small sliding plate. The common air is ex-

pelled from the lower division abCD of the cylinder at the

valve RST; leaving an imperfect vacuum, density g, in the whole

cylinder ABCD. The piston descends from ^ to a by the pressure

of the atmosphere, and is raised again by the momentinu of the

fly wheel, being followed in its ascent by a fresh portion of mixed

gas, drawn in from the pipe no. The upper division ABab,
is a cylinder of brass, accurately bored : the lower division abCD,
requires no accuracy of bore, and very little strength : it may

therefore be made of sheet copper with a strong flange at the

bottom, presenting a flat face to the valve RST. The smaller

contrivances necessary for perfecting this construction, may be

learnt by comparing it with the former, which has been described

at large : the principle is the same in both.

To remedy the noise which is occasioned by the explosion,

the lower end of the cylinder ABCD may be buried in a well

:

or it may be inclosed in a large air-tight vessel. This vessel will

be filled with condensed air, expelled together with a quantity

of water fiom the cylinder abCD This condensed air may be

made to co-operate with the vacuum in working the engine ; and

will occasion a considerable increase of power, without adding

to the friction.
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In the description of a gas engine, the power is shewn to arise

from the pressure of the atmosphere upon an imperfect vacuum

;

and is therefore quite independent of the exploding force of the

mixed gas. But an engine might be constructed to work by the

exploding force only ; or by the exploding force and the pressure

of the atmosphere jointly. A small model of this kind was exhi-

bited, about three years ago, at the Philosophical Lectures of

Professor Farish. Not to enter into the construction of such

engines, which would exceed these limits, it will be sufficient

to add, in conclusion, a iew remarks upon exploding forces in

general, and the manner of applying them, with the least danger,

to produce moving force.

It may be laid down as a principle, that any explosion may
be safely opposed by an elastic force, (the force of condensed air

for example,) if the elastic force opposed has little or no inertia

connected with it. On the contrary, the smallest quantity of

inertia, opposed to an exploding mixture fully ignited, is nearly

equivalent to an immoveable obstacle. Thus a small quantity

of gunpowder, or a mixture of oxygen and hydrogen may be

.safely ignited in a large close vessel filled with air; for the pressure

of the exploding substance, against the sides of the vessel, can

never be much greater than the elasticity of the air which it

condenses.* Again, if a small quantity of earth, or a piece of

paper, be inserted in the muzzle of a gun, charged with powder
only, the gun will commonly burst upon being fired ; for in this

case the powder, after being fiilly ignited, comes to act upon a

body at rest, having inertia; and such a body cannot be moved

* By a large vessel, is meant one whose capacity is not less than the greatest expan-

sion of the exploding mixture. The case here supposed is exactly what would take place

in a gas engine, if the mixed gas were exploded, the apertures at G and G' being perma-
nently closed.

H H 2
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out of the way, in an indefinitely small time, without a force

indefinitely great; or it is equivalent to an immoveable obstacle.

Of all exploding- mixtures, therefore, having the same field

of expansion, those are the most dangerous, and the least adapted to

produce moving force, which are ignited with the greatest rapidity.

Thus a mixture of oxygen and hydrogen, of which the ignition

is extremely rapid, is far less adapted for such purposes than a

mixture of common air and hydrogen, which is ignited more

slowly.

There is scarcely any exploding mixture which is ignited so

.slowly as gunpowder. This therefore, not\Wthstanding its great

force and large field of expansion, is peculiarly adapted to produce

either momentum or moving force; and, when opposed by a

moderate quantity of inertia, is attended with less danger than

some other mixtures, which explode with less force, but which

are ignited with greater rapidity. But great care must be taken

that the mass opposed be placed in close contact with the powder;

so that the exploding force may begin to act upon it the instant

the ignition commences, and that the action may cease before the

ignition is completed. ITius in a common musket, if the ball be

placed at a small interval, so that the powder may be fully ignited

before it begins to move it, the ball in this case becomes an

immoveable obstacle, and the gun will burst. It is here supposed,

that the exploding mixture has itself no inertia; or that it is

capable of following up the body upon which it acts, with a

velocity incomparably greater than that body can acquire.

Upon these principles an engine was constructed which was

moved by the exploding force of gunpowder. Tlie gunpowder

was employed to contract a very strong but light .spring, by a

regular series of explosions: and the elastic force of the spring

in recovering its fonner position, formed the moving power of the

engine. The danger to be apprehended from an explosion, thus
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resisted, depends not upon the strength of the spring so much
as upon the weight of it. An engine of this kind may be made

to work with regularity for a short time ; and the power of it,

compared with its whole weight, is extremely great. It is not

however proposed with any view to practical utility, being liable

to great and obvious objections : particularly from the corrosion

of the metals by the sulphur contained in the gunpowder, and

by the sulphuric acid which is produced during combustion. It

is here noticed merely to illustrate the foregoing principle.

W CECIL.
Papworth Everard,

Oct. 25, 1820.





XV. On a remarkable Peculiarity in the Laic of the

extraordinary Refractio7i of differently-coloured Rays

exhibited by certain Varieties of Apophyllite.

By J. F W. HERSCHEL, Esq. F R. S.

OF LONDON", EDINBURGH, AND GOTTINGEN ; FELLOW OF ST. JOHN's COLLEGE, .\SD

FELLOW OF THE CAMBRIDGE PHILOSOPHICAL SOCIETY.

[Read May 7, 1S21.]

JJouBLY refracting crystals have hitherto been divided into two

classes ; the first comprising' those in which the deviation of the

extraordinary ray may be regarded as arising from a repulsive force

emanating from one or more axes, as in carbonate of lime ; and the

other, from an attractive, as in zircon. Intermediate between these,

and forming, as it were, the limit between both, are bodies devoid

of the property of double refraction, as fluor, glass, &c. All these

substances, however, act with different degrees of energy on the

differently-coloured rays, according to a law which appears subject

to great variations in different bodies, and which is directly deduci-

ble in any given body, from the series of tints developed by exposure

to polarized light. In a former paper* I have instanced some

remarkable deviations from the ordinary law of tints exhibited by

certain varieties of the apophyllite, but from the mode of experi-

menting there followed, the most remarkable of the peculiarities

* Transactions of the Philosophical Society of Cambridge, Vol. I. Part I. 1S20,
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presented by the specimens employed escaped my notice. It is

this that out of the three varieties examined, two appear to belong

at once to all the three classes of Media above enumerated
;
pos-

sessing- the property of attractive crystals when exposed to the rays

forming one extreme of the spectium, and of repulsive in their

action on the other extreme, while for certain intermediate rays,

they are altogether void of the property of double refraction, and

allow such rays to pass freely through them in all directions with-

out dividing them into two pencils.

I was led to a knowledge of this remarkable singularity, by the

consideration of the forms of the cui-ves traced in Figs. 14 and 17.

(See Plate in Part I. of this Vol.) whose ordinates represent the

polarizing energies of the two varieties in question, on the mys

whose place in the spectrum is denoted by their abscissse. It is

assumed, without any particular grounds, in my fonner paper, that

these curves lie, throughout their whole extent, on one .side of their

abscissae. This was natural enough, being accustomed to regard

crystals as necessarily included in one or the other of the great

divisions above referred to, and in the mode of experimenting there

resorted to, the contraiy could not be discerned, the change from

attiactive to repulsive being marked by no phaenomenon. In con-

sidering the subject more carefully, however, it struck me that, as

the curves in question had been traced to the immediate vicinity of

the axis, and when lost sight of were then approaching it more

rapidly than in any other part of their course; it was highly piio-

bable that they would meet it in that part of tlie spectmm out

of the reach of obser^'ation, and if so, must cut it, and the portions

corresponding to the two extiemities of the spectrum, woidd thus

lie on opposite sides, the ab.solute lengths of the ordinates given by

experiment remaining unaltered.

To put this idea to the test was a matter of considerable deli-

cacy, as well from the imperfections of the specimen, as from its
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feeble polarizing energ-y, and the great difference of its action on

the different colours. In ordinary cases to determine whether a

crystal be attractive or repulsive, nothing more is required than to

place a plate of it between crossed tourmalines, so as to view the

polarized rings, and then, crossing it with a plate of mica or sul-

phate of lime, having its principal section 45° inclined to the plane

of primitive polarization, to notice in which quadrants of the rings

the tints are raised, and in which depressed. If the plate of the

substance examined be then removed (without altering the position

of the mica plate), and replaced by a plate of carbonate of lime,

tourmaline, or any other known substance (which it is convenient

to keep as a standard of comparison) it is immediately seen whether

the crystal in question be of the same, or an opposite character with

the standard ; the corresponding quadrants of the rings seen in the

two substances, being similarly affected in the one case, and the

alternate ones in the other. So coarse a method proved, as might

be expected, unavailing in the present instance, the order of the

tints being so completely altered by a plate of mica of moderate

thickness, as to be no longer recognized, and I was obliged to liave

recourse to measures taken in homogeneous light, and on a divided

apparatus. The method I pursued was as follows :—Having enclosed

the crystallized plate of the second variety described in my former

paper, in castor oil, in a proper apparatus for varying its inclination

to the polarized beam, and adjusted it so as to revolve in a plane 45°

inclined to that of primitive polarization, I noticed the inclinations

at which the first minimum of the ordinary pencil on one side of the

axis took place. These were as follows

:

Vol. I. Part II. I I
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the minima of the ordinary pencil were now observed to take

place at the following inclinations

:
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first evanescence of the extraordinary pencil in the extreme red rays,

which took place at an inclination of 27° 11'. The whole interval

then from the maximum to the minimum of the first red rin^ em-

braces an extent of 27" 11-19° 28=7° 43', while the displacement

of the minimum by the mica did not exceed 2° 11' in one direction,

and 1° 29' in the other. On the other hand, computing the first

evanescence of the extraordinary pencil in violet light, from the

formula*
nl = t . ^\n 6 . tan d

which gives sin e ={\/ 2 p ^ l -^ F - p), where P = —
'^ 2t '

we find that it will take place at 38° 12' of inclination, and the

variations produced by the mica in the place of the ordinary mini-

mum being + 5° 4' and - 3° 36', are decidedly less than the inter-

val between the maximum and minimum of the first ring which is

38" 12' - 26° 19'= ir53'.

However to leave no doubt on this head, I interposed an

extremely thin plate of mica,' which polarized but a feeble blue of

the first order, and jjlacing its principal section successively at

azimuths 45' and 45° + 90" = 135°, repeated the measures of the incli-

nation at which the first minijnum took place, taking in each case,

the mean of ten observations to compensate the various irregulari-

ties it was found impossible to avoid. I thus obtained the following-

results :

Inclination at Minimum of extreme Red

Ditto Violet

Azimuth = 45"

1
8° 39'

26 15

Azimuth = 135"

19" 55'

24 35

' n = the number of periods and parts of a period performed by the polarized ray within

the plate.

/ = the length of each period. t = the thickness of the plate.

d =: the inclination of the ray to the axis.
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The feeble double refraction, joined to the imperfection of the

specimen, and the impracticability of cutting it into a prism, with

its refracting edge parallel to the axis, (owing to the facility witli

which the laminae separate from each other,) have prevented my
verifying these results by actual observations on the double

refraction. There can be no doubt, however, what would be the

result. The spectra formed by the two refractions would appear

superimposed on each othei', but of difierent lengths, the indigo

spaces of each coinciding. They would consequently appear as one

spectrum of diluted colours, and unless examined in homogeneous

light, the double refraction would not be noticed at all.

There can be little doubt too that the third variety of apophyl-

lite described in my paper, would exhibit similar phaenomena, but

I have not thought it necessary to make any experiments on it,

the fact which it is the object of this paper to point out, being,

I hope, sufficiently proved without it.

J. F. W. HERSCHEL.
Slough, March 31, 1821.
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XVI. Notice of the Astronomical Tables of Mohammed

Abiheker Al Farsi, two copies of ichich are pre-

served in the Public Library of the University of

Cambridge.

By SAMUEL LEE, MA.
OF queen's college;

PROFESSOR OF ARABIC IN THE UNIVERSITY; AND SECRETARY TO THE

CAMBRIDGE PHILOSOPHICAL SOCIETY.

[Read Nov. 13, 1820.]

In making the following communication to the Cambridge

Philosophical Society, I have not so much hope of contributing

any thing to the stock of science which is already possessed on

the subject in question, as of adding something to the history

of its progress, and uf blinking bcfurc the public llie names of

some men, who appear to have laboured with success in its

furtherance : and, until Mr. Sedillot, as announced by Delambre*

* Astronomie du Moyen Age, p. 166. " M, Sedillot se propose de donner des notices

plus completes de I'Almageste d'Aboul Wefa, du Manuscrit d'Ebn Schathir, de celui de

Leyde, et de tons ceux qu'il pourra se procurer."

It may be proper here to point out a very enormous mistake, which it is probable

M. Delambre has copied either from Weidler or Montucla. In recounting the Arabic MSS.
found in the Library of Merton College, Oxford, he says, ' Mais, pour prouver avec quelle

ardour les Arabes s'adonnaient a I'Astronomie, il ajoute, que dans le seul Bibliotheque

Mertonienne
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shall favor the public with his more complete work on the

Astronomy of the Arabians, notices, like the iiresent, of such

works as are to be found in our Public Libraries, may not be

unacceptable. In presenting therefore to the Society a notice

of a very scarce and valuable work on Arabian Astronomy,

I trust I shall do no more than what some of the most eminent

writers on Astronomy have often called for: and, in so doing,

it is my intention to avoid prolixity, and to give such details

from the Preface of the work in question, and such extracts

from the work itself, as may be interesting and useful.

The only notice of the work, here alluded to, is, as far as

my researches have gone, to be found in the Bibliotheque Ori-

entale of D'Herbelot, which, from the manner in which it is

given, is sufficient to shew that the writer had never seen the

work in question. The notice is this, "Zig' Mohammed Ben

Abibekr Al-Farsi. Tables Astronomiques composees par Mo-

hammed, &c. pour le Sultan Al-Malik Al-Modhaffer Abou

Mansour Joussouf Ben Omar, Seigneur de I'Jemen ou Arabic

henreuse.

Cet Auteur dit qu'il a suivi dans son Ouvrage les observa-

tions du grand Astronome Ferideddin About Hassan Ali Ben

Mertonienne d'Oxford, on conservait plus de quatre cents Manuscrits Arabcs, tout remplies

des doctrines et d'Observations Astronomiques.' Montucla, in his Histoire des Matliemal.

Liv. I. Part ii, says, II nous apprend (i. e. Edovard Bernard) que la seule Bibliotlieque

dc Oxford possede plus de 400 manuscrits Arabcs sur I'Astronomie. And, for proof of

this, he refers the reader to the Philosophical Transactions for 1694., where not so much as

one word is found on this subject. The only work there mentioned, as being connected

with Edward Bernard, is a notice of the Catalogus Codd. Manuscriptorum Angliie et

Hibernije. I suppose, however, the passage referred to is, Tom. I. Piiilosophical Transactions,

p. 334, which has been cited by Asseman, p. 47, in his account of the Globus Cffleslis

Cufico-Arabicus, where, writing to Huntington, Bernard says, " Inter Codices tuos Arabicos

in Musao Mertoninsi (numeras autein plus quadraginta doctvinje, et observationis sideralis

refertos." Tiic quadraginta here nicnlioned has perhaps been mistaken for qtiadringenti,

a mistake certainly of no-tommon magnitude.
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Abdalherim Al-Scliirvani* dit A l-Rassed : rObseivateur. II cite

encore plusieurs autres Tables Astronomiques, dont voici les

titres. Zig' Al-Mosthi, Zig' Al-Moddel, Zig' Almohakkem,

Zig' Al-Zahir, Zig' Al-Mostanfi, et Zig' Al-Olai Al-Rassadi,

qu'il dit etre le dernier de ceux qui ont observe par eux-memes,

ce qu'il faut entendre jusqu' en I'annee 541. de I'Heg. auquel

temps cet Auteur a ecrit."

This account by D'Herbelot is erroneous in several particulars

:

for first, instead of the Zig' Al Mosthi, as given by him, the

MS. has Zig' Al Moghni. And again, instead of the Zig' Almos-

tanfi, the MS. has Zig' Almostawfi. And, in the third place,

instead of An. 541 of the Hegira, according to D'Herbelot, the

MS. has An. 541 of the J^ra of Yezdigird: from all of which,

it is, perhaps, but fair to conclude, that D'Herbelot had never

seen the work of Al Farsi.

It is curious enough that excepting this very imperfect notice

by D'Herbelot, the work of Al Farsi seems to have been totally

imknown in Europe ; and, although Astronomical Tables have

been composed in Europe upon the Arabian models, yet it is

most likely that these were taken from originals, which Al Farsi

has shewn to be irH2orrect ; and on which account, he had been

compelled to have recourse to observations made long after those

of Albategnius, upon which these tables had mostly been con-

structed.

• Soyuti in his Dictionary of Patronymics, wliicii is preserved in the Public Library

in the collection of Mr. Burkhardt, says, »|JJ ^j »Aw*J Ij ^^^JtJtj /-JLjiJI

aJucX<« CD Jt*" C «r ' ^^' ^^^^ '^> Sharwikni, with the vowel a before r, which

itself has no vowel, refers to the city Sharwan. In the MS. above alluded to, the vowel u

is placed before r. And D'Herbelot, as well as the Editor of the Kamoos, places i before >•,

so that the word is written, Sharwani, Shurwani, and Shirwani. I prefer the first on

the authority of Soyuti, and the Author of the Geographical Dictionary entitled

j^SOL/InnI Lc >S\X-e ) ^^lio writes it in the same way.

Vol. I. Part II. K K
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Montucla, again, in his History of the Mathematics, not-

withstanding his having cited several of the Tables, or Ziges,

as o-iven by D'Herbelot, has omitted to mention those of Al Farsi,

although he might have seen in D'Herbelot, that they were con-

si^ucted upon an entirely new set of observations.

It is not, however, my intention here to enter into the merits

of the Tables in question :—to attempt to shew in what way they

are preferable to those that went before them :—or to institute

any thing like a comparison with the Tables of modern times.

I shall leave these questions to be decided by those who have

more leisure and skill for these pursuits, contenting myself with

merely bringing to light the work in question.

It is a remarkable fact that two editions of this very scarce

work have lain in the Public Library of this University upwards

of 160 years: one of which is the work of Al Farsi, the other

an abridged edition by some unknown hand ; and undertaken, as

the epitomator observes in his preface, for the purpose of facili-

tating the use of the Tables, by reducing them to the asra of the

Hegira, the original work having been calculated according to the

Persian aera of Yezdigird.*

I shall have no necessity to appeal to the abridged edition

of the work in question, as the other MS. is in very good

* The title of Al Farsi's work is, ^JlliLlj <w?«JLtl ;^_jJSXM^( ^JIl_>UJ

UJjUI (ji^^lii. \^J^\ tijUa^ J^UCII J<J?UUI *>JosJI O^^j

-JCj i^\ cX4.sve ^jJcXjl jO^J JllaXI uXAil ^jLkL^J! Awstii.

/ JuO iSjJI -^f^j / ^j jUUI • The book of the approved Tables, known by^ "
the
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preservation, and very accurately written ; with this exception,

that the diacritical points are very generally omitted, which

makes the work of decyphering considerable, and the ortho-

graphy of some of the proper names irrecoverable. As men-

tion however is made of the original compiler of the tables in

the preface to this second edition, I shall take the liberty to

transcribe it.* " The most elegant work," says this editor, " that

has been published on this subject, (namely, Astronomy) according

to the longitude of Yemen, is that of the learned and excellent

Mohammed Abibeker Al Farsi, which he published for the Treasury

of the Sultan Al Malik Al Modhaffer, and entitled ' Al Zig Al

Mumtahan Al Khazayini." i. e. The approved Treasury Tables.

And again, speaking of the mean motion of Mercury, and con-

demning the practice of some who had gone before him, he

mentions another work of Al Farsi in the following terms. f "He

the title Al ModafFeri, from the observations of the learned and excellent, &c. Abi Al

Hassan Ali Ibn Abd Al Karim Al Shurwani, the observer, (better) known by Al Fahhad,

&c. Published by the eloquent and enlightened Doctor, for the Sultan Al Malik .Al

Modaffer, Badar Al Din Mohammed Abibeker Al Farsi. The MS. is in large quarto

containing about 2J0 pages, and has the class marks G g. 3. 2". It is said, in a note,

to have been bought in Mocha, a. d. 1639, for 200 Ryalls of Eight; and, that it was

placed in the Library a. d. i65S, by the Executors of Wni. Bretton, B. D. formerly Fellow

of Emmanuel College, and afterwards Rector of Clapton in Northamptonshire.

>aJCs\JI l_>U/' i^j^^ jy^ ^iD6 ^ u-i-Lv^ Lc xXj\ ^fj *

AjlisJ AJUwj (^<3JI /^MjliJI -X" /^l CX4.2SV.C iJ^LXjl (Js^LiJI

. ^jJl^svJI j^^^jjsCC^-^J I ffvljJ'-^ oUojjj j*M' ^iX-M,l (^IkLiJI

R K 2
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who wishes to know the truth of what has been said, may consult

the work published by the learned Mohammed Abibeker Al

Farsi, entitled, " A step for the ardent mind towards solving- the

difficulties of the Astronomical Tables :" I cite these particulars

merely for the purpose of shewing in what repute our Author

was held by his learned countrymen ; and to preserve the title

.

of one of his works.

I now proceed to the preface of the work itself, which I shall

give as faithfully as possible, from the words of the Author; and

then the contents of each chapter of the book ; and after that,

a few extracts from the Tables.

After a religious preamble in praise of God, and the Prophet,

which I shall omit, the Author thus proceeds, " The humble

Mohammed Abibeker Al Farsi, relying on the favor of the

Almighty, affirms, that the most elevating and ennobling pursuit

that can occupy the attention of man, is that of Astronomy and

the wonders which it possesses : and since, (adds he), it has been

my good fortune to have held an office in the service of our Lord

and King, the illustrious and excellent Al Modhaffer Al Mansiiri,

Al Malik Al Modhaifer,* &c.—Yiisuf Ibn Omar Khalil, Com-
mander of the faithful,* &c.—And since his favors have been

continually and plentifully heaped upon me, it became my wish

to publish a set of Astronomical Tables, for the Royal Treasury,

unlike any that had gone before, and which should remain un-

impaired to the end of time. I therefore took, as the most to be

depended upon, the mean motions of the Sun, Moon, and Planets,

as given from the observations of the learned and excellent Phi-

losopher Ferid Eddin, &c. Abi Al Hassan Ali Ibn Abd Al

• The parts here oinilted consist of tlie mere repetition of terms of respect, which are

aitltogether uninteresting to an European reader.
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Karim Al Sharvvani, the Observer, known by the title Al *Fahhdd,

one of the most celebrated and correct of the learned moderns,

and who published several Astronomical Tables, of which the

following- are the titles : viz. 1. Al Moghni, 2. Al 3Iohakkam,

3. Al Zdhir, 4. Al Mostmvfi, 5. Al Modddal, and 6. Al
Old! Al Rassadi, which is the last published by him from obser-

vations. I took this last, on several accounts, because, for instance,

the accuracy of the calculations, and the demonstrations on which

they were founded, were superior to any that had gone before;

and because it was compiled at a time much nearer that in which

the observations had been made, than any other. The date of

these observations is that of t541 of the aera of Yezdigird. It has

been related that Al Sharwani continued to make and correct his

observations on the mean motions of the Planets, through a space

of not less than 30 years, which he did by instruments, either made
by his own hands, or procured from distant places for that purpose.

The instruments alluded to are, the Armilla, which is used for

the purpose of ascertaining the longitude and latitude of the

Planets. J The Dhat Al Shuabatein, with which the (Zenith)

distances of the Planets, and their diameters are observed :—and

the quadrant, used to ascertain the Sun's declination, which was

divided into 5400 minutes, equalling the minutes contained in a

* Pardura (domans B. iu Av.) instituens ad venalioneui. Castell. Lex. Hept.

t See the above mentioned notice by D'Herbelot.

I There is no mention made of this word in any of the Dictionaries or Vocabularies, which

are all extremely defective in terms used in the Sciences: the words are /^twMwOtkwJ I dJlti

i. e. having two branches: the etymology of the word, and the description of the uses of

this instrument, which is given in the text, clearly shew that it was a species of the instrument

invented by Ptolemy for the determination of the Moon's parallax, and which was used by

Albategnius in the determination of the obliquity of the ecliptic : it was known to Copernicus

and the Astronomers of his age under the name of Regula Parallactics, and was first

abandoned by Tycho Brahe.
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quadrant of the heavens, used for the purpose of correcting the

observations.

Nor did Al Shanvani depend on the observations of those who

had gone before him, seeing as he did the great error and confusion

that prevailed among them ; and which attached itself, not more

to the observations made by Hipparchus and Archimedes, before

the time of Ptolemy, than it did to those made by them and

Ptolemy himself The same is true with respect to the observations

of Ptolemy and those of the moderns, who followed the Tables

called *Almumtahan, (approved). Now, between the times in

which the observations of Hipparchus and Ptolemy were made,

there intervened a space of about 260 years ; and between the

times of the Obsei^vations of Ptolemy, and those of the moderns

made in the time of Mamoon a space of about 700 solar years.

And in the same manner did those who followed the approved

Tables disagree, so that one seemed to oppose the other.

Of these Authors were the following : namely, Thabet Ibn

Korra: Ahmed Ibn 3Iohammed Al Nahawendi the Arithmetician:

Isaac Ibn Honein : Hamid Ibn Ali Al Wasiti : fAbu Moasher

Al Balkhi : Mohammed Ibn Jabir Ibn Senan Al Batani (Alba-

tegnius) : Send Ibn Ali : Khalid Ibn Abd Al Malik Al Maru-

rudhi : Ali Ibn Isa Al Astralabi : Abas Ibn Said Al Jauhari

:

Ahmed Ibn Abd Allah the Arithmetician : Ali Ibn Isaac Ibn

Kishoor : Moosa Ibn Shakir, and his three Sons, Mohammed,

Ahmed, and Al Hassan : Sahal Ibn Bashar Al Mahani : Al

Kasim Ibn Abd Allah : Ahmed Ibn Abd Allah Habash : Abu
Kasim Ali Ibn Al Hosein Ibn Isa Al Sharif Al Hoseini, known

* By some termed the Tabulae Probata; ; and by Mr. Caussin, Table verifiee. Notices

et Extr. Biblioth. du Roi. Vol. Vll. p. 96. notes.

t Tiiere is a work on Astrology with Astronomical tables by this Author in the University

Library marked Gg. 3. 19.
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generally by Ibn Aalam : Al Fadl Ibn Hatim Al * Nairizi : Mo-
liammed Ibn Ahmed Yusuf Al Samarkandi : Abu Al Hassan Ali

Ibn Am^jur Al Turki : Yaliya Ibn Abi Mansur : fAli Ibn Abd
Al Rahman Ibn Ahmed Ibn Younis : and Abu Al Hassan. The
observations of all of whom diifered from one another ; and each

of whom published a set of Tables from such materials as he had
before him, and which he considered as sufficiently accurate. J

§ It is related by Ali Ibn Abd Al Rahman Ibn Ahmed Ibn

Younis, as told him by Send Ibn Ali, respecting Ibn Yahya Ibn

Abi Mansur: namely, that Ibn Yahya's observations could not

be correct, nor have arrived to that degree of accuracy that could

be wished, as he had seen the Armilla with which they had been

made, sold, some time after his death, in the street of the Paper-

makers in Bagdad ; and that it was divided into parts of 10 minutes

each : This, says the Author, is a proof that his observations with

this instrument were not perfect, on account of its being divided

into parts which were sixths of a degree : but if its divisions

had been of one minute each, they would have been perfectly

correct.

It is related by the learned and excellent Abu Al Hassan

Ali Ibn Abd Al Karim Al Sharwani the Observer, above men-
tioned, that he found the mean motions of the Sun and Moon
agreeable to the observations of Yahya Ibn Abi Mansur, and

those of Khalid Ibn Abd Al Malik Al Marurudhi:-of Abbas

* In the orthography of this name I have followed Mr. Caussin, who says he was a native

of Nairiz in Persia, and was famous for his knowledge of Geometry and Astronomy. Notices

et Extr. Vol. Vll. p. 118.

t Of whose work an ample extract is given by Mr. Caussin in the Notices and Extr.

Vol. VII.

X From p. 60 et seq. of the Volume alluded to Ibn Youuis makes the same remark.

§ The passage here cited from Ibn Younis, is found in Mr. Caussin's edition above
alluded to.
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Ibn Said Al Janhari, and of Habash, all of which agreed with

one another in this particular.

But with respect to the two superior Planets : viz. Saturn

and Jupiter, it was found in the Tables called Al Olai Al Rassadi

(composed by Sharwani) that a conjunction would take place in

Capricorn, in which the one would appear to touch the other,

and which would happen on the *14th of Safar, 562, of the Hejira,

that is, on the 6th of Bahinan Mah, ann. t535 of Yezdigird :

and it so happened ; so that the calculation agreed with the fact

;

which was not the case with any other of the Tables that had

been published from observation ; but, on the contrary, the event

universally contradicted the prediction : which may be sufficient

to vouch for the accuracy of Al Sharwani. J

It is further related, that Al Shar>vani observed the mean

motions of Mars, through a long space of time, and found them

agreeable to the observations of Ibn A^lam. He like^vise observed

for a long time the mean motions of Venus, when she came in

conjunction with the star in the heart of Leo, which he also found

agreeable to the observations of Ibn Aalam.

But with respect to the real motions of Venus, and the place

of her apogee, he found some difference bet^veen his own obser-

vations, and those of others who had gone before him : for,

according to him, the apogee of Venus would differ from that of

• Corresponding to Nov. 30, II66, A. D. which also corresponds to 535 of Yezdigird

as given by Gravius in the Epochs celebriores. See Tables.

t This Kra, atcording to Gravius, Epochae Celebriores, began A. D. 633, which is the

year in wiiicli Yezdigird ascended the throne of Persia.

+ It is worthy of remark that the complaints of Ibn Younis were to the very same effect

:

viz. liiat in his day, none of the observations corresponded in time and quantity with the

predictions, whence we may infer that the science of Astronomy, had received considerable

improvement from the labours of Al Sharwani. See Mr. Caussin Not. et Extr. p. 122,

et soq.
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the Sun in degrees, though it would be in the same sign ; which

is contrary to the general opinion of Astronomers.

Again, with respect to the true motion of Mercury, after re-

peated observations, he found it to differ from the observations of

all but those of Ptolemy, with which it agreed. On these accounts

(says Al Farsi) I relied entirely on his observations, because of

their great accuracy and the clearness of their demonstrations, and

because I had proved them during a considerable length of time,

by the conjunctions of the planets one with another, or with one

or other of the fixed stars ; as, for instance, with the star in the

heart of Leo, and others ; as well as the quantity and time of dura-

tion of the Solar and Lunar eclipses; in all of which I found the

prediction to correspond with the event.

I found, moreover, (continues Al Fkrsi) that most of those

who had gone before me, and had composed Tables, had formed

them upon the observations of others, as in the case of *Kiishiar,

author of the Tables called Al Jamia; Mohammed Ibn Ayub,

author of those styled Al Mofrid ; and Ali Al Nasi'ii, author of

those called Al F&khir ;—and Abi Rashid Al fBarabshi, author of

those called Al Kamil, all of whom implicitly relied on the mean

motions of the Planets, as given by Al Batani (Albategnius) taking

all the errors and mistakes just as they found them. J

Wlien therefore I knew the character of the different Tables

that had come down to my times, and found none comparable, to

* There is a work on Astrology by this Author, bound up in the same volume with

the work of Al Farsi.

t It is impossible to be certain of the orthography of this word from the Manuscript,

which here omits some of the diacritic points: thus / ^iijl-^l •

t We have here a further account of Tables of which D'Herbelot has taken no notice

when speaking of Al Farsi, which it is most likely he would have done had he ever seen

this work : and it is doubtful whether a notice of any one of them is to be found in

D'Herbelot.
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those called Al Olai Al Rassadi, either as respects their accuracy,

or the nearness of the time of their compilation to that of the ob-

servations on which they were founded, I took this, with some

degree of confidence, as the basis of my own, which I published

as confonnably as nmy be to his models, facilitating, at the same

time, the work of calculation as much as possible ; and which

had formerly been attended with considerable difficulty. I then

gave my work the title of Al Zig Al Mumtahan Al ModhafFeri,

i. e. The approved Tables of Modhatfer, according to the name
of our Sovereign Al Malik Al ^lodhalTer, ( may his reign be per-

petual.)

The epoch of all the elements of the mean motions of the

Planets, and of the equations of their apogees in these Tables,

I laid down for the beginning of the year 631 of Yezdigiid, on the

third day of the week at twelve o'clock, which answers to the

17th day of Safar An. Hej. 661.* And the extent of time for which

they are formed is An. 1321 of Yezdigird. The place, moreover,

according to the longitude and latitude of which these Tables are

computed, is the point of the great circle determining the climate

of Yemen, the longitude of which eastward from the Canary Isles,

is 63" 30', and the latitude, from the Equator nortlnvard 14° 30',

which determines the boundaries of Yemen, upon which these

Tables have been formed, f

I further affirm, (continues Al Farsi) that no one has, in our

times, published Tables at all to be compared with these, nor will

\Vliicli answers to Dec. 13, A. D. 1262.

t III a note wrilteii hetween the lines in tliis place of the MS. it is said DcX^ 4

This place is the city of Sena in Arabia felix, as this is the longitude and latitude given

of that place." This, upon referring to the Tables I (ind to l)c the case, which is sufficient

to determine the place where Al Farsi wrote.
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any come hereafter who will equal them, whether as regards their

truth, or the accuracy of their construction, excepting only, where

some error might have escaped the compiler from absence of mind,

either in laying down the numbers in the letters ofthe alphabet, or in

making the computations. My apology is therefore made, and my
intention known. No one, it should be remembered, is free from

error, esjiecially when beset Avith difficulties, except the Almighty,

whose favor and furtherance I have supplicated in the prosecution

of this work, and I am not without confidence that he has answered

my requests. I have divided these Tables into 40 chapters, which

«re as follows.

The number of Chapters in these Tables.

Chap. 1. On Chronology. 2. To find an unknown from a

known date, by the Tables. 3. To find the beginning of the

Roman, Coptic, Arabian, and Persian year. Also to find the

beginning of the year and months of the Jews by the Tables.

4. To find the embolisms of the Arabian and Roman years by

the Tables. 5. Explanation of the Elements, to which the mean

motions of the Planets, (the Sun and Moon, with their true

motions,) are reduced in these Tables ; and to find any one for

any given time. 6. To rectify the difference of time at any

place differing in longitude from that wherein these Tables have

been composed, which is in the climate of Yemen. 7. To find

the length of Day and Night, for any given time by computa-

tion and the Tables. 8. Explanation of the requisites for a

calculator in using the mean motions of the Sun, Moon, and

Planets, and their equations, as laid down in these Tables

:

also their true motions. 9. To find the Sun's place. 10. To

find the Moon's place. 11. To find the place of the Nodes.

12. To find the places of the five Planets. 13. On the retro-

L L 2
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grade motions of tlie Planets :—and their being stationary, 14. To

find the latitude of the three superior Planets. 15. To find

the latitude of the two inferior Planets. 16. * To find the Sun's

declination: also to find the first and second declination by

calculation. 17. To find the Moon's latitude. 18. To find the

times of the Conjunctions and Oppositions. 19. To find the places

of the Conjunctions and Oppositions. 20. To find the Phases of

the Moon. 21. To find the sine, the arc being given ; and vice

versa. 22. To find the versed sine, the arc being given ; and

vice versa : also to find the chord, the arc being given, and vice

versa. 23. On the ascension in a right sphere. 24. On the ascen-

dant, and how to find the parts of the hours of day. 25. To find

the Sun's altitude from the tangent and cotangent of observation

;

and vice versa : also to find the reversed shadow (i. e. the cotangent)

commonly in use. 26. To find the Equation of the time of day

(at any given place) : also the places of the Sun and Planets by

computation and the Tables. 27. To find the latitude of any

place by an observation of the Sun's altitude, and by the Tables.

Also to find the longitude of any place and its meridian. 28. To

find the ascendant; also the circle of the Heavens corresponding

to the latitude of Yemen, from the observed altitude of the Sun.

29. To find the ascendant; also an arc of the Heavens from the

observed altitude of the Planets. 30. To find the parts of the

ascendant : also the point of the Ecliptic that is upon the 3Ieridian,

the common and .sidereal time being given. 31. To find the time

when any point of the Ecliptic comes to the Meridian, either at

a place having latitude, or in one that has none. 32. To find the

Equation for the centre points of the twelve signs of the Zodiac.

33. To determine the cases wherein the solar Eclipses take place,

* For an explanation of wlial is meant li\ first and second declination, see Delambre

Ast. du Moyen Age, p. IjS.
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by computation and the Tables. 34. To calculate a solar Eclipse.

35. To calculate a lunar Eclipse. 36. On the * Comet ; and to find

its place with respect to the Ecliptic. 37. To find the hours of

the day as equated for tlie latitude of Yemen, by the Tables.

38. To find the greatest Meridian altitude for the latitude of Yemen,

by the Tables. 39. To find the conjunctions of the Planets one

with another : also the times of the conjunctions of the Moon with

the Planets. 40. To find the places of the fixed Stars for the epoch

of these Tables, i. e. for the beginning of the year 631 of Yezdigird :

also to find the places of the 28 stars of the Ecliptic from their

original places : which ends the Tables.

The following are two Tables giving the mean places of the

Planets, and their Apogees, which may have been influenced by

the obsei'vations of Sharwani.

* The word used in the text is jAxXJ I , of which the Author himself says, rj' *Ail

Observe that tX/JU I is one of the stars having a tail, not situated in the firmauieut of the

stars : but having its place in the etherial heaven, below that of the moon. I have therefore

supposed it must mean a Comet, no assistance whatever, in this, as well as innumerable other

instances, being to be obtained from the Dictionaries; but the Author speaks of this comet

as if it were a solitary phaenomenon, and subject to the same laws of motion as any of

the planets ; he has given tables of its mean place in the ecliptic for intervals of 1 year, •

of 10 years, and of 100 years ; a proof, if any were wanted, of the very little attention

which was paid to observation in the construction of their tables.
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Tabk of the Mean Places of the Planets, for the beginning of the

Year 631 of Yczdigird, for the Longitude of 6o° 30' from the

Canary Isles, Eastward.

Planets. Signs.

The Sun's mean place 6'

The Moon's ditto 5

Its true place 5

The Nodes 11

Saturn's mean place 4

Its true place 9

Jupiter's mean place 4

Its true place 11

Mars' mean place 2

Its true place 2

Venus's mean place 7

Its true place 1

Mercury's mean place 2

Its true place 11

Table of the Apogees of the Planets, for the year above mentioned.

Planets. Signs. Deg. Min. Sec. Thirds. Fourths.

The Sun *Pisces 2»

Saturn Sagittarius..

Jupiter Virgo

Mars Leo

Venus Gemini ....

Mercury Scorpio

' Tliis is evidently a mistake in tlie manuscript, as the right sign Cancer is always

mentioned in other parts of the Tables.

Deg.
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The positions of the Apogees given in this Table do not accord

with those given by Ibn Yonnis in the year 220 of Yezdigird,

and much less with their true places for that time, as determined

by modern tables: and, the case of the Sun excepted, their plane-

tary theory would necessarily give results essentially different from

the true ones.

The obliquity of the ecliptic is always made 23" 35', the de-

tennination of it given by Albategnius, and adopted by all sub-

sequent Arabian Astronomers. The Sun is said to be vertical at

Sena when he is in the 9th degree of Taurus, and its latitude is

stated to be 14° 30' : this would give a value of the obliquity

much less than the preceding: but no inference can properly be

drawn from hence, as we know not whether these residts were

connected with each otlier.

It may perhaps be unnecessary to give any further extracts

from the Tables, I shall therefore only remark, that in the original

work they occujiy 96 pages ; in the abridgement 70. The chajiters

moreover in the al)ridgement are confined to 30. It was my ori-

ginal intention to give a list of the principal places in the East

with their longitudes and latitudes from the Tables above men-

tioned : but, as I intend to jjresent to the Society some extracts

from the Geography of Abulfeda, of which a very valuable copy,

written by Erpenius, is dejjosited in the Public Library, and which

has never yet been laid wholly before the public, I now defer

that jjart of my design to some future day, when the list of Al

Farsi, and the extiacts from Abulfeda may appear together.

SAMUEL LEE.
Cambridge,

Nov. 5, 1820.

P. S. I must not omit to mention, that I am indebted to the

Rev. Mr. Peacocre, the present Secretary of the Society, for several

valuable hints, during the preparation of this Paper for the Press.
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It is well known that the intensity of Sound is diminished

by the rarefaction of the medium in which it is produced. We
might therefore expect the sound excited in hydrogen gas to be

feebler than what is, in like circumstances produced in atmospheric

air. But the difference is actually much greater.

A small piece of clock-work, by which a bell is struck every

half minute, being jjlaced within the receiver of an air-pump,

a successive rarefaction was produced, and after the air had been

rarefied 100 times, hydrogen gas was introduced. But the sound,

so far from being augmented, was at least as feeble as in atmo-

spheric air of that extreme rarity,—and decidedly much feebler

than when formed in air of its own density, or rarefied ten times.

The most remarkable fact is, that the admixture of hydrogen

gas with atmospheric air has a predominant influence in blunting

or stifling .sound. If one half of the volume of atmospheric air

be extracted, and hydrogen gas be admitted to fill the vacant space,

the sound will now become scarcely audible.

Vol. I. Part ir. M M
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These facts, I think, depend partly on the tenuity of hydrogen

gas, and partly on the rapidity with which the pulsations of sound

are conveyed through this veiy elastic medium. The celerity of

the transmission of sound through common air is the same in every

degree of rarefaction ; but in hydrogen gas it is more than three

times swifter. The bell therefore stiikes a medium which is at once

thin and fugacious; fewer particles are struck, and these sooner

escape from the action of the stroke. To produce undulations

similar to what are excited in atmospheric air, or to cause equal

reciprocations in the tide of sound, it would require the impulse

to be as the square of the celerity, or ten times greater than in

common air. If this view of the matter be just, I should expect

the intensity of sound to be diminished 100 times, or in the com-

pound ratio of its tenuity and of the square of the velocity with

which it conveys the vibratory impressions.

When hydrogen gas is mixed with common air, it probably

does not intimately combine, but dissipates the pulsatory impres-

sions before the sound is vigorously formed.

It would be desirable to prosecute such observations with

different gases, and at various degrees of rarefaction. But I have

not yet found time, and merely throw out these hints for subse-

quent examination and research.

JOHN LESLIE.

Edinburgh,

March 13, 1821.
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It has been remarked of the Pile of Volta that it stands

unrivalled in the history of Philosophy, as its discovery was not

the result of accident, but the fruit of preconceived theory, without

which it might have for ever remained unknown. But this, though

the first, was not the only instance of the kind in the history of

Galvanism.—The decomposition of the alkalis and the discovery

of the close connexion, if not the identity of Galvanism and

Electricity, were the results of experiments, which were not under-

taken fortuitously, but successfully deduced from theoretical views.

—Another instance has recently been added of the verification of

hypothesis by experiment, in Professor CErsted's discovery of the

action of the Voltaic Pile on the Magnetic Needle. In repeating

his experiments, I have been led to some results, which may not

perhaps be unworthy of the notice of this Society. Some years

before the identity of Lightning and Electricity were suspected,

it had been observed that the Magnetism of the Compass Needle

was not only destroyed, which might be attributed to heat, but

M M 2
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that it was reversed by Lightning ; the same effects were afterwards

produced by artificial Electricity : this seems to have been the first

step in this discovery. It was noticed by Halley, and afterwards

more accurately by Dalton, that the beams of the Aurora Borealis

were always parallel to the Magnetic Meridian, and that the direc-

tion of the Ma^etic Needle deviated considerably during their

continuance.

These two facts seemed to prove an intimate connexion between

Magnetism and Electricity, and when afterwards a similar con-

nexion was observed between Electricity and Galvanism, it was

an obvious inference that these three poAA'ers might possibly be

identical.—Several fruitless attempts were in consequence made to

communicate Magnetism to Steel Bars by placing them in the

Galvanic circuit, and, excepting by the experiments of Ritter, there

appeared no confirmation of this supposition. His experiments,

and the conclusions he deduced from them, were too singular to

be passed over imnoticed. By placing a Louis d'or in contact with

the extremities of a Voltaic circuit, he caused its opposite sides

to exhibit, the one the positive, the other the negative electricities,

and this even after having been in contact with other metals ; in

this respect having acquired polarity similar to that of a magnet.

Pursuing the analogy, he galvanised a gold needle, which shewed

the dip and variation, and was attracted and repelled by a magnet.

The conclusion he deduced from these exi)eriments, was, that a

magnet was similar to a pair of Galvanic plates, and that the

affinity of Galvanism with Magnetism was still greater than that

with Electricity. From some unaccountable circumstances his

experiments either were not attempted, or did not succeed with

others. In a work published by (Ersted in the year 1807, the

subject is again resumed, and the hypothesis brought forward

which conducted him to a successful result. After describing some

analogies between Magnetism and Electiicity, he arrives at this
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conclusion : in Galvanism the force is more latent than in Elec-

tricity, and still more so in Magnetism than in Galvanism ; it is

necessary to try whether Electricity in its latent state will not

affect the needle.—It seems to have been upon this principle that

he founded his process. A magnetic needle was placed within

the influence of a wire connecting the extremities of a Voltaic

battery, and was found to deviate in different directions, varying

according to its position with respect to this connecting wire.

—

Subsequent experiments have proved, that this wire, of whatever

metal it may be composed, becomes during this j^rocess magnetical

;

that two such wires possess the power of attracting or repelling

each other, and that permanent magnetism may be communicated

to steel by placing it within the Galvanic influence.—As your

Council have done me the honor of desiring me to repeat these

experiments before yon, I have thought it proper to give this .short

account of their origin, which otherwise, as they are detailed at

length in the different Scientific Journals, might have been thought

unnecessary. In many of the results which I obtained in exa-

mining these phenomena, I found, as might have been expected,

that I had been anticipated by others; I shall therefore mention

only those which I believe to be new, or which, though previously

discovered by others, yet in consequence of my using an apparatus

more suitable for the purpose, I obtained by more simple methods.

The apj>aratus employed was a single pair of zinc and copper

plates, having a surface of 2f feet, and conducting copjier wires

of j3 inch diameter, with two light magnetic needles, the one

moving horizontally, and the other vertically. For examining

the direction in which the magnetic force of the connecting wire

acted on the needle, a thick brass wire was used, bent into a

circular form, leaving an interruption in its circumference of about

an inch ; the ends of this wire being connected severally with the

zinc and copper wires of the Galvanic plates. The ring being
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placed horizontally with the needle beneath it, the deviation was,

in every azimuth of the compass, such that the needle made an

anffle of nearly 90° with the direction of that portion of the ring

which was immediately over it. This deviation is mentioned by

ffirsted as being- about 45° ; but it was she>vn that its ultimate

direction was at right-angles to the wire; in some cases by using

a very light needle, in others by fixing- it at nearly 90° by a small

magnet; when, on making the connexion, it was impelled towards

the right-angle, on which ever side of it the needle had been placed

previously. The consequence of this was, that the needle made

right-angles with the meridian, when under that part of the ring

which was due North and South ; and that where it was East

and West the needle continued in the Meridian ; but in one instance

its magnetic intensity appeared to be increased, the North end

still pointing towards the North, in the other its poles were re-

versed.—It was obvious from CErsted's experiments that when the

needle was placed over the ring the eiFects would be similar, but

in opposite directions, and that when in the plane of the ring there

would be apparently no effect produced. In this case a horizontal

needle was used having a vertical motion. This was first placed

without the ring, the direction of the needle making right-angles

with that part of the ring to which it was opposed.—It was found,

that, that end of this needle which was impelled upward in one

position, was similarly impelled in every azimuth whilst without

the ring, but on being placed within it was in every position im-

pelled downwards.—On reversing the.se needles the effects were

in all cases exactly opposite. When instead of using a common
compass as in the first case, a needle was applied to the wire, sus-

pended vertically below its axis, that end which moved to the right

of the wire in any one point of its circumference, moved to the right

in all ; but on being suspended in a similar manner over it, moved

to the left of the wire in all positions.—From these experiments
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it is evident that the force exerted by the connecting wire on the

magnetic needle, is in every case in the direction of a tangent to

the circumference of the wire, drawn from that point of it towards

which the pole of the needle is directed; and that the direction

of these tangents, Avith reference to the wire, is always the same

This may readily be conceived, by imagining the Galvanic fluid,

(if it be a fluid) to revolve in a close spiral line from one extremity

of the connecting wire to the other. From the opposite effects of

this current on the opposite ends of the magnetic needle, it is

obvious either that its particles attract one pole and repel the

other, or that two electricities proceed, at the same time, from the

extremities of the connecting wire, in opposite directions; the one

acting upon one pole of the needle solely, the other on the other.

—

To separate these eflfects from each other, I used a needle, one end

of which was steel, the other brass. The eflect of the connecting

wire on this double needle was, as I had imagined, considerably

less than that on the common needle, but similar To ascertain

the direction of the supfjosed Galvanic current with reference to

the magnetic needle, we must have recourse to the case where

the connecting wire is at right-angles to the Meridian. When
that end of it which was connected with the zinc plate was East,

the needle beneath it remained immoveable, its magnetic inten-

sity being increased; when the same extremity was connected

with the copper plate, the poles of the needle were reversed

;

in the first case then the Galvanic force coincided with, in the

second it was opposed to, that which gives magnetism to the

needle.—And therefore the effects of the connecting wire upon
the compass needle are precisely similar to what would have been

produced by placing over it a magnetic bar at right-angles to the

connecting wire, that is, parallel to the needle ; having in the first

case, its poles in the opposite, and in the second case, in the same

direction as those of the compass needle.—In both these cases the
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direction of the magnetic current in the needle, being at right-angles

to the connecting wire, was either from North to South, or from

South to North. I concluded therefore that if the Galvanic circuit

were completed through a magnet, its force would be increased

or diminished, as the Galvanic force coincided with or opposed

the magnetic.

On connecting the two poles of a small horse-shoe magnet,* to

which a weight of 12 grains was suspended, with a pair of Galvanic

plates, the weight fell when the zinc plate was connected with

the South end of the magnet, and on reversing the poles it was

drawn upward with a strong vibrating motion, indicating increased

attraction.—As when that end of the connecting wire which pro-

ceeded from the zinc plate was placed in the magnetic Meridian

over the North end of the compass, in the former experiments,

the needle went to the right, and when under the compass to the

left; it follows, from comparing this with the above-mentioned

experiment, that the current which issuing from the zinc plate

proceeds along the wire from right to left, answering to what would

be called a left-handed screw, corresponds with the magnetism

which influences the needle of the compass.

Similar experiments to those with the brass ring placed horizon-

tally, were made with it suspended vertically, in difterent azimuths.

As they chiefly served to verify the direction of the supposed Galva-

nic current as deduced from the former experiments, it is unnecessary

to repeat them.—One result however was obtained, which, as I have

found it practically useful in magnifying the Galvanic force on the

needle, I shall mention. When the ring is placed in the magnetic

Meridian, the uj)per and lower parts of its circumference may be

considered as horizontal lines passing over and under the needle,

* Since this was read to the Society I have discovered the cause of this phenomenon

to be dift'creiit from what I then suspected, I have tlierefore assij;ned the true cause in a

subsequent paper.
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and the East and Western sides as vertical lines drawn in its plane,

and at right-angles to its poles. From what has been said as

to the direction of the Galvanic current, it is evident that the

effect of that part of the ring which passes over the needle is

doubled by that beneath it, in the same manner the effect of

the East side of the ring is doubled by the Western ; in addition

to this the effects of the horizontal and vertical portions conspire

together. If therefore the ring become an ellipse, or what is

more convenient in practice, the connecting wire be made in the

form of a parallelogram inclosing the needle, the effect will be

nearly quadruple that of a single wire passing over it. By means

of this arrangement I have produced a deviation of 20° on a

common pocket compass, by a battery so small as to be excited

by a single drop of fluid.—By diminishing the size and increas-

ing the delicacy of suspension of the needle there seems every

probability that this may become a more delicate Galvanometer

than any we as yet possess.—After mentioning the effect pro-

duced by so small an apparatus, it may seem singular that in

Professor CErsted's earlier experiments the effects were barely ap-

parent, owing, as he imagined, to the feeble power of his battery.

The reason of this he afterwards discovered to be, that the mag-

netic effect was dependant not on the intensity but the quantity

of Galvanism evolved ; but he does not seem to be aware of the

extent to which this observation may be applied.—My first ex-

periments were made with a battery of 220 double 6-inch plates

possessing very powerful effects both electrical and chemical; yet

its influence on the needle was scarcely perceptible. One of these

plates taken separately caused a deviation of nearly 80°. It is

evident then, that, though the circuit be complete, much of the

magnetic influence is destroyed by the same circumstance which

generates the electrical effect. This can be no other than the

tension produced, in consequence of the obstruction presented to

Vol. I. Part II. N N
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the free passage of Galvanism, by the fluid interposed bet^veen

each pair of plates.—Magnetism cannot therefore be properly

considered as the effect of Voltaic Electricity, but of Galvanism

in its original form.

In examining the difference between Electricity and the Mag-

netic effects iModuced by Galvanism, I was induced to try the

powers of wires of different lengths and diameters in conducting

it. Electiicity, it is known, is conducted almost entirely by a wire

however small, provided it be not fused ; and if the circuit be

comjdeted at the same time through two wires of different lengths

and diameters, a very small portion of Electricity is transmitted

through the larger wire, provided the smaller be considerably

shorter.—The law by which the Magnetic influence of Galvanism

is conducted is precisely the reverse.—A needle which deviated

between 80° and 90° when jilaced under a connecting wire of

J3
inch diameter, deviated less than 20° when placed at the same

distance from a wire of ^ inch ; when wires of different diameters

were used, the deviation increased with the diameters, although

their lengths increased at the same time ; and this law continued,

even with a single pair of plates, until the wire was larger than

^ inch.—As it might have been supposed that this effect was owing

solely to the smaller wire presenting a less surface to the needle

beneath it, I placed a large connecting wire over the compass,

and interposed the smaller wire in another part of the circuit,

but the effect was still the same. I obtained however a still more

decisive proof of the difference of the laws by which Electricity

and Galvanic Magnetism are conducted. The connexion was

made at the same time by means of two wires, one of which was

^ inch diameter, and 3 inches long, the other
l-

inch, and 5 feet

in length ; the needle of a compass placed under the former devi-

ated only 10°, that of a similar compass under the latter had a

deviation of nearly 80°.—That the smaller wire was capable of
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conducting more of the Magnetic force, was shewn by removing

the larger wire when the deviation under the smaller increased

to nearly 20°. This influence had therefore, contrary to that of

Electncity, chosen the longer passage through the larger wire,

even though the smaller had not transmitted all it was capable

of conducting.

As in some of these experiments I had inclosed the small

wires in tubes filled with water and different acids, without

finding there was any increased effect produced, I concluded that

these fluids would not conduct the Galvanic Magnetism ; nor

where a single pair of plates was used, however nearly the con-

necting Avires were brought together, was there any effect produced

either chemical or magnetical.—On placing a small copper wire,

in a tube filled with nitric acid, over the needle, the deviation

was gradually diminished as the wire was corroded by the acid,

and when a separation of continuity took place, there was no

deviation. The experiment was reversed by inclosing two copper

wires in a tube filled with acetate of lead ; the extiemities of

these wires being brought very near each other, and the tube

placed in the Galvanic circuit over the needle, there was at first

no deviation, but when the arborescence produced by the revival

of the lead fonned a metallic contact between the wires, a small

deviation appeared, which gradually increased as the contact be-

came more extensive.—That in using large wires the surface

alone does not transmit this magnetic influence, and that there-

fore in this respect it differs from electricity, was shewn by filling

the above-mentioned connecting tube with mercury, and after-

wards removing the mercury, and coating it ^vith metallic foil.

With mercury the eflfect was the same as with a wire of the same

diameter; but on removing the mercury and coating the tube

with gold leaf the deviation was very inconsiderable, not more

N N 2
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than from 5° to 10°;—with platina foil, which was much thicker,

the deviation was greater, yet far inferior to that of a solid wire

of the same diameter.

Having ascertained the difference between Galvanic Mag-

netism and Electricity, as to the jjower of being conducted, it

seemed desirable to discover whether there were any thing ana-

logous in common magnetism.—For this purpose I placed beneath

the iron pendulum of a small clock, a horse-shoe magnet, whose

force, coinciding with that of gravity, would accelerate the rate

of the clock, by the going of which a measure would be afforded

of the magnetic force exerted upon it. When the poles of the

magnet were uncovered, the rate of the clock was accelerated

from 10' to 12' in 24 hours, when they were connected by a piece

of soft iron the gain was not more than from 1' to 2' ; on filing

away the middle of the iron the rate was gradually accelerated,

and when the central part was reduced to a fine thread the ac-

celeration was nearly the same as when the poles were uncovered.

—

When the poles were connected by a piece of iron bent down

beneath the legs of the magnet, so that the length of the circuit

between the poles was considerably increased, the rate of the

clock was still but little affected. It appears from this, that the

poles of the magnet were much more completely neutralized

when the connexion between them was made through the longer

but more capacious circuit, than when through the shorter and

less capacious; and that in this respect commmon magnetism

is analogous to that excited by the Galvanic apparatus.

I have already trespassed so long on the attention of the

Society, that I mu.st defer to another meeting, an account of some

experiments, to which I was led, by observing the facility which

the Magnetic influence of Galvanism afibrds, for detecting its pre-

sence and measuring its effects.
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There are perhaps few instances, in the history of Science, of nearer approximations

to discoverv, than some of those connected with this subject.

In the 7th Vol. of Nicholson's Journal an account is given of an experiment for

ascertaining the effects of Galvanism upon a magnetic needle ; which failed, as we now

know, because the compass was placed fortuitously upon the pile instead of being under

or over the wires connecting its extremities.

When it was attempted to magnetise steel bars, by placing them in the circuit of the

large electrical machine at Harlaem, it was observed that ihey htca.me most strongly magnetic

when the discharge was passed through them transversely.

DESCRIPTION OF THE PLATE.

Fig. I . The Galvanometer.

AB, the connecting- wire placed over the compass needle SN.

AC, BD, tubes filled with mercury for forming the connexion

with the positive and negative ends of the battery, and attached

to the slide EFGH.

Fig. 2. The Galvanoscope.

A, K, tubes filled with mercury, to be connected with the

Galvanic plates.

ABCDEFGHK, a wire passing in a spiral round the compass

needle NS.

A small magnetised needle is placed beneath NS to neutralise

the terrestrial magnetism.

Figs. 3 and 4. Two forms of spirals for increasing the Electro-magnetic

intensity.
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1 HE methods hitherto in use for ascertaining the Quantity

and Intensity of the Electricity produced either by Friction or by

Galvanic action, are (independently of the shock on the animal

frame, which obviously affords no definite measure,) derived from

its power in decomposing water, or fusing metallic wires.—When
the Electricity is either small in quantity, or of low intensity,

there are considerable difficulties in the practical application of

either of these methods.

The fusion of platina wire by the elementary battery of Dr.

Wollaston, proves that the quantity of Electricity developed by

very minute metallic surfaces is considerable
;

yet, exclusively of

the difficulty in soldering wires that are barely visible, it is almost

impossible to ascertain their length with any precision.—The other

mode, that of measuring the quantity of water decomposed by a

pair of small Galvanic plates, is impracticable.—The recent disco-

veries of Professor (Ersted have enabled me to construct two
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instruments, one for discovering, the other for measuring Galvanic

Electricity, Avith a delicacy and precision that seem scarcely to

admit of limitation.—The construction of the former instrument

I have mentioned in a communication I had the honor to make

to this Society sometime since ;—I shall now describe a few of the

exjjeriments I have as yet been enabled to make with it.—A wire

of zinc and another of platina, each j^ inch diameter, were coated

with sealing wax, so as to have merely their extremities exposed :

on immersing them in a dilute acid, the circuit being at the same

time completed through the Galvanoscope, the needle deviated so

decidedly, as to leave no doubt that a visible effect would have

been produced by wires of less than half the dimensions of those

I employed.—As the compass though small, was by no means

delicate, we may, I think, conclude from this experiment, that

the Electricity developed by t^vo metallic surfaces, each ^ of a

square inch, may be detected, and their relations to each other

ascertained, by this instrument.

The minute surfaces, and consequently small quantities of

exciting fluid lequired for experiments with this instrument, offer

the means of examining Galvanic efl'ects that have hitherto been

unnoticed.

Of the acids whose Galvanic effects I believe have not been

examined, I have found, with small disks of zinc and copper,

that the oxalic and hydriodic have considerable power; the phos-

phoric and acetic much less.—The action of strong suli)huric

acid was inconsiderable, the needle being scarcely affected, but

on adding a drop of water it deviated through more than half a

right angle.—Were the Galvanic action owing solely to the Elec-

tricity developed by the metallic contact, the fluid acting merely

as a conductor, according to a generally received hypothesis, the

effect should be greatest when the stronger acid is used, concen-

ti'ated sulphuric acid being a far better conductor than when
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diluted ; on the other hand, since zinc or iron are readily oxidated

by the action of dilute acid, though with difficulty when it is

concentrated, this experiment seems to prove, that the Galvanic

action depends, not on the conducting, but on the oxidating power

of the interposed fluid.—Hitherto I have not had the leisure to form

that complete series of the electric relations of the metals towards

each other, which this instrument affords the means of doing;

yet the effects I have observed in two instances, are, I think, so

remarkable, that I ought now to mention them.—On using two

disks, one of iron, the other of steel, there was produced a decided

deviation ; since then the only diff'erence in the metals arises from

an alloy of from a ^^ to a ^j, part of the whole, it appears that this

is sufficient to alter their electric relations.—The powerful affinity

of potassium for oxygen, made it highly i)robable, that, in the

Galvanic circuit, it would become strongly negative with all the

metals. On my first trial with disks of potassium and zinc, the

Potassium took fire before I could observe the effect ; this difficulty

I afterwards obviated by alloying it with mercury ; on making the

contact the needle deviated through nearly a right angle : The

same effect was produced with copper ; it was needless to try it

with the other metals, for being negative with respect to zinc,

and zinc being negative with respect to all the other metals, there

can be no doubt that in the Galvanic circuit, potassium is the

most strongly negative metal with which we are acquainted.

—

It is perhaps scarcely necessary to remark, that, if any proof of

the metallic nature of jwtassium were wanting, this experiment

would have afforded it.

In using the magnetic needle as a measure of Galvanic effects,

we may either observe the deviation at a standard distance of the

connecting wire from the needle, or assume a standard angle and

measure the distance.—The latter method seems to have the ad-

vantage, as enabling us to use a smaller and therefore a more

Vol I. Part II. O o
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delicate needle, with this additional convenience, that the scale

is increased in proportion as the length of the needle is dimi-

nished.—I therefore constructed an instrument, having a connecting

wire fixed upon a moveable slide divided into inches and tenths,

to which a vernier might be added if necessarj-. My first object

was to ascertain the divisions on the scale, corresponding to varia-

tions in the angle of deviation;—for this purpose, the moveable

wire was placed at different distances from the needle, increasmg

in arithmetical progression, and the corresponding deviations were

observed. As the effects decrease very rapidly during the Galvanic

actions, the experiments were made as quickly as possible, proceed-

ing from a distance of ^ an inch to lOj inches, and again returning

to the first distance. On taking the mean of several trials, made

in this manner, I found that the tangent of the deviation varies

inversely as the distance of the connecting wire from the magnetic

needle.

It is well known that in a Galvanic arrangement, intensity

is given by the number, quantity by the magnitude of the plates

;

but I am not aware that any notice has been taken of the effects

produced by varying their distances from each other.—On jilacing

a moveable plate of zinc opposite a fixed copper-plate, I found,

that, on diminishing the distance, the deviation of the needle

placed under their connecting wire continued to increase, until

they were in actual contact. The law of that increase, ascertained

by the method I have just mentioned, was such, that the tangent

of deviation varied inversely as the .square root of the distances

of the plates. In the construction of a Voltaic series composed

of many plates, the advantages to be obtained by placing them

very near each other, would be counterbalanced, by the risk of

their intensity becominc,- sufficient to penetrate through a small

distance; hut in using large plates, with Electricity of low inten-

sity, it is obvious, that provided they are not in actual contact.
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they cannot be placed too near each other. By availing myself

of this observation, I have been enabled to repeat, with a single

pair of plates, the experiments of Ampere and Arago, which were

originally performed with a battery of twelve pairs.—Of these, one

of the most singular, is that by which a spiral connecting wire

is made to communicate permanent Magnetism to a steel wire

placed within it.*—This experiment I find may be varied, by using

a straight connecting wire, and twisting round it a small steel

bar ; the zinc and copper ends of the bar receiving the Northern

or Southern Magnetism respectively, according as its spiral is

from right to left, or the contrary. The repetition of this expe-

riment led me to discover the cause of a singular eftect, which

I had the honor of exhibiting to this Society. The magnet, which

was deprived of its attractive power when its North pole was

connected with the zinc wire of a pair of Galvanic jjlates, had

been placed in the circuit, by twisting the wire round its poles

from left to right; on making this spiral from right to left I re-

versed the effect; and when the spirals round its two poles were

in opposite directions, the weights suspended from them were

oppositely affected at the same time, the attractive jiower of one

pole being increased when that of the other was destroyed.

The singular effects produced by using a large conducting wire,

I have mentioned in my former paper on this subject, and the

analogy it forms between the Galvanic and the common form of

Magnetism.—In the further examination of this diffusion of the

Magnetic influence, I have foinid it to be far more extensive than

I had at first imagined.—On making the connexion between a pair

of plates containing about If foot of surface, through a copper globe

of more than a foot diameter, and therefore containing full 4 square

* In these, as in the previous experiments, I find that if the spiral be made of large

wire it is much more efficacious than if of small.

o o 2
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feet of surface, every part of it exhibited Magiietic effects, either

upon a horizontal or a vertical needle.—The same effects were

manifested whatever were the forms of the surfaces interposed

between the Galvanic plates.—On varying the experiment by

connecting both extremities of the plates with each other, by

means of small wires, so that there was a metallic circuit through-

out, (in which case it is generally conceived that all Galvanic effect

ceases), I found that every part of this circuit affected the Mag-

netic needle.

The Magnetism of the connecting wires was examined in the

usual mode ; that of the plates themselves by immersing in the

exciting fluid a small compass in a glass case, made impervious

to the water. It is perhaps premature to form any theoretical

opinions upon these few facts, which seem to me adverse to the

received opinion, that the Galvanic eftects are produced by the

decomposition of an electric fluid circulating between the positive

and negative plates; yet, if ever the mysterious agency of Galva-

nism is to be detected, it must be by examining it in its simplest

form ; and this, the discovery of the connexion between Galvanism

and Magnetism, and the delicacy of the instruments it enables

us to apply, seems to promise, more readily than any modes yet

tried, the means of accomplishing.

Since this paper was read to the Society, I have had an opportunity with the assistance

of Dr. Clarke and Mr. Lunn, of trying tiie Magnetic eftects of Atmospherical Electricity.

—

A wire of about 100 yards in length, connected with a Kite, readily magnetised a steel

needle inclosed in a spiral wire, but caused no deviation in a compass placed beneath it.

—

I have obtained the same results in repeating Sir H. Davy's experiments both with the

Leyden Jar and with sparks taken from the conductor of an Electrical Machine.—It seems

that the Galvanic Magnetism is most readily made sensible by the deviation it causes in

the compass needle; but the Electrical by its power of conmiunicating permanent Magnetism.

The experiment on .Atmospherical Electricity suggests an easy method of ascertaining,

from time to lime, the prevalent Electricity of the air; by inclosing small steel bars in a

spiral wire connected with a conducting rod, and examining the Magnetbm induced in them.
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1 HE subject of the following observations was a young man
under 20 years of age, of sedentary and studious habits, who had

previously to his last fatal illness enjoyed good health.

The case came under my care on the 12th of December, 1819,

the patient having been taken ill on the 5th with symptoms of

fever, for which he had been bled, and had inidergone appro-

priate treatment under the direction of Mr. Okes.—When I first

saw the patient there were still present symptoms of cerebral de-

termination, though by report these had considerably abated,

nevertheless I applied leeches to the temples, and a blister be-

tween the shoulders, and employed small doses of purgative

medicines; under the use of these remedies the symptoms abated.

On the 18th he unexpectedly became worse, the pulse was weak

and small, though not more frequent than 100 beats in the

minute : there was an increased tendency to low delirium, espe-

cially at night : I then had the head shaved and kept moist by

a cooling application.—From this time till the 22d, the day of
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his death, the strength of the patient gradually declined without

the occurrence of any remarkable symptom : the skin was gene-

rally moist, and latterly profusely so : the bowels were moderately

open, with about two evacuations daily, which were loose, but

not other^^ise unhealthy. There was no tumefaction or tenderness

of the abdomen. The respiration was frequent and quick, but

not particularly laborious till within a few hours of death.—ITie

appetite, as is usual in fever, was throughout the whole course

of the disease almost entirely lost, but the patient took occasionally

light broths and vegetable decoctions, to which he had no dislike.

He also took at inter\'als a small quantity of port wine and water.

Once, about t^velve hours before his death, he asked for food, and

swallowed a few spoonsfull of calves-foot jelly with apparent

relish.

He complained of pain no where but in the head, and that

especially in the early jjart of his illness.

The body was opened about 12 hours after death by Mr. Okes

in my presence, and the following appearances were noticed :

—

The pia mater exhibited a slight increase of vascularity'. The

substance of the brain was firm and healthy. The ventricles con-

tained about 12 or 14 drams of a serous fluid.—On opening the

cavities of the abdomen and thorax at first nothing unusual was

perceived, the viscera appeared entirely free from disease : the

intestines were somewhat distended wiih flatus, but contained no

feculent matter.

On raising the stomach and examining the little omentum,

we were surprised by the appearance of a dark-coloured fluid, which

seemed to escape from the former viscus. A most careftil search

was noA>^ made, and a large opening was perceived in the stomach

on the upper and back part, near the cardia. The stomach was

then detached, with a portion of the aesophagus and duodenum,

when a large perforation of the diaphragm came into view, in
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the muscular part, corresponding- precisely to, and communicating

with the hole in the stomach : so that a portion of the contents

of the latter organ had escaped into the cavity of the chest. This

part of the diaphragm was next removed. A careful examination

of the other abdominal and thoracic viscera did not lead to the

detection of the slightest diseased appearance. There was no where

the smallest evidence of previous inflammation, no adhesions or

ulcerations of any part of the viscera. The fluid which had escaped

appeared to be notliing' more than the contents of the stomach,

of which the wine and water formed a part, and probably gave

it the dark colour.

The stomach on being examined after its removal from the

body, afforded the following- observations. The mucous membrane

appeared to be more red and vascular than usual throughovit its

whole extent, and here and there were small spots of what seemed

to be extravasated blood, lying below the mucous coat—for these

spots were not to be washed oft, nor to be removed by the edge

of the scalpel. There were two holes in the stomach, the larger

very near to the cardiac end of the small curvature, and on the

posterior surface : this was more than an inch in length, and about

half that breadth. The other not far from the former, also on the

posterior surface, about the size of a sixpence. The edges of

these holes were .smooth, well defined, and slightly elevated. The

coats of the stomach were thin in many other .spots, and in one

in particular nothing was left but the peritoneum, the mucous

and muscular coats being entirely destroyed. The hole in the

diaphragm was through the muscular portion, where it is of con-

siderable thickness, and was large enough to admit the end of

the finger. There was no appearance of ulceration or of pus ad-

hering to the edges of this perforation of the diaphragm.

There can be little doubt, I presume, that the appearances

I have now described, were the effect of the solvent powers ot
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the fluids of the stomach, acting- upon the solid parts in contact

with them, after the death of the patient. It appears to me that

the facts are deserving of being recorded, first because they confirm

the observation originally made by Mr. J. Hunter, that the secreted

fluids of the stomach do sometimes possess a solvent power, sufli-

cient to enable them not only to corrode the parietes of this organ

itself, but even the thick muscle of the diaphragm, and that within

the space of 12 hours after death. A fact which has sometimes

been controverted, and which nevertheless should be distinctly

known, it being of great importance with reference to the exami-

nation of the bodies of persons who may have died under the

suspicion of having swallowed certain mineral poisons. But

secondly, the most striking part of the case is, that such an ex-

tensive dissolution of the stomach should have occurred in the

body of a person who had died from fever, and that one not

remarkably rapid in its course. This patient had certainly taken

no solid food, and but little of any description, for many days

before his death, which was preceded by all those symptoms of

debilitj' which aie common to the last stage of fever. The occur-

rence seems irreconcileable with the generally received notions of

the pathology of fever,—which disease is usually characterised

by an extreme want of energy in the performance of all the func-

tions, but more especially of that of digestion. In this case it

would appear that the activity of this function, at least as far as

depends on the solvent powers of the gastric juices, was unusually

great.
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In a paper which was read before the Society in the course Extent of

of last year, I stated that the Lizard district differed so essentially j'*^^."*,""^^

from every other part of the county of Cornwall, that I intended

to make it the subject of a separate communication. T do not

however even attempt to give a complete mineral history of the

country I am describing. This communication, like the former

one, must only be considered as a compilation from such memo-

randa as were made by Mr. Gilby and myself, during our passage

round the coast. The Geological collection which we formed

during the same part of our tour, will, it is hoped, be sufficiently

complete to convey a correct notion respecting the character of

the great mineral masses which successively presented themselves

to our observation.

Our examination of the cliffs commenced near the mouth of

the Helford river, and terminated at Loe-Bar. To the north of

Vol. I. Part II. P P
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a line drawn between the two last-mentioned places, the country

is composed of those slaty rocks, which I described in the former

paper under the general name of Killas. Immediately to the

south of this line the soil rests on the same formation. For the

demarcation between the Killas, and those rocks which more im-

mediately characterize the Lizard, commences at Porthalla, and

passes in an undulating line, on the whole considerably convex

to the north, till it reaches the western side of the promontory

in a small cove called Bolerium, not far from the village of

MuUyon.

Kxternai It will always be a matter of interest to trace the connexion
appearance,

jj^^^yggj^ ^]^e physical structurc of any country and its external

form. When seen from the high granitic ridge near Constantine,

the southern part of the Lizard district appears to be composed

of a table-land, elevated some hundred feet above the level of

the sea, and presenting hardly any indication of rupture or con-

tortion throughout the whole extent of its outline. Farther north,

tlie whole country descends rapidly from this elevated plain,

and exhibits that undulating and broken surface which .so often

marks the presence of schistose rocks. It is at the same time

intersected by a system of small vallies which generally termi-

nate in the Helford river. The view of the same region from the

• western shore of Mount's-Bay, is still more striking and charac-

teristic. The upper surface seems so exactly horizontal, that one

might almost be led to conjecture, that every projecting ledge

of rock had been planed down until the promontory resembletl

a great artificial terrace. The peculiar dark colour and precipi-

tous face of the cliffs are at the same time sufficient to distinguisli

them from any other part of the coast of Cornwall.

On entering the table-land from the north, we remarked many
partial inequalities in the surface which had before been hidden

from the view. We found at the same time that the country
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declined considerably on the eastern flank of the peninsula; in

consequence of which, the clifls on that side had a nmch less

commanding elevation than those on the other. On the whole,

however, the region had an aspect of dreary and barren uni-

formity.

The structure of the clifls abundantly compensates for the structure oi

want of interest in the interior. In many parts of the coast they "'*' *'''''''

rise out of the sea in one perpendicular ascent to the level of the

neighbouring country. In other places, the mineral beds are cut

through by deep ravines which descend rapidly to the edge of

the water. The peculiar constitution of the rocks, which has

favoured the excavation of these ravines, has also enabled the sea

to encroach on the mean bearing of the coast. Hence, these

lateral openings in the cliffs generally terminate in small coves

or creeks, each of which affords a site sheltered on almost every

side from the fury of the elements. We were not therefore surprised

to find in such situations as these, some of the principal villages

of the district.

An extended coast presenting the finest natural sections must or iir tabic

-

evidently afford ample means for studying the structure of the ""'
"

'^^'

country. It must, however, be always difficult to trace the sepa-

ration of formations through a district which presents an unbroken

surface of a tabular form. But even this difficulty was on some

accounts less than we had anticipated. The greater part of the

table land rests on beds of porphyritic rock, and of serpentine.

The presence of the porphyry is indicated by innumerable bowlders

composed of the hard nuclei of masses which were once spread

over the surface. Almost with equal certainty, the extent of the

serpentine is marked ovit by the brown scanty vegetation with

which the face of the country is still imperfectly covered. The

limits of these formations are therefore traced with considerable

accuracy in Mr. Majendie's map of the district, published in the

p 2
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tirst volume of the Transactions of the Geological Society of

Cornwall.

Extensive masses of green-stone are also associated with the

serpentine, and often so intimately interlaced with it, that it would

be next to impossible to trace their line of separation, even in the

vicinity of the cliffs. The task has not yet been successfully

attempted : nor would much information be gained by the com-

pletion of it, unless it lead to the discovery of some general law

respecting the direction of the several formations, so as to enable

us to connect together the phenomena presented in the opposite

coasts of the promontory.

From my own observations I doubt the existence of any such

connexion. Tliey were, however, almost exclusively confined to

the coast, and to the order in which the mineral beds were asso-

ciated in the clifts. My memoranda are too imperfect, especially

at this distance of time, to enable me to represent this order in a

suite of colours on an outline map. The following notice will

indeed be sufficient to shew that even such a limited task would

not be very easily performed on any chart of ordinary dimensions.

I have as far as possible adopted the orthography of the Ordnance

Map. Still I have in more than one instance found great difficulty

in describing the locality of certain phenomena in such a way as to

enable any one to observe them who may hereafter visit the coast.

North oi the In descending to the country which borders on the north side

of the Helford river, we found, (about two miles to the south-west

of Falmouth,) several bowlders of granite, containing such an

unusual quantity of mica as to exhibit a slaty texture. Such a

locality as this would certainly not be worth mentioning, except

in a country where a formation of gneiss is almost unknown-

On the northern margin of the river, near the village of Durgans,

the clifts were much contorted ; but even at that distance from the

central ridge, the rocks shewed no po.sitive indication ofa mechanical

Hrlfnrd river.
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origin. On reaching the cliffs near Mawnan we soon perceived

that the schistose masses were greatly changed in external cha-

racter, as well as in composition. The larger beds were of a

coarse granular texture, and even the finer beds were dull, glim-

mering, and meagre to the touch, and possessed none of that silky

lustre which so generally distinguishes the Killas. These rocks

were traversed by many contemporaneous veins; some composed

of quartz, and others of ferriferous carbonate of lime. Some small

cavities were coated with fine spicula of arragonite ; and a much
rarer substance, (which on a chemical examination by Mr. Gregor

proved to be a subcarburet of iron) was found in thin plates among
the laminae of the schist. Through the assistance of Mr. Rogers

of Mawnan, we were enabled to procure a specimen of the last-

mentioned mineral. -'*'

Our examination of the coast afterwards led us to Nare point, Nare point

on the south side of the Helford river. Immediately on landing', ^^f
"^^f''^'-

not many hundred feet from that headland, we found a low cliff",

chiefly composed of yellow siliceous sand, containing many frag-

ments of slate, obviously derived from the detritus of the adjacent

district. The base of this ruinous cliff" was occupied by a conglo-

merate composed of quartz pebbles mixed with rolled and angular

pieces of clay slate, all held together by a coarse argillaceous

cement. An appearance .so very unusual in this County, might

have led to some mistake respecting the date and origin of these

masses; had not the denudation of the coast proved beyond all

doubt, that the conglomerate passes almost imperceptibly into

common greywacke, which in its turn passes into, and alternates

with still finer beds of greywacke slate, differing very little from

those we had before remarked in the cliffs near Mawnan. As all

these beds, both in range and dip, are strictly conformable with

the mineral masses in the neighbourhood, they jjrove that some

portions of the formation are decidedly of mechanical origin.
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On a subsequent occasion we crossed the country between

Helston and St. Kevern, afterwards descended to the village of

Menacchan, and from thence returned by the south bank of the

Helford river. In the whole of this route we saw no rocks so

well characterised as those of Nare point. We however obsei'ved

repeated instances of a tine grained and somewhat fenuginous

sand-stone. Masses of this kind are the constant associates of a

greywacke formation, and are to be considered as examples of

that rock where the argillaceous parts have nearly disappeared.

The blocks of this sand-stone which were scattered about the

surface, gave no obscure indication of the true nature of some of

the finer and more decomposing schistose beds which were hidden

beneath the vegetable soil.*

On the south side of Nare point the cliffs continued for some

way to present obvious traces of a mechanical origin. We after-

wards found some hard dark-colovired varieties of clay slate, and

among them some beds of hornblende slate. Before we had descend-

ed to the village of Porthalla, we observed that some of the last beds

of the formation were intersected by innumerable veins of carbonate

of lime, apparently of contemijoraneous origin. It may be proper

* We found several of these blocks of fine sand-stone on the hills south of Menacchan.

The small rivulet which runs near the village lias become remarkable as the locality of

one of the ores of Titanium, which appears to exist in considerable abundance; for we found

no difficulty in iirocuring some specimens of it during the few minutes we employed in

seeking it near Tregonwell mill. The Menacchanite may easily be separated from the

fine sand of the rivulet by help of a magnet, after the coarser impurities have been carried

oft" by a streaming process, similar to that which is so often used in preparing metallic ores for

the smelting house. Mr. Majendie (Geological Transactions of Cornwall, Vol. I. p. 37,)

conjectures that this mineral is derived from the decomposition of the diallage rocks which

form the hills to the south from which the stream derives its source. We were never able

to find a specimen of diallage rock containing any substance which we could identify with

Menacchanite. The subsequent discovery of that mineral at Lanarth, appears however to

confirm the conjecture. It is there found among sand and other impurities, immediately

below the soil, in front of the house of Colonel Sandys, and may be separated by the usual

process.
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here to remark, that the portion of the formation we have been

describing-, when considered on the great scale, ranges nearly east

and west; dips, at a considerable angle, towards a point within

a few degrees of the sonth; and therefore appears to pass under

the north-eastern part of the great table land of the Lizard.

The small valley of Porthalla is excavated in some very soft Portiuiiia.

ruinous beds, which are placed between the Killas and the formation

of serpentine and green-stone, which succeeds immediately to the

south. It was the tirst illustration in this district of a fact of very

common observation ; that those mineral masses which occur at the

junction of two formations, or in parts of the same formation where

the mode of aggregation undergoes any sudden change, are often in

an advanced stage of decomposition. These decomposing beds

extend to the cliffs south of the village ; but were in such a state

of degradation that we could not see their immediate junction with

the serpentine. They are intersected by some veins of iibrous car-

bonate of lime, and are so ferruginous, that some of the fragments

have the colour of hematite. Many portions of these beds are

somewhat unctuous to the touch, and contain a great abundance

of mica. In consequence of these characters, they have been con-

founded with talcose schist, from which they ought to be separated.

Immediately beyond these crumbling masses, we met with Serpentine of

the first rocks of the serpentine formation ; which extends along the °^ '" ^'

base of the cliffs nearly as far as Dranna Point. They are difficult

of access from above ; but a boat may at any time be procured

from Porthalla, which will euable the Geologist to examine their

extent, the different quarries which have been opened in them,

and the manner in which they support those blocks of green-stone

which form the upper part of the escarpment. This .serpentine

is of a more homogeneous texture, and has more the character of

a simple mineral, than that of any other portion of tlie jjeninsula.

Its prevailing colour is dark green ; and it is throughout intersected
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by many minute veins ; some of which are superficial, while others

penetrate deep into the mass. Nearly all of them are filled with

steatite in different states of induration ; or with asbestos, the fibres

of which are at right-angles to the fissures. The blocks have a

splintery fracture, and break into veiy irregular fragments. In the

planes of fracture, we sometimes observed small green-coloured

radiating spicula, of which we were not able to make out the

species with certainty, as our specimens were almost microscopic.

From their mode of aggregation, silky lustre, and extieme brittle-

ness, we conjecture them to belong to one of the varieties of

Tremolite; which is the more probable, as that mineral has been

found in the rocks of Clicker-Tor. Our specimens were too minute

to enable us to make any obsei'vation on their chemical properties.

We found the serpentine, as we expected, very untractable in the

flame of the blow-pipe. After being acted on for some time, the

edges of minute splinters became white, and presented a glazed

surface. Fragments, which had remained some time in dilute

muriatic acid, were superficially deprived of their deep colour, and

exhibited a number of minute brilliant specks of magnetic iron ore.

These particles are seldom brought to light by a recent fracture

of the rock
;
yet we think that they must be very generally diftused

through it, as every mass which we examined acted very sensibly

on the magnetic needle. In the whole of this formation we thought

that we observed obscure indications of stratification, and of a dip,

to a point between east and south-east, which brought all the beds

under the low-water-mark near Dranna Point,

creeii-.stonf. The ^ceu-stonc in the upper part of the cliffs did not present

many varieties. It consisted principally of rude shapeless blocks,

which shewed no distinct cleavage. Near Porthalla we however

found, immediately over the serpentine, some beds which are prin-

cipally composed of compact felspar; and are marked, superficially,

by a number of fine green lines, in the direction of which they
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may be separated, though not without some difficulty, into parallel

laminae. These green lines penetrate into the substance of the stone

in the direction of the planes of cleavage, and seem to be formed

by many minute specks of granular diallage. Beyond Dranna

Point the whole formation passed into well-marked green-stone

slate, dipping to a point between west and south-west; a direction

very different from what we should have expected. In one place

we were able to descend to the beach, where we found this slate

beautifully intersected with veins of tibrous carbonate of lime.

Along these beds, dipping as we have mentioned, we descended to

the village of Porthowstock ; and remarked on the way, no change

of composition in the prevailing rock, beyond the occasional ap-

pearance of small crystals of diallage, mixed with the hornblende

and the felspar.

The small valley of Porthowstock does not mark out the exact Porpbyiitic

separation between two distinct formations ; the cliffs on both sides '"^^\^
*"""*

'

*^
of Portliow-

of the cove being composed of the same ingredients. In their stock.

modes of aggregation, they, however, exhibit a striking difference :

for in following the cliffs to the south, all trace of schistose texture

immediately disappears, and the rocks soon after assume a por-

phyritic structure ; having a base of compact felspar, in which

both hornblende and diallage exist in the form of imbedded crystals.

In the proportion, as well as in the magnitude, of these constituents,

there was such an iniusual variety, that we were almost led to

conjecture, that during the deposition of the mass, many conflicting

principles had been in action, not one of which was long able to

gain the mastery over the others. There were many large blocks,

which in one part resembled a fine green-stone, and in another

a coarse porphyritic diallage rock. Within the distance of a few

feet, these varieties were observed repeatedly to alternate; some-

times in the form of .stripes ; but more frequently in amorphous

concretions, separated from each other by lines which were per-

Vol. [. Part II. Q Q
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fectly defined : so that the whole mass was like a substance derived

from the consolidation of heterogeneous materials in a state of

imperfect mixture. When the structure of a formation is thus

varied, we may always expect to tind portions in every possible

state of disintegration. The aspect of the cliffs confirmed this

observation : for we found among them some hard unaltered beds,

mixed witli others which were crumbling and ruinous. The broken

reef of rocks, called the Manacles, has undoubtedly arisen from this

irregular structure. Had the cliffs been uniform in their composi-

tion, they would probably have opposed a longer resistance to the

inroads of the sea ; and when worn down by the constant attrition

of the waters; beds of sand, or of mud, would have resulted from

their ruins. The reef in question is at tlie same time a monument,

marking out the extent to which the sea has been able to intrude

upon the ancient boundary of the coast.

On the beach, and in the low cliff nearly ojjposite the Ma-
nacles, we met with some beautiful varieties of porphyritic rock.

One of them exhibited crystals of diallage in bright rose-coloured

compact felspar. Large bronze-coloured crystals of resplendent

diallage also abound in many low masses of rock which extend

under the high-water-mark. No part of the Lizard district shews

that mineral in greater perfection. Near the varieties last described,

we met with a granular rock in which the porphyritic structure

had entirely disappeared. It was composed of perfectly crystallized

felspar and hornblende, with some diallage ; and the three con-

stituents were held together without any general connecting prin-

ciple. The remaining part of the coast presented a repetition of

the same phenomena in a less striking form, until we descended

along a gentle declivity to the beach in Coverack Cove. This

declivity is capped by a thick alluvial bank of sand, containing

fragments of diallage rock and of serpentine, and some rolled

masses of white ^luartz.
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Though we had not known that the serpentine re-appeaved in Covpiack

the next headland, we shoukl have conchided with perfect confi-

dence, from the existence of the cove, and the general aspect of

the coast, that the rocks on which we had been descending, were

about to be superseded by some new formation. The whole strand

was covered with fragments of rocks, such as have been before

described, mixed with others perhaps peculiar to this locality.

Some varieties arose from the mutual penetration of the consti-

tuents, which in part disguised the porphyritic structure : a still

laraer number were characterised bv the various colours reflected

from crystals of resplendent diallage. Of these crystals, some were

coal black, others olive green, others brown, and many were bronze

coloured, and possessed a high degree of metallic lustre. In order

to examine with advantage the junction of the diallage* rocks and

serpentine, which takes place on the south side of the cove, it is

necessary to visit this part of the coast about the time of low water.

Near this junction we found a black bed, composed of hornblende,

with a very small proportion of diallage and compact felspar; and

in almost immediate contact with the serpentine was a rock, in

external appearance very like antique porphyry. On a minute

examination, its base proved to be nearly allied to the serpentine

;

and the white spots on the surface did not arise from imbedded

crystals ; but from .small nodules of compact felspar. When view-

ed through a lens, they appeared to communicate with each other

by very minute veins, which ramified through the whole mass.

The true serpentine which succeeded, was of a dingy red colour,

* By this term I understand a rock, generally of porphyritic structure, with a base of

eorapact felspar. The imbedded crystals may be composed of any of the varieties of diallage

described in works on Mineralogy. In the former paper on Cornwall, p. 14.5, I inadvertently

used the word hyperstene, which is appropriated to that ^ariety of resplendent diallage com-

monly called Labrador hornblende. Had I been present when the impression was struck off

I should have adopted the more general term diallage. The term compact felspar is used

in this paper with some latitude, and includes one or two subspecies; among which Saussurite

(feldspath tenace) is not unfrequent.

Q Q 2
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and contained many small crystals of olive green diallage. But

beyond the first line of junction, very fine specimens of porphyritic

diallage rock re-appeared, in the form of thin alternating beds.

Before we had passed the pier, we, however, observed that the

porphyritic serpentine prevailed to the exclusion of the other for-

mation.

I may perhaps have been thought too minute in describing these

phenomena. But all observations are important, which tend to

illustrate the relations between the diallage rocks and the serpentine

of this district. Some of the beds near the junction appeared to have

characters common to both deposits ; which seemed to shew that

they originated in the same system of formation. In the southern

part of the cove, there were some ambiguous indications of a sepa-

ration into strata which had a considerable angle of inclination, and

dipped to the south-east. A farther examination of the coast con-

vinced us, that no general conclusion respecting the order of super-

position could be deduced from such obscure indications.

The mineral beds betAveen Porthowstock and Coverack did

not in general ])roduce any sensible effect on the magnetic needle

;

but a recent fracture of the blocks very often exposed a number of

irregular spots of a steel grey colour, which always acted on the

needle with greater or less intensity. These metallic spots some-

times passed into a dull earthy substance of a brick red colour,

when they ceased to act on the magnet. In those parts of the

fonnation which abounded in the resplendent diallage, we always

remarked that the finest specimens existed near the surface of the

blocks; and therefore concluded, that the pseudo-metallic lustre

was not natural to the mineral, l)ut due to a certain alteration

arising out of the progress of decomposition.

We twice crossed the high downs * to the north and north-west

* White quartz pebbles abound in the alluvium which caps some portions of the downs.
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of Coverack. But among- the many bowlders which were strewn

over the surface, no varieties differed so much from those rocks

I have already enumerated, as to require a separate descrip-

tion.

We now entered on the great formation of serpentine, which Comuuncc-

stretches from the east to the west coast, through a distance of
'"'^"

' ^ the great

six or eight miles, and occupies, in superficial extent, about one- serpentine

third part of the peninsula. The cliffs between Coverack and the
"""* "*"

next headland, abounded in a black, and highly magnetic variety;

which in texture as well as colour, made a near approach to basalt.

Its surface was much corroded, so as to resemble a rusty scoria

from an iron furnace ; and it was occasionally traversed by thin

steatitic veins, containing crystals of diallage. We remarked also,

that the cliffs were divided by a double system of fissures, which

separated the larger masses into blocks of nearly cubical form.

One set of these fissures occasionally disappeared, and the masses

then became separated into many parallel beds ; the local appear-

ance of which has led to mistaken and contradictory opinions

respecting" the stratification of the whole fonnation.

The most prevailing serpentine, as we continued to follow the

line of coast, was of a dull red colour, with many shades of green,

and much mixed with brown and olive green diallage. As we
had not been taught to expect any appearances of peculiar interest,

we hastened to the south-west, and for some time did not pause,^

except to admire the magnificent black promontories which seemed

to bid defiance to the heavy swell which was continually rolling

against them. Our subsequent experience made us regret that

haste, in consequence of which we may have overlooked several

interesting and important facts.

After we had descended to a deep ravine, which is cut down Copper

nearly to the level of the beach, not far from Pedn-boar point;
°""^'

we were informed that a copper mine had lately been opened in
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the neiahboiirhood. We immediately ascended to the point where

the works had commenced, but were not fortunate in meeting

with any one in whose information we could place much reliance.

A quantity of grey copper ore, mixed occasionally with fibres of

native copper, appears, from what we could learn, to be intimately

mixed with the substance of the serpentine : but neither to have

that regularity of direction and of thickness, nor that continuity,

which indicates a true vein. We obtained some specimens of the

ore, which, though of no great beauty, possess considerable interest.

They are composed of noble serpentine, common serpentine, stea-

tite, brouzite, vitreous sulphuret of copper, and carbonate of copper;

all intimately blended together. A copper mine was opened some

years since near 3Iullyan, but .soon afterwards abandoned. The

geological relations of that deposit appear to have been the same

with those above mentioned. In both instances the sulphuret and

native copper are i>robably contemporaneous with their matrix of

.serpentine, and not continued in regular veins which are analogous

to the metalliferous lodes of the county.

Diaiiage Haviug asccudcd from the copper mine to the high table land

rocks. Saus- ^^ ^]^g ^y^j^^ ^j^lg of t|,e raviuc, we continued our hasty passage near

the coast, until we reached a point where the whole character of the

cliff was so completely chauged, that we again descended to the

most accessible parts of the escarpment, and commenced a minute

examination of its features. After i)assing some singularly .shattered

bed.s of serpentine, we crossed a slope formed by many earthy

decomposing masses, to which it is not possible to give any definite

character. They were succeeded by a rock, in which compact

felspar, and hornblende mixed with diallage, were arranged in

di.stinctly undulating layers, resembling, in their mode of aggre-

gation, the coarser varieties of gneiss. Among these beds were

some veins containing minute specimens of scaly talc of a pearly

white colour, with various shades of green. These phenonuna

sarite. &c.
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were soon superseded by diallage rocks of a more usual form; which

were continued under different moditications several hundred yards

to the west. In one part of the formation, the crystals of diallage

disappeared, and the cliff was occupied by large amorphous blocks

of Saussurite. The hardness and tenacity of that mineral are well

known ; it was not without long continued efforts that we broke

off the specimens now placed in the Woodwardian Museum. On
the surfaces, exposed by recent fracture, were many light green

shades, which were at first supposed to arise from the presence

of granular diallage, (smaragdite.) Where these shades of colour

prevailed, the mineral had an oily aspect, and a crystalline texture ;

and in the blow-pipe melted with a slight ebullition, like the other

parts of the rock, into a pale glass. The limits of the sub-species

of compact felspar are not well defined. When crystalline form is

either wanting, or imperfectly developed, the determination ofspecies

can only be established by a frequently repeated analysis; the sepa-

ration by external characters being in such cases liable to error.

As we exiJected that the rocks last described would have

been succeeded by an extensive formation of green-stone, we

were surprised to find them suddenly cut off by the re-appear-

ance of serpentine. This induced us to retrace our steps to the

former junction ; which enabled us to ijronounce with some con-

fidence, that the whole mass (composed of diallage rock, saussurite,

green-stone, &c.) was wedged in between two nearly perpendicular

faces of serpentine ; and that there was no indication whatsoever,

of stratification or order of superposition.

Having satisfied ourselves on this point, we continued to ad- kemiick

vance, for about half a mile, on the high terrace of serj^entine, until

we reached the eastern side of Kennick Cove. The high cliffs are

there abruptly cut off, and succeeded by a low bank of sand, occa-

sionally interrupted by some broken beds of serpentine, which mark

out the old direction of the escarpment. All these rocks abound

Cove.
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in very splendid crystals of diallage of a deep blood-red colonr; a

variety I do not recollect to have seen in any other part of the district.

We felt assured, from the experience of facts so many times repeated,

that this complete degradation of the cliff must have been connected

M'ith some alternatioji among the masses which entered into its com-

position. We were not, therefore, surprised, on reaching the western

side of the cove, to tind a bed of green-stone porphyry resting on

serpentine ; their plane of separation dipping to the south-east, at

an angle of about forty degrees. This junction is seen within a

few feet of the point where the road, leading to the village of Ruan
Minor, ascends from the beach. With some difficulty we passed

to the south side of the projecting ledge of rock; and found, not

many feet beyond the junction, the serpentine cut through by

a nearly vertical dyke of granular felspar, not more than three

feet ^vide. This dyke is of a dull red colour, and of a somewhat

porphyritic structure ; and has a very minute portion of earthy

hornblende irregularly mixed with the base. The state of the tide

did not permit us to extend our examination any farther. But

the phenomena were of such interest, that we next day revisited

this part of the coast at low water; and were enabled to pass along

the base of the cliff, and to obsen^e every change of structure in

its component parts as far as Callean Cove.

Clin heuveen I lament my inability to convey, by verbal description, any thing

kcimickCove
jjj^g ^^ adequate representation of the .striking phenomena which

and Callean tiiii "^
» ij'

Cove. rapidly succeeded each other. 1 shall theretore conhne myseli to

a notice of such facts as seem to throw light on the natural history

of the whole formation. A black magnetic decomposing serpen-

tine, studded all over with small crystals of diallage, of a bright

golden lustre, extended about forty feet on the western side of the

dyke. The dazzling effect produced by this contia.st, was greatly

heightened in those parts which had been exposed to the action

of the waves. The attrition of the waters had w orn off the earthy
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decomposing" crust, and produced a natural polish on the surface of

these splendid porphyritic blocks. A small dyke of felspar por-

phyry, contracting its dimensions as it ascended in the cliff, again

intersected the serpentine ; which was afterwards continued for

more than one hundred feet, and a third time interrupted by a

dyke, about ten feet wide, in constitution nearly resembling the

other two. All these dykes inclined a little to the south-east ; but

the arrangement did not seem to have had any connexion wha|-

soever with the gravitation of the several parts at their time of

deposition. Beyond the third dyke, were many amorphous and

nearly vertical masses of serpentine, separated by irregular planes,

which did not underlie in any fixed direction.

For about two hundred feet, these masses were only interrupted

by one vertical bed of green-stone ; which contained a subordinate

vein, three or four feet wide; filled with decomposing materials,

from which we separated asbestos, steatite, and some small spe-

cimens of foliated talc. Beyond this point, an extensive series of

beds, composed of granular felspar, felspar porphyry, granular

diallage rock, green-stone, and green-stone porphyry, occupied

the cliff for several hundred feet. I have applied the term green-

stone to those blocks which take their colour from the hornblende.

I have, however, comprehended under the same term, many masses

which contain minute crystals of diallage. The several minerals

are so intimately associated, that it would be impossible to describe

all the modifications of aggregation, without long, and I think

unnecessary details. The green-stone was also sometimes pene-

trated by a variety of indurated steatite, which was only seen in

parts exposed by a recent fracture. Some rocks of green-stone

porphyry possessed a high degree of beauty, from the contrast

between the uniform dark colour of the base, and the brilliant

white colour of the imbedded crystals. But a continual change

of structure, which is always accompanied with a certain liability

Vol. I. Part II. R R
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to decomposition, unfits all such masses for the purposes of archi-

tectural ornament.* The granular felspar rocks exhibited the same

varieties of structure ; but were less striking from the want of

contrast in the colour of the materials.

All these different mineral aggregates alternated in masses,

between which there seemed to be no fixed relation. They some-

times mutually penetrated each other; so that one bed might be

considered as a felspar porphyry, traversed by innumerable con-

temporaneous veins of green-stone ; while, in the contiguous portion

of the clif}', the green-stone so far predominated, that the granular

felspar rock was only seen to pass through it in minute ramifications.

Tn some instances, the varieties were divided into parallel layers,

represented on the face of the cliff by alternate red and black

stripes. In other instances the veins formed a system of zig-zag-

lines, and re-entering curves, which gave the appearance of one rock

enclosed within the substance of the other. These phenomena we
considered of great importance ; in as much as they seemed to

imitate, on a .small scale, the geological relations of the successive

formations we had been examining. A few garnets were scattered

through the substance of one of these complicated masses. The
locality is worth recording; because we .saw that mineral in no

other part of this coast, though it is abundant in some fonnations

of serpentine. It is worthy of remark that the granular rocks were

in no instance observed to pass insensibly into serpentine. The

separation between the species was generally complete; and well

defined, by a series of fissures, or of decomposing veins.

As we advanced to the south-west, we obsei-ved a well marked

vertical bed of felspar porphyry, rising out of the cliff. It was

succeeded by a bed of serpentine, penetrated in all directions by

• The same observation applies to all the porphyritic diallage rocks between Porthalla

and Coverack.
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veins of felspar porphyry ; which in this instance, bore the same

relation to the serpentine, that it had before done to the green-

stone.

It would be an useless task to attempt an enumeration of all

the alternations of green-stone and granular felspar rock. I may
however remark, that they continued to be interrupted by some

beds of serpentine ; one of which was not more than three feet

wide ; and might therefore be considered as a dyke of serpentine

in a formation of green-stone. Before we reached Callean Cove

the serpentine once more predominated over its associates. One
bed of green-stone rose up by the side of a great mass of serpentine ;

was then coiled over its upper surface ; and finally descended, oft

the opposite side, until it wedged out between two blocks of the

same formation.

Within a iew feet of the projecting reef which forms the eastern CaiieanCovt

side of Callean Cove, we found a vein, about eight inches wide,

which cut obliquely through the cliiF, and was filled with felspar

and bronze coloured resplendent diallage. The latter mineral was
of extraordinary lustre ; and in some places formed the whole sub-

stance of the vein.

We were here once more compelled to ascend from the beach,

and to confine our examination to such portions of the precipice

as were accessible from above. A hard black serpentine, often

separated by a double system of parallel fissures, jjrevailed almost

all the way to Innis Head. If these fissures be considered as the

marks of stratification, they will often, even in different parts of

the .same mineral mass, lead to conclusions directly opposed to each
other. Near Innis Head, we observed a vertical bed of green-stone

passing into a granular felspar rock; and still farther to the

south-west, near the promontory called Kildown, we found another

bed or dyke of similar structure. Close to these points of alter-

nation, the serpentine was penetrated by many talcose veins.

R R 2
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Cad-«ith. A lofty and finely indented cliff was prolonged to the west*

and continued almost inaccessible, until it was cut through by a

deep ravine, which terminated in a small sheltered cove close to

the village of Cadgvvith. Some time before we reached the village,

the serpentine had disappeared, and was succeeded by well defined

beds of green-stone slate ; which had a slight inclination to the

north. As this slate re-appeared in the same position on the western

side of the ravine ; we should, in any other place, have concluded

that the chasm had been formed by a vertical excavation in a

continuous schistose mass. But our acquaintance with the district

led us to form a contrary opinion. A further examination of the

ravine afforded the most convincing evidence, that the whole

opening had once been filled with serpentine, of which a few

crumbling blocks were still to be seen in situ above the village.

After we had crossed the high cliff on the western side of the

cove, we descended into a magnificent natural amphitheatre; formed

by the decomposition of an irregular mass of serpentine, which

had again intruded on the green-stone. During high water, the

sea rushes into the lower i^art of this amphitheatre; and at the same

time undermines its walls and carries off" the ruins, which are con-

tinually falling down from the decomposing face of a rock nearly

two hundred feet high. Above that portion of the cliff', where the

.sea has forced a passage into the chasm, a hard mass of serpentine

stretches right athwart the gulf, and affords a natural bridge, by

which we passed over to the west.

For nearly two miles we advanced along a high terrace,

bounded towards the sea by a cliff' which was precipitous and

unbroken, except in two or three jilaces where the green-stone

was interrupted by serpentine. The alternations were marked

by the usual appearances of decomposition. We afterwards de-

scended to the beach by a road recently excavated in some rocks

which seemed to belong to the green-stone formation. One pari
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of them contained much resplendent diallage ; another part was

composed ahnost exclusively of fine granular felspar ; and we were

surprised to find associated with them, some masses into which

granular quartz entered as a constituent.

Alternations, such as I have before described, are continued Baik Hea.i.

as far as Balk Head, which is the last locality of the serpentine

on the eastern side of the Lizard promontory. Before we reached

that headland we met with an alluvial cap, containing much sili-

ceous sand, and some quartz crystals \vith double terminations.

We were informed that it had been used successfully as a top

dressing for the land. At the immediate termination of the ser-

pentine, the whole strand was covered with prismatic blocks,

derived from the crumbling clift", which generally exhibited a

dull fracture, and a decomposing texture. This decomposition

often penetrated deep into the substance, even of those masses

where the rugged angular forms continued very little altered;

a circumstance which would make it necessary to exercise great

caution in the selection of such materials for the purposes of orna-

mental architectme. Large sound blocks, possessing extraordinary

beauty, from the admixture of greenish black and bright red

colours, might, however, be extracted from the cliff; if the public

taste oflfered sufficient encouragement for the undertaking.

On a review of the phenomena we had hitherto observed on Rcapituia-

the south side of the Helford river, we were led to conclude, that *'""' *'"•

the great plateau of the Lizard was not composed of stratified rocks.

We have, indeed, pointed out some obscure indications of an order

of superposition near Coverack and Porthalla. But they are too

uncertain to be opposed to the clear evidence ofl^ered in the south-

eastern parts of the coast; where the alternating masses of green-

stone and serpentine so often appear, like great wedges driven side

by side into the escarpment, without any order of arrangement

whatsoever.
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Those who contend for the stratification of the serpentine, may

perhaps consider the dykes of felspar, and the vertical masses of

green-stone, as intiusive members of the formation ; and therefore

of more recent origin. To this objection we need only reply; that

in many parts of the coast, the vertical masses of serpentine might

with the same propriety be considered as intrusive members of a

formation of green-stone. To us it seemed impossible to account

for such phenomena, except on the supposition of the contempo-

raneous consolidation of a mass, in which the elementary parts

had been irregularly distributed; or their mode of aggregation

aflfected by the local action of disturbing forces. On the other

hand it must be conceded, that the green-stone, where it is not

immediately interrupted by foreign beds, generally exhibits some-

what of a schistose texture; and at considerable distances from

the serpentine, not unfrequently passes into a beautiful green-stone

slate.

According to the hypothesis we have adopted, the serpentine

can hardly be considered to arise from any elements besides those

which enter into the composition of the granular rocks associ-

ated with it. It may therefore be regarded as the result of the

intimate union of felspar, diallage, hornblende, magnesian earth,

and magnetic iron ore. A continually varying proportion of these

materials will account for the different appearances exhibited by
a rock, which in many instances is not sufficiently homogeneous

to be included in the class of simple minerals. Every part of it

on the eastern coast, between Coverack and Balk Head is por-

phyiitic ; but this structure can only be considered as accidental ;

for we lose all trace of it in the greatest part of the patch of

serpentine which occurs near Porthalla.
Veins in the I havc already mentioned the veins which traverse many parts
serpentine. /• i /• • nr
kc. ot this formation. We found them very abundant on both sides

of Kennick Cove; still more so in the ruinous cliffs between
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Kennick Cove and Callean Cove; and we remarked some, of very

unusual dimensions, among the crumbling masses which had fallen

into the great amphitheatre west of Cadgwith. In some instances

they ascend along the face of the cliff in well defined lines; and

may, therefore, have originated in fissures, formed by a retreat

at the moment of consolidation, and subsequently filled by infil-

tration. Most frequently their direction is ill defined, and they

ramify into minute threads ; often filled with steatite, occasionally

seeming to pass into silky transverse fibres of asbestos. Sometimes

the smaller veins are filled with small laminae of talc. Their pearly

lusti'e, unctuosity, and want of elasticity, seemed to determine their

species. In the flame of the blow-pipe they continued to exfoliate^

until there remained only a minute atom which melted with diffi-

culty into a light brown enamel. In the larger veins we often

remarked among much decomposing matter, coarse asbestos; in

which the fibres were arranged longitudinally, associated with

impure varieties of fibrous and indurated talc. The whole substance

of the vein would sometimes pass into an unctuous ligniform mass,

disposed in undulating laminae, which very rarely alternated with

thin layers of noble serpentine. Sometimes these veins were divided

into several parallel portions, by the intervention of carbonate of

lime ; while other parts of the mass were studded over, and mixed

with beautiful minute rhombs. The outer part of the vein was

occasionally coated over with a kind of steatite, and studded with

small botryoidal masses, which had a stellated fracture. These

globules, if we mistake not, are formed by the aggregation of

minute scales of silvery talc. In a single instance we found the

interior of a small vein coated with small transparent crystals of

felspar.

Our examination of the coast was too much directed to general

facts to allow us to enter into minute details. What we have just

stated, can, on that account, only be considered as a sketch of
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such phenomena connected with these veins, as are of obvious

occurrence.

wrccn-stone Bcyond Balk Head commences the finest formation of green-

L^Janfcove. stonc slatc iu the whole district. From some quarries beyond

^^p Lizard Cove we obtained specimens capable of being divided into

laminae as thin as jjaper. In the eastern side of the cove, there

were three or four small veins filled with magnesian carbonate of

lime, deeply tinged with oxide of iron, and occasionally exhibiting

a very unusual and complex crystallization. These minerals were

also partially mixed with quartz and iron glance. The schisto.se

l>eds were slightly inclined to the east ; but in the next cove, where

they were intersected by many contemporaneous veins of carbonate

of lime, the great planes of cleavage dipped to the north. On the

south side of this cove, near the road which has been excavated

in the naked face of the rock, the cliff is cut through by a vein

six or eight feet wide, which underlines to the south-east. As its

bearing is nearly the same with that of the coast; it may be

traced, for a considerable extent, near the foot of the escarpment.

When we ascended from the beach it was inaccessible, but from

the ferruginous colour of its materials we supposed them to have

been nearly the same with those last described.

Hot Point. On both .sides of Hot Point the formation continued to be

characterized by a fine slaty texture ; and the beds, on the whole,

had a slight inclination to the north-east, though not without some

exceptions, arising out of partial contortions. All the more ele-

vated portions of them were externally coated with liciiens, which

we observed constantly to invest the beds of green-stone slate,

whenever that rock j>revailed in the upper ]»art of the cliffs.

The want of variety in the mineral character of these larger

ma.sses, was compensated by their continual change in external

form. It would lead me into details inconsistent with the object

of this paper to attempt a description of all the features of this
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maamiticent coast. In some places the perpendicular escarpment

is interrupted by projecting ledges of rock which resemble the

buttresses of a gothic temple : and where the sea has made greater

inroads, the broken masses, separated into nearly horizontal layers,

make a still nearer approach to the forms which are exhibited by

the mouldering ruins of a castle. Tlie etFect of such appearances

is greatly heightened, trom their bein^" ^een in pnifile from the

lofty projections of the coast.

We in one place found the green-stone slate cut through by a

system of nearly vertical tissures: but the beds soun regained their

more usual inclination, and were continued as far as a recess imme-

diately below the eastern light-house. Tliere they abruptly termi-

nated, and were succeeded by some earthy decomposing masses,

which obscured thtir junction with the singular formation wliirji

occupied the most southern point of the Lizard promonton . These

earthy materials very much resemble the tilling up of a g:reat fault

We are however disposed to class them with those niinous beds

which are so often interposed between tAi^o distinct fomiations

where there is no appearance of dislocation.

On the western side of the recess above mentioned, was a thick Junction with

allu-vial cap. resting on some slaty bed*;, which dipped to the north-
Liza'^d Poi°nt.

east : but at so small an angle, that we could not infer, with any &c.

certaintj-. that they passed under the green-stone slate. The very

imperfect evidence on which it had been attempted to establish the

relation between the two formations, was not obser\ed 1 )y u«. w ith-

out some disappointment. For we had ventured to conclude, fiom

the best accounts which we had seen, that the rocks peculiar to the

district, had been deposited in a trough or basin nf the killaN; and

that the schistose beds, fonning the extreme point nf tlie promontory,

would be found distinctly to rise from under all the other formations.

The ruinous state of the clitl'. below the tirst light-house,

enabled us to descend to the beach : but the height of the water

Vol. I. Part II. Ss
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prevented us from reaching the termination of the green-stone slate.

After passing along the strand, for two or three hundred feet,

towards the west, we were again compelled to ascend to the top

of the clilf, by a road which had recently been cut in the face of

the rock. The whole denudation shewed a system of beds possessing

two distinct characters. In the upper part of the escarpment they

were composed of shining folia, and resembled the commonest

varieties of mica slate. At the base they were of a dull glossy

green colour, and had a foliated structure. The small layers did

not, however, exhibit any long continuous undulations, but were

throughout puckered and contorted.

The first variety has generally been classed Avith mica slate.

It contains very little quartz, and the interposed laminae are so

unctuous and difficult of fusion, that they may be perhaps composed

of a mixture of talc and mica. The second variety I refer, though

not without some doubts, to chlorite .slate. It fuses, with oreat ease,

into a black glass, which acts powerfully on the needle. Near the

new road we observed two dykes, ranging east and west, which

were probably tilled with alluvial materials.

Old Lizard Ou asceudiug the hill leading to Old Lizard Head, we found

the cliff much contorted, and fonned of decomposing beds, nearly

resembling the chloritic schist of St. Agnes. In one place it had

been rent asunder, and the chasm replaced by a mound of rubbish

which resembled the upfilling matter of the two former dykes.

The crest of the hill was composed of hard indestructible masses,

separated into distinct strata, which dipped to a jwint between

east and north-east. Tlie great constituents were compact felspar

and chloritic schist, which alternated with each other ; occasionally

in distinct beds, but more frequently in thin laminae. Their planes

of separation were sometimes iiregularly covered with small

spangles of silvery talc, which made them feel as unctuous as a

piece of soap. All these varieties exist in the highest parts of the

Head. &c.
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great headland, and with them a dark coloured felspathic slate;

exhibiting, like the other beds, some spots of silvery talc in its

planes of cleavage. These formations must once have ex-

tended into the sea far beyond their present limits. For the base

of the escarpment consists of the softer talcose beds, which are

easily worn away by the action of the water. The more inde-

structible beds above are therefore successively precipitated into

the sea for want of an adequate support. This we conceive to

have been the mode of formation of the dangerous broken reef

which stretches out so far to the south-west.

Beyond Old Lizard Head the face of the country slopes away

to the north ; we therefore soon descended from the rocks of slaty

felspar, and advanced along a decomposing cliff, fonned by the

inferior beds, until we reached the point where it is cut down

by a small rivulet, almost to the level of the beach. Within a Re-appcai-

few hundred feet of this point the serpentine re-appears in the
^^ ti„g

cliff.

We were so desirous of seeing all the phenomena presented

at the junction, that we visited this part of the coast on two suc-

cessive days ; and in the latter instance, were fortunate enough

to reach it at the time of low water. All the lower beds were soft,

tough, and of very difficult fracture. Many of them were ill

characterized ; but they seemed chiefly to be composed of soft

chloritic schist, alternating with varieties of indurated talc, and

occasionally penetrated by 'irregular veins of felspar. As they

approached the serpentine, they were so much contorted that we
coidd not decide either upon their dip or bearing. They were

sometimes made up of regular curved laminae ; and not unfre-

quently, the planes of separation were marked, on the surfaces

of the harder masses, by zig-zig lines, which imitated the salient

and re-entering angles of a fortification agate. Before they reached

the serpentine, one portion of them was so far decomposed

s s 2
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as to exhibit nothing but a mound of rubbish deeply tinged with

oxide of iron ; and the next portion, seemed only to be held in its

form by the innumerable veins of hard striated carbonate of lime,

which intersected it in all possible directions, like a great work in

filigree. These decomposing masses, were supported on one side

by soft talcose slate, which seemed to dip to the south-west ; a di-

rection exactly opposite to that which would have carried them

under the serpentine. On the other side they seemed to abut

directly against the serpentine. We could not discover the least

indication of tlieir passing under it.

On the day preceding, we had found a patch of green-stone

slate (exactly similar to that which we had left behind, near the

light-houses) .stretching from the neighbourhood of Lizard Town
towards the west, and terminating near the place where the cliif

was cut down by the rivulet. From its position, as well as its dip,

it seemed, at least in part, to rest conformably on the slate for-

mation of Lizard Point. Combining this fact with the assertions

of Berger (whose habitual inaccuracy we have before found

occasion to mention) we hari expected to see the same slate

formation distinctly supporting the serpentine. We have already

seen that this is not the case : and our surprise was still increased

when we found, in a part of the beach below the high-water-

mark, and within thirty or forty feet of the junction, the very

same kind of green-stone .slate dipping to the east, a direction

which carried its beds under both the formations which were in

contact.

From the mineral character of this slate formation of Lizard

Point, as well as from its relation to the rocks with which it is

iu contact ; we venture to conclude that it is not part of the sub-

stratum of the great Table Land, but rather one of its component

members ; being evidently coeval with some beds which are inter-

laced with unstratified masses of serpentine.
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The western coast of the Lizard distiict abounds in grand Features of

and picturesque features; yet in variety of composition, and in ^ j'^^*^'"

the interest which arises out of the junction of rocks of different

characters, it is greatly inferior to the eastern side of the peninsula.

As far as Kynan's Cove there is an uninterrupted cliff of serpentine,

with the exception of one portion, which is cut through by a

felspar dyke. The contiguous rocks are in such a state of decom-

130sition that many parts of the dyke are buried in their ruins.

It does not possess the small granular base, and the porphyritic

structure which we had previously remarked ; but it seems to

be formed by the irregular adhesion of imperfect crystals of

felspar. The intei-vals between the crystals are frequently

empty ; sometimes filled with steaHte ; and occasionally coated

with soft unctuous folia o( talc. In some of the larger cavities

are considerable nests of mica. Quartz is also irreg-ularly as-

sociated with this dyke in the form of veins, rather than as a

true constituent. We therefore found all the component parts of

granite assembled together ; but in a state of aggregation al-

together different from that rock.*

Among the magnificent scenes exhibited on the coast of Corn- Xynan s

wall, Kynan's Cove has long been justly celebrated. The sea
'^'"*'"

has there made such inroads on the clifl', that one very large

mass of serpentine is entirely severed from the main land, and

all the neighbouring rocks are woni down into forms which are

strikingly diversified. Phenomena like these can only arise from

partial decomposition. In the low sandy beach are two protu-

berances of a very fine grained felspar rock. In appearance many
parts of the mass are nearly homogeneous; but when examined

with a lens of high power, granular quartz, and a few specks

* Specimens of agate and jasper have been found near tliis locality ; but we were not

fortunate in meetino; with any.
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of mica are found to be associated with the felspar. On the north

side of the cove, a large mass, apparently of the same materials,

is sticking like a wedge, midway in the face of the cliiF. I think

that the wedge must have been formerly continuous with one of

the masses on the beach ; and that the serpentine formation had

been original I j' penetrated by large dykes or veins of the granular

rock. Such a structure, from the whole analogy of the district,

would favor that partial decomposition, from which the striking

character of the cove has probably resulted. If this account be

true, the dykes of felspar must have wedged out in the serpentine;

and the mass which is sticking in the cliff must have been the

termination of one of these dykes. We have already mentioned

some examples of a similar arrangement ; and, no doubt, they

would have been much more numeron.^, had we been able to trace

the alternating masses of green-stone and serpentine in the line

of their direction.

Among the rocks of the cove were many veins of noble ser-

pentine. The porphyritic structure was on the whole less apparent

than usual. There were, however, some varieties, which contained

so many minute crystals of diallage, that they exhibited a near ap-

proach to a granular texture ; and have sometimes been considered

as forming a connecting link between serpentine and green-

stone.

Uowns of From the cove we ascended to the high dreary downs which
terpentine extcnd for scvcral miles to the north and the north-east. On their
.soap-rock.

&c. western side they are cut down into a cliff which is for a great

extent absolutely inaccessible; and in many places presents a

smooth vertical escarpment, here and there coated over with stea-

titic matter, which at a <listance might be mistaken for a calcareous

incrustation. Where the windings of the coast enabled us to see

the face of the precipice, we could not discover any marks of

stratification. In the interior, however, where the rock is but
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partially covered with vegetation ; we remarked some obscure

and contradictory indications of that structure.

After following the irregular deviations of the coast for about

two miles, we descended into a deep ravine by which the rocks

were once more cut down almost to the level of the water. I have

no doubt but that this opening has been occasioned by a decom-

position connected with the presence of a dyke of felspar, or a

great wedge of green-stone. At a short distance from the sea,

it divides into two branches ; and in the northern branch, a gra-

nular dyke of quartz and felspar, with an excess of the former

mineral, may be distinctly traced among the rubbish which has

accumidated in all the lower parts of the ravine.

It is from this locality that the greatest part of the Cornish

soap-stone has been extracted. The history of its formation is

not difficult. Where vertical masses of different structure are

associated together, we may suppose that considerable fissures

would be formed at the moment of their consolidation, from the

unequal contraction of the adjacent parts. It is also a fact, esta-

blished on general experience, that such associations are often

productive of partial decomposition. Nothing, therefore, could

be more probable than the existence of a vein filled with mate-

rials derived from the neighbouring rocks, and running along

the side of a dyke such as we have just described. Unfortunately

for us, the work had been abandoned before we visited the district.

The dyke and soapy vein were so deeply covered with earth, in

the direction in which they had last been excavated, that the

value of the material would not pay the expense of its extraction.

In ascending from the soap-rock valley to the northern Table Green-stone

Land, we observed something which resembled a separation into ^"'' serpen-

.
line, &c.

distinct beds, which had a regular inclination towards the east.

On the downs we found a veiy coarse kind of serpentine, which

had a decided cleavage, and the direction of the layers was marked
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by parallel streaks on the weathered surface of the blocks. I

think it right to notice these facts, especially as they seem to

militate against some opinions which I have already ventured

to express. The cliff continued of the same general aspect, and

liad the same bold perpendicular escarpment until the formation

was succeeded by green-stone. At the junction there was the

usual decomposition, without any indication of regular superpo-

sition among the contiguous masses. The green-stone soon passed

into green-stone slate of a light colour from the great proportion

of whitish felspar. Like all the other varieties of the same rocks,

it was cloathed with great quantities of lichen ; and when struck

with a hammer, it gave out a strong argillaceous odour. At a

considerable distance to the north of this junction, we remarked

a grassy slope which intruded on the rugged face of the precipice :

and we were not surprised to find that this sudden change in the

character of the cliff, arose from the presence of an inconsiderable

bed of serpentine ; which seemed to rise, in the form of a dyke,

through the prevailing rock. The slaty green-stone was afterwards

continued, without any apparent interruptiuu to the western side

of MuUyan-cove, where the cliff was once more composed of

serpentine.

Muiiyan Many parts of the neighbouring coast are of grand elevation,

and broken into the noblest forms ; but we shall only attempt a

description of such of its features as appear to be connected with

the geological relations of its component parts. The island on

the south-western side of the cove was evidently, at one time,

a prolongation of the serpentine ; and its present separation from

the main land has arisen from the irregular retreat of the coast,

connected with the decomposition of those beds which were in

contact with the green-stone. The corresponding j)arts of the cliff

consisted of a coar.se variety of dull green and black serpentine

;

which exhibited occasional traces of a slaty structure, and con-

Cove.
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tained many very small olive-green crystals of diallage. On
approaching the eastern extremity of the cove, the escarpment

gradually diminished; and the lowest part of its degradation

marked out the spot where the green-stone once more appeared.

Before we descended into the cove, we had from the southern

heights observed a tine i>rojecting mass of rock, which formed

the opposite headland, and was nearly cut off by the deep in-

dentations of the coast. The south side of this projecting ledge

was covered with some large prismatic blocks, like those at Balk

Head, and some other parts of the eastern coast. This induced

us to believe that the serpentine would appear to the north of

the cove, and be there associated with green-stone. We were

not disappointed in these anticipations : for on the north side

of the cove, within three hundred yards of the path leading up
from the fish houses, there are three distinct alternations of green-

stone and serpentine.

I lament that I had no opportunity of revisiting this cove,

and of ascertaining, as far as possible, the extent and range of

the several formations. The valley which ascends from the cove,

affords a very favourable opportunity for making out these rela-

tions. It has been asserted that the serpentine and green-stone

are here distinctly stratified. Our observations, as far as they were

confined to the cliffs, would not lead us to that conclusion.

Small pieces of native copper are occasionally found in the Native

cliffs near the cove. We saw one specimen, more than an ounce
^'^'^"'

weight, which had been taken out of a solid block of serpentine.

We have already mentioned the copper works which were for-

merly opened in this neighbourhood. Soap-stone has been

extracted from a vein near Mullyan, but the works were deserted

when we passed through the country. Specimens have been

obtained from them, in which coal-black crystals of hornblende

are scattered through the steatitic mass. As an example of

Vol. I. Part II. T T
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End of the

serpentine

formation.

Kiilas from

Bollerium

to Loe-Bar.

analooovis structure, we may mention a thin vein, west of Coverack

Cove, composed of greenish steatite with crystals of diallage.

The last mass of serpentine which appeared to the north of

Mullyan Cove, did not occupy the cliff for more than sixty or

seventy feet, when it was succeeded by a coarse green-stone, which

was continued to Bollerium. The cliif there disappears, and a

small valley ascends from the sandy beach towards Mullyan

Church-Town ; commencing exactly at the demarcation of the

green-stone and the kiilas. Tn the alluvial cap, which rested on

several parts of the cliff" near Mullyan Cove, we had observed

many fragments of clay slate. This seemed to indicate that we

were approaching a new formation ; and at the same time to prove

that the last current which had swept over the high southern

terrace, must have set in fiom the north. Immediately on the

south side of Bollerium, the cliffs were very ruinous, and much

intersected with veins, containing ferriferous carbonate of lime :

these veins were in some cases as ruinous as the beds which

they traversed. The larger masses, however, distinctly belonged

to the green-stone formation. A little farther south they were

better characterized, and cut through by many tissures, without

appearing to be stratified.

On the north side of the same cove the most common variety

of kiilas rose from under the strand at an angle of thirty or forty

degrees. The beds dipped to the south-east, a direction which

would carry them under the green-stone: but the contact of the

two formations was concealed by the same causes which obscured

the first junction at Porthalla. The whole coast between Bolle-

rium and Loe-Bar, is composed of beds belonging to the great

slate formation of Cornwall; which have, on the average, an

inclination towards a point between the east and south-east. There

are few places in the west of England where we have a more

magnifi(;ent exhibition of this formation, and of the peculiar
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features arising out of the disintegration of its subordinate beds.

In a cove about a quarter of a mile north of Gunwalloe church,

there are many contemporaneous veins of quartz, and some verj'

complex instances of contortion. The beds in the lower part of

the clilf are twisted into a system of gothic arches, and the upper

portions exhibit a similar curvature in an inverted position

;

.so that the lancet shaped masses from above are supported in

the interval between the lower .system of arches. We do not

recollect to have ever seen a curvature more difficult to account

for by the ordinary action of mere mechanical forces.

Our observations on this part of the coast, enable us to enter

upon no details : but the formation may be described generally as

a coarse variety of clay slate ; presenting alternations of .soft silky

beds, and hard quartzose masses, both of which occasionally pass

into other beds, in which there are indications of an arenaceous

texture. We saw no well characterized greywacke like that of

Nare Point. At the same time there can be no doubt but that

the .slate between Loe-Bar and Bollerium, is coeval and conti-

nuous with the formation which stretches from the Helford river

to Porthalla. Comparing all these strata with certain portions

of the great killas formation, which contain beds of lime-stone

full of organic remains ; we conclude that the slate on the northern

skirts of the Lizard district belongs to the class of older transition

rocks. It must however be conceded, to those who hold a contrary

opinion, that no beds have yet been met with on this part of the

coast, containing traces of beings which possessed an organized

structure.

Our observations on the coast ended at Loe-Bar; which is Loe-Bar.

chiefily remarkable as forming the only boundary between the sea

and an extensive fresh-water lake. Between that place and Helston

we saw nothing worth recording except the occurrence of one or

two conformable beds of green-stone, in position and texture

T T 2
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of those Iexactly resembling many of those I described in a former

paper.

As the bearing- of the stratified rocks on the north side of the

peninsula is nearly east and west, it is obvious that the denudation

of the coast must expose the several beds in their order of super-

position. But in other parts of the district where the subordinate

masses resemble irregular contemporaneous aggregations, formed

in a common solvent, it is not to be expected that any two parallel

sections should present the same succession of formations. Hence

arise the separate phenomena of the eastern and western coasts

;

which, however nearly related in their leading circumstances,

diflFer entirely in their details.

From a general review of the facts already stated, it appears

that a section made from the heights above Constantine, to the

mouth of the Helford river, and from thence to Old Lizard Head,

in the general direction of the coast, would exhibit a series of

formations nearly in the following order :

1. Granite containing an excess of mica at it's junction with the slate.

2. Clay slate.

3. Clay slate associated with greywacke slate, and containing subor-

dinate parts, in which are conglomerate, common greywacke,

and fine grained sand-stone.

4. Serpentine surmounted by granular diallage rocks, and amorphous

green-stone passing into green-stone slate.

5. An extensive porphyritic formation, composed of felspar, diallage,

and hornblende.

6. Nearly compact masses formed of the same constituents, associated

with a very large grained diallage rock, and alternating with

serpentine.

7. Serpentine irregularly associated with saussurite, diallage rock,

green-stone, green-stone porphyry, green-stone slate, and gra-

nular felspar.
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8. Green-stone slate.

9. A formation apparently interlaced both with the green-stone slate

and the serpentine, and composed of chloritic slate, (in one place

associated with some thin beds of mica slate,) talcose slate, and

slaty felspar.

A similar section, formed in the direction of a line drawn

from Old Lizard Head to Loe-Bar, and prolonged to the granitic

ridge, would not include the serpentine (No. 4.) ; and would pass

to the west of the porphyritic formation (No. 5.). In other respects

the leading facts would very nearly correspond.

In the preceding details I may have been led into some inac- Conciusiou.

curacies, by the imperfection of memoranda which were not made

with a view of their becoming the foundation of any subsequent

communication. I have, however here advanced no opinions

which are at variance with those I formed on the spot; and

I may, at the same time, express a hope that no essential fact

has been misrepresented.

In those great beds which form the lower part of the crust

of the earth, and have taken their present form, rather from ciys-

talline arrangement, than from the action of mechanical forces,

we shall never, perhaps, discover any certain order of collocation

or superposition. But enough has been discovered to prove that

nature has at all times acted by general laws. We may, therefore,

be justified in referring two such formations, though existing in

parts of the globe, which are remote from each other, to the same

epoch ; especially if their general circumstances of association be

the same. To such an end, details like those which are given in

this paper, may be eventually subservient.

Geologists have described two formations of serpentine, one

belonging to primitive, the other to transition rocks. I have already

expressed an opinion that the Lizard serpentine belongs to the

latter class. The limits between primitive and transition rocks
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are so ill defined, that many of the formations which are now
separated may hereafter be brought together, when the different

eras in the natural history of the earth are better understood. On
this subject I think the observations of Berger of considerable

importance.* The masses of serpentine which exist on the Italian

side of the Alpine chain are too well known to be insisted on.

The ^roodwardian Museum has lately been enriched by a series

of Geological specimens, brought from the Isle of Elba by Professor

Clark of Trinitji College. A suite might be selected from them,

composed of granite, gneiss, clay slate, diallage rock, iron-stone,

and serpentine, in such a way as to form a counterpart to most

of the mineral beds between the central granite of Cornwall and

Lizard Point.

To Von Buch we are indebted for our knowledge of the

country which extends on both sides of the great Scandinavian

chain as far as North Cape. From his description of the rocks

near JockuLsfiord f , the order of superposition appears to be

as follows: — 1. Gneiss; 2. Mica slate, passing into quartz-

rock ; 3. Green-stone, and occasionally diallage rock. He then

observes that diallage rock is seen near Bergen, resting both on

mica slate, and on clay slate. From all which he concludes,

that the diallage rock of Nonvay may be placed in the neighbour-

hood of clay slate. Again (chap. 7.) he describes the succession

of formations near Altengaard to be, 1. Quartz rock ; 2. Granular

limestone; 3. Clay .slate; 4. Quartzose sand-stone ; 5. Granular

hornblende ; 6. Grey diallage, and white felspar. The quartz

rock sometimes passes into a sand-stone, with which one might

expect greywacke to be associated. In some instances greenish

black diallage, unmixed with felspar, reposes on the other beds.

* See Geological Transactions, Vol. I. p. 131, &c.

+ See tlie English Triinslation of Von Buch's Travels in Norway, p. 232—234.
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From these details he condudes, that the suite belongs to the

clay slate formation, but that it does not rise up to the transition

formations of more southern latitudes. Lastly, in ascending from

Altengaard towards the south, p. 334, &c., he observed, 1. Quartz

and quartzose sand-stone ; 2. Mica slate ; 3. Clay slate with beds

of diallage rock ; 4. Pure diallage rock. I do not recollect that

this celebrated natiualist observed serpentine in connexion with

any of the beds above enumerated. But from all I have seen,

as well as from the best authorities with which I am acquainted,

I am disposed to consider certain varieties of serpentine as a modi-

fication of diallage rock* rather than as a formation distinct

from it.

It is always delightful to trace analogies between the great

phenomena of nature, even in cases where no certain conclusions

can be drawn from them. There is, I think, more than a mere

fancied resemblance, between certain parts of the formations in

Norway, and in the Lizard ; enough perhaps to justify us in re-

ferring the diallage rocks of both localities to the same epoch

in the physical history of the world. Von Buch's opinion that

the diallage rocks of Norway are only on the confines of the

transition class, can hardly be opposed to this conclusion, as

perhaps no two naturalists would agree in fixing the exact de-

marcation between primitive and transition rocks. Moreover the

evidence on which I have attempted to determine the age of the

serpentine formation of Cornwall, may be considered by many

as inconclusive.

It was at one time my intention to have added some remarks

on the alluvial formations of the county, and to have noticed some

of the sections exhibited in the stream works. Many of these

* Tlie term is here used, in the sense before adopted, for an aggregate of felspar

and diallage.
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sections are highly instructive, and shew the extraordinary rate

at which alluvial matter will sometimes accumulate. I wished also

to have noticed the formation of recent sand-stone on the north

coast; which appears to have been well known to some of those

who collected for Dr. Woodward, as I find several characteristic

specimens of it in the old cabinets of our Museum. But this com-

munication has already extended to so great a length, that I shall

not tiespass any fuither on the attention of the Society.
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FELLOW OF TRINITY COLLEGE,

AND or THE CAMBRIDGE PHILOSOPHICAL SOCIETY.

[Read Nov. '2(), ISil.J

JciVERY one who has noticed the specimens of Fluor Spar,

of which a great number have lately been brought to Cambridge,

and generally designated by the name of Aldstone Moor Fluor,

although they are, I believe, found in a district more extensive

than that designation would imply, must have observed the pecu-

liarity of their crystallization. The crystals of this substance,

are, in their most common form, cubes : but, in the specimens

now referred to, these figures are almost universally aggregated

in pairs with a certain uniformity of appearance. The cubes

seem to intersect and enter each other obliquely; as the propor-

tions of the parts, and number of the angles developed are

different, the appearances undergo variations ; so that we .see

sometimes a large cube, with only one corner of a smaller one

appearing above its surface ; and at other times, two crystals,

nearly equal, seem to penetrate and pierce through each other

in a very curious manner, which is best understood by specimens.

The effort towards this kind of aggregation, at the time of the

Vol. I. Part II. U V
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formation of these crystals, appears to have been exerted almost

universally, and in some places it is rare to tind a single crystal

which has escaped its influence. And so far as the eye can

judge, the angles made by the planes and lines of these crystals,

are the same in all cases, however difterent the general form and

proportions.

The number and uniformity of these appearances induced me
to examine the mode in which the crystalline particles are arranged

to produce them, and the result at which I have arrived, though

perhaps not very difficult to obtain, may be worth notice, as

marked with the simplicity and beauty which nature every

where exhibits in the laws which regulate her crystalline produc-

tions. To explain my view of the subject, let Fig. 1, represent a

double crystal or made, as it is sometimes called, in the form

of most usual occurrence, and which may be considered as the

representative of all others. ABCD is the face of a cube, and

through this jirotrudes EFGH the corner of another. It will

be observed that so far as the eye can estimate, the pyramid

EFGH is similarly situate as to angular position with respect

to AB and AC: EGH is an isosceles triangle, and EG, EH
make equal angles with AB, AC respectively, so that GH
makes angles of 45° with DB, DC. Also the dihedral angles

which the planes EFG, EFH make with ABCD, will be

equal, and, as has already been observed, these are apparently

equal in all our specimens of this substance.

To learn the constitution of these crystals we must examine

their planes of cleavage. It is well known that in a cube of fluor

we may with ease split off" each of the eight corners of the cube,

so as to cut off from each a regidar pyramid, and this division

may be carried on so as to jiroduce either a regular tetrahedron

or a octahedron. Now it will be found in all cases that one of

these planes of cleavage is common to the two associated cubes.
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This plane may be distinguished from the others in this manner:

it will cut off that corner {A) of the more complete cube

{ABCD), towards which is pointed the vertex {E) of the iso-

sceles triangle [EHG], on which the pyramid [EFGH) stands.

It will be found that plates parallel to this plane may be split

off through both cubes, and generally without any interruption to

mark the transition from one to the other. All the other planes

of cleavage which pass through the first cube, it will be found do

not belong to the other, and vice versd. If to this observation

we add what has already been mentioned, that EF makes equal

angles with AB and AC, which is also confirmed by the othei-

fissures of the two crystals,* we shall be able to explain their

relation.

Let the plane of cleavage LMN, Fig. 2, pass through the point

E, making AL = A3I=^ AN, and LMN an equilateral triangle.

Conceive the cube, of which F is the visible corner, to be pro-

duced within the other, so that O may be the corner which is cut

off by the common plane LMN, and therefore OE, OP, OQ
equal and EPQ an equilateral triangle. And EO will cut LM
at right angles; hence EP and EQ make angles of 60° with LM,
and therefore if we suppose E to bisect LM, P and Q will bisect

LN and MN. Now the triangles LMN, QPE may be consi-

dered as corresponding faces of the tetrahedrons to which the two

cubes may respectively be reduced. And the sides ofEQP make
angles of 60° respectively with those of LMN. Hence it appears

that the relative position of the two tetrahedrons is such, that

if we conceive a face of one of them to revolve in its own plane

through an angle of 60°, it will come into a position parallel to

the other.

* It is found that it" after splitting the crystals by the plane which cuts off A, we

split off the corner F and the one diametrically opposite to D, the new planes of fissure

will cut the former plane in parallel lines.

U U 2
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This will, j)erhaps, become more intelligible in the following'

manner. A line A a, joining two opposite corners of the cube,

will manifestly be perpendicular to the surface LMN or EPQ.
Hence the diagonal of the cube O, &c. is parallel to A a; and

this cube O, &c. may be conceived to have removed into its pre-

sent position by revolving" round this diagonal through an angle

of 60°, from a position parallel to the first cube.

Here, as in all other i)arts of crystallography, it is the angles

only which planes and lines make with each other, and not their

magnitudes or places, which we must consider. The point E may
be situate any where in the plane A BCD, as at A; and the

points G and H may be in DB and DC. Also whatever has

been said of the angle F of the parasite cube, if I may be allowed

to call it so, is true of any other angle, which might appear on

the other surfaces of the principal cube. We may then suppose

the two cubes equal, their diagonals coinciding, all their angles

developed, and we shall have them in such a situation as is

represented in Fig. 3. The two cubes may be supposed at first

to have exactly coincided, and then one of them having revolved

through one-sixth of a whole revolution, would come into its

present position, in which the position of its faces and edges, with

respect to those of the other cube, are exactly what are found to

exist in what I have called the parasite cubes, with respect to

the princii)al ones, in fluor spar.

From this mode of conceiving the constitution of these crystals,

we can easily calculate the angles of the different planes, &c., and

compare them with those obtained by measurement. It is to be

observed, however, that this comparison is not so much to be trusted

as the results obtained by cleavage, because the surfaces, when of

any extent, are not accurately plane, as may be seen by inspection,

and also, because the form in most cases, is not, strictly speaking,

a cube simply ; but each face of the cube is replaced by a very
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flat square pyramid ; so flat indeed, as scarcely to destroy the

cubical appearance to the eye, but sensibly affecting the measured

angles. With allowances for these irregularities, the results of my
measurements agree as nearly as could be desired with calculation

:

the dift'erence being generally under 30 minutes.

Having at first found some difficulty in measuring the re-

entering angles of crystals of this kind, it may be of service to

mention, that such angles may easily be found by means of the

reflecting goniometer, by using an object of considerable elevation.

If no other can be found, a candle may be placed near the cieling,

and brought to coincide with a mark on the floor. In this case,

to insure accuracy, it ought to be ascertained that the candle,

the mark, and the crystal, are in the same vertical plane, which

may easily be done by looking at them all at once along a plumb-

line : the goniometer being as usual supposed to turn round a ho-

rizontal axis. In crystals which are too large for the application

of the reflecting goniometer, the angle may be determined by
placing them at some distance from a candle, and bringing the

eye to two points at which the reflection of the light from the

two surfaces is visible. These two points and the crystal form

a triangle, of which the angle at the crystal is double of the

angle made by its planes.

To calculate the angles, join ^£, NE : produce ^£, which
will bisect GH in K, and join FK.

LN = AN V2, ..EN = LN— = AN^, and AE = —•

,-. sin. AEN = ^riTr = -7^; <;os. AEN =EN" 1/3' -"^-^^^-^ - V3-

Hence AEN = 54° 44', and ANE = 35° l6'.

Also the angle which OE makes with the plane QEP must
be equal to that which NA makes with the plane MNL,
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.-. sin. JEO = sin. (JEN - OEN) = sin. [AEN - (go" - AEN)\
= sin. {2AEN - 90°) = - cos. 2AEN

= 1-2 cos.'^ AEN = 1 - ? = -
,

3 3 '

.-. FEK = AEO ^ 190 28', and FKE = 70° 32',

which is the angle made by the planes ABCD and FGH.

Also since sin. FEK = - , FK ==^ , .. FE = EK ^-^

,

3 3 ' 3

and KG = FK, .-. tan. GEK = I, and GEK = 18° 26',

.-. the ande which GE makes with ^.B is 26° 34'. Also cos. G£/f = —^ ;

hence cos. GEH = - cos. 2 GEK = ^ ~
^ ^

t'

A r'vr^ EP EK 2 V'2 2 , r, „ „ t^ r /^
and COS. FEG = ^^-;=, = -7^77 • = —r-

, and FEH = FEG .EG EG 3 1/5

'

If with the centre E we describe a sphere meeting EF, EG,
EH in a, /3, y, ihe sides of the .spherical triangle will measure

angles already found ; and to find the angle /3 which is the incli-

nation of the planes EFG and ABCD, we have,

_ COS. a 7 — COS. a/3 . COS. -y /3 V^ Vb o 2 ^ .^o,,,^
COS. ^ = ^ ^ . ^ '^ = ; = -, .-. /3 = 48<'ll'.'^

sm. a jS . Sin. 7 /3 _L ^ 3' '^

Vb ' I

If EI be drawn parallel to AC, meeting GH produced in /;

KI = EK, and El = EK V2.

r>-p E K.

COS. FEl = ~ = ^, / =-,.-. FEI = 48° 11',
El EK 1/2 3'

and FC makes the same angle with AB.

These angles are calculated on the supposition that the faces

of the cubes are accurately developed. In comparing them with
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observation, allowance is to be made for the modifications and

irregularities already mentioned.

One of the most I'emarkable circumstances with respect to

the specimens which have been the occasion of this investigation,

is the apparent want of symmetry in the way in which the two

crystals are aggregated. From what has already been said, it

will be seen that this defect of simplicity is only apparent. The

face EPQ of the tetrahedron belonging to one cube, may be

considered as the face L3IN belonging to the other, in a position

exactly inverted. All the tetrahedrons belonging to one cube

will of course be in positions parallel to each other ; and if in

Fig. 4, LMNS be one of these, EPQS will be the position

of the tetrahedron belonging to the other cube; PQ being pa-

rallel to LM. Whatever be the forces by which the crystalline

particles are aggregated and retained in the forms in which we
see them, it is easy to conceive that if they would produce equi-

librium when the tetrahedrons are all in similar positions, they

would also produce it when some of them are in this inverted

position; just as a pillar which would stand upon its base, would

also, mathematically speaking, stand upon its vertex. If the

position of the crystals with respect to each other had been any

other than it is, this difficulty would have been perplexing, as it

would have indicated in the crystals the uniform choice of a certain

angle, without any thing in their constitution to distinguish it from

any other. By considering the subject in this point of view we

may infer, that if we find in any substance pairs of the crystals

associating with each other in relative positions which are always

the same, the nuclei of each of one set of crystals will be in sym-

metrical positions with regard to those of their companions respec-

tively, one set being put in some regular inverted position.*

* I have examined several double crystals of fluor for the purpose of discovering how

far each cube penetrates the other, and what is the form of the surface which separates

the
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I have not yet had an opportunity of examining- any other

substance in which this uniformity in the juxta-position of crystals

takes place. Probably, however, there are others, and I will

therefore explain a process, by which, whenever this regular law

is found to exist, we may ascertain the relative positions of the

nuclei of the conjoined crystals.

When two crystals penetrate one another, we may conceive

one of them, which I will, as before, call the parasite crystal,

to have come into its position, [having been originally parallel

to the principal crystal,) by revolving about a certain axis

through a certain angle. This axis and angle are what we have

to determine.

Let CAO any plane, (Fig. 5,) revolve about an axis OP pass-

ing through a point O, so as to come into the position caO :

and let OQ be the intersection of the first and second position.

If we suppose a plane perpendicular to OP in the point P to cut

the planes in the lines AQC, aQc, respectively, APa will be

the angle through which the plane has revolved about the axis

OP. Also if we suppose PM, Pin to be perpendicular to AC,

ac, we shall have PM = Pm, r. MQ = niQ, and MPQ =
viPQ.

Let AOM== aOm = I, MOQ = c}>, POM = ^,

APa=MP7n = 0; / . MPQ = ~.

MQ MQ MP . e .

'^^'^=M0 = MP-M0='^''-2' ''" '^ ('^

AOQ = S + 0; aOQ = d - </>,

.-. 2 = i {AOQ + aOQ); <p = ^ [AOQ - aOQ) (2)

the parts of the trystallizecl substance belonging to each. So far, however, as I have jet

observed, there is no regularity in the proportions or division of the crystals ; the transition

is completely abrupt from the part «iiicli allows division b\ the ]ilanes of one tetrahedron

to that which docs not, but the lines of separation are quite irregular.
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Let a sphere QRr be described with centre O and radius

OQ, cutting- AO, aO in R, r. If AO be considered as unity,

we shall have,

knowing 9R = J OQ, Qr = aOQ;
and angle RQr = angle of planes AOC, aOc;

to find Rr = angle AOa = a;

COS. a = COS. RQr . sin. RQ . sin. rQ + cos. RQ . cos. rQ (3).

Again, in the plane triangle AQa, the angle AQa = MPm = 9;

, , . . (JQ + aQ)- - Aa-
and COS.- ^ = -^^

—

,^^' ^
4 AQ . aQ

_ (2 AMY - ^a^
~ 4AQ .aQ '

Now AM = AO sin. 5, Aa = 2 AO sin. | a,

jQ = ^o .i^^^ = JO !!Mi_t^
sin. yi yO COS.

similarly aQ = AO .

^'"^ ^^ ~ '^^
.

COS. (p

„ , , a (s'"-' ^ ~ sin.* i a) COS.* d>
, ^Hence cos." { 6 = ^—j^ ^

—

r^~K r- (4) ."
sin. (^ + (p) sin. (^ - 0)

^ '

Hence if we know the angles AOQ, aOQ, and the angle

made by the planes AOC, aOc, we can find the axis and .the

angle described about it.

For by (2) we know ^ and <p.

Then by (3) we find the angle o.

And by (4) we find 9.

From which by (1) we find m.

Knowing AOM =^ ^, and MOP = n-, we know the position

of the axis OP, and 9 is the angle described about it.

If now the planes AOC, aOc instead of cutting the axis

in O, be removed parallel to themselves to any distance from the

axis, the lines AO, aO also retaining their parallelism, the same

properties as before will be true of the plane and dihedral angles

made by them. Hence, if we suppose these planes to be homo-
Vol. I. Part II. X X
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logons faces of a crystal, and AO, aO to be any homologous

lines in these faces, the above formula will give us the axis and

angle of revolution by which one crystal might come into the

position of the other, supposing that we observe the angle made

by the homologous faces at their intersection, and the angles made

by AO, aO with this intersection. AO, aO may be any cor-

responding lines in the two faces, as for instance, similar edges

of each face, or lines of fissure in each. From what has been said,

it is to be expected that when we find by this means the axis of

revolution, it will be some principal line in the nucleus of the

crystal. In the case of the tetrahedron, it appeared to be a line

perpendicular to one of the faces; in a parallelepiped it would

probably be a diagonal, and similarly in any other case.

We might apply these formulae to the case of fluor spar,

and in such a figure as a cube, where the sides are not distin-

guished from each other by their configuration, we should have

more than one way of considering the problem. Either the face

EFG or FGH may be considered as homologous to ABCD.
On the former supposition, we find, as before, that the parasite

crystal has revolved round its diagonal through 60°. On the

latter hypothesis we shall find that this crystal has revolved round

an axis parallel to GH, through an angle of 70° 32', the angle

between two planes of a tetrahedron. In the former case the

revolution is about the axis of the tetrahedron, in the latter about

one of its edges ; and it is easy to .see that after both these changes

the new position of the solid is the same. In Fig. 3, we may
either imagine that by revolving round the axis Aa, the corner

B comes into the position F; or that by revolving round an axis

passing through the bisections of two opposite sides, namely, u

line through X parallel to BC, A comes to F.

Before I quit the subject, I will make an observation respect-

ing the constitution of crystals. Hauy seems to have been in
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doubt whether to consider the tetrahedron or the octahedron as

the integrant molecule of fluor. If tlie integrant molecule be

defined to be the simplest form at which we can arrive by me-

chanical division, the tetrahedron ought to be taken, for that

solid is bounded by the four planes according to which the crystal

is divisible, whereas in the octahedron, each of these planes is

used twice. The results of the preceding investigation may be

said to prove the same thing, for the symmetry in the position

of the inverted molecules, considered as tetrahedrons, is less easily

explained by considering the nucleus as an octahedron. It appears,

however, to me, that the term integrant molecule is applied with

considerable vagueness, and used in consequence of an erroneous

supposition. According to the obvious meaning of the words,

it would imply that the whole crystal is made up of such similar

molecules. Now at the first sight it was no dovibt a very natural

idea, that the reason why crystals split in certain directions, rather

than others, is because those planes pass along the surfaces of the

small component particles; and are, as Hauy calls them, the joints

of its structure : and on this supposition it followed that the ulti-

mate results of mechanical division give the form of these compo-

nent particles. This supposition, however, seems to be completely

overthrown by the .single observation, that the forms thus obtained

are often, as in fluor, such as will not fill space. Tetrahedrons

or octahedrons cannot make up a crystal, without leaving inter-

stices ; and accordingly, Hauy, in describing the .structure of the

substance before us, has been obliged to conceive these solids

hanging together by the edges in a way which makes this cease

to be a simple explanation of their splitting by the faces of these

particles. The inconclusiveness of the inference I have mentioned

may be perhaps conceived more readily in the case of a plane

figure. If a thin plate of matter of any kind were easily divisible

by lines at right angles to each other, we might suppose this to

X X 2
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arise from its being made up of small rectangles. If it were

divisible in three directions, making angles of 120° with each

other, we might imagine it to be made up of equilateral triangles.

But if it were divisible in ^ve directions, making equal angles

with each other, we could not infer it to be made up of regular

pentagons, because these could not fill a plane surface ; and to

suppose it made up of pentagons combined with other figures,

would be to abandon the simplicity on which alone the probability

of the supposition is founded.

The ultimate fact, therefore, to which observation conducts

us, is, that the ci-ystals in question are divisible according to the

four planes of a regular tetrahedron : and the phrase " integrant

molecule'' is erroneous when it implies more than this. The causes

of this divisibility are probably those forces exerted by the crys-

talline particles by which their aggregation has been determined.

We may suppose, with Dr. Wollaston, that these particles are

spherical ; but this alone will not account for the facts, and some

additional supposition is requisite : We may imagine, for instance,

that the forces reside in centers at the angles of a regular tetra-

hedron inscribed in one of these spheres. This would make their

effects conceivable, but is mere hypothesis; and the recent dis-

coveries with respect to magnetic and galvanic action, seem to

indicate that the whole .stock of forces by which nature arranges

the particles of matter, does not consist merely of repulsions and

attractions tending to centers.

W WHEWELL.
Trinitii College,

Nov. 25, 1 82 J.
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XXIII. On an Improvement in the Apparatus for

procuring Potassium.

By WILLIAM MANDELL, B. D
FELLOW OF queen's COLLEGE.

[Read Nov. 26, 1S21.]

On repeating the late Professor Tennant's experiment for

procuring Potassium,* (which differs from the similar one first made

by the French chemists, Gay-Lussac and Thenard,t principally

in being more simple and commodious for practice,) it occurred to

me, that one part of the apparatus made use of, might, with

advantage, be still further simplified : and as every circumstance,

however apparently obvious or trivial in itself, which, in any

degree, tends to facilitate the production, in greater quantity, of so

powerful a chemical agent as potassium, is of importance, I have

thought that the mode of operating which I pursued might not

be wholly unworthy the notice of this Society.

It is well known that the grand difficulty in successfully

perforniing the experiment in question, consists in protecting the

guu-banel from the efi^ects of that extreme and long-continued

* Philosophical Transactions for 1814, p. 578, to which the reader is referred for

I lit detail of the process.

t Annalcs de Chimie, torn. 66, p. 205.
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heat, which is necessary to decompound the alkali, and to vola-

tilize its base. The usual practice hitherto has been to surround

with a lute,* that portion of the g:un-barrel which is introduced

into the fire. This operation, however, is always tedious; and

although it be conducted even with the greatest care, it is found

extremely difficult to prevent fissures in the coating, particularly

when the heat is much increased in the course of the experiment.

Hence, if eventually the fire have direct access to the banel,

through any crevice which may be formed, the fusion of the denuded

part is generally the consequence, and the whole labour of the

experiment is lost.

This, then, being the common cause of failure, it occurred to me
that, if there were substituted for the luting, a thin, but sound

and well-burnt tube or hol/oiv cijUnder of Stourbridge clay, of

such dimensions as just to cover that portion of the barrel which

is subjected to the fire, the unfortunate result, which I have al-

luded to, might possibly be avoided.

A tube of this description was accordingly procured ; and, in

order to guard against the hazard of its cracking, by reason of

exposure to a sudden increase of temperature, it was, in the first

place, gradually and with caution, heated to redness.

The remaining part of the experiment was then performed

with entire success; and a very considerable quantity of potassium

obtained.

It may be proper to remark that the hollow cylinder, and

that portion of the gun-barrel which it incloses, should be of such

• "Ob ceuvre ce»e partie raoyenne tl'iin tut infusible." Gay-Lussac et Thenar*!,

.Ann. de Cliiniic, torn. 66, p. 207.

" The lute which I have found most effectual .... was composed .... of Stourbridge

Clay &c." Tennant, Phil, Trans, for 1814, p. 582.

" It (the gun-barrel) is then covered with an infusible luter Brande's Manual of

Chemistry, j). 184. Ed. I8I9.
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relative diameters that, when cool, their corresponding surfaces

are not quite in close contact ; otherwise, the cylinder will be in

danger of bursting, not only on account of its own contraction,

but alsQ on account of the simultaneous expansion of the gun-

barrel, from the effects of that very high temperature, to which,

in this state of combination, they are submitted.

Moreover, the whole apparatus should be supported acciu'ately

in the same position, throughout the experiment, (by means of

rests made of Stourbridge clay,) and should be so situate in the

fire, that the materials operated upon, may during the whole

process be subjected to its greatest intensity.

With due attention to these precautions, and to some minor

circumstances in the manipulation of the experiment, which I shall

not take up the Society's time in detailing, it is believed that the

decomposition of potash, by means of iron, might in every instance

be effected with almost entire certainty, and potassium be obtained

in great abundance.





XXIV. Notice of a large Human Calculus in the

Library of Trinity College.

By the Rev. J. GUMMING, MA. F.R.S. M.G.S.

PROFESSOR or CHEMISTRY

IN THE UNIVERSITY OF CAMBRIDGE.

[Read Nov. 16, 1821.]

In the Forty-Sixth Volume of the Philosophical Transactions

an account is given of a remarkable Human Calculus in the pos-

session of the Society of Trinity College.— Its history, weight,

and specific gravity are the only circumstances mentioned in this

notice ; for, being unsavvn, no knowledge of its composition could

then be obtained, even had the state of Chemistry at that time

permitted it. As, in their internal conformation and in the ar-

rangement of their strata. Calculi present varieties far more

important than can be exhibited by their external properties, I re-

quested permission to have this Calculus sawn asunder, which

was done with such care and skill by Mr. Okes, that as a specimen

it has received little if any injury. Its structure is such as, taken

conjointly with its magnitude, to make it, perhaps, the most curious

and instructive Calculus in this kingdom, since it presents the

characters of not less than four distinct species. The nucleus is

lithic, to this succeeds a considerable portion of the oxalate of

lime variety, this is followed by layers of the triple crystals,

Vol. I. Pan II. Y Y
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covered by a thick coating of litliic, which is occasionally broken

by a layer of the triple crystals, and the external surface is prin-

cipally composed of the fusible Calculus.—Its present weight, after

being sawn, is 32 oz. 7dr. ; the specific gravity 1.756, which after

being two days in water became 1.768.—It measures 15 inches in

circumference in one direction, and 13|- inches in the other.

The largest Calculus in this kingdom, is, I believe, that which

is described in the Philosophical Transactions for 1809, which

weighs 44 oz.; but it is composed entirely of the jihosphates, and,

from its structure, seems rather a number of calculi cemented

together, than one formed, in the usual manner by concentric

layers.—In the description of this Calculus by Sir J. Earle, is given

a quotation from Fourcroy, of which it afforded a confirmation,

that all the very large Calculi are composed of the Phosphates.

—

The Calculus which is the subject of this paper, is a remarkable

exception to the general rule, as nine-tenths of it at least are lithic.

I have been induced to give this brief notice of it to this

Society, that, if you think it worth publication, so interesting a

specimen may be withdrawn from the obscurity in which it has ^
lain for upwards of a century.

As an appendix to this paper I request your attention to an-

other, and in some respects a similar specimen, presented to me

for examination by Dr. Thackeray.

It is a concretion formed in the intestines of a horse, weighing

upwards of 64 oz. , and measuring 374 inches in the largest cir-

cumference, and 26^ in the least. Its composition, as might be

expected, is jjrincipally of vegetable matter, but mixed with a

considerable portion of the phosphates.

Its enormous size makes it a subject for curiosity, though

fortunately, the absence of such concretions from the human frame,

divests it of the painful interest we cannot but feel in the former

specimen

.
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DESCRIPTION OF THE PLATE.

Fig. 1. Exterior of the Calculus; the size of the Original.

A. B. The line of section.

Fig. 2. Section of the Calculus.

a. Lithic nucleus.

b. Oxalate of lime.

c. DittOj mixed with sparkling triple crystals.

d. Triple crystals with a little lithic.

€. Lithic, with minute layers of fusible Calculus.

/. Triple crystals, (four thin layers).

g. Lithic.

h. Fusible.

Inches.

Largest circumference 15.

Circumference of the section 13.1

Least circumference 11.7

Weight after being sawn, (exclusive of the dust), 32 oz. 7 dr.

Specific gravity 1.756

Ditto, after being two days in water 1 . 7^8

yy2





XXV. On a Dilatation of the Ureters, supposed to

have been caused by a malformation of their

Vesical EMremities.

By JOHN ORES, Esq. of Cambridge.

HONORARY MEMBER OF THE CAMBRIDGE PHILOSOPHICAL SOCIETY,

MEMBER OF THE COLLEGE OF SURGEONS, &C.

[Read November 12, 1821.]

Although extensive dilatation of the ureters consequent upon

obstruction be by no means rare, yet it cannot be said to occur

frequently, particularly to the decree remarked in the instance

which forms the subject of this paper. It is not however the

magnitude, so much as the cause of the derangement, which

deserves our notice in the case about to be related. In those

upon record, the causes of obstruction have been generally

ascertained to be calculi and tumors compressing the tubes.

Sabulous, purulent and mucous accumulations have been thought

by some, sufficient to obstruct those passages. Of the first and

most common kind Monro mentions an instance, in which " the

lower aperture [of the ureter) being filled up by a stone, the

kidney was distended to a mon.strous size; and the ureter was

so large, that, at first sight, he mistook it for a piece of intes-
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tine*." A dilatation of eqnal extent was found by Moigagiii, in

a person who died from a large stone in the bladder. " Pure

autem et urina pleni erant renes et ureteres; iinrao hi tam dis-

tenti ut Ilei intestini diametrnm aequarentf." A still stronger

instance of the extensibility of the ureters occurred to RuyschJ.

He precedes his history by a remark, in which he is by no

means singular: that the unnatural distension which membranous

tubes undergo, is accompanied by a proportional thickening of

their substance.

31alformations of the ureters, at their junction with the

bladder, may be reckoned among the causes of their enlarge-

ment. But examples of this kind are of very rare occurrence,

and may be easily confounded with the effects of disease upon

these ducts. The least doubtful instance, next to that I am

about to describe, is one that fell under the obsenation of

Ruysch§. The obstructing cause consisted in a membranous

* Monro's Works, 4to. Ed. 1781, p. 542.

t Morgagni opera, (Neapoli 1762.) torn. 3. p. 314.

I
" Nil raagis admiratione dignum crediderim quim vasa membranacea, quo magis dis-

tenduntiir, eo niagis sjepe ab huiiiore heterogeneo incrassari. Ureteres aliquaudo ita

esse dilatatos, ut digitum adniittant, rariini uoii est. Rarissimum tauieu et iuauditum, ure-

terem pintam niateri* purulenlK continuisse; • In ureleris dextri intinia parte supra

iiisertionem in vesicam calculus beerebat nucis avellanse magnitudine. Pars media dicti

ureteris ita erat extensa, ut pintam ad minimum conlineret." Ruyschii Observatio XCIV.

§ " Vogelesan"b, cbirurgus diligentissinius, ad dissectionem duos nobis atlulit rents ovil-

los, ita cxtensos et buniore aquoso repletos, ut duas fere pintas uterque conlineret.

Ureteres admodum tortuosi et tantse erant capacitatis ut radiceni majorem pastinacae

adniitterent. Utraque rcnum tumentium extremitas substantiam naturaleni glandulosam non

amiserat, spatium vero inturniediuni conslabat ex niembrana. Intrinsec^ tubuli pelvis

cellulas masnas repraisentabant, tantx capacitatis, ut nucem juglandem viiidi cortice

obductam adniitterent. Urinam in vesica urinaria contentam facili negotio expriniebam

versus ureteres et renes, verumeninivert^ ab urcteribus et renibus versils vcsicaiu non nisi

vi adhibits idque parcissime per exiguum foraminulum in medio cujusdani clausurx mem-

branaceoc, quam vesicam inlcr et ureteres inveniebam. Talis, inquam, erant constilutionis

dicta foraniinula, ut e vesica urinaria versiis uretsres et renes satis liber essct urina; tran-

situs.
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expansion stretched over their apertures into the bladder, and

perforated in snch a manner, that the urine passed through them

out of that cavity, much more freely than into it. It may

reasonably be doubted, whether such a membrane would be the

product of inflammation falling upon a mucous surface. Upon

this point Ruysch has expressed no opinion.

The instance which came under my own inspection, occurred

in a patient of mine at Addenbrooke's Hospital in Cambridge,

a boy of eleven years old. About ten days after his admission,

he complained when taking his usual exercise in the garden, of

great pain in his body, numbness in his legs, and faintness. He

was immediately conveyed to his bed, and, in a few minutes,

expired. At the time of his admission into the house, it was

thought that some of his symptoms resembled those of stone

in the bladder, untd an examination by the sound, induced a

contrary opinion. Although not greatly emaciated, his appear-

ance was far from healthy ; he was of a diminutive stature,

pale complexion, and very weak. The unnatural size of his

abdomen, led to a frequent and careful examination of it, more

particularly as he had complained of pain in that part: but it was

always, even when most distended, .so soft, as to yield freely to

pressure. Sometimes during these examinations, I was inclined

to think that a fluctuation was perceptible, yet the idea of a

dropsical tendency was abandoned from its being somewhat irre-

concileable with the abundant secretion of urine, that had for

a long time existed. Again, the figure of the abdomen led to

the supposition, that the intestines might be the seat of the en-

largement; though this was at variance with the regularity and

healthy state of his evacuations, and some cathartic medicine was

situs, contraria verb conipressio ab iireteribus et renibiis versris vesicam niaximi ex parte

erat frustranea, mule dubio procul oborta fiiit uriiise regurgitatio, et temporis progressu

talis renuin et ureleruin expansio." Ruyschii Observatio XCIX.
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directed, but with no other result, than that of adding- to his

excessive debility; for the large and pendulous form of his body

continued the same. His urine, when first passed, resembled

water rendered turbid by a small quantity of milk, and after

cooling, afforded a copious deposit of pus, entirely devoid of the

ropy mucous sediment secreted by a bladder under the irritation

of a stone. This had been the state of his urine since he was a

year old; it had never been known to be tinged with blood, nor

to contain any calculous matter; neither had he ever after that

age less power of retaining it than the generality of children, but

on the contrary, though the desire to discharge it was very fre-

quent, the effort often proved unavailing. To this distressing

circumstance his mother attributed his general unhealthy con-

dition as an infant. It was among her observations as well as

those of the Hospital nurse subsequently, that the inclination to

make water was not so incessant during the night as in the day;

and that he would pass many hours in the day-time upon his

bed, and even upon the floor, as though he had discovered from

experience, that the recumbent was the most efficacious posture

for allaying that continual desire to make water by which, for

hours together, he was tormented. So severe indeed was the

distress which he usually endured, that it seemed scarcely pro-

l)able his existence could have been so long protracted, without

the discovery of some such means of temporary alleviation. He
had, however, intervals of comparative ease ; these he had occa-

sionally enjoyed for two or three successive months, when he

used to recover rapidly, to a certain degree, his strength and

spirits. Such were the observations I had partly made and

collected respecting this inexplicable case, when, the boy sud-

denly dying, an opportunity was afforded of investigating still

further, its peculiarities. That the urinary apparatus was the

seat of the derangement, there could be little doubt, but the
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train of symptoms was such, as could not be referred to any one

of the known diseases, to which these organs are liable.

Dissection.—Nothing remarkable presented itself to notice,

until the omentum and intestines were raised from their natural

situations in order to obtain a view of the kidneys. It then

seemed as if the intestines were adhering to the iliac regions

instead of being easily moveable almost from one side of the

body to the other, and, as there were no marks of inflammation

to be seen, we were at first incapable of accounting for so un-

usual an ajipearance. Upon closer inspection I perceived that

besides the intestines, I had also attempted to lift up the ureters,

which, owing to their extreme enlargement, had been mistaken

for intestine. Pursuing the examination, we found the two ure-

ters of nearly equal dimensions, describing in their course con-

volutions not very unlike those of the intestines, and containing

in their lowermost part a large quantity of urine, that flowed

freely into the bladder, or back again into the ureters, accord-

ing as the position of either was varied. The figure and

external appearance of the bladder were perfectly natural, but

the ureters, instead of taking an oblique direction through its

coats, described a curve that placed their extremities almost at

right angles to that organ*. The kidneys bore strong marks

of disease; their collapsed sides consisting of little more than

their own proper tunic, shewed the almost total destruction

of their glandular substance, and thereby confirmed the only

conjecture which so singular an assemblage of symptoms could

* The transparency of the dried preparation affords a view of the apertures of the

ureters into the bladder, which are large enough to admit a common sized goose-quiil.

These parts, as well as the bladder, exhibit no other proofs of deranged structure. The

kidneys are almost entirely destroyed; there remains of glandular substance, in each,

a portion equal to about -^ of the whole gland, the other part consists of cells, perhaps

thirty in number, which, if solid, would give it the appearance of the foetal kidney.

Vul. I. Part U. Z Z
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reasonably justify. The urinary organs thus exposed, were then

brought still more into view by inflating them through the

urethra, that a plaister cast might be taken of them. Nothing

else occuned in the examination worthy of notice. The cast

represented in plate No. 14. and the inflated preparation after-

wards made of these organ.s, were placed in the Anatomical

Museum of the University.

The result of this dissection is such as fully to explain the

.symptoms, but whether it will justify the opinion I have formed,

that the malady had its origin in a deficiency of that structure,

by which the coats of the bladder act as a valve upon the

ureters, remains for consideration. The earliest remarks upon

the health of this child occurred during his infancy, and led,

even then, to the supposition of some derangement in the urinary

pa.s.sages, and that too of so serious a kind, as to be regarded

as the cause of his unthrifty condition. His symptoms, though

occasionally intermitting and varying in severity, continued in

after years to preserve such a general uniformity of character,

that little doubt could be entertained of their connection with

those of his infancy, and still less of their appertaining to some

disease of the urinary organs. It is therefore most probable

that the conjectures which, in his earliest illness, attiibuted his

symptoms to some disease of the urinary apparatus, were so far

correct, and that the appearances disclosed by the dissection

were the consequence of that primary aflection. That the

valvular connection of the ureters with the bladder was de-

stroyed in tlie first instance by ol)structions from calculi,

may be justly doubted ; for his symptoms commenced at so

early an age, that had calculi ever passed, they could not

have escaped the observation of his mother. Besides, it is un-

favourable to such an opinion, that both ureters should present

the same appearances, although, on the other hand, it may be
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said, that a disposition to calculous concretions would be mani-

fested equally in both kidneys. It is certain, however, in this

case, that no tendency to this disease was ever discovered,

though the attention of the mother had been directed to it from

his earliest age, from the belief that his disorders were situated

in these organs. As to the suppurative process in the kidneys

having been the cause of obstiuction to the vireters, it should

rather be regarded as the consequence of it. But to explain our

own views of this case, let it be suj)posed that this malformation

of the ureters did actually exist at the time of birth. It would

then follow, that the urine flowing guttatim into the bladder

would at length accumulate until it caused that degree of con-

traction which, in a perfect bladder, would not be sufficient for

micturition, though in the instance before us, sufficient to repel

it into the ureters; it would therefore be driven back towards

the kidneys, and remain in the ureters as long as the action of

the bladder lasted. But when the useless effort of that organ

ceased, the urine would descend again into its cavity, and the

same ineffectual contraction be repeated, until it had at length

accumulated so much beyond the capacity of the ureters to con-

tain it, as to acquire from the bladder an impulse sufficient,

with that from the abdominal muscles, to overcome the resist-

ance of the sphincter vesicae. In the natural construction of

these parts, the muscular power of the bladder is thought sufli-

cent to finish the evacuation of its contents, unaided by the

abdominal muscles, they having first assisted the bladder to over-

come the resistance of its sphincter; in the case before us how-

ever, there would be this difference, that unless that pressure

upon the ureters by the abdominal muscles were continued after

the sphincter vesicae had yielded, no more urine could necessa-

rily be propelled per iiretliram than the excess above what the

ureters were capable of holding. It must then be manifest
' zz 2
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according to this view of the case, that, although the ureters

would occasionally be evacuated of part of their contents by

this simultaneous action of the bladder and abdominal muscles,

still they would not only be often greatly distended, but in pro-

cess of time would become the ordinary reservoir for the urine.

In the examination of this child it occurred to me as very

remarkable, that so abundant a secretion of urine should be

capable of being carried on by so small a portion of the

kidneys as that which remained. I then regretted that his urine

had never been submitted to chemical analysis during his resi-

dence in the Hospital; for, from its appearance, I should con-

jecture that it differed very much from healthy urine in the

proportions of its constituent parts, and that it might even

have been found to be entirely destitute of some of them.

JOHN OKES.
Cambridge,

Sept. 10, 1821.





EXPLANATION OF PLATE XIV.

The great bulk of the intestines is raised towards the chest, bringing-

into sight

L—Part of the under surface of the Liver.

K—The Kidneys.

U—The Ureters.

B—Tlie Bladder.

R—The Rectum.
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XXVI. Geological Descriptmi of Anglesea.

By J. S. HENSLOW, MA. ; F.L.S.; M.G.S.

ST. John's college,

SECRETARY TO THE CAMBRIDGE PHILOSOPHICAL SOCIETY.

[Read Nov. 26, 1821.]

To accompany the present Memoir, I have formed a col-

lection of the rocks of Anglesea, which has been placed in the

Woodwardian Museum. This collection is numbered throughout,

and the number corresponding to any particular specimen is

noted between brackets, whenever any allusion is made either

to its locality or to the nature of its composition.

I have to acknowledge my obligations to L. P. Underwood

Esq., whose previous visits to Anglesea had enabled him to

collect many interesting facts connected with its Geology, and

to whom I am indebted for the locality of several trap-dykes,

which might otherwise have escaped my observation.

I believe that no good map of Anglesea has yet appeared.

The map which accompanies this paper is compiled from two

maps of North Wales, one by Furnival, published in 1814, the

other by Evans, in 1797. The first of these furnishes, with con-

desirable correctness, the relative positions of the towns and

general outline of the country, but does not pretend to trace the

indentations of the coast. Evans has enabled me to give some
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of the latter, where they affect the geological details; but neither

in this respect, nor in the configuration of the surface, could I

procure any accurate information. What is here offered must be

considered as a very rough approximation.

As the map is rather complicated, it has been thought

advisable to adojit an artificial arrangement of the different dis-

tricts in each formation. By this means a reference can more

readily be made to any particular place, without the labour of

searching through the several detached portions marked by the

same colour. A table explaining this arrangement is placed

with the description of the jilates ; and the references are made

on the margin ^^henever they seem to be required. No other

places are noted in the map than those alluded to in the

paper.

In the accompanying sections, continuous lines are meant to

represent the portions actually exhibited. The dotted lines are

either such portions as were not visited, or were too much

obscured by the concealed nature of the ground. Where no

actual section exists, the junctions are marked by the dotted

line, even where the boundary between two formations is suffi-

ciently evident at the surface, and the order of collocation has

been either ascertained along the coast, or cannot be doubtful

from the characters of the contiguous rocks. As the sections are

parallel to each other, a reference may readily be made to cor-

iesi)onding portions, and the spot seen where the order was

clearly established.

Anglesea possesses no very striking features. Holyhead

mountain, which forms the greatest elevation, reaches only to 709

feet above the sea. With this and two or three other excep-

tions, the ground is low and undulating, although the surface

possesses by no means an uniform character. A further descrip-

tion may perhaps, with greater propriety, be referred to the details

of each particular formation.
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Tlie plan of this paper will be, first to describe the stratified

and then the unstratified rocks.

The greater portion of the stratified rocks has suffered con-

siderable disturbance, and they frequently occur under characters

very different from what they assume in their undisturbed state.

Several of the details therefore, which would otherwise be in-

cluded in this division, are deferred to the description of the

unstratified masses; when it is to their intrusion that such

phenomena can be referred.

Quartz Rock.

{Nos. 1. to IK}

The term. Micaceous schist, would perhaps by some Geo-

logists, be made to include the whole series of the oldest strati-

fied rocks. These, however, vary considerably in composition,

but do not allow of separation into distinct formations, and

would scarcely admit of geographical distribution, even in a map
of the largest dimensions and most accurate construction.

In one instance an exception may be made in favour of a

variety, marked on the map as a quartz rock, which possesses

certain peculiarities of structure, though it is not very remote in

composition from other varieties included under the general

denomination. It occupies two distinct localities, the one in the iJ i-

northern division of Holyhead Island, lying to the West of a line

drawn from Port-Dafreth, to a point on the shore about midway

between Holyhead and the mountain. The other, in the Southern Q. 2.

division of that Island, occurs in the neighbourhood of Rhoscolyn,

extending along the coast, and bounded by a line drawn from

Borth-Wen to Rhoscolyn church, and thence about one mile

further to the N.M'. In each case this rock rises to a greater
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elevation than the surrounding country, and in the first-men-

tioned situation forms the highest point of all Anglesea.

On the summit of Holyhead mountain^ and on the highest point

near Rhoscolyn, the term given to this rock is strictly appli-

cable, it being composed of little else than highly crystalline and

distinctly granular quartz (1.) firmly cemented. There occur in it

a very few minute white specks of earthy felspar. It is much
intersected by cotemporaneous veins, and occasionally tinged

red (3.)- In other places it intermixes with a little mica (4. 5.)-

The quartz is often finely granular (6.), and associated with

larger and distinct crystals of silvery white mica (7. 8.), and

apparently also with a little chlorite, the specimens assuming a

greenish tinge. Such specimens strongly resemble grej'wacke,

but their crystalline nature is still very distinct.

With regard to the structure of this rock, nothing can be

more deceptive than the appearance which it assumes in places

Q. 1. where no extensive section exists. On crossing Holyhead moun-
tain, we seem to be walking over the edges of parallel strata,

which dip at a very high angle towards the N. of W., the whole

surface consisting of broken rugged lines, running from S. of W.
to N. of E. Opposed to the small island called the South-stack,

is a perpendicular clifl' of two or three hundred feet in height,

exhibiting the structure of the mountain in a perspicuous man-

ner. Every trace of the fonner apparent disposition of the strata

is lost, and the whole is seen to consist of broad strata, con-

torted in a most extraordinary mannei-, often vertical in i)osition,

then returning Mith a sudden curvature, and forming repeated

arches. Strings of white quartz, >\hich occur in and between

them, partake equally of these contortions, and also of others

more complicated and independent of the general position of the

surrounding mass. The effect is rendered still more striking by
each stratum assuming a peculiar tint; the colours varying

through obscure shades of green, brown, and yellow.
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They also vary in texture, which causes the mure compact

portions to project in relief, and these in weathering exhibit

convolutions in which the softer strata do not partake. They

are sometimes divided by fissures, generally placed nearly at

right angles to the curves, producing the effect of an artificial

stone arch. Plate XV. represents about fifty feet perpendicular

height of this section. Wherever a convenient opportunity occurs

of examining the cliff's along the remainder of this district, the

same appearance is repeated.

Near Rhoscolyn the strata are very distinct, and among q. 2.

them is one of a brick red, contrasted with others of a deep

yellow colour. The same deceptive appearance of stratification

running from the S. of W. to the N. of E., is seen in this dis-

trict as well as in the former.

The real structure of this rock, then, consists of a succes-

sion of contorted strata rudely conformable to each other. That

these were originally deposited in their present position seems

impossible, and the whole bears a striking resemblance to the

flexures that might be formed in a pasty unconsolidated mass,

by the application of a disturbing force.

The deceptive appearance resembling stratification, arises

from the parallelism preserved between the scales of mica dis-

persed through the mass, which causes an imperfect kind of

cleavage througliout the whole district. In some cases this may

readily be exhibited, even in hand specimens (6.), where the

mica has a brown ferruginous aspect, coating over the whole

surface produced by cleavage, with a plate too thin to be

detached. These laminae occur about one eighth of an inch

asunder, and on fracture exhibit an uneven undulating surface.

A few other small scales of white mica are irregularly dispersed

through the specimen. In some cases (4.) the laminar tendency

is distinct, with the intervention of a very small portion of mica.

Vol. I. Part II. 3 A
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and on a fracture i)erpendicular to this direction, its existence

is marked by faint lines. In other instances the cleavages,

snfficiently apparent on the large scale, would not be noticed

in a small fragment. Here (7.) the mica which gives rise to

them is dispersed at intervals over their surface, and is scarcely

to be seen upon a transverse fracture.

Other cleavages exist in the mountain^ at much greater in-

tervals than the former, which more nearly resemble natural

fissures. These present smoother surfaces, and are probably the

cause of large vertical fissures which occur towards the summit

of the mountain, separating the rock into rude rhomboidal and

cubical masses, where quartz is almost the sole ingredient, and

both the fissile texture and divisions of the strata are scarcely

to be detected, though, in convenient situations, each may occa-

sionally be traced.

The exposed faces of these masses (2.) present an even

polished surface, the effect of weathering ; an action which

apparently soon ceases, the fragments retaining their angles as

sharp as when first fallen.

Plate XVI. Fig. 1. represents the positions of four cleavages

obtained from a projecting mass of curved strata (6.).

A. The curved surface of the stratum.

Rough calculations of the angles at which the

several planes are inclined to each other.

Plane 3. is the cleavage which produces the apparent stratification of

the whole mountain.

It should seem that these phenomeua arise from some effort

of cry.stallization subsecpient to the original deposition of the
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materials, and subsequent also to the present contorted position

of tlie strata. These facts may be illustrated by the appearance

presented upon the transverse fracture of a calcareous stalactite,

where the original structure arising from successive depositions,

is exhibited by concentric circles, whilst a rhomboidal fracture

marks the effects of a posterior crystallization. The strict re-

semblance which some of the strata bear to those of sandstone,

points out a mechanical deposition as the most likely mode of

formation : their present .structure may suggest an idea that

crystalline force assisted by moisture and pressure is an agent

of sufficient power to have produced the similar, but still more

perfect texture of the oldest stratified rocks, without the neces-

sity of imagining any previous solution of the ingredients which

compose them.

Chlorite Schist.

{Nos. 12 to 187.}

Under this denomination are included several varieties of

schist, of which quartz and chlorite form the principal ingre-

dients. Mica slate and clay slate also occur in the same forma-

tion, but each of these passes into chlorite schist by insensible

gradations, and I could no where trace a boundary between
them, marked either by a rapid change in the mineral character,

or by some distinct geological feature. The varieties of clay

slate included in this formation appear to consist of nearly tlie

same ingredients as the chlorite schist, and to differ from them
in nothing but want of crystalline .structure. They are of

various shades of green and red, and of a close texture.

The variety which immediately succeeds the quartz rock i.s

crystalline chlorite schist. There are four sections on the coast

3 a2
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c. !. exhibiting their union. x4t the spot where this takes place

between Holyhead and the monntain, there is a space of eight

or ten feet in width, occupied by a rock intermediate in cha-

racter between the two. At the spot on the beach where the

change has become decisive, there occurs a breccia (9. 10.) of

quartz rock, and angular fragments of talcose slate ; from this-

a vein issues, which may be traced on the shore for a few feet

as far as the cliff, up which it is seen to rise, and become forked

near the top (PL XVI. Fig. 2.). The vein consists of finely

granular materials (11.), with occasional patches of the breccia

from which it proceeds. Possibly, the origin of this vein may

be ascribed to a fissure in the chlorite schist having been tilled

from the subjacent rock, previous to its consolidation, by the

force of the superincumbent pressure.

c. 1. At Port Dafreth, I could not ascertain whether any sudden

change takes place; the strata of the quartz rock gradually be-

Q. 2. come thinner, and appear to pass insensibly to chlorite scliist

the West of Rhoscolyn their boundary is more marked, the quartz

rock rising nearly vertically, and the chlorite schist resting

unconformably against it. A small bay is there formed by the

removal of the chlorite schist, so that its Eastern side is com-

posed of quartz rock alone, where a broad stratum presents an

undulating and nearly vertical clitF. At certain points of pro-

jection, a portion of this is removed, which exposes the stratum

next below; a similar exposition of the next takes place, and

so on. The nature of this may perhaps be better understood

by referring to PI. XVI. Fig. 3.

The la.st spot where this junction takes place lies to the

South-east of Rhoscolyn, and West of Borth-Wen, where tl)e

confusion is greater than at either of the three other places.

The quartzose strata intermix with the chloritic, and are seen

on the beach like veins twisting among them. In some instances

they even appear to occur in an inclined position above them.
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From what has been said of the nature of these junctions,

it may be a question, whether the quartz rock and chlorite

schist are not members of the same formation. For, whilst the

junctions at each of the Western boundaries of the former

bespeak a nonconformity, those on the Eastern sides present a

certain degree of intermixture. Supposing the quartz rock to

have been once horizontal, and the chlorite schist reposing upon

it, perhaps their present appearance may be accounted for upon

the principle of an upheaving force acting obliquely from the

East.

Around Holyhead the chlorite schist is greenish grey, and c- 1-

composed of nearly equal proportions of quartz and chlorite,

both highly crystalline, and finely granular. Sometimes it pos-

sesses but an imperfectly fissile texture (12.), though in general

this is sufficiently apparent (14.), and the quartz and chlorite

I)redominate in alternate layers (15.)- The scales of chlorite

often form one continuous shining plate on the plane of cleavage

(13.). There are still finer grained varieties (16.), where the in-

termixture of the quartz and chlorite is very uniform. These

form an intermediate passage between the crystalline chlorite

schist, and bright green silky clay slate. Quartz sometimes pre-

dominates considerably (17.).

Contortions of the most complicated nature are exhibited in

many portions of this series. A large block will often present

laminae waving in regular Vandykes, or intermixing in a most

confused manner (18.).

The finer grained varieties appear to predominate through the

remainder of the chlorite schist situate towards the Western side

of the Island. The general character of the same rock on c..5.

the Eastern side is slightly different, though the composition i.s

similar. Both the grains of quartz and the scales of chlorite are

larger, and the colour of a darker green. Lenticular plates of
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pure crystalline quartz, lie in the direction of the layers of chlo-

rite, which pass regularly round them (19.). Strings of crystal-

lized quartz and scales of chlorite intermix in irregular layers

(21.), which appear to arise from the complicated contortions of

thin lamina?. Sometimes the rock is nearly homogeneous, the

chlorite being dispersed through the quartz (23.).

Some hard varieties occur in the neighbourhood of a rock

c- 5 upon which there is erected a pillar to the 3Iarquis of Anglesea,

near Plas-Newydd. The basis is fine grained quartz, and dark

grey chlorite (24.) closely united, and through the mass are

disseminated small crystalline patches of light yellow epidote,

and others of reddish mica.

The epidote, in some cases, forms a considerable ingredient

(25.), and the scales of chlorite are replaced by dark green

spiculae, probably hornblende.

c. 5. Mica slate occurs in the Eastern chloritic district, which

lies to the S.E. of a line drawn from Pentraeth to Newborough.

This is, however, always contaminated with some portion of

chlorite, which may be detected by the earthy .smell, even of

the purest specimen.s.

The hill ^\'est of Penmynydd, about the centre of this dis-

trict, on the main road from Bangor to Holyhead, and the

Llydiart mountain, at its N.W. termination, afford the most

crystalline and genuine examples of this rock (26—29.). The

quartz does not always present a distinctly granular appearance;

but rather constitutes a nearly uniform mass, through which the

scales of mica or chlorite are dispersed. It is not always easy

to determine whether mica or chlorite forms the second ingre-

dient. Sometimes both are present, and sometimes the quartz

is tinged green by an intimate mixture with the chlorite, and

scales of white, or light green, mica are superadded.

On the shore, between the Menai bridge and Plas-Newydd.
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mica enters in a conspicuous manner as an ingredient of the

schist, and forms large thin plates which are irregulaily inter-

mixed with an impure chlorite schist (30—32.)-

Near Cadnant the scales appear to be intermediate between

mica and chlorite, and coat over the whole surface of cleavage

(33.).

Other varieties afford an impure mixture intermediate between

clay slate and mica slate, where the scales of mica are suffi-

ciently distinct, but the basis no longer retains a crystalline

character (35—37.).

North-east of Bodwrog, on the confines of the granitic c. s.

district, is a variety composed of crystalline vvhite quartz in

layers, coated with a talcose variety of mica of a light straw

colour (38, 39.). Mica slate occurs to the South of this spot,

along the Eastern boundary of the granite, where it does not

present a granular aggregate of quartz and mica, but forms a

highly crystalline mass of quartz, to which a laminar tendency

is given by thin layers of mica, sufficiently distinct on the sur-

faces of the laminae, and but faintly marked by lines on the

fracture perpendicular to them. Where the rock is weathered

smooth, the quartz glistens in the same manner as a polished

surface of crystalline marble (40.).

A similar variety is found on the East of Tre-Sgawen (41.), c. t

situate towards the North-eastern termination of this district.

Tlie passage from the ciy.stalline varieties of chlorite schist

to the more earthy kinds (43—49.), and finally to clay slate

(50—64.), is very gradual. ITie yellow epidote, before-mentioned,

also assumes a compact appearance, and runs in irregular strings

among the schist (43, 44.).

Some specimens of the clay slate present a silky lustre

(.50), and fibrous appearance. Patches of deep red occur inter-

mixed with the green.
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^ 2 ITiese varieties of clay slate predominate to the North of a

line drawn from Llaneilian to Llanfechell. On the coast from

c. 1. Llanrhyddlyd to the nearest point to Holyhead Island, they

intermix with the crystalline varieties of chlorite schist, in the

most confused manner. A boundary may once have existed

between them, for the transition from one to the other is fre-

quently abrupt, and resembles a series of patches of clay slate

scattered over a ground of chlorite schist, sometimes presenting

a distinctly laminar tendency, at others not a trace.

The clay slate often assumes a hard jaspideous aspect (59-61.).

Some earthy varieties, without a trace of fissile texture, appear

to consist of an irregular mixture of chlorite and epidote, with

patches of quartz, and carbonate of lime (65—69.), intimately

c. 3. united. These prevail on the coast from Beaumaris to Cadnant,

in the neighbourhood of Llangaifo, and also between Trefdraeth

c. 3. and Aberfraw.

Rugged, projecting masses of schist, with laminae generally

much contorted, are scattered throughout the tract on which

c. 1. Holyhead is situate. The average bearing of the laminae is de-

cidedly towards the N.E. and S.W., and their dip in general to

the N.W.

c 2. In the Northern district round Llanfechell, the appearance

is similar, but the laminae are not so much contorted, and they

dip more to the North. Towards Amlwch they nearly regain

their former position, and between this place and Llaneilian,

the contortions are very complicated.

Where the rock had been verticallj and smoothly cut, in

a recent excavation opposite to the pier at Holyhead, there was

a decided appearance of broad strata, undnhiting in a manner

similar to those of the quartz rock, and also a laminar structure

parallel to the seams which marked the stratification.
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A similar circumstance occurs in the high ground to the c. 2.

North of Llanbabo; the surface is modified by the undulating

nature of the strata, which rest upon each other conformably,

and are from two to three feet thick. The schist is very flinty,

and possesses but little appearance of fissile texture.

In the most Easterly tract of this formation, the denuda- f '-

tions inland often appear in small rounded eminences, with

smooth surfaces dipping gradually on one side, and presenting

a vertical face on the other. With a little attention these are

distinctly seen to be stratified in the manner represented (PI. XVI.

Fig. 4.), which is intended for a section of the Pillar rock

near Plas-Newydd, and an eminence immediately on its N.E.,

when viewed from tiie East. This character prevails on each

side of a line drawn from Llandonna to Newborough : but

on the coast, from Beaumaris to Cadnant, the dip is South-

easteily.

Where a separation into laminte does not exist, the scales

of mica or chlorite still preserve a degree of parallelism in the

crystalline varieties, which, combined with the curvature of

a stratum, produces irregular but parallel lines upon its ex-

posed surface, whose general bearing is still towards the N.E.

and S.W.

From these circumstances we may perhaps conclude, that

wherever a laminar tendency is found in this formation, it was

originally parallel to the planes of stratification. And here there

aiipears to exist a marked difference between this and the quartz

rock, in which it should seem, that the laminar tendency has

arisen from an arrangement of the particles posterior to the

present contorted position of the strata.

In endeavouring to account for any appearance exhibited by

these rocks, it is necessary to take into consideration the more

Vol. I. Part II. 3 B
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nearly homogeneous nature of the chlorite schist, when com-

pared with the very variable strata of the quartz rock.

In some places the chlorite schist is associated with rocks

composed of heterogeneous materials confusedly aggregated (70

—

94.). The schistose character is more or less destroyed, and the

argillaceous basis intermixes with crystalline limestone, dolomite,

c. 3. serpentine, and jasper. The largest tract of this description lies

about one mile to the West of a line drawn ti'om Llangefni to

Trefdraeth. The ground is completely broken up by rugged pro-

jecting rocks. Some of these are slaty, but in general they

present a hard jaspideous aspect with contorted stripes, which

mark the existence of former laminae. These intermix with

homogeneous red jasper streaked and spotted with purple.

Tlie width of this tract may be about one mile, and it is

succeeded on the West by contorted chlorite schist, and this by

the mica slate already described, which, though confused, deci-

dedly dips from the granite.

C4- A similar character prevails in the small detached strip of

chlorite schist, which forms a ridge from Caint to Red-wharf

bay, passing between Pentraeth and the Llydiart mountain.

From Caint, as far North as Llanffinnan, this ridge is composed

of green and red glossy talcose clay slate; but immediatelj

North of Llanffinnan, it becomes disturbed, passes to a compact

red jasx)er (58, 59.), and from hence to Red-wharf bay presents

a .series of broken elevations, composed of fragments of schist

cemented by crystalline magnesian limestone, patches of which,

as well as of compact limestone and jasper occur through the

remainder of this district, intermixed with schistose materials.

At its termination in Red-whart' bay, it forms a low but per-

fectly vertical ditf, facing the N.W., intermediate between red

jiLsper and clay slate (60.), and possessing a fissile texture. Both
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the common and magnesian limestone present different tints of

grey, yellow, and flesh red (88—93.).

In contact, and on the steep side of one of these projecting

masses of limestone, is found a calcarious tuffa (94) enclosing

fragments of slate, and recent snail shells. I mention this cir-

cumstance as it may perhaps tend to shew, that some particles

of this limestone have been in a state adapted to solution at no

veiy distant period, although its present position should seem to

indicate, that this action has ceased.

Fibres, resembling a coarse asbestos, penetrate the solid

jasper [SQ.), and sometimes appear as small veins, (the fibres

perpendicular to the sides) traversing a light porous mass into

which the jasper passes.

At the Southern point of the promontory at Llanddwyn, c.s.

there is another partial formation of a similar nature. At one

spot are numerous kernels, about the size of peas, dispersed

through the schist (80, 81.). These appear to consist of a light

green serpentine, in which lime predominates.

Half way between Beaumaris and Garth-ferry, in the new
road, there is a rude projecting mass of rock, composed of red

ciystalline limestone, and jasper (83.), embedded in, and inter-

mixed with decomposing argillaceous materials. When passing

close to this, it appears to form a high projecting point of the

cliff", but viewed from the river, it is seen in reality to be

situate in the bottom of a gap formed by the schist rising

abruptly on either side.

The clay slate, on the S.W. slope, and near the summit

of Bodafon mountain, situate at the Northern termination of thee. 5.

middle distinct, passes to a compact mass bet>veen homstone

and jasper (95—100.). It is irregularly streaked with different

shades of green, dull red, and grey. It fuses to a transparent

frothy white glass, and probably contains a great proportion of

3b2
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felspar. Indeed the red stripes actually pass from a compact

nature to crystalline veins of felspar, which are occasionally

associated with stripes of white quartz. Specks of sulphuret of

copper are dispersed through the mass.

Contorted patches, and strings of crystallised quartz and

red felspar (121—12.3.), occur in several parts of the chlorite

series, both among the crystalline and earthy varieties. In the

M. > new road to Holyhead, S.E. of Llantihangel-East*, I procured

masses of crystallised felspar four inches cubed (123.). The

colour varies from deep to light red ; the structure is curved-

laminar passing' to compact.

^ ^- On Red-hill, to the South of Beaumaris, is a bed of cry-

stalline quartz (118, 119.), which is quarried for the Staffordshire

ware. Other beds of a similar nature are met with in various

parts of this schist.

On the shore at Cadnant are broad veins of quartz, slightly

contaminated with chlorite (120.). These veins pursue a direct

course, and resemble trap dykes in external character.

f^'i- A broken flinty ridge runs from the N.E. side of the Paris

mountain to the S.W. of Llaneilian mountain. A fissile texture

is .sometimes visible, and the rock passes to a schist (111.). Its

fracture and aspect vary from flinty to cherty, and its colours

are different shades of light green (113, 114.), grey (115.), and

red (116.). Sometimes there are small crystalline specks of quartz

and felspar dispersed through the mass (117.), which give it a

porphyritic aspect. It is semi-translucent on the edges and

fuses to a white frothy enamel. This is, perhaps, more nearly

allied to hornstone than that from Bodafon mountain.

The transition to a compact flinty or cherty mass, is found

in several other portions of this district (108—110.).

* I have added " East" to the uame of thi.i place, to distinguish it from another

Uanfihangel situate on the Western side of Anglcsea, on the confines of the chlorite

schist (c. 1.) to tiie S.E.
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Limestone Beds.

{Nos. 124—132.}

Limestone, in the form of veins and small patches, has

already been noticed ; it also exists in distinct irregular beds in

several places, which are marked in the map by an L. In the

cliff, East of the island on which Llangwyfan church is situate, ^- '•

there is a bed of compact white marble mottled with black

(124, 125.).

Other beds of the same nature occur on the j)romontory

South of Aberfraw.

Also at Gwalchmai, immediately to the S.W. of the lake.

As the limestone passes into the schist, it assumes a fissile cha-

racter, and scales of chlorite are dispersed over the natural

fractures (127.).

A compact dark brown and grey limestone (131, 132.), not

unlike some of the more crystalline varieties of mountain lime,

has been quarried about Llanfacthlu to a considerable extent, c.i.

There is an impure shaly substance associated with it (132.),

somewhat resembling the shales of the coal measures.

Small caverns occur in this spot, the surface of which are

rugged, and contain hollow cavities resembling the exposed

portions of a limestone district on the sea shore. No stalactites

are to be found in them.

Very considerable beds of a similar limestone extend from ('. 2-

Glan-y-Don to Cemmes.

In none of these beds was I able to find any trace of

organic remains.

Serpentine.

{Nos. 133 to 187.}

Two districts are laid down in the map, in which the prin-

cipal masses of serpentine are found. These occur in beds sub-
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ordinate to the chlorite schist, and do not form one continuous

line of rock.

* 1- In the Southern distinct, they form a range of detached and

nearly tabular masses, which extend from the N.W. of Rhos-

colyn church to Llanfihangel, rising through swampy ground,

and accompanied by projecting patches of schist which dip in

various directions PI. XVI. Fig. 5. ITie compact serpentine

passes into slaty; and sometimes a tabular mass exhibits this

double structure, when viewed at a short distance, PI. XVI.

Fig. 6.

*•- The serpentine near Llanfechell is not sufficiently exposed

to enable us to trace its connexion with the schist. The patches,

in which it is found, have been quarried, and appear to be

nearly envelloped by a hard compact variety of chlorite-schist.

The purest specimens are dark green with a semi-translu-

cent greasy lustre (133—135.), but the general appearance is

that of a compound rock, in which serpentine and dolomite form

an irregular mixture (l4l—151). Patches of light yellow also

occur (145.). A considerable portion of that which is quarried at

Llanfechell, consists of very compact dolomite, tinged green (146.)

or red (148.); sometimes striped (150.); in which patches of

serpentine are embedded. It is here associated with common

compact limestone (152.). The red tinge also pervades some of

the more slaty varieties (153—155.).

s. 1. Near Rhoscolyn the serpentine is associated with a heavy,

compact and granular, black limestone, which does not resemble

dolomite, although it will not eflervesce in cold acids (161—163.).

Patches and veins of beautifully saccharine and white dolo-

mite are dispersed through each district. (159.). Tliis occasionally

exhibits a tendency to a fibrous structure (160.), which may
sometimes be traced partially through several specimens of the

serpentine.
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Asbestos forms a thin coat over the natural fissures of the

serpentine in the form of mountain leather. It also occurs in

thin veins, of a light green colour ; the fibres set perpendicularly

to the sides of the vein (156.), which sometimes seems to be

contemiJoraneous (136). Some specimens appear to consist of

broken fragments of this substance cemented in a paste of ser-

pentine, in which the direction of the fibrous structure being

inclined at different angles to the surface, a polished specimen

(157.) has a beautiful appearance, different fi-agments reflecting

the light at different angles of inclination.

Pyrites occurs dispersed through the serpentine (136. 140.).

Small crystals of jet black pyroxene form also a common
ingredient (137—139.) ; but they are so intimately associated with

the mass that they can not readily be detected, except upon a

weathered surface, over which they are scattered in projecting

points.

The schistose portion of the district in which the Rhoscolyn

serpentine is situate, varies considerably in composition. On
approaching the serpentine, asbestos enters largely as an ingre-

dient. This is intermixed with slaty and chloritic serpentine

irregularly laminated, with carbonate of lime (170.). Other vari-

eties approximate to chloritic slate (164—169.). A structure

half fibrous half slaty is a common character (171—177.).

Radiating crystals of dark green actynolite are dispersed

through a more compact variety, the fibres generally lying on

the surface of cleavage (180).

In the confused schist along the shore South of Lanfacthhi. ^- '

are several appearances which approach the character of the

Rhoscolyn district, though no considerable mass of serpentine

is seen. This schist is sometimes a mixture of serpentine and

chlorite, and in it are beds and veins of compact limestone

(186.) and earthy chlorite (187.).
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Greyivacke.

{Nos. 188. to 264.]

Under this denomination i.s inclnded greywacke slate, and

also a fine grained dark grey or black clay slate, which cannot

be distingnished in composition from the green clay slate of

the last series. It exists, however, above and also intermixed

w ith the greywacke, in a manner which decidedly places it in

the same formation. Whether this class of rocks originally

succeeded the former in an uninterrupted ordei', or whether they

were separated by a marked geological epoch, cannot be fully

ascertained in Anglesea. Their characters are sufficientlv distinct

to enable us to trace their boundary on the map.

In a few instances the black clay slate assumes a glossy

crystalline appearance, approaching the character of a primitive

clay .slate (188—192.), which passes insensibly (193—196.) to the

earthy varieties (197—207). It is often thin slaty, but the plates

are not sufficiently regular to admit of their being wrought.

The more common character is that of a shattery schist, break-

ing into small irregular fragments. In several places this schist

is intermixed with a greywacke conglomerate (210, 211.) con-

sisting of angular fragments of slate, embedded in a fine black

argillaceous basis, or it is composed of quartzose fragments with

the addition of argillaceous matter (212—216.). The black clay

slate intermixes also witli a grey sandstone (221—229.) which

cannot be separated from some of the sandstones of the old red

.sand.stone.

(;.i. In the bed of the river at Dulas, the greywacke approaches

a sandstone, and contains small embedded fragments of schist

(209). It cleaves into irregular laminse about one inch in thick-

ness, intermixed with others of a more shaly character. Between

the laminie are hard nodules (258, 259.), of a concretionary
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nature, composed of the same materials, which decompose in

concentric crusts. The finer slaty laminae pass round them.

On the Western side of Dulas harbour, the greywacke is

intermixed with shaly black clay slate, which forms the greater

part of the rocks to the S.W. Upon approaching- its termina-

tion towards the North, where the conglomerate sets on, and

where it is intersected by several trap dykes, the harder laminae

(226.) increase in number until they form the body of the rock,

with a very slight portion of shaly matter interposed. Con-

cretionary nodules are also found here which possess a peculiar

structure (260, 261.). In shape they approach a spheroid,

slightly flattened on one side. Upon examining the more con-

vex surface, the nodules appear to consist of cylinders of diflerent

sizes pressed together, so that an imperfectly columnar structure

is the result; the termination of the cylinders on the surface

forming rounded projections. Upon fracture these cylinders

are found to be composed of a succession of cones, each about one

tenth of an inch thick, placed one within the other, with their

bases towards the convex side of the nodule. The surface of

each cone is irregularly wrinkled longitudinally, and marked
transversely with faint striae. One cone runs into another, and

the whole is so blended together that it is impossible to detach

a perfect cone from the rest. There exists a slight tendency to

natural cleavage, inclined to the shorter axis of the nodules

at an angle of about 4b°, which is also about equal to the

inclination of the conical surfaces to the same axis. The major

axis of some of the larger nodules is two feet and a half, and

the minor one foot and a half; and the conical structure ex-

tends to the depth of three or four inches. The direction of

the longer axis is placed parallel to the schistose laminae, which

pass round tlie nodules. There is one hard lamina, fifteen inches

thick, nearly vertical in position, which winds among the schist
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in a most inegular manner, closely resembling a basaltic dyke

in external character. It may be traced for some distance

' along the beach, and also up the face of the clitF. On one side

it is completely studded with these concretions, but in this in-

stance their form is modified, the side next to the lamina being

flat, and the conical structure extending through the whole of

each. They are generally separated from the lamina by a thin

seam of clay, but are sometimes firmly united to it. The con-

cretions are confined to one side of a lamina. These laminae

are frequently striated black and grey with all the regularity of

a fine sandstone (226.). The broad one above-mentioned is

uniform in character, and consists of finely granular and highly

crystalline quartz and felspar, partially blackened by argillaceous

matter (222, 223.).

Gi- In the denuded patches of this series round LlanerchjTiiedd,

the greywacke character prevails, the base being a black clay

slate, which encloses fragments of quartz and slate. More to

the East and N.E. it generally consists of shattery fine grained

black clay slate, which is also found throughout the strip ex-

tending from Llaubabo to Llanrhyddlad. From the summit of

Llanrhyddlad mountain towards Camel's point, a coarse grey-

wacke occurs (219, 220.), intermixed with patches of conglome-

rate containing rolled pebbles. At the junction between this

and the chlorite schist, on the shore to the West of Monachdy,

there are irregular patches and stripes of greywacke breccia

(210.) embedded in the fine black slate, and not conforming to

the direction of the laminar tendency, which appears to indicate

a complete intermixture of the materials at their first deposition,

and to shew that the laminae do not mark any order of super-

position.

The Western summit of Llaneilian mountain is a decided

greywacke (212—214.) ; very similar in character to that on the
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summit of Snowdon, in which the impressions of a bivalve shell

occur.

A fine grained black clay slate is found on the shore S.W.

of Llanfaelog, and in the mw road to Holyhead at the nearest

point to Llanfihangel church. The small strip which runs from ^•^

Bryngole towards the S.W. is of the same nature.

There is a good exposition of the junction of the greywacke

and chlorite schist, between Llaneilian mountain and the point.

The line of junction may be traced on the horizontal section

formed by the beach, and thence vertically up the face of the

cliff. The contact is between a fine grained glossy black clay

slate of the greywacke series, and a green slate of the chloritic.

The laminae of each dip towards the N.W., and their union

presents a most decided example of a iault. Proceeding East-

wards along the cliflf, we come to the coarse greywacke already

alluded to. The termination of this is distinct, and it is suc-

ceeded by fine green slate, which reposes unconformably upon

a black clay slate in the manner represented PI. XIX. Sect. A.

This section is here referred to merely for the purpose of ex-

hibiting the nature of the connection between the chloritic slate

and greywacke, it will be again alluded to, and an explanation

attempted of the phenomena which it presents. The junction of

the greywacke and green slate in the middle of the mountain

forms an undulating line down the face of the cliff nearly con-

formable to the direction of the laminar tendency. The transition

from one to the other is gradual, the upper bed of green slate

containing a few fragments of a rock resembling the hornstone

found between the Paris and Llaneilian mountains, fragments of

which are also found in the lower beds of the greywacke.

The laminar tendency of this series is universally inclined at

a very high angle to the horizon.

In the central district, on which Llanerchymedd is situate, g. ?.

3C2
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the bearing of the greatest portion is fiom the E. of N. to the

W. of S., and the dip towards the N. of W. The laminae are

freqnently vertical, often much shattered, and very thin. Where-

ever the chlorite schist is exposed, along its Western boundary,

it is found presenting the abrupt edges of its laminae towards the

srreywacke. It is therefore most probable, that the fault ex-

hibited on the coast, between Llaneilian mountain and the point,

is carried directly across the Island.

The principal exceptions to the general direction of the dip

are about Dulas. In the harbour, the laminae, though much

confused, dip nearly South, varying to points both to the East

and West In this case, therefore, they appear to dip from the

high point of granite on the Llaneilian mountain.

From Llanrhyddlad (on the Western coast) to the Paris

mountain, the average bearing is more nearly East and West

than in the former case, the dip still towards the North. The

cliiF formed by this schist to the North of Camel's point, presents

the greatest degree of confusion and disrupture among the laminae,

PI. XX. Sect. N. To the South their dip is by no means regular,

'but inclines in different directions to the horizon, always how-

ever at a very high angle. Around the point, and again on the

shore to the West of Llanrhyddlad, it assumes a yellow decom-

posing aspect.

From Llanbabo to the South of Llanrhyddlad the appear-

ances along the Northern line of junction are similar to those

exhibited between Llaneilian and Llanfihangel. The actual

junction on the coast near Monachdy is obscured by a mass

of diluvium, but judging from the direction of the laminae on

the horizontal section formed by the shore, the grej^vvacke is

unconformable to the chlorite schist, and therefore presents a

repetition of the facts exhibited on the Western side of Llan-

eilian mountain. A few yards to the AVest of this junction,
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the greyvvacke passes to an imlaminated hard rock mottled with

patches and veins of white quartz, and finally assumes a green

flinty character similar to that of the chlorite schist at the. junc-

tion. There is a small cavern in the cliff at this point, the roof

and Eastern side of which is formed of the flinty poition, but the

schist is again found on its Western side. The union of the two

is very evident, the flinty mass reposing upon an inclined plane

of the greywacke, PI. XVI. Fig. 7. The cavern does not resemble

a hollow excavated by the action of the sea, but appears as

though the upper part had been bent from the Eastern side,

when in a soft state, so as to form an arch. It may probably

be referred to the nature of a fault, but this explanation admits

of difficulty.

On the Western side of the Llydiart mountain, there is aG.4.

black shatteiy clay slate, the laminae dip from the mountain at

a high angle. In the road near Pentraeth their junction has been

cut through to the depth of five or six feet, where they meet ver-

tically, and each rock is broken and confused. Following their

line of junction towards the North, the mica slate is seen, near

Red-wharf bay, to rise from under the clay slate, and presents

a smooth roimded surface without any laminar tendency. Be-

tween this and the fine grained clay slate, is a thin bed com-

posed of small angular fragments of slate (217.) and at the

actual junction it also abounds in small fragments of quartz (218.)

loosely cemented together. By one hypothesis this would be

called the abraded portion of the two rocks produced by the

upheaving of the mica slate. The greywacke may be traced as

far South as Llanfihangel.

A confused patch of shattery clay slate, intermixed with g. 5.

greywacke, is interposed between the chlorite schist and moun-

tain lime, to the East of Llandonna. It does not attain to so

great an elevation as either of the formations between which it
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is situate, so that it is completely concealed at the spot where

the mountain lime sets on (PI. XX. Sect. P.) In immediate con-

tact the chlorite schist consists of a confused talcose rock.

Hardened veins of clay slate intermix with it (234—237.).

^•^- The greywacke district placed to the West of the coal-

measures, from Llangefni to the South of Bodorgon, possesses

a different character from the rest (238—250.). That a portion of

it consists of g-reywacke, is evident; but whether it belongs to

the present series or to the last, or whether it be ndt rather a

conftised intermixture of both, I did not fully ascertain.

From Llangefni to Aberfraw, repeated instances of grey-

wacke occur, to the East of the schist containing jasper, and

interposed between this and the coal measures. The schist near

the coal-measures presents its abrupt edges to them, but no

actual appearance of stratification can be traced, and the indica-

tions which exist of a laminar tendency are of a very partial nature.

On the N.W. of Llangefni, there is a green talcose clay .slate

(242.), occasionally enclosing embedded fragments (243.) and

scales of mica (244). It possesses an imperfectly laminar ten-

dency dijjping to some point towards the West. Along its

Eastern termination from hence towards the North, it assumes

a hardened unlaminated character. At Llangefni it passes to a

green crystalline quartz rock (245—247.), which i)ossesses faint,

but undoubted, traces of globular concretions cemented in a paste

of quartz. An occasional fragment of uncrystallize<l matter is

also found embedded.

li.i. Through the centre of the Paris mountain, and in the di-

rection of its ridge, there runs a bed of grey cherty stone (252,

253.) cutting through the .schist partly hardened (254.), and the

rest a.ssuming a yellow decomposing aspect (255.), full of blebs

and drusy cavities, which also occur in the chert.

The simple minerals found in the extensive and well known
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copper mines situate in this mountain, are sulphurets of iron,

coiJjjer (256), and lead.—Sulphate of barytes.—Native copjier in

small quantities (257.), and still more rarely the sulphate of lead.

There are two patches laid down towards the East of the

Map, as included in this formation. Certain points of resem-

blance to portions of the districts already described, seem to

stamp them as members of the g-reywacke series. But they are

found under such peculiar circumstances, that it is impossible

to speak decidedly on this point.

The small patch to the South of Beaumaris is seen near the g.r.

top of Red-hill, and in Lord Bulkeley's grounds, on the slope

of the hill above the ferry-house. It appears to be an un-

stratified mass sticking- upon the steep side of the chlorite schist,

which rises very abruptly from hence towards Llandonna. It

consists of small angular fiagments and nodules of clay slate,

highly pellucid quartz, and crystallized felspar, either firmly

cemented together (26.3, 264.), or embedded in a hardened argil-

laceous paste (265—267.). The fracture sharp, and approaching

the conchoidal. A perfectly flinty slate (268, 269.), with an

irregular fracture is associated ^vith it. The specimens bear a

close resemblance to those procured between the clay slate and

mica slate on the N.W. slope of the Llydiart mountain (216—

218.) ; differing from them only in a greater degree of com-
pactness.

The patch which extends from Garth-ferry, about one mile, g.t.

towards Cadnant, scarcely reaches above high water mark. The
chlorite schist rises abruptly on the West, and forms a high

ridge of rugged rocks. The rock at the base is formed of small

angular fragments of quartz (270—273.) running together and
passing to a compact mass, interspersed with specks of earthy

felspar, and fragments of slate (274.). This is intermixed with

a few irregular patches of black clay slate, and a compact mica-
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cious sandstone resembling those in the greywaeke about Diilas.

(275.) There is scarcely any trace resembling- stratification, but

the whole rises confusedly towards the chlorite schist.

The greywaeke on the opposite coast, immediately South of

Bangor, in contact with the coal-measures, seems at first sight

to consist of large and small rolled pebbles, firmly embedded in

a basis composed of fragments of felspar, quartz and clay slate

(280—284.). Upon examination, the rude breccia thus fonned is

found to possess certain peculiarities of structure, which appear

to throw some light upon the nature of a substance found in con-

nection with it, and mentioned in Mr. Greenough's Geological Map
of England as " a remarkable steatitic rock, associated with the

old red sandstone between Caernarvon and Conway" (285, 286.).

Many of the pebbles, or rather nodules, are found to indent

the surface of a contiguous nodule, as though the latter had

been in a soft state, and pressed by the former. The surface

of one bed, from which a nodule has been removed, is often

abruptly intersected by the surface of another. The surface of

the nodules are found to be impressed by the angular projec-

tions of the fragments which form its matrix. All the speci-

mens exhibit these facts, and on the natural fracture of one of

them (280), where several contiguous nodules are cut through,

they are particularly striking.

These facts admit of explanation, by suppo.sing that the

nodules are in reality rolled pebbles, which have been softened

in some degree, and pressed, since they were brought together.

There are, however, other circumstances which appear to destroy

such an hypothesis.

The nodules themselves are found in several instances (281.)

to be composed of angular, crystalline fragments, which are

often sufficiently apparent towards the surface, but which form

a compact and homogeneous flinty mass towards the centre,
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resembling hornstone, and occasionally containing small pieces of

pellucid crystalline quartz. Others are wholly formed of quartz,

in different states of crystallization, or are slightly intermixed

with compact felspar. The matrix also assumes the same cha-

racters.

The bed and surface of each nodule, upon a recent fracture,

is coated with a ferruginous or ochreous crust. This crust ajipears

also in irregular patches dispersed through the matrix.

From these facts I am inclined to think, that the appearance of

a breccia arises from a concretionary structure imjiressed ujion the

same kind of fragmental quartz rock, (intermixed with slate) as

that which is found on the opposite shore, and that the steatitic

rock to which allusion has been made, is a further result of a

similar action. This rock consists of white quartz, partly cry-

stalline and iiartly compact, formed into irregular nodules which

run together, but leave several interstices between them filled

with a light green talcose substance ('285.). The irregular seams

which j)roduce the nodular structure are also talcose and ferru-

ginous. Some of the nodules, especially the more crystalline,

which attain to one or two inches in diameter, are distinctly

composed of irregularly concentric layers (286.). The surfaces of

several of these layers are also partially coated with the talcose

ingredient, which on \>eathering becomes detached, and leaves

a hollow sjjace between the laminae.

The homogeneous character which the whole rock must

once have possessed, is evident from the numerous veins of quartz

or chlorite, which traverse it, always passing through the no-

dules, however small, which they happen to encounter in their

course (283, 284.).

There are veins of crystalline quartz with i^atches composed

of small fragments embedded in them (287.).

How far this rock extends to the South, I did not examine;

Vol. I. Part II. 3 D
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but between this place and Caernarvon, the rocks to the East

of the coal-measures rise high and abrupt. A specimen (288.)

from them, at Moel-y-don ferry, consists of a flinty mass filled

with embedded fragments of crystallized felspar and quartz,

resembling the internal structure of some of the concretions

just described. It is traversed by numerous fissures, which

separate it into small fragments, and these also are coated with

the same ferruginous crust as the nodules.

As a concretionary structure was not suspected during the

investigation of these rocks, it is most probable that specimens

might be selected which would better illustrate the facts of the

case, than those which were procured under a different impression.

From Garth feiTy (on the Bangor side) as far as Aber, the

dark clay slate is sufficiently regular. Immediately to the South

of the feny, it reposes upon a confused mixture of hardened

clay slate of various shades (276—279.), which terminates in the

nodular rock, just described. It should seem then, that this is

the lowest portion of the greywacke series; but the junction

with the dark clay slate is on too small a scale to enable us to

speak decidedly, though, as far as it is visible, the fact of super-

position is sufficiently evident.

Old Red Sandstone,

{Nos. 289 to 372.}

Tliis formation varies considerably in mineral character. It

occurs as a fine red sandstone, (315—321.), along a narrow strip

o.,,. about half a mile in width, .stretching S.W. from Dulas harbour

as far as Bryngole. Even here it is intermixed with shades of

green (313, 314), and beds of a coarser description (290, 291),

(295—298). A few other small patches of a similar sand.stone

are met with in other parts of Anglesea, but the more common
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form is that of a coarse breccia. Between Llanfihangel and". i-

Llanfaelog it is generally composed of angular fragments of

slate, intermixed with quartz (289) ; a character which jirevails

as far North as Gwindu. From hence to Llanerchymedd a

coarser variety is found with pebbles (366.), which on the beach

S. VV^. of Dulas harbour, form a breccia of the rudest description o. 5.

(293). The upper beds extend from Bodafon to the mountain-

lime on its East, and consist of a coarse grit, not to be dis-

tinguished from some grits of the coal-measures (299, 300.).

About one mile and a half to the South of Bodafon, and a little o.e

to the East of an extensive marsh in that neighbourhood, this

grit reappears for a short space, rising through the limestone

which dips from it in opposite directions.

The tine red sandstone round Bodafon mountain, contains o.s,

small nodular concretions of carbonate of lime (320, 321.).

The strata generally bear in the same direction as the la-

minar tendency of the last formation, but their average dip is

not so considerable. In the largest district, there is no .section <^>- '•

sufficiently extensive, which might enable us to ascertain their

nature. In several small quarries about Llechynfanvy, we meet

with a laminar tendency, often thin slaty (308.), inclined at an

angle of 65° towards a point 30° to the W. of N. This

direction of the dip prevails throughout the remainder of the

district. Numerous edges of broad strata, nearly vertical, project

between Llanfaelog lake and Ceirchiog, and generally possess a

slight degree of curvature towards the S.E., which gives them

the appearance of having been the bases of arches gone to decay.

In the greater portion of this district, the subsoil is completely

choaked with large fragments of the strata, and as the black

clay slate is found on the shore to the South of Llanfaelog lake,

it is not improbable that the whole consists of a rapid succession

of faults, which have completely dislocated the old red sand-

3d 2
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stone, and left but few patches which may truly be said to

remain in situ.

^- 5- In the portion between Dulas harbour and Bryngole, the

dip is more gradual and reversed, being about 10° towards a

point 20° to the N. of E. The strata consist of broad, ill defined

beds. In descending the hill to the North of Bodafon towards

Dulas, the succession is—a thick bed of green and red sandstone

—thin shaly red sandstone—thin beds of green sandstone, with

coarse fragments of quartz and slate, and intermixed with partial

beds of iiner materials—and at the bottom of the valley, the

stream to the South of the biidge runs over a shattery black clay

slate, the laminae much confused, but dipping upon the whole

at a high angle, in a direction opposite to those of the sandstone

strata: an additional reason for supposing these laminae to be

wholly independent of the original order of deposition, and

perhaps also for suspecting that the thin slaty beds, mentioned

o. 1. in the quarries about Llechynfarway, may be of a similar

description.

0.3. In the small isolated patch to the N.E. of Llanerchymedd,

the strata dip to a point 30° to the W. of N., and are inter-

stratified with thin seams of black clay .slate : which appears to

indicate a gradual transition from the greywacke to the sand-

stone. The termination of the strata to the East is remarkably

abrupt, and forms the .summit of a low ridge running to the N.E.

They repose upon a rotten greywacke, confused and of a yellowish

brown aspect (251.).

o. 4. In the patch to the S.E. of the Paris mountain, the strata

dip 50°, and run from the N. of W. to the S. of E., intersecting

the former direction at a considerable angle.

It seems highly i)robable, that no marked separation exists

between the greywacke and the old red sandstone, but that the latter

merely ])re.sents an extreme case of one common formation.
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The greater part of this series appears to have undergone

considerable alteration since its deposition. This is particularly o.i.

the case about Llanfaelog-lake, Llanfihangel, and in the out-

lying masses round Llanerchymedd (322—^350.). By this change

both the coarse (322—330.) and fine grained (331—335.), (341,

342.) varieties assume a more compact texture, arising from an

intimate miion, and greater degree of crystallization, of the

several ingredients. In the coarser specimens, there are traces

of large pebbles and fragments (322—326.), some of which may

still be detached (327.) ; but others have become a crystalline

mass (328, 329.) i>assing into the body of the rock, which assumes

a more nniform aspect. Towards Llanerchymedd, where the

quartzose fragments predominate, the rock in some places passes

to a nearly homogeneous mass of quartz (341.).

Bodafon mountain atlbrds a remarkable instance of thi.s o.s.

nature. Without minute investigation, it might be mistaken for

an unstratified mass of quartz rock, rising abruptly through the

old red sandstone. It is cleft by vertical Ifissures, breaks into

rude shapeless blocks, and jiresents a barren shattered aspect,

not unlike the quartz rock of Holyhead mountain. The sum-

mit is subdivided into small elevations, some of which are per-

fectly rounded and smooth, whilst others are as much the

reverse, jagged and splintery. The sides of the fissures which

traverse the quartz, are coated with red oxide of iron (345.).

The quartz has a. flinty semi-crystalline aspect, and is of different

shades of red, or mottled with white, grey and green (343—346.).

These pass to less homogeneous varieties (347.), in which may

be seen distinct traces of a finely granular structure. Others

exhibit a coarser texture (349, 350.), and contain quartzose frag-

ments, but so intimately associated with a basis of the same

nature, that they cannot always be detected upon a recent

fracture. On a weathered surface, however, they are left
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Ijrojecting, owin^ to the removal of a portion of the matrix in

which they are embedded. Small patches of fine white pulve-

rulent matter, probably silica, (for it is neither fusible nor

soluble in acid) are dispersed through the solid rock (348.).

This is the oldest formation in Anglesea, in which I found

traces of organized bodies, and these were in three separate

localities. At one spot, there are three projecting masses of

rock, which rise at a ievf hundred yards to the South of the

n. 1 tenth milestone from Holyhead to Bangor. It is in the mass

furthest from the road, and at its Eastern end, that the fossils

are to be seen (.3-51—364.). Another locality is where a small

rock protrudes in the centre of a field immediately N.E. of

Llechynfarwy church, forming the angle between the roads to

Llanerchymedd and Llantrisant (36-5—371.). The third spot is in

a quarry on the Eastern side of the road from Llechynfarwy to

Llanerchymedd, and about one mile from the latter (372.).

The apijearances alluded to, consist principally of the im-

pressions of bivalve shells. In the two last-mentioned locali-

ties, the bed is coarse, and partly composed of nothing but

rolled quartz pebbles in a gravelly sand (366). The only species

found here appears to be an anomia. It somewhat resembles

the common jjecten varius (on a small scale), except that the

indentations which cause the winged hinge, are in the present

instance wanting. The general size is about half an inch

wide, but some reach to a full inch. In the tirst-mentioned

locality, the basis of the rock is a tiner grained and more com-
pact green sandstone, with partial traces of a slaty structure.

Besides the .shell already mentioned, it contains the impressions

of some other species, which are not in general so well preserved

as the former specimens. Among them is one somewhat similar

to the last, but the striae are finer and much more numerous.

Another is a smooth elliptical shell (352, 353). A little of the
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shelly matter still incrusts some of the casts (354.), which are

in general coated over with small scales of mica.

Mountain-Limestone and Coal-Measnres.

{Nos. 373 to 421.}

A distinction is made, in the colonring of the map, between

the mountain-limestone and the coal-measures, although each

is supposed to be a member of the same formation. The term

coal-measures is meant to include the upper portion, which con-

sists of grit, sandstone, shale and limestone, interstratified with

each other, and occasionally containing subordinate beds of coal.

In the most AVesterly and principal district of this forma- u. i.

tion, no attempt was made to investigate the exact boundary

between the two subdivisions, which would have required more

time than a subject of such comparative unimportance seemed

to merit. All that is intended in the map, is to note their

general limits, and by this means mark their relative position

to each other.

The lowest portion of this series consists of a thick bed of

stratified limestone, generally of a compact texture, and dark

grey colour (373, 374.). It varies also through diflerent shades

of brown (376—379.). Sometimes it is composed of a mass of

broken fossils firmly cemented together (380, 381.), each of which

being formed of calcareous spar, the specimen often assumes a

crystalline appearance (382). Magnesian beds occur subordinate

to these. In Priestholme island they are composed of pearl m..s.

spar intermixing with the common limestone (384, 385.).

Chert and chalcedony are also embedded in the limestone,

even in the lower strata, before the grit sets on. Some large

madrepores (419, 420.) from Priestholme Island, are partly

composed of dark limestone, and partly of translucent blui.sh
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chalcedony, passing to chert. In some places the cellular coat-

ing is chalcedony, and the interior, which was limestone, has

disappeared.

Black and white chert, intermixed with the limestone (386.),

is more abundant after the grit has made its appearance, and

quartzose pebbles are occasionally intermixed with the strata

(387.). The limestone becomes more argillaceous (388, 389.) and

slaty, and finally interstratifies with clay shale (390, 391.), coarse

grit (393—396.) and sandstone (398, 399.).

Specks of coal are dispersed through the grit and sandstone,

Ml. in Red-wharf bay. North of Llanffinnan, and at the Menai

bridge (400—403.). To the West of Llanfihangel East, and also

to the East of Trefdraeth, coal is worked. At the former place

I was informed by the overseer of the works, that it is found

in three strata, the thickest of which is two yards, the next one

yard and three quarters, and the last four feet. It is peculiarly

glistening, and does not contain organic remains. In some clay

shale from the pit I observed an impression resembling a flag-

leaf.

In the limestone, on the Western side of Red-wharf bay, there

are large cylindrical holes filled with grit which formed a por-

tion of the superincumbent stratum, and which is probably the

lowest bed of the coal-measures. The partial removal of this

stratum has exposed the top of these cylinders, in several of

which the action of the sea has worn away the outer crust of

the grit, and the hollow in the limestone presents a smooth

surface. This circumstance appears analogous to what occurs so

frequently in chalk countries, where holes of this description

are filled with gravel and sand.

Upon this grit is imposed a bed of shale four feet thick,

from which the sulphates of iron and alumina effloresce. This

is succeeded by a thick bed of grey limestone, traversed by
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nodules of jet black and white chert, and filled with the im-

pressions of shells—then a brown sandstone 15 inches—clay shale

4 inches—grit three feet and a quarter—clay shale three inches

—

brown sandstone 14 inches—dark impure argillaceous limestone

to the top of the cliff. This enumeration will serve to shew

the nature of the alternations which take place among the strata

of this formation.

In the grit, immediately South of the Menai bridge on the m.2.

Caernarvonshire side, there is a peculiar rock^ which appears

to form a vertical vein, but the ground is too much covered up

to ascertain the point. The basis consists of a coarse heavy red

sandstone, containing fragments of quartz, which are also coloured

deep red, and through the mass are dispersed numerous small

round and oval nodules, from the size of a linseed to that of a

small pea (404.). These nodules are composed of concentric

crusts of a yellow and brown earthy matter, and exhibit a

smooth surface coated with the red oxide of iron. They pro-

bably result from some action similar to that which produced

the steatitic rock before-mentioned, and which is found at no

great distance from this spot.

To the North of Bodorgan, at the Southern extremity of the m i.

largest district, the grit is composed of small angular fragments of

quartz studded with white earthy specks of carbonate of lime

(398.). These specks are frequently arranged in parallel lines,

inclined to the direction of the strata: an effort, if so it may
be called, to produce a fissile texture in a coarse substance

where it could scarcely have been expected. The particles of

the quartzose fragments appear likewise to have undergone a

partial re-arrangement ; for several contiguous fragments possess

a common cleavage. Some of the strata are traversed by

fissures, which separate them into blocks, and these decompose

in concentric crusts marked by different shades of brown.

This compound structure is represented PI. XVI. Fig. 8.

Vol. I. Fart II. 3 E
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The only exposed jjortion of this formation which succeeds

the old red sandstone conformably, lies to the E. and N.E. of

0.3. Bodafon mountain. From the Eastern side of Dulas harbour,

the mountain limestone stretches towards the S.W. forming- a low

precipitous clift', which bounds a marshy ground on its West, as far

as Llangefni. From Llangefni to Bodorgan the junction takes

place along the side and near the top of an elevated ridge of

schist. On the Eastern side of the river, there is another ridge

of schist which extends from Caint to Llanddwyn. Between

these two ridges there lies a flat swampy ground, beneath which

is the only explored coal district of Anglesea.

M.i. About midway between Pentraeth and Bodafon, the lime-

stone and grit attain to a considerable elevation. The strata are

either nearly horizontal, or dip fiom 5° to 10" to various points

between 5° and 40° to the E. of S. Their direction is there-

fore N. of E., and S. of W. Hence the line of junction from

Dulas harbour to Bodorgan must intersect the strata, obliquely to

their course, from the lowest upwards in a regular succession.

Bet\veen Llangefni and Bodorgan, .several opportunities occur

of examining the nature of their union with the adjacent rocks.

In every case the limestone and grit are confused and broken.

The schist also rises in a shattered and abrupt manner, dijiping

from the limestone wherever there happens to exist any ten-

dency to a laminar structure. In some places it projects in

peaks surrounded by the limestone or grit, at others it encloses

small patches of the latter. Immediately S. W. of Llangefni

there is a quarry of limestone, on the brow of the hill rising

from a marshy ground, which presents a section exhibiting- the

confused nature of this junction, PI. XVII. Fig. 1. The strata

are nearly horizontal, but sensibly bent upwards next the

.schi.st on either side. In a small elevation lately cut through

in forming the new road from Bangor to Holyhead, on quitting

the marshy ground, the limestone and shale dip towards the S. E.
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at an angle of 45°, and exhibit a fault by which they are uj}-

heaved towards the schist. Similar appearances to these may
be seen in different quarries between this spot and Trefdraeth.

At Bodorgan, an isolated patch of schist rises through the

confused and dismembered grit. Between the grit and schist

there is a loose breccia chiefly composed of angular fragments

of the latter (392.), which may be accounted for in the same

manner as the breccia interposed between the clay slate and

mica slate on the N. W. side of the Llydiart mountain.

On the W. of the Pentraeth river, near Red-wharf bay,

the limestone dips 45° to the W. of N. In Pentraeth their in-

clination reaches as high as 80°. At Caint they are confused,

broken, and sometimes contorted without fracture, PI. XVII.
Fig. 2. But on proceeding to the West of these several places,

we find the strata nearly horizontal. They present several low

cliffs, which are not so abrupt as those on the Western boun-

dary of the series. These facts seem to indicate, that the grit

and limestone terminate abruptly against the schist to the East,

with the intervention of a few hundred yards of disruptured

and broken strata.

East of Llandonna, the limestone presents an abrupt cliff ^f--^-

to the sea, the strata are nearly horizontal, their edges re-

posing on an inclined plane, the summit of which is chlorite

schist ; but at a lower elevation we find the shattery schist

before-mentioned, so that the limestone overlaps this in the

manner represented PI. XX. Sect. P. Large fragments of the

limestone strata are scattered over the steep sides of the chlo-

rite ridge between this spot and the sands of Red-wharf bay.

This district extends to the East as far as Priestholme island.

Near the point to the North of Penmon, some coarse grit sets

on. The dip is towards the E. of N. at no great angle or in-

clination.

3e2
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The appearance presented by Great-Ormes-Head* PI. XVII.

Fig. 3. on the opposite coast of Caernarvonshire is such as might

lead us to expect a continuation of the same strata at that

place. I did not visit the spot, but it is evident from the

opposite coast, that a considerable indentation Northwards takes

place towards the Eastern extremity of the Head. This must

expose each stratum at some point further to the North than

its Southern boundary, where (owing to the former dip towards

the E. of N.) it will be seen at a less degree of elevation, which

would give rise to the deceptive appearance of bason shaped strata

exhibited towards the East of the figure.

M.2. In the tract lying to the S.W. of Bangor, the strata belong

to the coal-measures. A little to the South of the spot where

they first appear, there is a large limestone quarry, which lies

beneath some beds of grit and shale, and is possibly a portion

of the series belonging to the mountain-lime. The strata here

also dip towards the E. of S., and are in contact on the East

with greywacke, and the older rocks dipping also, when lami-

nated, in nearly the same direction. The line of junction is

obscured by a cultivated valley. They are bounded by mica

and chlorite slate on the West.

The fossils found in this formation are anomiae, madrepores,

trilobites, and others identical with those from the mountain-

lime of England (405—421 .)•

Magnesian Limestone.

{ Nos. 422 to 474.

}

M.2. To the South of Plas-Newydd park, there commences a series

of limestone and sandstone strata, which overlie the coal-measures,

* This place lies to the East of Priestholme island, but is without the limits of the

Map.
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and appear to belong to a separate formation. They are better

exposed, and may be examined with greater convenience on the

opposite coast.

The lowest portion consists of rolled fragments of limestone,

cemented together by argillaceous and calcareous matter (422.).

To this succeed beds of limestone, grit, and sandstone, varie-

gated with deep yellow and brick red colours. Their order

from the bottom is,

feet

1. Yellowish brown sandstone (424.) 5

2. Compact and crystalline grey limestone, with specksi

and cavities filled with yellow ochre (423.) )

3. Bluish shale, (thin bed)

4. Compact flinty dark grey sandstone, nearly a pure

quartz rock, which separates into rude distinct masses

coated by a deep yellow ochre (444). This inter- » ^^ jq
mixes with,

5. Fine red, striped sandstone^ (442.), containing frag-

ments of broken fossils (436.)

The two last beds contain variable portions of lime.

6. Thick bed of compact red limestone (427, 428.), which has

been quarried to a considerable extent.

Upon this are imposed other strata of a similar nature to

those described, whose order of superposition it is not so easy

to ascertain. They are all more or less characterised by con-

taining beds of bitter spar (437—440.). The fossils are generally

in an imperfect and shattered state, intermixed with pebbles

(434, 435.). The more perfect madrepores are frequently traced

in deep red upon a light ground (432—434.). These fossils

appear to have belonged to the mountain lime, and may be

considered as embedded fragments in the present formation.

Although I found no good section, by which any positive
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iuformation might be obtained of the nature of collocation be-

tween this series and the last, still it seems probable, that they

lie unconformably to each other. Immediately South of Plas-

Coch, the black limestone and shale of the coal-measures dip

towards the E. of S , and a few yards to the East of this spot,

the red beds of grit are found dipping in a contrary direction.

On the opposite coast, to the East, of Plas-Newydd, the lowest

strata of the red grit and limestone dip gently to the E. of S.,

apparently conforming to those of the coal-measures ; but snd-

denly their dip is considerably increased, as if they were rejios-

ing upon the brow of a steep hill. As the red beds appear to

be entirely wanting over the marshy tract in which the coal of

Anglesea is situate, it is not unlikely that in the present place

they overlie a considerable bodj'^ of that formation.

New Red Sandstone.

{Nos. 475 to 4Sa.}

Over the strata of the last series, there occurs a rude mass

of argillaceous and sandy materials (475.) intermixed with large

fragments derived from the older rocks. The basis is occasion-

ally consolidated into thin laminae, giving rise to a .slight

appearance of stratification. The whole is of a deep red colour.

It commences a little South of Moel-y-don ferry, on the East-

ern side of the Menai, and extends as far as Ca?rnai-\on, but

in Anglesea it forms only a small hummock on the North of

Tan-y-voel feiTy. Both this and the preceding formation ter-

minate to the E. and W. in the same abrupt manner as the

coal-measures.

Many of the fragments dispersed through it, are of a large

size, and generally consist of quartzose materials. Some are

of grit in which the fragments run together and pass to a homo-
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geneous quartz rock (476, 477.), others approach chert (478.) or

hornstone (479—481.), and nearly all are tinged red.

A fault in the coal-pit near Llanfihangel East, contains

fragments of quartz intermixed with red sand (482.), and may
probably have arisen from a portion of this formation having

filled up a fissure.

Trap Dykes.

Although these form but inferior members among the un-

stratified rocks, still it seems advisable to commence this part

of the account with their description ; since the facts which they

present tend materially to confirm the conclusions drawn from

phenomena observed in more extensive districts, apparently of

similar origin.

As their number is very considerable, and as a detailed

description of each would only occasion repetition, a selection has

been made of those which are accompanied by appearances of

the greatest interest.

Where their course is sufficiently exposed, it is represented

on the Map in the usual way, by a particular colour jilaced

between parallel lines. But there are many slight indications of

trap, where it is either impossible to trace the course of the dyke,

from the concealed nature of the ground, or it only presents an

isolated mass rising through the schist. In these cases, the

locality is marked by placing a (t) as near the spot as pos-

sible. References of this description will seldom guide a second

l)erson to the dyke, but may serve a different purpose, and shew
the number and relative situation of the places where trap was
actually met with.

Mr. Underwood has submitted specimens of several of these

dykes to the examination of Professor Cordier, whose method

of analysing the basalts, and accurate knowledge of their mine-
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ralo^cal composition, is too well known to need a comment.

I have enriched this account with his description of several

specimens, and it will be seen that, judging merely from their

composition and texture, and unacquainted with the geological

phenomena by which they are accompanied, he supposes them

to be of volcanic origin.

The dyke with which I shall first commence, is seen on

the shore, immediately South of Plas-Kewydd, between t^vo and

*i 2 three hundred paces from the landing place. The phenomena

with which it is accomi^anied are exhibited on a scale suffi-

ciently large, and are besides so unequivocal in their nature,

that the results deducible from their examination may be con-

sidered as of the greatest importance towards the elucidation of

this class of rocks.

The width of the dyke is 134 feet, and it cuts perpendi-

cularly through strata of shale and limestone. The strata on

each side form an abrupt cliiF, about 15 feet high, but the dyke

affords a gradual ascent to the toi>, arising from the effects of

its decomiK)sition. On the beach also the same cause has con-

tributed to produce a slight excavation worn by the action of

tide. In fact the decomposition is generally so far advanced, as

to render it capable of being dug with a spade, and it is applied

to the same purposes as coarse sand, being mixed with mortar as

a material for building.

There is no absolute certainty of its further extent Westward,

than about forty or fifty feet, through wliich it may be traced in

Plas-Newydd Park, where some person, perceiving its nature to

be different from that of the surrounding strata, has been at the

pains of driving a level up it, in the fruitless hopes of discovering

a metallic ore.

The substance of this dyke is "indubitable basalt, com-

posed of felspar and pyroxene." Prof. Cordier.
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The effect of decomposition probably does not extend to

any great depth, for the workmen soon find the rock become

too solid to be used for sand. In the more solid parts the

texture is rather coarse, and the proportion between the felspar

and pyroxene variable. Sometimes these are nearly equal (483.),

but in general the latter predominates considerably (484—486.),

and the rock is of a dark colour. Sometimes the basalt is very

compact (486.), and does not exhibit any signs of decomposition.

Carbonate of lime is very generally disseminated through every

part. In the midst of the friable and decomposing portion,

there occur irregular, concretionary nodules (487.), about the

size of walnuts, which consist principally of felspar rudely

crystallized in one mass, through which are dispersed small

crystals of black pyroxene. These nodules are remarkably

tough.

The dyke is found on the opposite shore of the Menai,

but there is no section by which an opportunity might be

afforded of obtaining any satisfactory conclusions. Similar varie-

ties of basalt occur in five other places, which bear so nearly

in a stiaight line Avith the two already mentioned, that it is

highly probable they are all portions of this dyke, but the

concealed nature of the ground renders it impossible to obtain

certain information of the fact. The nearest spot is in a quarry,

on the North side of the road which runs South of Plas-Gwyn

to Llanddaniel, and at 170 paces East of the bridge over the

Braint river.

Two other places, within fifty yards of each other, were

lately exposed upon digging the foundation for the new road

from Bangor to Holyhead. They lie to the South of Llanfi-

hangel-East, on the brow of the hill to the East of the marshy

ground over the coal-measures, and the basalt is continued along

the steep Northern bank of a small stream which here crosses

Vol. I. Tart II. ^ 3 F
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the road, and then runs i>ajallel to it on the South. The last

spot is on the opposite side of this marsh, about a quarter of

a mile to the S.W. of Llanchristiolis, at a spot called Tin-rath.

The cliff which bounds the dyke, at Plas-Newydd, is com-
posed of clay-shale and argillaceous limestone. On the Northern

side it may conveniently be divided into four parts. The lowest

consists of thin, dark, shaly beds, containing- a considerable

quantity of lime. In it are found the impressions of small

anomiae common in this formation (490.). Upon approaching^

the dyke, the shale undergoes various degrees of alteration.

At fifteen feet from the contact, it forms a comiiact bluish

grey mass (492.) with spots of a fainter colour. The sub.stance

of some fossils, which coat a natural cleavage, puts on a crys-

talline appearance. In contact, it is of a very compact nature ;

bluish-green (493.), with irregular streaks of a lighter tinge,

fracture conchoidal ; not easily scratched. Several small crystal-

line plates of carbonate of lime are dispersed through the mass.

The shaly structure disappears, in a great measure, upon ap-

proaching the dyke, but a partial separation into j)arallel beds

is still evident.

Owing to the variable nature of this shale, we cannot expect

a gradual passage from its original aspect to the indurated part.

Together with the hardened variety just mentioned are patches

(at five feet from the dyke) of yellow clay, slightly indurated

(494.), and intermixetl with fo.ssil shells composed of crystallized

limestone (495.). At two feet, a light yellowish clay forms the

basis, through which are dispensed patches of dark brown; and

black specks are jdaced in the centres of small sj)herical ker-

nels of crystallized carbonate of lime (496.). On a weathered

.surface these are removed, and the rock is indented with the

small cavities which contained them.

It is in the next portion, above tills, that the more striking
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phenomena, on this side of the dyke occur. At fifty feet from

the dyke it consists of a soft, dark coloured plastic clay shale,

which separates into thin laminte (498, 499.). On approaching

the dyke this becomes, at thirty-five feet from the contact, rather

indurated (500.). At ten feet, it forms a cherty mass (501), with

a splintery fracture, and of a buff colour, associated with patches

and streaks resembling black tlint (502). In it are patches of

highly crystalline limestone. It scarcely admits of being scratched

by the knife.

In contact, it is a hard porcellanous jasper, which readily

cuts gla.ss, extremely splinterj', and the fragments fly from the

hammer in all directions, producing an appearance similar to

the effect of fracture on unanealed glass (503—509.). Its colours

are light and daik grey, sometimes intermixed in irregular

stripes parallel to the former position of the shaly structure.

Sometimes the light grey assumes a reddish tinge (505.), and

the specimen somewhat resembles a piece of fine porcelain,

and is translucent at the edges. Tlie fracture is splintery-

conchoidal. Another variety is dull greenish-brown, and more

nearly resembles a piece of chert (504.).

The impressions of broken shells, generally anomias both

large and small, occur in the interior of the solid mass (507,

508.), It does not divide into parallel beds except in one or

two instances, where the natural divisions are formed by a cmst

containing impressions of these anomiee. This crust has a feru-

ginous aspect externally, but possesses a resinous fracture and

lustre within, and effei-vesces in acids.

There is a circumstance which generally takes place on the

surfaces of small natural fractures or flaws, dispersed through

hardened shale in contact with this and other dykes in Angle-

sea. On such surfaces there are small glittering plates (503.)

from less than ^ of an inch to full ^ of an inch squared.

3f2
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Different plates may be exhibited by presenting a surface at

different angles of inclination to a ray of light, so that it

seems to be entirely composed of them. These plates cannot

consist of one uniform facet, for in that case the fracture would

present an uneven surface of re-entering angles. Each plate is

therefore formed by reflection from an aggregation of several

minute polished facets, inclined at a common angle to the sur-

face in the same plate ; but this angle in different plates must

vary.

Tlie third division of this cliff consists of a dark argillaceous

limestone about three feet thick, containing impressions of shells

(488.). This is also capable of a partial subdivision into thin

laminae, but does not possess so decidedly a shaly structure

as the two last, neither is the proportion of argil so great. In

contact it forms a remarkably tough, close-grained mass of a

speckled dull green and brown colour (489,).

A similar argillaceous limestone in contact with the dyke,

on the opposite coast, is not so much changed. It assumes a

hard character without much alteration of colour, and becomes

finely granular and crystalline. Through it are dispersed specks

of pyrites and impressions of shells (497.).

Above this we find another bed of clay-.shale (510.), whose

contact with the dyke is not exposed on the Northern side. It

constitutes the main body of the low cliff to the South. This

shale is also partially converted to a flinty mass similar to that

already described. The flinty portions lie in irregular .strings of

various thickness, parallel to the position of the bedi>, and the

rest of the .shale assumes a confused appearance of crystalliza-

tion and globular structure. The perfect crystals which occur

intermixed with the mass, present two decided mineral varieties.

A description of the .specimens, selected for the Woodwardian

Museum, will perha|)s be the best method of enabling others to

judge of their nature and mode of formation.
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(511). Shale, of the consistence of hard clay, passing on one

side to a globular structure, of a dirty white, earthy aspect. The

globules, from one-tenth to three-tenths of an inch in diameter,

run into each other, and are harder than the rest of the mass.

It eftervesces rather briskly for some time, without falling to

pieces.

(512). The whole possesses a concretionary structure. The

concretions white, some of the same size, but harder than in the

last specimen. Tliese are interspersed with smaller globules,

about the size of mustard seeds. The interstices are filled with

a soft brown clay. A partial effervescence may be obtained

from the mass, but a detached globule affords none. Several

of the concretions present crystalline facets of a trapezoidal form.

(51-3). With irregular concretions three-fourths of an inch in

diameter. Upon fracture these are found to consist of an outer

crust of more crystalline character, and lighter colour than the

interior. The surface of each globule is very rough. Smaller

globules occur within the larger.

(514). Several perfect crystals with twenty-four trapezoidal

faces (the common form of leucite and analcime) are scattered

through this mass, and traces of a crystalline structure are evident

in the compact portions. The more friable parts, between the

crystals, consist of a white earthy substance which effervesces'

briskly, but leaves a considerable residue.

(515). Globules and imperfect crystals closely united, and

occasionally presenting a compact mass, resembling specimens

of the hardened shale. In this specimen there occurs the im-

pression of a valve of an anomia, two inches in width. The

crystals are studded over, and pass through it, and small

fragments, detached from the shell, lie embedded near it.

(516). Thin plate of hardened shale, striped light and dark

grey, studded as in the last. The brown clay is left filling up
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the interstices between the crystals. Impressions of shells on

each side of the specimen.

The original slaty structure of the shale modifies the shape

of all these specimens, and the more perfect crystals lie on the

sides which were parallel to the jiosition of the beds.

I have great pleasure in adding to this account, an accurate

examination, and a minute analysis of the perfectly formed

crystals, kindly undertaken by Professor Cumming.
" They are slightly electric by friction ; they scratch glass

;

they readily vitrify before the blow-pipe, and gelatinize with

acids. The specific gravity of some detached crystals was

2.293 ; that of a mass 2.394. By exposure to a red heat there

was a loss of 5 per cent."

" The mineral was examined in the usual method, by re-

peated digestion with muriatic acid, the residue being fused and

boiled with caustic potash. The muriatic solution, dried and

heated to redness, to decompose the muriates of iron and alu-

mina, was dissolved in water ; a small quantity of lime was

separated from the solution, which by evaporation gave crystals

of common salt. Silex was obtained from the alkaline solution

by muriatic acid; alumina and iron were precipitated by caustic

annnonia, and lime by the oxalate. The iron and alumina

were separated by boiling with caustic potash, from which the

alumina was precipitated by muriate of ammonia. The results

were,

Silex A^'^

Alumina \'J

Lime 12

Iron 4 ) 100.

Soda 9

Water 5

Loss 4y

" Hence, the crystals appear to be analcime with excess of iron."
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Small crystals are found embedded in the soft earthy

matter, placed between the globules and the large crystals.

They are sometimes beautifully symmetrical, but more frequently

their facets are less regularly disposed. Their colour is dull

opake white.

The remaining specimens present a crystalline substance

distinct from the last, but the general character and mode of

aggregation is nearly similar. The crystals here assume the

form of the rhomboidal dodecahedron, and are generally found

in greater jierfection than the former, most of the concretions

possessing crystalline faces. They are often pressed together

into a confused mass, with somewhat the appearance of Cocco-

lite.

(517). Several good crystals; the largest diameter of the

rhombic faces is two-fifths of an inch. These are attached to

the hardened shale, which contains thin seams of crystallized

limestone.

(518). Mass of the crystallized matter; the diameter of the

largest rhomb three-fifths of an inch. The interior of some of

the large crystals is made up of minute crystals and globules.

A thin coat of carbonate of lime covers some of the faces.

The edges of some of the dodecahedrons truncated.

(519). The facets exhibit a satiny lustre ; the intervals

between the crystals are filled with a dark plastic clay and

crystallized carbonate of lime. The internal structure of .some

crystals presents a series of dodecahedrons, one within the other.

(520). Very minute crystals fill up the intervals between the

larger, and scarcely any clay is present.

(521). Some large crystals of tlie dodecahedron with trun-

cated edges, seven-tenths of an inch in diameter. Facets well

defined, possessing a resinous lustre and olive brown colour.

These are embedded in a mass of crystalline matter of the same

kind, and the whole attached to some hardened shale.
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(522.) Crystals on hardened shale. This shale presents a

mottled appearance, as though numerous globules, running to-

gether, were firmly cemented by a substance of similar nature

but different colour.

(523). Hardened grey shale with white globules, more per-

fect than in the last, embedded but not distinct from the mass,

so that the fracture presents white circular jiatches on a dark

ground.

Professor Cumming has examined also the nature of

these crystals " but they appeared so decidedly to possess all

the characters of the garnet, that it was unnecessary to enter

ujion a minute analysis. They readily scratch the former crystals

;

their specific gravity is 3.353 ; they do not easily fuse before

the blow-pipe *."

c. 5. At Cadnant, there is another large dyke of a similar de-

scription with the last.

On the opposite shore of the Menai, it cuts through the

limestone and shale. The effects which it there produces on the

surrounding strata are not so powerful as in the former instance,

but the marks of violence by which it is accompanied are more
*^

—

, —^_^

* I am fortunate in being able to add another instance where garnets have been found

under similar circumstances of association. Sowerby, in his British Mineralogy, Vol. II. p. 3".

Tab. 120, mentions minute garnets, received from the Rev. J. Harriman, "the crystals from

the size of a small pin's head to an extreme degree of minuteness— of the form of the rhom-

boidal dodecahedron,—mixed with a rough mass of their own nature, which seems to in-

corporate with some quartz—the matrix of carbonate of lime and a siliceous substance,

resembling dull reddish jasper." He neither alludes to their locality, nor to the circumstances

under which they were found. Whilst Professor Sedgwick was in the North, during last

summer (1821), I wrote him an account of the discovery of the garnets and analcimes at

Plas-Newydd. Shortly afterwards, he accidentally heard that garnets had been found, in

the Mountain limestone formation, in High-Teesdale, and imagining that their geological

relations might be the same, lie (directed by Mr. Harriman) visited their locality, and

though he did not procure any garnets, found the exact matrix described by Sowerby.

This proved to be some altered shale and limestone in contact with a large overlying mass

of basalt about half a mile below Caldrou-Sluuo, on the Northern side of the stream.

The fact therefore is doubtless of a similar nature to that above-mentioned, though the

crystals are not so well exhibited, and are confined to one mineral species.
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striking". Considerable masses of the stratitied rock lie com-

pletely embedded in the trap, and some portions are partly

envelloped by the dyke, which ramifies and passes round them.

The composition is " most certainly dolerite ; felspar and

pyroxene". Prof. Cordier.

The main body approaches to the same earthy state as

the dyke at Plas-Newydd, and throug-h it are dispersed patches

of a more compact nature (52-1.). This structure is common to all

the dykes of a similar character in Anglesea. The harder por-

tions resemble irregular spheres, pressed together, which decom-
pose in concentric crusts. Sometimes these hard jjortions run

into small columns which break into separate joints (527—529).

In some parts we find scales of dark brown mica (525), a

circumstance of rare occurrence in the dykes of Anglesea. Car-

bonate of lime, in small quantities, is dispersed through the

rock. In contact with the surrounding strata, to the South, it

passes to a dull earthy wacke which separates into prismatic

masses (526.). In one .spot, on the Southern side and near the

top of the cliif, it assumes a jieculiar character, consisting prin-

cipally of crystals of jet black pyroxene with a little felspar

and lime intermixed, and through it are dispersed nodules of

mesotype with crystallized carbonate of lime.—This poiiion pre-

sents concretionary masses about one foot and an half cubed, and

is in contact with an embedded mass of the stratified rock.

The natural fissures are coated over with a crust of carbonate

of lime, formed into an irregular aggregation of rhombs.

The mesotype is also found in the earthy portion of the

dyke, but the radii composing each nodule separate upon

removing the sj^ecimen.

ITie entangled strata, just alluded to, form a flinty mass

(532 ) coated and penetrated by carbonate of lime in a pulveru-

lent state (533). Other poitions consist of hardened sandstone

Vol. I. Part II. 3 G
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(534, 535.) intermixed with crystalline limestone (530), and

cherty masses, where the natural tractures are covered with the

peculiar glistening plates, formed from an aggregation of small

parallel facets, in the manner already described (537.). Small

crystals of selenite are found in the fissures of the same specimens.

As might be exi^ected, the eftects produced upon the sur-

rounding strata are not so marked in this place as at Plas-

Newydd, where the dimensions of the dyke are larger. Tlie

alterations, however, which they su.stain, are sufficiently striking.

On the Southern side, the shale and limestone assume a ferru-

ginous, or ochreous appearance, and the passage of the clay to

a flinty character (538.), and of the compact limestone to a

crystalline (539.), together with the intermixture of the two

(640.), where the stratum is of a compound nature, are quite

distinct. In one bed of clay shale, which partly assumes the

flinty apijearance (542.), there are some portions contiguous to

the dyke which are found in an earthy form. They are how-

ever in a state of decomposition and consist jirincipally of

yellow ochre (542.). The casts of large madrepores, partly com-

posed of chert, and partly of limestone, found in the same stratum,

(544.), become distinctly crystalline upon approaching the dyke

(543.).

On the Western shore of the Menai, the whole width of

this dyke is not exposed ; it may be traced for 78 feet,

and is seen, in the direction of its course, along the steep

Southern bank of the stream which empties itself at this sj)ot.

It is much more compact than on the opposite coast, a circum-

stance probably owing to the nature of the surrounding rock

;

for none of the dykes which intersect the limestone and shale

attain to so great a tiegree of compactness as the generality

af those which are found among the schist.—^It is here styled

by Professor Cordier, " a true dolerite, having the ingredients.
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pyroxene, fer-titanv, and felspar, well characterised." The pro-

portion which the carbonate of lime bears to these, is very trifling

(545.). Proceeding inland the dyke is soon lost, PI. XVIIT.

Fig. 1. is an ideal section, beyond this, along the direct

course of the dyke, the dotted lines representing the concealed

portions. Parallel to this section there runs a hollow valley,

bounded on the North and South by abrupt elevations of schist,

and it is beneath the Southern boundary that the dyke is supposed

to take its course. On arriving at the top of the hill, three

distinct strata, in the chlorite schist, are seen rising in the con-

torted manner represented in the figure, and forming a small

elevation on the top of which there are large stones arranged in

circles, which are said to be the remains of an ancient British

town. To the West of this spot the trap again protrudes, by

the side of the road leading from Beaumaris to the post-road,

and a little further to the West it is once more seen rising

through the schist, which is hardened (550.), contorted, and

partly changed to ochre (551.).

The central portions of the dyke bear the same character

as at Cadnant, but towards the outside it assumes a greater

degree of compactness (546, 547.), and in contact, forms a dark

grey, and nearly homogeneous mass, very tough, and with a

conchoidal fracture (548, 549.). Professor Cordier remarks upon

a specimen from this spot, "This is a desideratum ; the air-holes,

and greater degree of compactness where in contact with the

schist, render all further discussion as to its igneous origin

perfectly ridiculous." The fact which this dyke presents, of

becoming more uniform as it approaches the surrounding schist,

is repeatedly to be met with in many parts of Anglesea, and

may indeed be .said to form a general character in dykes of

this description.

There is a dyke, 40 feet wide, at Moel-y-don ferry, to the

3g 2
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South of Plas-Newydd ; an horizontal section of which is exposed

on the Western shore. It reaches to the opposite coast, rising-

tlirough a projecting" mass of limestone and shale which forms

a small ])romontory to the South of the ferry-house.

Its composition is " felsjjar and pyroxene. The laminae

composing the crystals of felspar are all in the same direction ;

a ciicumstance similar to what takes place in the lavas of iEtna

and Tenerif" Prof. Cordicr.

Parallel to this, on the Western shore, and at twenty-four

feet to the South, there is a small string, five or six inches wide,

of the same kind of trap ; and the main dyke itself ramifies

towards the North. Between the two, the limestone is con-

siderably altered. In it are a quantity of madrepores; the

whole assumes a crystalline character, being fonned of small

plates loosely cemented together, which gives the specimens the

appearance of a sandstone. The madrepores are traced by black

plates, and the basis in which they are embedded by plates of

a light colour (554—558.). Some portions of the madrepores are

not crystallized, whilst the intervening limestone is ; which

produces an easy separation at the joints, and furnishes a better

opportunity of examining the internal structure of the.se bodies,

than could otherwise have been obtained (554, 555.). Possibly

the black plates, which trace out the former space occupied

by the madrepores, may owe their colour to the carbonization

of tliese bodies.

Through part of this dyke (5.53), and in some others in the

neigh bouihood (.5.59—5(>3.), there are dispersed snuill globules «)f a

white transparent mineral, the lustre of which resembles that of

stilbite. It occasionally po.s.se.s.ses a light blue tinge and opal-

escent aspect. To a slight depth, on the exposetl portions of the

dyke, all the globules are decomposed to an ochreous powder.

Before the blowpipe it turns black, but does not a])pear to
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sustain any further change. I suspect this to be a modification

of a substance which Mr. Underwood informs me that he found

in the dyke nearest to Plas-Coch, on the S.W. (562. 563-).

Mr. Underwood says, " What I took for olivene, (and which,

though bright green when I broke it), became black in a few

days, (an etfect which Cordier had once experienced in green

earth), and althougli it has a vitreous fracture, may yet be

scratched with a knife." There can be but little doubt that

this is the mineral named chlorophaeite by Dr. Macculloch in

his Western Islands, Vol. I. page 504.

A dyke, composed of little else than crystals of dark green

pyroxene coarsely aggregated (564.), and intermixed with pyrites

(565.), intersects the strata at the coal-pit on the S.W. of

Llanfihangel East. m.i.

Some dark lead-coloured clay shale (567), in contact with

it, passes to a hard jaspideous mass scarcely differing in colour

from the unaltered portion (568.). Other strata of shale,

grit, and limestone, sustain alterations similar to those already

described. Where the dyke comes in contact with the coal,

the latter is converted to a scoriaceous cinder full of air-blebs,

and traversed by cracks and flaws, many of which are filled by

crystallized carbonate of lime (569.). Upon removing this by

an acid, a perfect cinder is exhibited, which will neither in-

flame nor emit any smoke before the blow-pipe. A rude

columnar structure may be traced in some portions of this sub-

stance (570.), the prisms being about half an inch in diameter,

and this is also visible where the apparent conversion to a

cinder is less evident, but where the inflammable matter is equally

wanting (571.).

Equiaxe rhombs of crystallized carbonate of lime thickly

coat over the natural fissures, both in the dyke (566) and in

the cinder (571.).
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Q 1- Another dyke extends from the neighbourhood of the South

Stack to the Southern extremity of Holyhead island. Tlie

average width of this is about sixty feet. It lirst appears to

the S.E. of the Stack, forming some dark brown rocks, pro-

jecting from the sea, at the base of the clift". It then cuts

through a small headland not less than 200 feet in height, and

may be distinctly seen in the cliffs to the East and West, but

no trace of its intermediate course is apparent on the surface

;

shewing how very easily a dyke of this description may escape

observation, unless accompanied by a succession of denudations.

It again enters the clift* on the S.W. side of Hen-Borth, and at

this spot presents a picturesque mass of rock, rising abruptly

fiom the shore, the base of which is surrounded by the sea at

high tide. It is then lost until, after crossing some high ground,

we arrive near Port-Dafreth, where its course is marked, along

a sunken track lying between two ridges of schist, by several

portions of the trap projecting through the surface. It is seen

in the cliff" on each side of Port-Dafreth, and maj distinctly

be traced to the S.E. through the next promontory. It js then

lost as a continuous body until we arrive about half a mile to

the S.W. of Borth-Anna. In the intervening space, however,

there are numerous strings of trap rising through the schist, one

of which exhibits a termination upwards, PI. XVII. Figs. 5, 6.

At the spot where it re-appears to the S.W. of Borth-Anna,

this circumstance is remarkably well exhibited. It so hapjiens

that there is a vertical section in the very direction of the tlyke,

and tlie trap is seen for ninety feet in length, capped by the

schist from fifteen to thirty feet in thickness, PI. XVII. Fig. 7.

The surroumling schist is in a most confused and contorted

state, and considerable portions of it are entangled in tlie traj).

Immediately beyond this spot the dyke regains its original

character, and presents several hard projecting masses, rising
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between two ridges of schist, as far as the marsh on the North

of Rhoscolyn. It is found in three jjlaces, after crossing this

marsh, which bear in the same direction as before ; after which it

is concealed until we arrive at its Southern termination, where it

runs out to sea along the Western side of a small bay.

The most interesting phenomena exhibited by this dyke,

are the various changes which it assumes in its mineral character.

These changes are not merely such as are iiresented by dilFerent

portions of it, at considerable distances from each other, and

where it is ])ossible that some doubt of their perfect continuity

might exist, but are such as may be traced in parts of one mass.

In Port-Dafreth, there is a recent section which enables us

to investigate this point with considerable facility. The main

body of the dyke assumes a dirty brown earthy aspect, as though

it were in a state of semi-decomposition, and through it are

dispersed small crystals of felspar and pyroxene (602, 603).

Some portions of this are filled with nodular concretions about

the size of peas, composed of crystallized felspar interspersed

with small crystals of pyroxene. The earthy base becomes

washed out by exposure, and the nodules project upon the

surface (604.).

The more compact portions of the dyke resist the action

of the weather, and, when the softer i>arts are decomposed and

washed away, present projecting masses of bare rock, which

enable us to trace its course with greater facility. The usual

character is felspar and black pyroxene, intimately associated,

and possessing a tough, uneven fracture. Although the indivi-

dual crystals of each substance are small, there -are numerous

traces of a laminated structure, common to .several of them,

scattered in different directions throughout the specimen (605.).

In one spot, at Port-Dafreth, this variety is amygdaloidal,

containing kernels of white chalcedony (606, 607.).
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In the small strings given off among the schist between

Port-Dafreth and Borth-Anna, the trap always assumes a more

compact character, resembling the varieties found at the termi-

nation of the dyke at Cadnant to the West (608, 612—614).

In the Southern division of Holyhead island, the crystals

of felsjjar and jiyroxene are generally larger and more distinct.

Professor Cordier considered the specimens from this portion " as

belonging to the most ancient dyke in Anglesea. The felspar

is whiter, and the pyroxene greener. It perfectly resembles the

granitoidal ophites of the Vosges, which in those mountains

exists in powerful beds. In the ordinary diorites, the felspar

is greener, and the i^yroxene blacker. Tlie rock is highly in-

teresting, and merits a very strict investigation." The characters

here specified are partial, and the more ordinary varieties of this

very dyke have, as he describes, the felspar greener, and the

pyroxene blacker (515—520.). Hence it should seem, that the

distinctions of age, deduced from mineral character alone, are

not applicable to the dykes of this country.

The appearance of alteration impressed upon the rocks in

contact with this dyke are not so striking or so general as

those afforded by the dykes already described, which intersect

the strata of more recent formations. It is possible that

many facts of this nature have been obliterated by subsequent

decomposition, or may actually exist where we are not suffi-

ciently acquainted with the original character of the rock itself,

to be able to determine whether an alteration has taken place

or not. It is however evident, that such has been the case in

several instances. On the Western side of Port-Dafreth, there

is an indentation to the South of the dyke, formed by a re-

entering angle in the clift', and parallel to its course. The thin

slaty laminae of chlorite schist, which project round the sides

of this hollow, are remarkably .sonorous when struck by the
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hammer, and consist of compact and rather splintery quartz,

translucent, and imperfectly tinged green (622.)- The surfaces

of the thin laminae are coated with scales of chlorite (623).

Where the dyke is contained between parallel walls of the

schist, and appears as though it were filling up some large

crevice, the effects are never so striking as in those places

where it ramifies and becomes intimately associated with the

surrounding mass. It is in these cases that the trap assumes

a more compact character, especially where fragments of the

schist have become entangled in its substance. These fragments

entirely lose their original aspect, and present a finely striated

and contorted mass, blending with the trap, and forming, as it

were, a part of its substance (613.). The line which separates

the dyke from the surrounding schist is distinct, and a blow

will generally detach them ; which renders it difficult to jirocure

a specimen exhibiting their junction.

At the spot where it nitersects the serpentine, the dyke

ramifies for a short space, but soon re-unites. The mass thus

enclosed between the two branches consists of dark argillaceous

matter, which shatters into small fragments bounded by most

irregular though natural cleavages. Through it are dispersed

small crystalline jilates (621.).

The dyke which runs, from the North-Eastern side of Holy- q.

head mountain, towards the S.E., to a spot between Port-Dafreth

and Borth-Anna, possesses preci.sely the same characters as the

last. At its Northern termination the trap has been removed by

the continued action of the sea, and its original walls, comijosed

of quartz rock, form a small bay about eighty feet wide. In this

as well as in the last dyke "there is less /er titane than is

usually found in dolerite, but there is more pyrites." Pt'of-

Cordier. (624—627.). The quartz rock in contact is partially

altered, and has become charged with a considerable quantity

Vol. I. Part II. 3 H
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of felspar, in a state of decomposition (630—632.) In other

places, where it remains hard, it loses its usual crystalline

appearance (633, 634.). In the trap, there are several masses of

hardened schist (628.), and also irregular strings or veins of

breccia, composed of angular fragments of quartz, felspar and

schist (629).

The evidence for the continuity of this dyke is not so

clear as for that of the former. From the top of the cliff

may be seen a hollow tract, lying between two ridges of

schist, stretching in a Sonth-Easterly direction, resembling the

valley which accompanies the dyke at Cadnant, and similar

to that which is occasionally seen along the course of the dyke

last described. A considerable mass of trap is found at the

spot where this line is intersected by the road from Holyhead to

the South Stack, and another, of precisely the same character,

in the road leading from Holyhead to Port-Dafreth (635, 636.),

where the schist in contact is flinty (637.). " The pyroxene"

is here " completely characterized, the cleavage evident, and the

crystals may be extiacted. This is a most beautiful specimen

of dolerite, the same as that at Mount Meissner." Prof. Cordier.

I met with similar trap in three other localities, along the line of

bearing, but the intervals are interrupted by schist.

The two dykes which lie to the N.E. of this, in Port-

Newry, are composed of a coarser and tougher basalt, resembling

the hard portions of the dyke at Port-Dafreth. The largest is

eighteen feet wide (638.), the smallest only one and a half (639),

and they run parallel to each other, from W. of N. to E. of S.,

with tliirty-two feet of schist interposed.

The dykes on the Western side of Dulas habour are com-

po.sed of small grained white felspar, and black pyroxene, and

through them are dispersed patches (not distinct crystals) of

brown felspar (572—574.). Some portions are very earthy (575.).
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The black slate, in contact, in some places passes to a light

grey homogeneous clay-stone (576, 577.), at others it undergoes

uo alteration. In one instance there are several detached frag-

ments, which lie embedded near the side of the dyke. PI. XVII.

Fig. 4.

There are two dykes at the Southern extremity of theC.5.

promontory at Llandwyn, the basis of which appears to be

formed of earthy chloritic matter, not to be distinguished from

some of the earthy varieties of the chlorite schist (682.). Through
it are dispersed crystals of liver-coloured felspar an inch in

length (683, 684.). These dykes intermix with the surrounding-

schist, winding irregularly among it. The most Southerly of the

two is soon lost in the sea, both to the East and West; but the

other may be traced through several of the indentations formed

along the coast, and is exhibited eight times in the cliff.

It appears unnecessary to enter into a separate detail of

any more of these dykes, and I shall now merely subjoin the

opinions of Professor Cordier concerning the composition of

some others which he examined, and select a few circumstances

which may seem the most interesting towards establishing their

history (640—681.).

The character which many possess, is that of an irregular

vein (681.), from a few inches to some feet in width, winding

among the schist, and frequently ramifying in its course. They

.sometimes unite tirmly with the surrounding rock, but in

general, the line of separation is perfectly distinct, and a blow

will readily divide them.

I detected from twenty to thirty between Beaumaris and c. 5.

Garth-ferry, a distance of about two miles. It is very easy to

overlook them when the cliff is low, or when they are only

exhibited on the horizontal section formed by the beach. Where

lichen and algae coat over every thing, the only distinc-

3h2
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tion is in their smoother surface, and more angular fracture

:

but this will frequently escape observation where a moment's

inattention may carry us across one at a single step.

It will be seen in PI. XVIII. Fig. 4. at a and b, that there

is a deceptive appearance as though these dykes terminated

abruptly downwards; but in these cases the course may be

considered as tending upwards, obliquely to the plane of the

I»aper, when placed vertically, and coming from some i)oint

behind it. The deception arises from the face of the cliff in-

tersecting the inclined side which bounds the furthest extent of

the dyke to the East, a fact which I verified in one instance,

by removing the schist from below. There is a marked dis-

tinction in this apparent mode of termination, and that which

is seen in PI. XVII I. Fig. 2. at a. In the latter case, the fissure

containing the basalt, gradually becomes thinner towards the

end, in the former, the entire ^Aidth is preserved.

The specimens examined by Professor Cordier, from this

neighbourhood, were " dolerite. The pyroxene very evident,

with fer titane."

" A basaltic lava, but more felspathic than the others. The

felspar has the filamentous character of volcanic products, re-

sulting from the crystals being flattened. To see this, two .sides

of the specimen nnist be jdaced at right angles to each other."

The appearance of the flattened crystals is common to seve-

lal of the very compact dykes, and may be seen in some parts

of the one near Cadnant, towards its Western termination. In

the small dyke PI. XVIII. Fig. 2. a, these crystals are few,

and extremely minute (642.), the basalt being more remarkably

fine grained and tough, than any other which I met with in

Anglesea.

An evident intermixture often takes place, between the trap

and the surrounding .schist, along the line of junction, which
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sometimes resembles the gradual blending of two difterent colours

in a mass of striped jasper (642.)- Small portions of schist are

embedded, near the sides of the dyke, which intermix with the

trap, and modify its appearance and composition (641, 643.)-

The schist, in contact, has frequently a blistered aspect, with

irregular cavities and flaws (644, 645.).

Dykes immediately to the North of the Menai bridge.

" Dolerite with superbc pyroxene." JPi'of. Cordier.

" Felspar and pyroxene with crystals of pyrites (665.). The

circumstance of having crystals of pyrites, though rare in streams

of basalt, is easily accounted for in a dyke. The extended sur-

face presented to the air by the stream, would enable the sulphur

to evaporate, but in the dyke it is condensed. Perhaps also the

dyke never came to day." Prof. Cordier.

The presence of pyrites, frequently in the form of distinct

crystals, is common to most of the dykes in Anglesea.

Dykes to the South of the Menai bridge.

" Basalt very rich in felspar." Prof. Cordier.

" Basalt poor in pyroxene." Prof Cordier.

On the South-western coast near Aberfraw.

" Plus travaillee than the other dykes—blistered." Prof.

Cordier.

The passage to the earthy traps is perfectly insensible, and

portions of the most genuine basaltic dykes are frequently of

this nature.

At Llangwyfau—" Wacke endurcie. It is full of green earth, ^.3

and ought to become cellular in an acid." Prof. Cordier.

Most, if not all, of the varieties of traj^ included in the

dykes of Anglesea are occasionally amygdaloidal and porphu-

ritic Some contain nodules of crystallized carbonate of lime,

which do not always exhibit the usual appearance of a ihom-

boidal cleavage common to the whole nodule, but possess an
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uneven fracture, although the specimen is perfectly pellucid,

approaching the character of saccharine marble (658, 659).

Embedded crystals of felspar are more common in the compact

and earthy traps ((561.), than in the crystalline (660.).

The compact portions, of several dykes, assume a confused

appearance of crystallization, and break into small fragments,

a tew inches in diameter, bounded by perfectly smooth surfaces-

Several of these form accurate rhomboids (676.), others exhibit

this figure modified by a diagonal cleavage (675, 677.) ; but it

generally hajipens that their figure is less regular, and that no

two faces are parallel to each other (678, 679) The eflects of

decomposition frequently extend to a considerable depth in the

dyke, and we find each of these fiagments, jiartially decomposed,

presenting a portion of unaltered trap in the interior (680).

Granitic Districts

{including the Granite and Greenstone).

{Nos. 789 to 844.}

A rock formed of quartz felspar and mica, is found in each

of the tracts laid down as including the granite ; but the mineral

character of the whole district is far from uniform.

Gr. In the Southern portion, about the neighbourhood of Gwalch-

mai and thence towards Llanerchymedd, the surface is broken

by small detached rugged eminences, rising through a marshy

ground, which is bounded East and West by an abrupt

termination of the stratified rocks.

The external character of all these protruding masses is so

very similar, that it is impossible to calculate beforehand on

what may be the real composition of any one in jiarticular.

On examination they are found to vary extremely ; one may be

a true granite, the next a pure quartz, the third a greenstone, &c.
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A better notion of this variety of composition may be obtained

by referring to some of the specimens which were procured in

the neighbourhood of Gwindu, within four miles North and

South of the Inn.

Among the granitic rocks the quartz is generally white

;

the felspar is either white (724, 725.), brownish yellow (726, 727.),

or flesh-red (728—737.) ; the mica silvery white (725), black, or

green (730—732). In the latter case it becomes associated with

chlorite, which in many places entirely supersedes it (739, 743),

tinging both the quartz and felspar of a greenish hue (740).

The chlorite also mixes with hornblende (741—744.), and these

two substances frequently predominate so much as nearly to

obliterate the quartz and felspar (753, 754). Sometimes the

felspar, of a flesh red colour, forms the basis of the rock, and

the other ingredients are sj)aringly dispersed through it (728, 729),

(745, 746). In other places, chlorite and mica supersede the

rest (752), and we then find only patches and veins of felspar

and quartz, completely enveloped in the more trap-like rock

(750, 751.). A beautiful variety is composed of dark green horn-

blende crystallized in large plates, and intermixed with irregular

patches of white felspar (755.), which however frequently assumes

a greenish tinge (756.). At the same spot there are patches of

crystallized carbonate of lime penetrated by yellowish green spiculae

of epidote (757.), a substance pretty generally diftVised through

the surrounding rock, either in veins (758.), or interlaminated

with the hornblende (759, 760.). It occurs also in compact masses,

intermixed with quartz (761). Patches of genuine basalt are

scattered throughout the district, completely enveloped by the

granite, and possessing the .same character as the trap found in

the dykes of various other parts of the Island (762, 763.).

All these varieties are highly crystalline ; but with them we

find rocks of another description, whose composition is more
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nearly homogeneous. They possess a flinty aspect approaching

to hornstone, and are of various shades of white (766, 767.), giey

(768.), or green (769.). Here and there a crystalline structure is

exhibited, or a few crystalline specks lie dispersed through

the compact base.

Tliis variety in the mineral composition is chiefly confined

to those parts of the district which present a broken rugged

outline. In the elevated ridge which stretches from Gwalchmai
to Lanfaelog, the character is more uniformly granitic and the

surface of the ground unbroken. The quartz and red felspar

have not the distinctly granular appearance which they gene-

rally assume in substances of this nature, but are intermixed

with a more pasty aspect than usual (734.), and the lustre

frequently deadeaied by a superabundance of the oxide of iron

(737.).

Gr. 4. The Northern district occupied by the granite is not so

variable in its character ; the usual appearance being that of an
irregular and large grained intermixture of quartz, white felspar

and silvery mica. A greasy lustre is frequently given to portions

of this granite, which apparently arises from its being contami-

nated by a considerable quantity of talc (790—801.).

By referring to the Map it will be seen that theie are two
districts which consist entirely of greenstone. The general cha-

racter of the rocks which compose them, is so nearly allied to

some parts of the granitic district to the South of Gwindu,
and their relation to the surrounding strata so very similar, that

little doubt can exist of their belonging to the same formation.
li' -a The district to the North of Llanerchymedd is marked by

rugged, and rudely shaped mas.ses, projecting through the surface.

These extend from a spot about one mile to the North of the

town, on the West of the road to Andwch, towards the North
of East, and pass a little to the North of Llandyfrydog. A pre-
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vailing character is that of an hornblende rock, composed of

large crystalline plates interlacing in various directions, and

cemented together by a little felspar and carbonate of lime (689).

The felspathic cement gradually increases (690.), till it forms

a greenish compact basis, through which the crystals of horn-

blende are dispersed (691). Other varieties present a more

perfect intermixture of these two ingredients (692— 694.),

with the addition of small shining plates, apparently diallage

(695.). White felspar and dark grey hornblende form also a

finely granular compound, which resembles some varieties of the

trap included in the dykes (696, 697). Distinct, green crystals

of hornblende are embedded in a basis of crystallized white

felspar, and it is worthy of remark, that some of these crystals

have been broken, and the fragments lie in different directions,

surrounded by the felspar, the edges of their corresponding ex-

tremities tallying with each other (699.).

The greenstone to the East of Llanbabo is not well ex-

hibited. Its characters are precisely the same as the former (712,

713).

Having proceeded thus far with the description of the granitic

districts, before any attempt is made to establish the probable

history of the rocks which they include, it may be here re-

marked, that the jjhenomena which accompany them are so very

similar to those presented by the trap dykes, that we can have

little hesitation in ascribing their origin to the action of the

same cause. This circumstance is premised, that the object may

at once be seen for which any particular appearance, tend-

ing to establish the theory of their common origin, is recorded.

From what has been stated, it will readily be conjectured, that

the theory alluded to is that which ascribes the formation of

these rocks to the influence of volcanic action, and it must be

perfectly unnecessary to recapitulate the arguments which have

Vol I. Fart II. 3 I
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been urged by others in its support, and drawn from appear-

ances similar to those described under the details of the several

dykes enumerated in the preceding part of this paper. They are

such as will suggest themselves to every one, and some speak

so strongly in its favour, that it seems scarcely possible for the

most sceptical on this head not to allow the force of theii-

evidence.

In addition to those arguments which may be deduced from

such phenomena, it may be stated, that the number of these

dykes must be very considerable ; for many of those enumerated

have become exposed, by mere accident, in the different quar-

ries opened for the purpose of repairing the roads, and it may
reasonably be expected that there are very many others concealed

beneath the cultivated surface, as well as several which have

escaped observation. In no one instance does it appear, that

they are in any way associated with a superincumbent mass of

the same nature, and indeed the great variety of mineral cha-

racter which they assume is alone a strong argument against

supposing them ever to have formed members of a common
body. None of the veins and fissures which contain them
appear to terminate downwards, whilst on the contrary it should

seem, that, in some instances, their termination upwards has

been clearly ascertained. In others, there is every probability,

that a considerable part of their course lies beneath the rock

with which they are in contact at the surface.

There is one argument brought against the igneous theory

which may be supposed to derive weight from the investigation

of Anglesea. This is, that the trap, if projected in an ignitetl

.state, would have i)roduced results of a more uniform character,

whereas in many cases it should even seem that it has pro-

duced no alteration whatever upon the surrounding rock- Now,
one decided example of alteration should speak more plainly
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towards establishing the nature of these dykes than any nega-

tive argument which might be drawn from those cases in which

no such alteration is found to take place ; for we know it has

been determined by experiment that certain rocks, when fused,

will afterwards return to their former state, if placed under those

very circumstances which most probably must have existed at

the time of their fusion.

This fact may be illustrated by referring to the phenomena

which accompany the dyke at Plas-Newydd. The alteration

which there takes place in the surrounding rock, although of

the most decided nature, is by no means uniform, even in the

same stratum. On one side, we have a mass of soft clay shale

assuming a hard jaspideous character, whilst, on the opposite

side, this alteration is partial, and the rest puts on a crystalline

structure ; and intermixed with this we also find some portions

in an earthy state. That the whole is not crystallized may

readily be accounted for, by supposing a superabundance of

calcareous and argillaceous particles, above the requisite pro-

portion necessary for the formation of the crystals ; still, how-

ever, it shews us that in the very spot where the change is the

most marked, it is yet possible for some portion to remain

unaltered.

If the granite of Anglesea be justly ascribed to the .same

class of rocks as those which Compose the trap dykes, it should

seem equally certain, that some portions of it must either have

resulted from the fusion of the surrounding strata, or else have

been considerably modified by an intermixture with them, and

con.sequently that it is more recent than any with which it is

associated.

At the South-western termination of the Northern granitic

district, there is a patch of old red sandstone. Although the o.^.

whole of this appears to have been considerably changed from

3l 2
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its original character, and to have assumed a more compact

and crystalline structure, yet at the furthest point West from

the granite, it is evidently composed of sandstone mixed with

coarse breccia containing pebbles of quartz and slate (784.)-

The strata run directly towards the granite, and several oppor-

tunities occur of examining the alterations which they sustain.

Upon approaching the granite, the crystalline character increases,

the materials become more firmly cemented, and pass into each

other (785—788.), till at length, without any abrupt transition

(789.), the strata merge into a crystalline rock (790—796,), in

which the nodular concretions of quartz have scarcely lost the

aspect of pebbles (790.). Felspar, frequently of a talcose or

steatitic aspect (792.), forms the principal ingredient of the re-

sulting granite (798—801.), which contains large, distinct concre-

tions of quartz and mica. Through it there are also dispersed

irregular masses of impure adularia, which cleave with great

facility (797.). At the spot where the sandstone has first assumed

the decided character of a granite, there occur a few specks of

galena (796.).

A repetition of similar appearances may be traced along the

boundary between the old red sandstone and South granitic

district. Towards its Northern termination, immediately to the

West of Llanerchymedd, the granite is found in the bottom of

a valley which passes between two portions of the sandstone.

At the last .spot where its effects are distinctly marked, there i.s

a quarry in which the rock may truly be said to constitute the

intermediate passage between the two. The remains of a coarse

sandstone are evident in some parts of the quarry, and the

passage (777—780.) to a perfectly crystalline mass (781.) distinctly

visible. The whole shatters into small fragments, and a con-

siderable portion is converted to yellow ochre, which also coats

over the natural cleavages in the more solid portions. A veii»
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of crystalline quartz, one inch and an half thick, traverses the

decomposing, porous portion of the rock (783.), and with it are

intermixed irregular stripes of chlorite, which penetrate the

quartz, and are so disposed, as to form rudely parallel lines

inclined to the sides of the vein at an angle of 45° (782.).

Where the chlorite is not present, the quartz still preserves

a tendency to cleave in this direction ; a circumstance which

bears a striking resemblance to a fissile texture, oblique to the

disposition of a bed.

About one mile to the South of this spot, there is one of

the localities already pointed out, for the fossils in the old red

sandstone. The quarry in which they occur is on the confines

of the granite, and the neighbouring mass of rock, which pro-

jects a few yards to the East, is in fact completely crystalline.

Some parts of the quarry also approach the same structure,

and a gradual obliteration of the fossils is the consequence-

The impressions are coated with oxide of iron (369.), and as the

matrix loses its original character, their position becomes marked

only by an irregular cavity, retaining a partial impression of

.some portion of the cast (370.), till at length the spot where

they formerly existed is simply traced by a shapeless ferruginous

patch (.371.). Having found the impressions of anomiae in the

midst of the altered shale at Plas-Newydd, and even where it

had assumed a crystalline structure, it did not seem improbable,

that some traces of these shells might also be met with in the

neighbouring granite, derived from the altered sandstone. But

the search proved fruitless, and indeed we can scarcely expect

that any such can exist. The less compact state of the sand-

stone, and the character of the resulting rock, so much more

uniformly crystalline than that of the altered shale, would render

it less likely that any appearance of this description could be

preserved. It may seem singular that I should have searched

in the granite for a fossil, as a circumstance likely to increase the
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number of arguments in favour of its igneous origin. But

what has been stated may serve as a caution against forming

any hasty conclusion to the contrary, should such a discovery

be ever made.

The altered appearance of the old red sandstone, which

lies to the West of the Southern granitic disti'ict, was remarked

in the description of that rock. The facts which have been

just stated seem to point out a cause adequate to the expla-

nation of this circumstance, and there are besides some other

particulars connected with its history, which tend materially to

O.I. confirm this supposition. From the lake at Llanfaelog, to

Llanfihangel, the surface is swampy and uncultivated, through

which many masses of bare rock project. Several of these

present an aspect so highly crystalline, that at first sight a

question might easily arise, whether we were not still in the

midst of the granite, until a second blow from the hammer
clears up the doubt, by exposing a mass of hardened sandstone.

In short, the state of this sandstone appears to be only a

degree removed from the more crystalline structuie of the

granitic district which lies to the North of Gwindu.

Near Llanfihangel church, on the South, and in the midst

of an assemblage of rocks distinctly composed of the brecciated

materials, we find a mass of trap (804, 805.). The felspar is

sufficiently distinct, and forms the chief ingredient in the ba.sis

of the rock, through which a few embedded crystals of the same

mineral are scattered, giving it a slightly porphyritic character.

The whole assumes a greenish tinge, but the colouring substance

does not apjiear to be of a very cr^'stalline nature, and is pro-

bably chlorite. This intermixes with a confused aggregation of

hornblende and diallage (807, 808.), passing by insensible shades

to the breccia which surrounds it. In the very midst of the more
crystalline portion we find small patches possessing a trace of

the original character not quite obliterated (809,),
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The rock often passes also to a light green felspathic mass,

spotted or mottled with dark green. Several such appearances

occur in the form of smooth nodules, already alluded to as

embedded jiebbles, but I strongly suspect that they must be of

a concretionary nature, similar to those in the steatitic rock

near Bangor.

The whole of the exposed rock to the S.E. of Llanfihangel

church, has more nearly the external character of a mass of trap

than of any other substance. It possesses no traces of stratifi-

cation, but is rent by fissures which divide it into jjrismatic

and rhomboidal blocks. One of these is so singular in its

appearance, that I have given a sketch of it, PI. XVIII. Fig. 5.

It resembles a basaltic column lying upon its side, and is com-

posed of felspathic and chloritic matter, mottled and blended

together (810, 811.).

On the N.W. of the lake near Llanfaelog, there are several

instances of a similar passage of the breccia to a trap rock (812.).

This apparent conversion of the schistose breccia, belonging

to the old red sandstone formation, to a trap rock, seems more

distinctly to connect the greenstone with the granite, and to

point out a common origin for the two, which also receives

additional confirmation from the examination of the tracts occu-

l)ied by the former rock. The patch of greenstone to the North

of Llanerchymedd is surrounded by grey^vacke, the basis of

which is a glossy black clay-slate. In the immediate vicinity

of the greenstone, this greywacke is curiously affected ; the

embedded fragments of schist assume a yellow decomijosing

tinge, whilst the quartz becomes more crystalline (701—705.).

The next step presents a rock of decomposing aspect, through

which are scattered traces of crystalline structure, resulting from

an imperfectly formed hornblende, mixed with felspar (706

—

710.). The latter is distinctly marked, but the crystals of the
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former bear a strong resemblance to fragments of slate. They
are frequently broken transversely, a circumstance which it has

been stated also occurs in the genuine crystals of the same

substance in the neighbouring hornblende rock.

It does not appear very evident why hornblende should

here result from the fusion of schist, and that pyroxene should

be a constituent of the dykes which are presumed to be of

similar origin. There is, however, one point of difference

bet^veen them. In the dykes, the fused matter appears to

have been injected into a iissure of the superincumbent rock,

but in the present instance the alteration has taken place

without any progressive motion. There are other rocks, in this

part of Anglesea, of which hornblende is an ingredient, where

the transition from the schist to the trap is not marked by a

distinct line, and where a similar explanation might be given

of their origin.

Near the summit of Llaneilian mountain, towards the South,

we find masses of this rock, protruding through the greywacke,

in which the hornblende is sometimes well crystallized (7X5.),

and at others scarcely to be detected (716.).

At the bottom of the cliff, to the N.E. of the highest point

of this mountain, a similar rock is found, but the hornblende is

not so distinct as in the former case (717.). Upon ascending the

cliff the appearance of a dyke is gradually lost, and it scarcely

exhibits a structure sufficiently crystalline to separate it from the

schist (719—722.). Through this dyke there run several veins of

quartz, which also abound in the surrounding rock, a fact

which I do not recollect witnessing in any other dyke in Angle-

sea. Irregular strings of reddish compact felspar, of a cotem-

poraneous character, are also found in it (718.). The schist in

contact is a fine grained clay-slate (723.), and in the dyke there

occur several .strings, or thin laminee, of clay-slate of the same

nature.
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Patches of glossy crystalline clay-slate are also found among

the hornblende rocks to the North of Llanerchymedd.

On the South side of the road from Llanerchymedd to

Llechynfarwy, before quitting the former place, there is a quarry

which partly consists of clay-slate, and partly of hornblende

rock and greenstone, similar to that on the North of the town.

Considering the extensive influence which must have been

exerted to form the granitic districts, we might also expect to

find the rocks in their vicinity modified by its action. Where

the South granitic district joins the older rocks to the East,

it is not so easy to ascertain when an alteration has taken

place ; since we are not always certain of the original cha-

racter which these rocks themselves possessed. In some places,

however, there appears to be little doubt of the fact.

On the sea-shore, immediately South of Llanfaelog lake,

the confusion and alteration impressed ujjon the schistose rocks

are of a very marked description. They vary in composition

and aspect at every step, and have scarcely a trace of fissile tex-

ture remaining. There are slight appearances of a crystalline rock,

resembling some varieties in the granite round Gwindu (824.),

but the general character is that of an homogeneous flinty

mass of different shades of green (825, 826), grey (827.), and

brown (828, 829.). Since all these will fuse before the blow-

pipe, though with difficulty, they seem to approach the cha-

racter of a hornstone. One of the specimens presents a sin-

gular fact, and as the experiment was several times repeated,

there can remain no doubt of its accuracy (827.). It forms

a dirty white mass between compact and finely granular, and

seems to consist principally of quartz, but contains also a little

lime disseminated through it. A few faint streaks of green

matter, resembling chlorite, are intermixed with the substance of

the stone. When the specimen is exposed to a red heat, the

Vol. I. Part 11. 3 K
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o-reen veins immediately turn jet black, assume a laminated

texture, and strongly resemble pyroxene. It then fuses, with

some difficulty, to a black glass. There are some portions of

a more compound nature (8-30.), intermixed with the homo-

geneous rock, which appear to be composed of small fragments

of quartz firmly embedded in a paste of the same substance

(831.), and others in which the embedded fragments are so

loosely set, that they might be detached (8-32, 833.). AVith these

are associated patches of blistered schist, gradually blending

itself with the compact mass (834.). Proceeding Eastward along

the shore, we find traces of a laminated texture making its

appearance. The whole rock still forms a flinty mass, but

the smooth surfaces exhibit parallel contorted lines of obscure

yellow upon a green ground (835—837.). This character prevails

until we arrive at Llangwyfan, after which the rocks become

more regularly schistose.

There are numerous trap dykes scattered throughout the

whole of this district (813—8*23.). These vary considerably in

character; some form a perfect basalt highly charged with

crystallized carbonate of lime, tinged green (813), but the

generality, are of a more earthy nature, and vary through

different shades of dark grey and green. In texture and com-

position, they often resemble clay-slate so closely, that a detached

specimen might easily be mistaken for this rock (820—822.).

They are generally porj)hyritic, containing embedded crystals of

felspar, and alter their character completely, and suddenly, through

difterent parts of their course. 3Iany of them are seen to ter-

minate in both directions, and some form mere bumps rising

through the hardened schist, and are themselves again inter-

sected by smaller dykes of a diflerent character.

There are several other appearances of a similar description

impressed upon the schist near the granite, both in the neigli-
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bourhood of Llanerchyniedd, and of the North granitic district.

In one spot, about a mile and an half to the N.E. of the Paris

mountain, it is intermixed with veins of a granitic description.

They consist principally of dull mica, which is associated with

felspar, quartz, and a steatitic substance (802.). The surrounding-

schist assumes a hardened aspect (803.).

Perhaps we may also ascribe the flinty beds dispersed through-

out the schist, to the West and S. W. of this spot, to a change of

character impressed by the granite. If so, the chert, which

traverses the Paris mountain, will rank with them ; and the de-

composing schist, which accompanies it on either side, must be

ascribed to the more partial influence of the same action. The

external character of this mountain is very striking. On the

N.W. it slopes gradually from the top, but to the S.E. it pre-

sents a precipitous side, fiom which project the edges of the

schistose laminae, to all appearance as sharp as though they had

scarcely sustained the action of the weather since they were first

placed in their present position, although the materials of which

they consist are in a very decomposing state.

Although the circumstances detailed above seem to indicate

that the granite and greenstone have been derived fiom the

fusion of the stratified rocks in their neighbourhood, still, the

marks of violence and disturbance which accompany them, tend

fuither to shew, that some portions of these rocks have been

protruded from below. The structure of Llaneilian mountain

affords an interesting and important illustration of this fact, and

forms a prominent feature in the Geology of Anglesea.

In PI. XIX. Sect. B, we have the greywacke dipping from

the granite on the West, and succeeded in order of superposition

.by the chlorite schist, dipping also in the same direction. Upon

referring to Sect A, which is exhibited on the coast, the greywacke

is found to be terminated abruptly to the West by a vertical

3& 2
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fault, which explains the apparent anomaly of the superposition

of the older rock. This greywacke also reposes unconformably

upon some black clay-slate of the same series. The explanation

which suggests itself is, that the granite has removed the grey-

wacke from its original position, and that the lowest beds of

the portion removed, repose towards their termination North-

wards upon the superior beds of the same series. The hollow

tract which runs across the mountain, between the summit and

the highest point of granite, is composed of glossy black clay-

slate, intermixed with i)atches of quartzose rocks, which project

in irregular masses. The lowest jjortion of the removed grey-

wacke is a green claj^-slate, which may have formed either the

lower beds of the greywacke series, or the upper of the chlorite

schist. It is much shattered ; a circumstance which causes the

alluvial matter to collect, and consequently the line of demarca-

tion, between it and the black slate below, is distinctly marked

by the vegetation which covers it. A deep ravine runs from

the Northern termination of the granite to the sea-shore, from

which part of the removed portion may have been derived. The
most Westerly, and therefore the uppermost beds of the disturbed

greywacke, are composed of the same black clay-slate as that

upon which the lower beds repose unconformably.

Anotlier circumstance which seems to have resulted from

the intrusion of the granite, occurs to the East of this spot.

Descending from the Eastern summit of the mountain towards

Dulas harbour, the ground forms a gradual declivity, broken by

projecting hummocks. These, as well as the rocks on the

shore, consist of a mo.st heterogeneous mixture (857—867.).

Hardened sandstone (863—865.) ; clay-slate, which shivers into

sharp hard fragments, each tarnished with a glos.sy coat (8G(>,

867.) ; large masses of quartz and schist, rudely intermixed and
bound together by a l^asis of fragmental matter (859—862.).
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Among this confusion there are patches of purely crystalline rock,

consisting of red felspar, quartz, and chlorite (857, 858), which

appear to assimilate this tract to some portions of the district

round Gwindu. This conglomerate is seen, at its Northern g.i.

termination, reposing upon the clay-slate, which assumes a com-

pact quartzose aspect (852.), and contains concretionary nodules

(851). In one spot it consists of crystalline quartz, through

which are dispersed numerous fragments of slate (853). Tiiese

fragments have, in many instances, sustained an alteration in

character, and become blended with the quartz. On a

weathered surface they decompose, the quartz assuming a cavern-

ous appearance.

By referring to the sections it may be seen, that the in-

trusion of the granite in the two principal districts, has produced

effects in opposite directions. In the Northern district, the

dislocation and tilting of the schist lies on. the West, the older

members having been upheaved and brought to the .surface on

that side of the granite, whilst on the East we iind the newer

rocks comparatively in a state of repose. In the Southern dis-

trict the reverse is the case, and the upheaving of the mica

and chlorite schists has taken place to the East, the old red

sandstone being in contact to the West.

Having examined the phenomena which accompany the

granite and trap, the next endeavour will be to explain certain

appearances where a cause seems to have been exerted, similar

to that which produced these rocks, though without the actual

protrusion of any volcanic product.

A reference to the localities noted on the Map will be

sufficient to shew that there can scarcely be any part of Angle-

sea which has entirely escaped the influence of an action so

general as that which formed the numerous dykes seen bursting

through so many parts of its surface, and we may naturally
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expect that some places must exhibit traces of this influence,

where the results are more equivocal than those already de-

scribed.

At Camel's Point, the appearances so closely resemble those

exhibited on the confines of the granitic districts, that it seems

scarcely possible to ascribe their origin to the action of a dif-

ferent cause. Upon approaching the Point, a little to the North,

the grej^vacke is associated with a rock, which at the time I

mistook for a conglomerate of rolled pebbles, but which is com-

posed of concretions running together in the same manner as

the steatitic rock near Bangor (870.). This passes to a perfectly

crystalline ma.ss formed of quartz, felspar, chlorite, and mica

(871—878.), in which the traces of a concretionary structure are

sometimes evident (871.). In other places the transition to the

earthy rocks which are contiguous, is sufliciently marked (880.).

Tlie character of the surrounding schist is singular. In part it

appears to have sustained no alteration, but the greater portion

assumes a yellow decomposing aspect, and in some places it

passes to a hard semi-jaspideous mass (883, 884.). Rather large

crystals of quartz are found attached to compact masses of the

same nature, whicli are dispersed through these rocks (881, 882.).

Another spot, which has strongly the appearance of having

been subjected to some violent disturbing cause of the same

nature, occurs at Moel-y-don ferry, on the Caernarvonshire side

of tlie Menai. The strata of limestone and grit, belonging to

the magnesian limestone, are found confused, tilted, and, for

several yards, disposed in a most disorderly manner. The
alteration which the substances composing the strata undergo,

is also of a marked description. The sandstone, ^hich in other

places is red, becomes white (452.), hardens, and passes to a

compact siliceous stone, resembling white flint (453.). In some

places it approaches the common dark chalk-flint (454). It is
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intermixed with crystallized limestone and bitter spar (456—462.),

and some portions of the specimens are in a pulvernlent state.

The red limestone either becomes very compact and crystalline

(463—467.), passes to a brown bitter spar (469.), or assumes the

character of a nearly arenaceous white limestone (470.). About

the centre of the disturbed portion, the materials of the several

strata are mixed together (471—473.), presenting a singular

scoriaceous appearance (474.). The dyke which crosses the

Menai at this spot, intersects the line of the disturbed portion

at right angles. A little to the North of the ferry where the

disturbance ceases, the sandstone, which is fine grained with

small pebbles dispersed through it, appears to have been

hardened and turned white (451.), and is here quarried as a

whetstone.

The present disposition of the stratified rocks, from the

greywacke upwards, seems .strongly to favour the hypothesis

which ascribes the formation of the granite and trap to volcanic

action. If we suppose the ditFerent portions of each formation

to have been once continuous, their original bearing appears to

have been from N.E. to S.W., and their dip towards the S.E.

In every case they terminate with great abruptness against the

older rock, and near the junction they frequently appear to have

sustained some violent action.

The singular transition from old red sandstone to quartz o ;

rock, on the summit of Bodafon mountain (p. 391.), resting

upon hornstone derived from the clay-.slate (p. 373.), appears to

be the Northern termination of some volcanic influence which

extended Southwards to Llangefni, and from thence, towards the

i^.W. to Aberfraw. Hand specimens cannot convey a just idea

of the appearances exhibited in a quarry of this hornstone.

The irregular intermixture, which takes place in the difl'erent

shades of colour, strongly resembles the result aftbrded by
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agitating the ingredients of a semi-fluid mass, and the solid horn-

stone passes to a blistered schist. Proceeding Southwards, we
come upon a peculiar variety of chlorite schist, in which the

quartz forms a homogeneous basis, and the chlorite or mica

lies disposed in parallel laminae (p. 369.). At the spot where

this occurs furthest to the North, it forms a mass of rock

scarcely protruding above the surface of the swampy ground on

the East of Bryngole, and is not easily accessible. From hence,

some patches of schist are found which pass to jasper, and

others to the same translucent, green quartz rock, with a glo-

bular structure as that at Llangefni, (p. 384.). In an inter-

mediate state, the schist has a fragmental aspect, the fragments

drawn out into strings (243.). At Bodorgan, we find a mass of

basalt and greenstone protruding in the midst of the small patch

of schist which rises through the grit (p. 397.). It should seem

therefore, that the tlisturbing force, which cut ofl' the further

extent Westward of the mountain limestone and coal-measures,

has acted upon the old red sandstone, clay-slate, mica-slate,

and chlorite-slate, and that the respective results are quartz

rock, hornstone, homogeneous quartz with scales of mica or

chlorite, and jasper or translucent quartz rock. To this list may
be added another substance, equally singular. To the West
of the spot where the chlorite schist passes to quartz rock.

North of Llangefni, the grit rises abruptly to the East of the

river, and through it there protrudes a rude tabular mass of

white quartz rock (868), which may be supposed to have re-

sulted from an alteration of the grit, (see PI. XX. Sect. H).

^ » The district lying North and South of a line from Gwalch-
mai to Llangefni, will, by the above supposition, be included

between two distinct modifications of volcanic action, which

were probably united beneath it. The result, as might be

expected, is the utter confusion and complete alteration of the
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intervening rocks, the appearance of which has been already

described (p. .372.). Among other i)henoniena which tend to

contimi this hypothesis, is the occurrence of several large hum-

mocks of white quartz, scattered over the surface in the neigh-

bourhood of Trefdraeth (869.). They consist of sandstone passing

to quartz rock, and are possibly the remains of grit, from the

strata belonging to the coal-measures ; and if so, it is equally

possible, that the hard compact limestone found with the jas-

per may have been derived from the same source.

A similar explanation will apply to the other districts of this

nature, and particularly to the jaspideous ridge which extends

from Llantiinnan to Red-wharf bay, (p. 372).

There are a few circumstances connected with the history of

the serpentine which render it probable that this rock is the

result of an action impressed upon some of the limestone beds,

dispersed through the chloritic districts.

The general outline of each of the serpentine districts, pre-

sents an aspect of great disturbance, want of stratification, and

other ai)pearances usual in a trap formation. At the Eastern

termination of the Southern district, the transition from the

chlorite schist to the old red sandstone is abrupt, and on the

Eastern side of the line of jtmction we meet with a trap rock,

apparently derived from an alteration impressed upon a portion

of the latter formation, a description of which has been given,

p. 4.32. The connection between serpentine and greenstone is

equally remarkable at Llanfechell. The patches of serpentine

run S.W. from the principal quariy, and with them aie found

some which seem intermediate between that rock and green-

stone (589—591.). Others pass from a compact and crystalline

variety of the latter, including veins of serpentine and epidote, to

a more earthy rock, with a greasy chloritic aspect, containing

but few crystals of pyroxene. The chlorite schist in the neigh-

VoL I. Purt II. 3 L
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bourhood is much hardened, especially in the high ground to

the S.E. of this spot. Veins of epidote are found where the

rock approaches the character of greenstone (592—596.).

c » To the West of the jiool at Gwalchniai, the chlorite schist

is intermixed with limestone, and a dyke intersects the rock close

to a small bed of this mineral. The natural fissures of the dyke

are coated with an nnctuous substance resembling serpentine

(584.), and some portions of the dyke itself have the earthy chlo-

ritic aspect of the greenstone in the serpentine at Llanfechell

(585.). Veins of crystallized carbonate of lime are found in it,

and when the primitive rhomb is extracted from them, two of

its faces appear finely striated paiallel to the longer axis (586

—

588.).

Conglomerates.

{Nos. 885—913.]

There are two tracts laid down in the Map under this deno-

mination, one of which has been already alluded to, as its

connection with the North granitic district appeared to afford

an explanation of its origin. The other, which occurs at the

most Northerly point of Anglesea, possesses a few characters in

common with the former, but there is no evidence to shew

that it has resulted from an action of a similar nature. It

consists of a most confused intermixture of chlorite schist, grey-

wacke, clay-slate, large masses of quartz, and limestone, with

several traces of trap, PI. XVIII. Fig. 6.

To the East of Cemmes, the cliff consists of yellow ochre

and steatite (895.), both of which are there quarried as articles

of commerce. They evidently result from the decomposition of

the schisto.se rocks, and the gradual jia.ssage from the solid to

the earthy state is distinct (892—894).

The large masses of quartz, which are dispersed through the
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district, have sometimes an homogeneous aspect (889.), but in

general they retain the traces of a coarse breccia (885—887),

or sandstone (888.), from which they seem to have been de-

rived. In the midst of the steatite there are some which

possess a porous earthy aspect (896.).

The limestone, which intermixes with this conglomerate, i.s

the same as that about Llanfacthlu, and belongs apparently to

the chlorite schist (906—913.). It does not appear to have

sustained any alteration, except in one or two places where it

is in contact with some trap (908.). In one spot to the West

of Cemmes it consists of small irregular black globules tirmly

cemented in a basis of rather lighter colour, which at first sight

resembles the traces of an organic structure (909, 910.). In

another spot where it pos.sesses the same shaly character as at

Llanfacthlu (912.) there are slight appearances resembling an-

thracite (913.).

Although the ingredients which compose this conglomerate

cannot be said to lie in distinct strata, still there are .several

places where a rude kind of alternation is visible, somewhat like

the arrangement which often takes place in a mass of diluvial

matter. These rudely formed beds indicate a considerable dip

towards the North ; from which it should seem, that the con-

glomerate succeeded the chlorite schist in order of superposition,

and that the present inclined position was impressed upon each

at the same time.

Diluvium.

jNos. 914—980.}

Deposits of diluvial matter are scattered over each of the chlo-

ritic districts which bound Anglesea to the West. They occur

in the form of very obtuse conical hills, the diameters of whose

bases varies from about a quarter to half of a mile, and the

3 L 2
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surface, in consequence, presents a succession of gentle undu-

lations clothed by cidtivation, the subjacent rock being exposed

only in the hollows between them. The internal structure of

these hills is exhibited in several places along the coast to the

South of Llanfacthlu, and also between Monachdy and Wilfa.

Tliey consist of tiue grained sandy materials deposited in layers,

and in several instances it happens, that the coarser ingredients

form the uppermost portion. The rolled pebbles are not nume-
rous, and there are a few large blocks of schist, greenstone and

limestone, dispersed through them,

c .5. From Penmon to Beaumaris there is a low cliff of dilu-

vium, through which are dispersed numerous large blocks of

limestone and grit, derived from the coal-measures. This ter-

minates immediately to the South of Beaumaris, in a mass about

.sixty feet thick. The character of this diluvium does not re-

semble that which is found to the West of the Island (where

it bespeaks a succession of deposition), but forms a rude mass

in which the materials appear to have been brought together

by a single effort. A suite of .sijecimens has been selected

from the embedded pebbles. The smallest and most rolled con-

sist of various granites, traps, and the older stratified rocks.

Some of the blocks of limestone and of the more recent strata,

are of very large dimensions, especially as we approach the

mountain lime at Penmon.

Alluvium.

Wherever the coast to the S.W. is low, the neighbouring

country has suffered from drifts of sand, which in some places

have covered up the soil to a considerable distance inland, pre-

senting a <lreary outline, broken only by a few projecting points

of schist. This sand is still active in making its annual encroach-

ments, if we may judge from the half buried walls which have

c
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been recently built over the low ground on each side of a road

from Newborough towards the N.W.
In the j>receding pages it has been my endeavour to relate

those facts which appeared most likely to facilitate the future

investigation of the Geology of Anglesea. It cannot be expected

that a first account of any complicated country, should be accu-

rate in all its details ; for, in such cases, the time necessarily

consumed in obtaining a clue to the examination, will seldom

leave sufficient opportunity of accurately verifying all the ])oints

of relation which may exist between contiguous formations.
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EXPLANATION OF THE PLATES.

Plate XV

Contortions in the strata of the quartz rock at Holyhead mountain.

Sketched from the South Stack p. 363.

Plate XVI

Fig. 1. Cleavages exhibited by the strata of the quartz rock... p. 364.

Fig. 2. Vertical section of a mass of breccia (a), and a quartzose vein

{b) connected with it, which rises through the chlorite schist, near

its junction w ith the quartz rock p. 366.

Fig. 3. Junction of the quartz rock (a), and chlorite schist (6) to the

West of Rhoscolyn p. 366.

Fig. 4. Section of the stratified chlorite schist p. 371.

Fig. 5. Serpentine [a] rising abruptly through the chlorite schist {b),

which dips in various directions p. 3"6.

Fig. 6. Massive serpentine (a) gradually assuming a schistose cha-

racter (6) p. 376.

Fig. 7- Appearance presented by the greywacke slate on the shore near

Monachdy p. 383.

(a) Hard, green, and unlaminated portion, passing gradually on

one side to a schistose black slate {b), and terminated

abruptly against a similar rock on the other.

Fig. 8. Arrangement of particles in the stratified grit at Bodorgan, p. 395.
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Plate XVII.

Fig. 1. Junction of mountain limestone and schist to the South of Llan-

gefni p. 396.

{a) Hard, quartzose schist, scarcely laminated, rising abruptly

through the limestone on the East.

[b) Fault, thirty yards wide.

(c) Rubble, consisting of fragments of the limestone.

(rf) Soft, shattery green and red clay slate.

Fig. 2. Contorted limestone and shale, at Caint p. 397.

Fig. 3. Appearance of Great-Ormes Head from Beaumaris p. 398.

N.B. In the following figures, the shaded portions represent trap.

Fig. 4. Dyke in Dulas harbour containing embedded fragments of clay

slate , p. 421.

Figs. 5 and 6. Two sections, at right angles to each other, of a mass of

chlorite schist, between Port-Dafreth and Borth-Anna, exhibiting the

termination upwards of a basaltic dyke p. 4l6.

Fig. 7. Section, ninety feet in length, along the course of the dyke

which runs through Holyhead Island. The trap is seen, surmounted

by the schist p. 416.

Plate XVIII.

Fig. 1. Section along the course of the dyke at Cadnant p. 413.

(a) Road from Beaumaris to the post road.

[b] Marshy ground to the East of Castellos.

Figs. 2, 3, 4. Sections of some dykes exhibited in the cliff between

Beaumaris and Garth-ferry p. 422.

Fig. 5. Portion of the old red sandstone, passing to a variety of green-

stone, with a columnar structure p. 433.

Fig. 6. Conglomerate at Wilfa p. 444.

(a) Quartz.

(6) Basaltic dyke.
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Plates XIX and XX.

(A to M). A series of parallel sections across Ang-Jesea from N.W.
to S.E., referred to on the Map by corresponding letters.

(N to O). Two parallel sections from S.W. to N.E., at the North-

western corner of the Island.

(P). Section at the N.E. corner.

A few changes in the mineral character of some rocks included in

the same formation are referred to in the following; manner

:

(a) Green clay slate,

(6) Black clay slate,

(c) True greywacke slate,

(c?) Micaceous schist,

(e) Chlorite schist,

(/) Conglomerate of jasper, limestone, &c. in the chlorite schist.

Plate XXL
Geological 3Iap of Anglesea

The principal districts included in each formation are artificially

divided, for the purpose of easy reference, in the following manner,

—

(the order of arrangement always proceeding from West to East,) see

page 360.

_ Quartz Rock. (Q).

Q. 1. Most Westerly portion of Anglesea, including nearly half the

Northern division of Holyhead Island.

Q. 2. Also in Holyhead Island. To the S.W. of its Southern division.

Chlorite Schist. (C).

C. 1. Includes the greater part of Holyhead Island, and is bounded to

the North by a line from Llai\rliyddlad to Llanbabo, and on the

S.E. by continuing tiiis line through Llanfihangel to the sea.

C. 2. The Northern part of Anglesea—between Camel's Point and

Llaneilian Point.
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C 3. Middle district—from Dulas on the North to Aberfraw on the

South.

C. 4. Small strip to the East of the last—between Red-wharf bay

and Caint.

C. 5. Western district—from Llandonna to Llandwyn.

Serpentine. (S).

S. 1. In Holyhead Island—from Rhoscolyn to Llanfihangel.

S. 2. Near the centre of C. 2,—to the S.W. of Llanfechell.

Ch'eywacke. (G).

G. 1. Between C. 1. and C. 2., and to the East of each as far as C. 3.

G. 2. Towards the North of C. 3.—a small strip running from Bryn-

gole to the S.W.

G. 3. Bounds C. 3. on the S.E.—from the North of Llangefni, to the

South of Aberfraw.

G. 4. Between C. 4. and C. 5.— from Red-wharf bay to Llanfihangel

East.

G. 5. Small patch N.E. of the last—at Llandonna.

G. 6. At the Eastern termination of C. 5.—West of Beaumaris.

G. 7. To the South of the last.—At Garth-ferry^ and on the opposite

coast of Caernarvonshire, from Bangor to Aber.

Old Red Sandstone. (O).

O. 1. Separates C. 1. and C. 3. at their Southern termination, and runs

as far North as Llanerchymedd.

O. 2. A small patch at the N.E. termination of the last—immediately

South of Llanerchymedd.

O. 3. A similar patch to the N.E. of Llanerchymedd.

O. 4. Another, to the N.E. of the last—in contact with the Northern

granitic district.

Vol I. Part II. 3 M
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O. 5. On the N.E. of C. 3.—From Dulas harbour to Bryngole.

O. 6. A small spot, surrounded by the mountain Iime_, to the East of

the last.

.Mountain limestone and Coal-measures. (M).

M. 1. The most extensive district of this formation—from Dulas harbour

to Bodorgan.

M. 2. S.E. of C. 5. -From Garth-ferry to Plas-Coch.

M. 3. N.E. termination of Anglesea—including Priestholme island.

.Magnesian Limestone and ^\ eif Jied Sandstone.

These lie to the South of M. 2.

Granitic Districts. (Gr).

Gr. 1. Largest district— towards the centre of the Island— round

Gwindu.

Gr. 2. Small patch in G. 1., to the South of C. 2.— East of Llanbabo.

Gr. 3. S. E. of the last, and North of Llanerchymedd.

Gr. 4. Northern district—frt>m Llaneilian mountain to Dulas.

Conglomerates.

One of these occurs at the most Northerly point of Anglesea—the

other to the East of Gr. 4.

Trap Dyhes.

These are referred to the formation in which they occur.

N.B. Bv an error of the Engraver, the references to these in the

Map are made with a [T], instead of with a (t) as mentioned in p. 401.

St. John> Coll. J. S. HENSLOW.
Nov. '26, 18'2l.



XXVII. Some Obserrations on the H^eather accom-

panied by an e.vtraordinary depression of the Baro-

meter, during the Month of December 1821.

By the Rev. JOHN HAILSTONE, MA. F.R.S.

FELLOW OF THE CAMBRIDGE PHILOSOPHICAL SOCIETY,

LATE FELLOW OF TRINITY COLLEGE AND WOODWARDIAN PROFESSOR.

In a Letter addressed to the Rev. George Peacock, Secretary.

[Read Feb. 25, 1822.]

Sir,

As the weather during the late winter has been of a very

unusual character, I have thought a register of it for the month

of December last, might be acceptable to the Society. This

register, as will be seen by inspection, consists of observations

made on the heights of the Barometer and Thermometer at three

several times of each day, viz. at eight in the morning, two in

the afternoon, and eight again in the evening. There is al.*;*)

a column which registers the lowest point to which the ther-

mometer had sunk during the night. The quarter from whi<lj

the wind blew at the time of each observation is also noted.

r have not thought it necessary to add the temperature of the

3 M 2
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mercury in the barometer at each observation, because the

instrument stood in a room which varied very little in that

respect, not more than from 43° to 50° during the whole of the

mouth. The thermometer hung in an aspect to the North,

and about four feet from the ground. The barometer was
made by Cary, and is of the portable kind, having been origi-

nally contrived and fitted up for the purpose of measuring

altitudes. The Gage is not a floating one, but a fixed linear

sight to which the surface of the quicksilver in the basin is

brought by means of a screw ; and it is almost needless to add,

that this adjustment was made previous to every observation.

The most remarkable phaenomenon in the register is beyond

question the extraordinary depression of the barometer, which

took place on the 24th and 25th of the month. On the 19th

thunder was distinctly heard here proceeding from the N.W.,

and on the 20th the glass seems to have commenced its fall

:

it will be seen by the evening observation of the 24th, that it

had fallen .so low as 28.37, and as it Mas then still fallings

I paid particular attention to it, till at 3 a.m. on the 25th

I observed it at 28 inches precisely, a degree of depression

I believe I may .say almost unprecedented in this climate.

The weather which accompanied this unusual state of the

barometer was distinguished by violent gales from the W.
aud S.W. attended with incessant heavy rains.

It appears from the public papers, that this remarkable

depression of the barometer has been general through Eurojie,

and at the .same i>eriod of time. The accounts from Germany
.state, in addition to the storms of wind, that it was attended

with a sho(;k of an earthquake. Tliis was particularly the case

at Mayence, where a slight shock of an earthquake is said to

have taken place on Christmas day, about half past eight in the

evening. At Bamberg and at Fraucfort about 7 P.M. on the
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24th, an igneous meteor was obsened of the size and shape of

a full moon, which taking a North-Easterly direction, fell to the

ground, and disappeared with an explosion as loud as that of

a cannon. But it was in Italy that the tempest appears to

have been the most violent. In a letter from Genoa, dated the

29th, there is the following jjassage: "The inhabitants of Genoa

have often witnessed ravages occasioned by tempests, but not

one so dreadful and prolonged as that which we experienced

during the night of the 24th instant. It will ever be memorable

in the annals of our State. During several days previously,

the air was charged with thick vapours, which vented them-

selves in torrents of rain; the wind was S.E. ; on the 24th

at six in the evening it settled in the South, and blew with

intense violence; at ten o'clock it had reached its utmost force.

The sea rose progressively. At eleven the vehement conflicts

betwixt the two elements had the full character of a hurricane,

and in the language of the country was a terremoto di mare."

Doubtless we may expect farther details and observations

of this most unusual state of the atmosphere, and I therefore

await the arrival of the various scientific journals i^ublished on

the Continent with some degree of impatience. From America

I have met with no accoxmts to which I can draw the atten-

tion of the Society. It is certainly an object of considerable

importance, to ascertain the limits of barometrical phaenomena

with regard to their geographical position.

Having finished my remarks on what may be considered as

the great meteorological feature of the year 1821, perhaps it

will not be thought uninteresting, if I add a few obser\ations

on the mean temperature of the latter months of that year, as

compared with the corresponding months of the year preceding.

I estimate the mean temperature of any month, by first finding

the mean of each of the four thermometrical columns of daily
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observations separately, and then takins: the mean again of the

tbnr resnlts thns fonnd. By this method the temperature of

the month of April last, according- to a register which I kept,

is fonnd to be 48°^, which is also the precise temperature of

our springs. And this confirms the trnth of a remark wliich

I have heard, namely, that the average heat of the month of

April affords a good estimate of the heat of the whole year.

Conversely also, the coincidence may serve to confirm the

a<(uracy of the above method of estimating the mean monthly
temperature.

The heat of December last, averaged in this manner from

the register is 42° I ; in the preceding year of 1820, it is only 39°

for the same month. Of the months of Sej)tember October and

November last, the mean temperature was 58° |, 49° | and 46° |,

respectively. The corresponding' numbers for the same months

in the preceding year 1820 were 54°, 46°|, and 40°|. Thus it

appears the heat of December last was three degrees and a half

above the heat of the same month in the preceding year. Ami
November also when compared with October of the prior year,

is in this respect, very nearly equal.

From several experiments made by sinking a thermometer

in garden earth to the depth of twelve or fifteen inches, the

mean heat during the month of December last was found to be

44°. This portion of the earth's surface comprises the ordinary

region of vegetation, which, as appears from these experiments,

was in the very depth of winter inferior only by 4\ degrees of

temperature to that of the whole year. Such an extraordinary

mildness in the season was accordingly very jjcrceptible in

all the productions of the garden. The autumnal flowers

continued blowing late, till they were superseded by those of

the spring, which api)eared in the same degree, early. The
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animal creation felt also its genial influence, and the blackbird

ushered in the new year with a carol as loud and as articulate

as is usually heard in the months of April and May.

I have the honour to be,

Your very obedient servant,

JOHN HAILSTONE.
Trumpingtoti,

Feb. 10, 1822.
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CAMBRIDGE PHILOSOPHICAL SOCIETY.

Nor. 26, 1821.

XXVIII. Notice of a remarkable instance of Fossil

organic Remains found near Streatham in the Isle

of Ely.

By Dr. FREDEHICK THACKERAY.

1 HIS bone was picked up among the materials for forming

the turnpike road in the neighbourhood of Ely : all the natural

grooves or channels in which the blood-vessels formerly ran,

may be seen, confirming the observation of Cuvier, that these

reliques have not been acted upon by attrition in water; and

of whicli many more striking examples occur among specimens

lately found in the neighbourhood of Cambridge. In order to

account for this, it may be observed, that the finest examples

of organic remains, characteristic of beds of alhivium, rather

rest upon the line of junction between clay and gravel, than in

the gravel itself. The inesent specimen consists of limestone

with a sliglit luipurity of alumina and oxide of iron : the ex-

terior of it retains some portion of phosphate of lime ; and

(what seems very singular), a minute quantity of animal matter,

which was manifested by its peculiar foetid smell on being

submitted to destructive distillation.

A very considerable part of the skeleton of a Mammoth

was lately found in a gravel-pit near Chatteris.

Vol. I. Part \h 3N
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DESCRIPTION OF THE PLATES.

N.B. In the First Part of the Transactions, none of the Plates

are numbered; the numbering of the Figures being carried on from 1 to 25, with

the exception of 11 and 12, which are omitted.—These are followed bi/ two litho-

graphic draivings of the Bones of a fossil Beaver.

In the Second Part, some of the Plates are 7iumbered, and, to prevent

confusion, the following description of the whole is given, in order that each Plate

may more readily be referred to the Paper which it is meant to illustrate.

In Part I.

Plates I, II, III. include Pig". 1 to 10.—To accompany Professor Parish's

Paper, No. 1 . on Isometrical Perspective :

I. includes Figf. 1 to 7, representing several perspective views of

simple figures.

II. Fig. 9. Perspective vieve of a piece of machinery.

III. Fig. 10. Perspective view of a furnace.

Plate IV. Fig'. 13 to 20.— To accompany Mr. Herschel's Papers

(Nos. 2 and 3.).

Plate V. Fig'. 21 to 25.— To accompany Mr. Whewell's Paper

No. 10.)

Plates VI, VII. Two lithographic drawings of the Bones of a fossil

Beaver.—To accompany Mr. Okes's Paper (No. 9.).

VI. contains a single figure.

VII. contains three figures.
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In Part II.

Plate VII. B. Crystallization of Water. —^To accompany Dr. Clarke's

Paper (No. 8).

Plate VIII. This plate is numbered, and refei's to Mr. Cecil's Paper

(No. 14).

Plates IX, X. These two plates are wanting-. It was originally intended

to make three plates from the figures included in Plate VIII

;

but, by an error of the engraver, their sizes were dimi-

nished, and the whole placed together.

Plate XI. This Plate is numbered, and contains the Galvanometer and

figures described in Professor Cumming's Paper (No. 18).

Plate XII. To accompany Mr. Whewell's Paper on the double crystals

of Fluor (No. 22).— The figures in this plate represent the

intersections of cubes, &c.

pL.iTE XIII. This plate is numbered, and refers to Professor Cumming's

Paper on the Calculus (No. 24).

Fig. 1. The Calculus of the natural size.

Fig. 2. Section of the same along the line AB.

Plate XIV. Lithographic drawing of the dilated Ureters described in

Mr. Ores's Paper (No. 25).

Plate XV—XXI. To accompany Mr. Henslow's Paper on the Geology

of Anglesea (No. 26).

N. B. A description of these plates is given at the end of the Paper.
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